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Time:

9:00 a.m.

Date:
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Location:
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TRUSTEES:
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James Cooper
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David Greenwell
David Holt
Steve Hill, Surrogate Trustee
James D. Couch, City Manager
Laura Johnson, Surrogate Trustee

COTPA Offices, 2000 S. May Ave., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108
____________________________________________________________
It is the policy of COTPA to ensure communication with participants and members of the
public with disabilities are as effective as communications with others. Anyone with a
disability that would like to participate in the meeting but requires an accommodation,
modification of policies/procedures, auxiliary aid or service, or an alternate format of the
agenda/information provided at the meeting, please contact Iris Newman at 405-297-2484
within 48 hours (not including weekends or holidays) of scheduled meeting. Individuals
utilizing TTY/TDD technology for telephone communication should utilize the free “711
Relay Oklahoma” service by dialing 711 to assist you in contacting Ms. Newman. The
Authority will consider the choice of auxiliary aid or service requested by the individual with
a disability.

AGENDA
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING AUTHORITY
DATE: October 05, 2018
TIME: 9:00 a.m.
PLACE: City Council Chambers, 200 North Walker, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ITEMS FROM THE CHAIRMAN

III.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD

IV.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A.

V.

VI.

VII.

Approval of the Minutes of the COTPA Board Meeting Held on September 7, 2018.

CONSENT DOCKET
A.

Resolution Authorizing Free Rides for Armed Forces Veterans on any Fixed-Route
Bus Route and in the EMBARK Plus Zone 1 ADA Paratransit Service Area on Monday,
November 12, 2018.

B.

Approval of Amendment No.1 to the Contract for Architectural Services with Beck
Design for Project MB-1343, Santa Fe Parking Garage, White Box & Tenant
Improvements Contract Document Revisions, $11,290.

C.

Approval of Agreement with the Arts Council of Oklahoma City to Allow Opening
Night Activities in the Sheridan/Walker Parking Garage on December 31, 2018.

D.

Approval of First Amendment to Real Estate Purchase Agreement for the Santa Fe
Plaza Parking Garage.

ITEMS FOR INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION
A.

Approval of Lease Agreement with the University of Central Oklahoma at Santa Fe
Plaza, Estimated Annual Revenue $224,788.80, Initial Term 10 years.

B.

Adopt Resolution to Utilize City Contract MC-0583 with Enercon Services, Inc. for
Removal of Asbestos Containing Material Services and Issue Notice to Proceed for
Project MB-1468 at the Santa Fe Plaza Parking Garage.

C.

Approval of Public Art Commission Agreement with Adam Smith for a Mural on the
Exterior of the Sheridan Walker Parking Garage in the Amount of $21,500 to be
Completed no later than November 2, 2018.

D.

Approval of Contract with the HNTB Corporation for Consultant Services to Prepare
NEPA Clearance Documents for a High Capacity Transit Project (MC-0619),
Estimated Cost $365,000, Term October 5, 2018 through April 15, 2019

E.

Award Contract to Staplegun for Marketing and Development Services; Estimated
Annual Expenditure $350,000; Term October 5, 2018 through October 4, 2023.

RATIFICATION OF CLAIMS AND PAYROLL

A.

VIII.

RECEIVE FINANCIAL REPORTS
A.

IX.

Ratification of Payroll and Vendor Claims for the Period from September 4 through
September 25, 2018

Receive the COTPA Schedules of Revenues and Expenditures - Budget to Actual For
the Two Months Ended August 31, 2018.

RECEIVE PROGRAM REPORTS
A.

Transit System Report

B.

Streetcar Report**

C.

Long Range Planning Report

D.

Parking System Report**

E.

Marketing, Customer Relations and Technology Report

F.

Oklahoma River Cruises and Spokies Report**

X.

ITEMS FROM TRUSTEES

XI.

ADJOURNMENT

COTPA Agenda
Item No. IV.A.
10/05/2018

MINUTES
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TRANSPORTATION
AND PARKING AUTHORITY MEETING
September 07, 2018

TRUSTEES PRESENT:

Chris Kauffman, Chairman
Kay Bickham
James Cooper
Craig Freeman
Laura Johnson

TRUSTEES ABSENT:

Bernard Semtner, III, Vice Chairman
David Greenwell
Steve Hill

STAFF PRESENT:

Jason Ferbrache
Justin Broesel
Iris Newman
Cory Hubert
Kevin Mulcahy
Dan McKeehan
Jesse Rush
Jeanne Smith
Larry Hopper
Dennis Fry
Jill Burnett
Michael Scroggins
Marsha Harrod
Chip Nolen

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ITEMS FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Chairman Kauffman announced there will be a quorum shortly. Due to the weather, some of the
Trustees were still on their way.

III.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD
Tom Knudson, works for a Non-Profit organization called City Care and manages the Oklahoma
City Day Shelter for the Homeless. Mr. Knudson gave a brief overview of the various social services
provided by the Oklahoma City Day Shelter. Mr. Knudson stated that his intention for coming to
the meeting was to publicly thank EMBARK for going out to his facility and taking a genuine
interest in the needs of folks that are served there. He also commended EMBARK for the already
existing services like free bus service offered the 3rd Friday of the month and for EMBARK Plus,
which has been tremendously helpful.
Chairman Kauffman asked Mr. Knudson where he was located and if people come to his office.
Mr. Knudson replied 3rd and Virginia and they run the Day Shelter in partnership with the
Homeless Alliance. He stated that they see about 300 folks a day at the resource center who are
chronically homeless. Mr. Knudson mentioned that Jason Ferbrache and Chip Nolen came to his
facility for a tour and to discuss the possibility of a bus stop there.
Chairman Kauffman asked if there was bus service at his location.
Mr. Knudson answered not at the location, the closest one is at Linwood and Main, about a quarter
mile up the road. However, there is a curb cut with the potential to be a bus stop.
Chairman Kauffman asked Administrator Ferbrache if there was still a program around that
offered bus passes to the homeless.
Administrator Ferbrache replied no, however, as part of the schedule of fees, we offer a 7.7%
discount to agencies that would like to buy bus passes in bulk.
Chairman Kauffman asked Mr. Knudson if his agency is buying passes.
Mr. Knudson replied yes about 100 a month.
Chairman Kauffman expressed his appreciation for Mr. Knudson coming to the meeting and
encouraged his continued communication with the staff on anything needed to provide the services
that he's providing.
Trustee Cooper asked what else in terms of transportation would help and how are the homeless
getting around the city at night.
Mr. Knudson replied that the Sunday service has been a tremendous help, however, outside of the
City's bus system, there aren't many options. Most of them come either on foot or bikes and after
hours. A small percentage sleep in their cars in the parking lot.
Trustee asked if the origin of the homeless was throughout the entire metro or just in the inner
core.
Mr. Knudson said there was a Point in Time Count done in January and about 80% of the
homeless were in the downtown area, however, some were throughout the metro. Mr.
Knudson offered to send a map to Mr. Cooper.
Trustee Cooper if there was anything else besides a bus shelter would help.
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Mr. Knudson mentioned having a bike repair station is his next goal. He also mentioned a bus stop
would be tremendously helpful.
Chairman Kauffman added that Spokies has a bike repair station and would be happy to give him a
tour and educational information to help get started.
Mr. Jeff Bezdek, his office is at 1015 N. Broadway, Suite 120 and he resides on the Northwest part
of the city, and not in a Public Transit area. Mr. Bezdek thanked Chairman Kauffman for waiting for
quorum. Mr. Bezdek serves on the MAPS 3 Transit Sub-Committee, served on the Alternative
Analysis Committee for the Streetcar system and the Health Science Center, was involved in the
Regional Transit Authority framework, which if currently being formatted to ACOG, and runs a
small business. Mr. Bezdek appears before the COTPA Board to point out a few issues regarding
making the Streetcar successful. Mr. Bezdek stated that the sub-committee discussed and had
assumed that the consultant hired by COTPA, would ask the sub-committee what their operational
opinions were. Having been appointed by Mick Cornett, some of the sub-committee members have
traveled around the world. Mr. Bezdek pointed out that not having Sunday service is an avoidable
mistake. He stated that $220,000 is the amount that he'd heard it would take to match the
Saturday level of service. Mr. Bezdek understands that the Streetcar would operate on special
event days. Mr. Bezdek also asserted that we're introducing a Title 9 issue, because although
we've moved forward with Sunday bus service, we haven't done so with the Streetcar system,
therefore creating inequity between modes and causing confusion to the public. Mr. Bezdek
mentioned they were flabbergasted that they were not asked their opinion, that there wouldn't be
Sunday service and that the Downtown Discovery bus would be retained, because the general
assumption was that, any rubber-tired transit in the downtown core would be dissolved and that
those revenues would be transferred to the Streetcar system. Mr. Bezdek mentioned that an
evaluation was done, when the previous Administrator was with COTPA and Metro Transit, of the
area that the Downtown Discovery would attempt to address and determined that if pedestrian
connections were strengthened, between those areas that people could walk as long as there was
a reasonable connection and ADA compliance. Mr. Bezdek stated that he would like to go through
the process of going to City Council and ask that 220,000 be provide for Sunday Service or the
Downtown Discovery be dissolved so that we can have a competent, integrated transit system.
Chairman Kauffman stated that this was just an opinion and that it took a good number of years to
provide Sunday bus service.
Mr. Kauffman says that it's a learning curve, trying to figure out what the citizens of Oklahoma City
need.
Mr. Bezdek stated that best practices across the United States necessitate Sunday Service. It's a
unanimous opinion of the MAPS 3 Streetcar Sub-Committee that Sunday service is a good practice.
Trustee Cooper asked how the operation were funded in Kansas City.
Administrator Ferbrache replied that it is different from Oklahoma City, the business districts
and owners pay extra taxes to support some of that operation.

IV.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Moved by Johnson, Seconded by Freeman. AYES: Bickham, Cooper, Kauffman.
A.

Approval of the Minutes of the COTPA Board Meeting Held on August 3,2018

B.

Approval of the Minutes of the Parking Committee Meeting Held on August 7, 2018

C.

Approval of the Minutes of the Joint Parking and Finance Committee Meeting Held on
August 9, 2018
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D.
V.

Approval of the Minutes of the Special COTPA Board Meeting Held on August 9, 2018

CONSENT DOCKET
Moved by Johnson, Seconded by Bickham. AYES: Cooper, Freeman, Kauffman.

VI.

A.

Approve the Renewal of Agreement with JRC Property Management, LLC for the
Installation and Repair of Bus Stop Poles and Signs, Estimated Cost $85,000
Annually, October 8, 2018 through October 8, 2019.

B.

Approve the Renewal of Agreement with Enterprise (EAN Holding, Inc.) for Vanpool
Services, Estimated Cost $8,800 Annually, October 1, 2018 through September 30,
2019.

C.

Approve the Renewal of Agreement with Remix Software, Inc. for Transportation
Planning Software, Estimated Cost $20,000 Annually, September 8, 2018 Through
September 7, 2019.

D.

Approve Grant Contract #2016-R1-COTPA Addendum with Association of Central
Oklahoma Governments (ACOG) for Public Fleet Conversion Project, Extending
Reimbursement Period for Eligible Expenses to July 31, 2019.

ITEMS FOR INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION
A.

Approval of Amendment No. 1 to Agreement with Herzog Transit Services, Inc.
Moved by Freeman, Seconded by Cooper. AYES: Bickham, Johnson, Kauffman.

B.

Approving Amendment No. 1, Change Order No. 2, an increase of $43,544.00,
Project No. MB-1272, Union Station Improvements, 300 SW 7th Street.
Moved by Johnson, Seconded by Cooper. AYES: Bickham, Freeman, Kauffman.

C.

Change Order No.3 for Project No. MB-1342, Exterior Renovations of One North
Walker Parking Garage (Sheridan-Walker Parking Garage), 501 West Sheridan
Avenue, $16,517.75.
Moved by Bickham, Seconded by Freeman. AYES: Cooper, Johnson, Kauffman.

D.

Final Acceptance for Project No. MB-1342, Exterior Renovations of One North Walker
Parking Garage (Sheridan-Walker Parking Garage), 501 West Sheridan Avenue.
Moved by Freeman, Seconded by Cooper. AYES: Bickham, Johnson, Kauffman.

E.

Approval of Plans and Specifications for Project MB-1343, Santa Fe Parking Garage,
White Box & Tenant Improvements and Authorize Administrator to Advertise for Bids.
Moved by Johnson, Seconded by Bickham. AYES: Cooper, Freeman, Kauffman.

F.

Approval of Parking Agreement between MidFirst Bank and Central Oklahoma
Transportation and Parking Authority September 7, 2018 to September 7, 2023,
estimated annual revenue of $45,150.
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Moved by Freeman, Seconded by Bickham. AYES: Cooper, Johnson, Kauffman.
G.

Approval of Lease Agreement with Downey Contracting, LLC., September 17, 2018
through September 6, 2019, Revenue $24,744.00.
Moved by Bickham, Seconded by Johnson. AYES: Cooper, Freeman, Kauffman.

Chairman Kauffman inquired about tenants at Union Station.
Administrator Ferbrache replied that there are no tenants at Union Station.
VII.

RATIFICATION OF CLAIMS AND PAYROLL
Moved by Freeman, Seconded by Cooper. AYES: Bickham, Johnson, Kauffman,
Semtner.
A.

VIII.

Ratification of Payroll and Vendor Claims for the Period August 7 through August 28,
2018.

RECEIVE FINANCIAL REPORTS
Moved by Johnson, Seconded by Freeman. AYES: Bickham, Cooper, Kauffman.

IX.

A.

Receive the COTPA Interim Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2018

B.

Receive the COTPA Employee Retirement Trust Financial Statement for the Twelve
Months Ended June 30, 2018

C.

Receive the COTPA Schedules of Revenues and Expenditures - Budget to Actual for
the One Month Ended July 31, 2018

RECEIVE PROGRAM REPORTS
Moved by Bickham, Seconded by Cooper. AYES: Freeman, Johnson, Kauffman.
A.

Transit System Report

B.

Streetcar Report**
Presentation by Streetcar Operations Manager Jesse Rush.

C.

Long Range Planning Report**
Presentation by Principal Planner Larry Hopper.

D.

Parking System Report

E.

Marketing, Customer Relations, and Technology Report**
Presentation by Public Information and Marketing Manager Michael Scroggins.
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F.
X.

Oklahoma River Cruises and Spokies Report

ITEMS FROM TRUSTEES
Administrator Ferbrache introduced and recognized Dan McKeehan as our new Operations
Manager.
Assistant Municipal Counselor Marsha Harrod introduced Jill Burnett.

XI.

ADJOURNMENT

Respectfully Submitted,

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator
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COTPA Agenda
Item No. V.A.
<10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Resolution Authorizing Free Rides for Armed Forces Veterans on any Fixed-Route Bus Route and in the
EMBARK Plus Zone 1 ADA Paratransit Service Area on Monday, November 12, 2018.
Background

In an effort to promote the use of public transportation, recognize the service of
veterans from all branches of the United States Armed Forces, and increase citizen
awareness of veteran's issues, staff proposes that any fixed-route bus route and
the EMBARK Plus Zone 1 ADA Paratransit Service Area will be free to documented
veterans of the United States Armed Forces on Monday, November 12, 2018.

LFR Issue

Community Relations

Revenue

Approximately $500.00 in Decreased Farebox Revenue

Review

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Adopt the resolution

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

COTPA Agenda
Item No. V.B.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Approval of Amendment No.1 to the Contract for Architectural Services with Beck Design for Project MB1343, Santa Fe Parking Garage, White Box & Tenant Improvements Contract Document Revisions,
$11,290.
Background

On September 8th, 2017, the Board approved a contract assignment with Beck
Design for the design of improvements to the Santa Fe Parking Garage.
The scope of this project originally included two areas of work within the Santa Fe
Parking Garage. Part A – Garage Improvements and Part B – White Box & Tenant
Improvements.
The project scope was changed after bids were received to only include Part B.
The change to the original scope required the construction documents and
specifications be revised for the White Box and Tenant Improvements areas of the
Santa Fe Parking Garage.

LFR Issue

Community Relations and State of Good Repair

Source of Funds

Parking Capital Account

Estimated Cost

$11,290

Review

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve the amendment

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

AMENDMENT NO. 1 TO CONTRACT FOR ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
This Amendment is made and entered into this ___ day of __________
2018, by and between the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority, a municipal
trust, herein called the "Trust", and Beck Design, herein called the"Architect".
WITNESSETH:
Project No. MB-1343
Santa Fe Parking Garage, White Box & Tenant Improvements; and
WHEREAS, this project provides for design and all other architectural services related to
improvements to the Santa Fe Parking Garage; and
WHEREAS, Part A of this contract provides for garage improvements and Part B of this
contract provides for tenant lease space improvements; and
WHEREAS, subsequent to execution of the original contract, the Architect has been directed
to modify the original scope identified as "Part B" and rebid the project; and
WHEREAS, the Architect will be required to revise plans and specifications and reissue
with new dates, in addition to rebidding the project; and
WHEREAS, Basic Services Part A, Task 4-Construction Administration, and Part A, Task
5 -As-Builts, will be eliminated as part of this Amendment; and
WHEREAS, the original contract must be amended to incorporate the Architect's increased
scope of work outlined above and associated fees; and
WHEREAS, the total compensation to be paid to the Architect for this Contract and
Amendment shall be as follows:
For the original contract:
Not to exceed $215,800 for architectural services
For Amendment No. 1:
Not to exceed $11,290 for architectural services (a decrease of $9,920 to Basic
Services Part "A", and an increase of $21,210 to Basic Services Part "B", resulting in an overall
increase of $11,290)
Total Amended Contract:
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COTPA Agenda
Item No. V.C.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Approval of Agreement with the Arts Council of Oklahoma City to Allow Opening Night Activities in the
Sheridan/Walker Parking Garage on December 31, 2018.
Background

Opening Night will be held December 31, 2018, by the Arts Council of Oklahoma
City. Fireworks are displayed as part of the event. The Arts Council has requested
use of the Sheridan/Walker parking garage for this year’s display.
The Arts Council is required to indemnify and hold COTPA and the City of Oklahoma
City harmless of and from all claims, suits, action, or judgments, including but not
limited to all expenses, attorney’s fees, witness fees, cost of defending and such
action or claims, or appeals there from, arising out of or from the maintenance or
operation of Opening Night by the Arts Council.
Prior to occupation of the space, the Arts Council will provide insurance coverage to
be effective during the entire time of occupancy for Opening Night in an amount
sufficient to satisfy the statutory limits of the City contained in the Governmental
Tort Claims Act of Oklahoma, 51 Okla. Stat. Sec. 151 et seq, as amended, naming
COTPA and the City of Oklahoma City as Additional Insureds.

LFR Issue

Review

Community Relations

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve the agreement

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

COTPA Agenda
Item No. V.D.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Approval of First Amendment to Real Estate Purchase Agreement for the Santa Fe Plaza Parking Garage.
Background

In August of 2017, the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority,
whose sole beneficiary is the City of Oklahoma City, received an unsolicited offer
from Continental Resources to purchase the Santa Fe Plaza Parking Garage located
at 101 North EK Gaylord Boulevard. The unsolicited offer was made by Continental
Resources in the interest of securing permanent long-term parking for their
downtown corporate headquarters. Current parking arrangements, where the
majority of the 700+ Continental employees park in the Cox Center Parking Garage,
is not permanent due to the expected future redevelopment of the Cox Center.
One of the major parking customers of the Santa Fe parking garage, BancFirst
formally known as Cotter Tower, was purchased by BancFirst. Another major local
employer, BancFirst, desires to make certain there is ample parking in the future for
tenants by owning their own parking.
Subsequent to the initial offer by Continental to purchase the garage and BancFirst,
working through a common broker, both parties desire to purchase the Santa Fe
parking garage to satisfy their respective needs for permanent parking.
The sale of the garage would provide permanent parking solutions for two major
downtown employers and for a significant downtown office building that is in need
of reinvestment. With Continental employees relocating from the Cox Center
garage to the Santa Fe garage, the Cox Center garage will have available parking
for monthly contract parkers, transient parkers, and additional event parking.
Both BancFirst and Continental requested the City Council and the Central
Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority approve the attached Purchase
Agreement between COTPA, Continental Resources and BancFirst. The Purchase
Agreement established a sales price for the appraised value of $22.5 million and
requires the purchaser(s) to honor existing tenant leases such as those with the
Skirvin Hotel, Veolia, Red Earth and the University of Central Oklahoma. In
addition, the purchasers have agreed to make the garage available for event
parking. COTPA has been working with the purchasers to implement a transition
plan with the purchaser to relocate any affected parkers and keep the garage
operating without interruption until the purchasers hire their own staffing or
management company.
On July 17, 2018, the City Council approved a Memorandum of Agreement with the
Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority to set forth terms and
conditions for Continental Resources, Inc. and BancFirst Corporation to purchase
the Santa Fe Parking Garage for $22,500,000.
On July 23, 2018, the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
approved a Memorandum of Agreement with the City of Oklahoma City to set forth
terms and conditions for Continental Resources, Inc. and BancFirst Corporation to

purchase the Santa Fe Parking Garage for $22,500,000.
On August 9, 2018, the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
approved the Real Estate Purchase Agreement for the Sale of the Santa Fe Plaza
Parking Garage. The Real Estate Purchase Agreement provided for a 60 day
feasability period. Both parties desire to extend the feasability period

LFR Issue

Review

Community Relations

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve the amendment

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

FIRST AMENDMENT TO REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AGREEMENT
THIS FIRST AMENDMENT TO REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AGREEMENT (this
“First Amendment”) is dated effective as of the _____ day of October, 2018, by and between
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING AUTHORITY, a public trust
(“Seller”) and CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC., an Oklahoma corporation (“CLR”), and
BANCFIRST CORPORATION, an Oklahoma corporation (“BancFirst” and collectively with
CLR, “Purchaser”), with reference to the following circumstances:
WHEREAS, Seller and Purchaser entered into the Real Estate Purchase Agreement dated
effective as of August 9, 2018 (the “Agreement”), providing for the sale of certain improved real
property commonly known as the Santa Fe Plaza Parking Garage and located generally in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma County, Oklahoma, as more particularly described in the Agreement.
Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings ascribed
to them in the Agreement; and
WHEREAS, Seller and Purchaser have agreed to modify the Agreement on the terms and
conditions as set forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants herein
set forth, and for such other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree to amend the Agreement as follows:
1.
Section 1.6(a). The following provisions are added at the end of Section 1.6(a) of
the Agreement:
The Limited Scope Asbestos Survey dated September 17, 2018, prepared by
Enercon Services, Inc. (“Enercon”), for Price Edwards & Company (the
“Asbestos Survey”) was performed to locate, identify and assess the condition of
any asbestos-containing building materials (the “ACM”) present within the first
floor spaces of the Garage structure. The Asbestos Survey identified certain ACM
at the Property, including specifically within that portion of the first floor area of
the Garage structure which is subject to the UCO Lease (the “UCO Leased
Space”), and which include both regulated ACM and non-friable materials such as
floor tiles and flooring mastics (the “UCO Space ACM”). Further, the Asbestos
Survey recommends that the UCO Space ACM be removed by a qualified
asbestos abatement contractor prior to renovation of the UCO Leased Space in
accordance with a ‘Project Design” prepared by an Oklahoma licensed Project
Designer and an Oklahoma licensed abatement contractor or otherwise qualified
personnel, etc. as set forth in the Asbestos Survey. Seller hereby agrees to cause
Enercon to perform, at Seller’s sole cost and expense, as a part of Seller’s
renovation of the UCO Leased Space and construction of the UCO Improvements,
all aspects of the abatement and removal of all of the UCO Space ACM, in strict
accordance with a “Project Design” proposal to include ACM abatement
specifications, project design work plans, and specifics regarding abatement
oversight/air monitoring to be prepared by Enercon pursuant to Section 5.2 of the
Asbestos Survey (the “Asbestos Remediation”). Seller agrees to submit the
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Project Design plan to Purchaser for Purchaser’s approval, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld so long as the Asbestos Remediation complies with the
Asbestos Survey recommendations (the approved plan hereinafter the “Approved
ACM Remediation Plan”). In the event that as of Closing, Seller has not
completed the remediation of the UCO Space ACM in strict accordance with the
Approved ACM Remediation Plan, then notwithstanding the sale of the Property
to Purchaser at Closing, Seller has agreed with Purchaser to, and shall thereafter
perform and complete or cause to be performed and completed, at Seller’s sole
cost and expense, the Asbestos Remediation in strict accordance with the
Approved ACM Remediation Plan.
2.
follows:

Section 1.6(b). Section 1.6(b) of the Agreement is amended and restated as

In the event that either the UCO Improvements or the Asbestos Remediation are not
completed as of Closing, then at the Closing a portion of the Purchase Price equal to (i)
the amount of funds required to complete the UCO Improvements as certified in writing
by the general contractor performing the UCO Improvements on behalf of Seller plus (ii)
the amount of funds required to complete the Asbestos Remediation on behalf of Seller as
certified in writing by Enercon (together, the “Holdback Amount”) shall be placed in an
escrow account (the “Holdback Escrow”) with the Title Company as escrow agent as
security for Sellers’ obligation to perform the UCO Improvements in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the UCO Lease and the Asbestos Remediation in accordance
with the Approved ACM Remediation Plan (the “Holdback Obligations”). Seller shall
pay all costs of the Holdback Escrow.
3.
Section 1.6(c). The first sentence of Section 1.6(c) of the Agreement is amended
and restated as follows:
At any time prior to the delivery of the Completion Notice (as defined herein), Seller may
withdraw such amounts of the Holdback Escrow as are necessary to pay bona fide
invoices issued by the contractors engaged by Seller to perform the UCO Improvements
and the Asbestos Remediation by providing written notice to Purchaser and the Title
Company (a “Draw Request”) requesting disbursement to Seller (or such contractor
designated by Seller in the Draw Request) from the Holdback Escrow of an amount
necessary to pay such invoices, copies of which shall be included with the Draw Request.
4.
Section 1.6(e). The last sentence of Section 1.6(e) of the Agreement is amended
and restated as follows:
Upon Seller’s completion of the UCO Improvements in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the UCO Lease and the completion of the Asbestos Remediation in strict
accordance with the Approved ACM Remediation Plan, Seller and Purchaser shall
provide joint written instructions to the Title Company of such completion and
instructing the release as required in this Section 1.6(e) (the “Completion Notice”).
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5.
follows:

Section 1.6(f).

Section 1.6(f) of the Agreement is amended and restated as

Notwithstanding the payment of any Draw Request as set forth above or the complete
disbursement of the Holdback Escrow, Seller agrees to satisfy any and all mechanic’s
liens which may be filed or threatened against the Property as a result of the work
performed in connection with the UCO Improvements or the Asbestos Remediation.
6.
follows:

Section 1.6(g). Section 1.6(g) of the Agreement is amended and restated as

At Closing, Purchaser and Seller shall execute a temporary access and license agreement
in a form mutually acceptable to Purchaser and Seller (the “Seller UCO License
Agreement”) pursuant to which Purchaser grants Seller access to the Property to perform
the UCO Improvements and the Asbestos Remediation, and such other provisions,
including without limitation, Seller’s covenant to indemnify Purchaser for any damage to
the Property as a result of Seller’s negligence or willful misconduct in the performance of
the UCO Improvements or the Asbestos Remediation.
7.
follows:

Section 7.2(g). Section 7.2(g) of the Agreement is amended and restated as

Except for the UCO Improvements and the Asbestos Remediation, not make or permit to
be made any material alterations to or upon the Real Property without Purchaser’s written
consent, which may be withheld in Purchaser’s sole discretion;
8.
Feasibility Period and Corresponding Dates. The Feasibility Period is hereby
amended to be 11:59 p.m. CT on _______________, 2018. All deadlines that directly
correspond to the expiration of the Feasibility Period are correspondingly amended.
9.
Survey Delivery Deadline. The deadline for Purchaser to obtain the Survey as
required by Section 6.2 of the Agreement is hereby amended to be 11:59 p.m. CT on
_______________, 2018.
10.
Exhibits. Exhibits C, D, E, F, and G of the Agreement are attached to this First
Amendment as Exhibits C, D, E, F, and G.
11.
Force and Effect. Except as amended and modified by this First Amendment, the
Agreement continues in full force and effect.
12.
Counterparts. The parties may execute this First Amendment in counterparts, each
of which shall constitute an original and all of which, when taken together, shall constitute one
and the same instrument. To facilitate execution of this First Amendment, the parties may
execute and exchange, by telephone facsimile or electronic mail PDF, counterparts of the
signature pages.
(Signature Page to Follow)
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SIGNATURE PAGE TO
FIRST AMENDMENT TO REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AGREEMENT
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this First Amendment
and affixed their seals as of the date and year first above written.

“TRUST”
ATTEST:

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA PARKING AND
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, a public trust,

By:
SECRETARY

Date Approved:

Reviewed for form and legality.

Assistant Municipal Counselor

CHAIRMAN

SIGNATURE PAGE TO
FIRST AMENDMENT TO REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AGREEMENT (CONTD.)
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this First Amendment as of the day
and year set forth below.
PURCHASER:

CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC.

By:
Name:
Title:

SIGNATURE PAGE TO
FIRST AMENDMENT TO REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AGREEMENT (CONTD.)
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this First Amendment as of the day
and year set forth below.
PURCHASER:

BANCFIRST CORPORATION

By:
Name:
Title:

EXHIBIT “C”
RESOLUTIONS OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF SELLER

C-1

EXHIBIT “D”
CONTRACTS

D-1

EXHIBIT “E”
LEASES

E-1

EXHIBIT “F”
RENT ROLL

F-1

EXHIBIT “G”
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

G-1

COTPA Agenda
Item No. VI.A.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Approval of Lease Agreement with the University of Central Oklahoma at Santa Fe Plaza, Estimated
Annual Revenue $224,788.80, Initial Term 10 years.
Background

On March 6, 2009, COTPA and the University of Central Oklahoma (UCO) entered
into a Lease Agreement for 2,000 square feet of office space in the Santa Fe
Parking Garage for a period of one year with three (3) two-year renewal period.
On March 3, 2014, the Board approved the lease agreement extension with UCO
that added two (2) years at the rate of $30,000 annually.
On January 8, 2016, the Board approved the lease agreement extension with UCO
that added 116 days to the lease extending the expiration date from March 6, 2016
to June 30, 2016.
On June 3, 2016, the Board approved a one year lease extension agreement with
UCO for the period of June 30, 2016 to June 30, 2017.
On July 7, 2017 the Board approved a one year lease extension agreement with
UCO for the period of July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018.
Since 2016, COTPA and UCO have contemplated expanding UCO’s tenant space in
the Santa Fe garage to provide UCO with a lease for all available space. The
proposed lease agreement gives UCO approximately 17,798 square feet of space
which includes all available empty tenant space and the space occupied by UCO in
the previous lease. In negotiations for the new lease and expanded tenant space,
both parties agreed a complete renovation of the tenant space was warranted.
Accordingly both parties have completed the planning and design and have issued
bid documents for the renovation project. Subsequent to the planning, design and
development of the funding plan for the tenant space, COTPA approved a Sales
Agreement whereby Continental Resources and BancFirst will purchase the Santa
Fe garage including the tenant space. The appraised value of the garage that
established the purchase price Continental and BancFirst are paying for the garage,
assumed the lease revenue of UCO as a long term tenant. Consequently, COTPA
and UCO have agreed to complete the proposed construction project MB-1343
renovating and adding to the UCO leased space and entering into a long term lease
agreement that will be assumed by the new owners of the garage.
The lease allows for annual rent not to exceed $12.65 per square foot and
maximum build out of up to $130.40 per square foot. Should additional savings be
found during the project, the tenant's annual rent will be adusted.

Term

Initial Term: Ten (10) Years with Three (3) Five-year renewals.

Source of Funds

Parking Capital Account

LFR Issue

State of Good Repair and Community Relations

Revenue

Review

Initial Term - $225,144.70 to be deposited in the Parking Revenue Account

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve agreement

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT (the “Lease”) is made this ______ day of ___________, 2018
(Effective Date”) between Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority (“COTPA”),
a public trust, having an office at 2000 S. May, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73108 (the
“Landlord”) and the University of Central Oklahoma (“UCO”), 100 N. University Drive,
Edmond, Oklahoma 73034 (the “Tenant”).
WITNESSETH:
1. Leased Premises. Landlord hereby leases the Leased Premises to Tenant and Tenant hereby
leases the same from Landlord. The Leased Premises will be comprised of approximately
17,798 square feet of office space with a total Net Rentable Area (useable area) of 17,798
square feet, located at 1 Santa Fe Plaza, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102. In addition to the
17,798 square feet comprising the Leased Premises, Landlord hereby grants Tenant nonexclusive primary access and use of the interior courtyard (the “Courtyard”) located at the
south end of the Building (as depicted on the attached site plan drawing attached hereto as
Exhibit No. 2). Tenant’s non-exclusive right to use the Courtyard for its higher education
and program purposes is subject to the right of the Landlord to use the Courtyard for itself
and other Parking Garage tenants upon reasonable advance notice to Tenant (which may be
given verbally or in person). Unless Tenant has some prescheduled event or use planned for
the Courtyard at the date and time which is the subject of Landlord’s notice, Landlord shall
be allowed to use the Courtyard in accordance herewith. Tenant’s non- exclusive right to use
the Courtyard includes the right to place patio furniture in the Courtyard at Tenant’s own risk
and costs, subject to reasonable approval of the Landlord, which shall not be unreasonably
withheld.
2. Term. The Initial Term of this Lease Agreement is for a period of ten (10) years,
commencing on a date to be agreed to by both parties, in writing (“Commencement Date”)
and ending on the last day of the month immediately prior to the beginning of the eleventh
(11) year (the “Expiration Date”). The Commencement Date shall be no later than 15 days
after the completion of the Tenant’s buildout by COTPA. Tenant and Landlord, at the end of
the Initial Term, shall have the option to renew and extend the Term of the Lease for up to
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three (3) additional five-year Renewal Terms on the terms and conditions as set forth in this
Lease.

Each Renewal Term shall be by written agreement of both parties in a form

acceptable to the Landlord and Tenant. Recognizing that Tenant will need to move-in, set-up
and organize the Leased Premises for operation of its higher education operations, the
Landlord agrees that Tenant may have early access to the Leased Premises for a period not to
exceed 30 days beginning immediately after issuance of a certificate of occupancy following
completion of the construction and build-out of the Leased Premises before the start of the
lease Commencement Date. Prior to move-in, an Executive Officer for the Landlord and an
Executive Officer for the Tenant will agree on the Commencement Date and mutually
execute the codicil to this Lease, attached hereto as Exhibit No. 1. Notwithstanding the
purported term of this Lease, if the Oklahoma Legislature does not appropriate, or the
Regional University System of Oklahoma does not allocate funds for the payment of the
continuation of this Lease, Tenant will not be obligated to pay rent beyond the then-current
fiscal year period. Tenant agrees to notify Landlord in writing of such non-appropriation or
non-allocation at the earliest possible time. In such event, Landlord shall be allowed, in its
sole discretion, upon 30 days written notice to the Tenant, to terminate this Lease effective at
the end of Tenant’s then current fiscal year. In such event the Landlord may, but shall have
no obligation to, negotiate with the Tenant for a new lease.
3. Rent. Rent is payable to Landlord at 2000 S May, Oklahoma City, OK, 73108, or to such
other address as the Landlord shall provide for in writing to the Tenant. All Base Rent is
payable without prior notice or demand, beginning thirty (30) days after the Commencement
Date and continuing thereafter on the first day of each month through the Expiration Date.
3.1. Base Rent. The Base Rent includes the space, water and electricity utilities, and all
Landlord and Tenant Improvements to the Leased Space. Based on an initial ten-year
lease term, during the first ten (10) years of the Lease Tenant shall pay Rent to
Landlord an annual rent based on the not to exceed rate of $12.63 per square foot of
Net Rentable Area, which rate includes the costs for tenant allowance for office space
build out of up to $130.40 per square foot. (The $130.40 per square foot allowance also
includes costs for construction, architect, and engineering for the Tenant’s buildout.)
Any overage in construction costs for tenant’s buildout will be the responsibility of the
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tenant, and if Tenant is not able to provide funding for said overage, the Landlord may
proceed to “value engineer” the buildout to bring the construction into line with
available funds. Based on the Net Rentable Area (useable area) of 17,798 square feet
the annual rent for the first ten (10) years of the initial term shall be $224,788.74, which
amount may be paid in twelve equal monthly installments of $18,732.40 each. Subject
to the not to exceed rate of $12.63 per square foot, the parties agree that the initial
annual rent may be adjusted based on the actual final costs of Tenant’s buildout minus
the $1,000,000 in Tax Increment funds provided to COTPA by the Oklahoma City
Economic Development Trust for the improvements divided by the actual square foot
of the Net Rentable Area. The initial annual rent to be applied to this agreement shall
be confirmed in Codicil to this Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit No. 1.
3.2. Utilities, Janitorial Services, and Routine Maintenance of the Leased Space. In addition
to payment of the Base Rent, Tenant shall be responsible for telephone, internet,
janitorial services, trash removal, cleaning and maintenance of carpet, and repainting
interior walls and ceilings. Landlord shall be responsible for providing electric service,
gas service, and water service to the Leased Premises and Landlord shall pay for the
expenses for such utilities used in the Leased Premises (the “Utilities Expenses”). Since
Landlord will be responsible for payment for the Utilities Expenses, Tenant shall use
reasonable efforts to control utility usage and to reasonably minimize the Utilities
Expenses. Landlord shall have the right to confer with Tenant over ways to reduce
unusually high Utilities Expenses. Provided, however, that in the event that Landlord is
able to measure the Utilities Expenses and consumption in the Leased Premises, and if,
commencing in the first year of the first Renewal Term and in each year thereafter,
Tenant’s consumption and the Utilities Expenses increase by more than five percent
(5%) over the Base Utilities Expense Amount (defined below) from the Base Period
(defined below) in any such year, then Tenant shall pay Landlord as Additional Rent the
amount by which the Utilities Expenses allocable to any such year exceeds the amount
which is five percent (5%) over the Base Utilities Expenses Amount. For purposes
hereof, the term “Base Period” shall mean a three (3) year period commencing with the
year which starts on the third anniversary of the Commencement Date and ends on the
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sixth anniversary of the Commencement Date, with the three annual amounts being
averaged with a resultant single annual Utilities Expense figure (such average annual
amount hereafter referred to as the “Base Utilities Expense Amount”). Landlord may
provide Tenant with the calculation from which the Base Utilities Expense Amount is
derived. Landlord shall provide Tenant with reasonable evidence of any such Additional
Rent due hereunder along with Landlord’s invoice for such amount, which shall be paid
by Tenant. The terms and provisions of this Section 3.2 shall survive the expiration or
termination of this Lease.
3.3. Parking. During the term of the Lease, and any extension thereof, Landlord agrees to
make available for Tenant (but not for any assignee or sublessee of Tenant), at standard
monthly parking rental fees, up to twenty-five parking spaces in the Santa Fe Parking
Garage (the “Parking Rights”). Tenant shall notify Landlord from time to time of the
number of such spaces to be used and paid for by Tenant on a monthly basis. In the
event that Landlord demonstrates from time to time that it needs all or a part of the 25
spaces in the Parking Rights for any of the following: (a) for additional employees of
Continental Resources or BancFirst or (b) for tenants of the adjoining office tower now
known as BancFirst Tower (formerly Cotter Tower), and that Landlord is able to secure
alternative parking arrangements for Tenant as to all or any part of the Parking Rights at
the garage which is as of the Effective Date commonly known as the Cox Center garage,
then the Parking Rights shall be reduced by such alternative spaces and this obligation of
Landlord shall be satisfied proportionately or fully as the case may be. The payment of
parking rental fees shall be the responsibility of the Tenant and shall be subject to and
paid in accordance with the Landlord’s standard parking rules and regulations. The
current monthly parking rental fee for the Santa Fe Garage is $120 per space per month.
The monthly parking fees are subject to change at any time at the sole discretion of the
Landlord or its assignees. New rates should be materially consistent with local market
rates.
3.4. Prorations. If the Commencement Date is a date other than the first day of a month, or if
the Expiration Date is a date other than the last day of a month, the installment of Base
Rent for the month in which such date occurs will be prorated based on a thirty (30)
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day month. If any assessment for Additional Rent is computed for a term beginning
before the Commencement Date or extending beyond the Expiration Date, the
assessment will be prorated based on a three hundred sixty (360) day year.
3.5. Late Charges. If any payment of Rent is not made within ten (10) days after its due date,
in addition to charges or Additional Rents as set forth in this Section 3.5, such amount
shall bear interest until paid at the statutory rate. In addition to the required interest,
Landlord may collect from Tenant as Additional Rent an administrative service fee in
an amount of $50.00 per month the past due rent is not paid.
3.6.

Additional Rents. The Tenant shall be subject to Additional Rents as described in this
Lease Agreement.

3.7.

Escalation clause. After the initial Term, the monthly Base Rent will increase 6% per
renewal period on a compounded basis. The monthly rental rates will be as follows:
Initial term rent (years 1-10) = $18,732.40 per month ($224,788.80
annually).
Renewal # 1 (years 11-15) = $19,856.34 per month ($238,276.08
annually).
Renewal # 2 (years 16-20) = $21,047.72 per month ($252,572.64
annually).
Renewal # 3 (years 21-25) = $22,310.58 per month ($267,726.96
annually).

4.

Construction of Leasehold Improvements. The Building Standard Improvements and the
Tenant Improvements (together the “Leasehold Improvements”) shall be constructed and
installed in accordance with the following procedures and provisions.
4.1.

Required Submittal to be incorporated into Final Working Drawings. Tenant, is
required to meet and work with the Landlord’s selected architect and/or engineer
to review and approve Final Working Drawings for all requested Tenant
Improvements as soon as possible after the Effective Date. Tenant is expected to
work within the Tenant allowance of $130.40 per square foot as further described
in Section 3.1. Within ten (10) working days after Landlord’s receipt of the Final
Working Drawings approved by the Tenant, Landlord will either: (a) approve the
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Final Working Drawings in writing; or (b) deliver a written notice to Tenant
requesting specific changes. Tenant will have ten (10) working days thereafter to
respond with revised Final Working Drawings or to notify Landlord in writing of
Tenant’s objections to Landlord’s requested changes. Landlord and Tenant agree
to negotiate and cooperate in good faith to mutually resolve any differences to the
proposed changes. In the event, however, that Landlord and Tenant are unable to
reach final agreement on the Final Working Drawings within thirty days from the
Effective Date, then Landlord and Tenant will each have the right during a ten
(10) day period thereafter to terminate this Lease by written notice to the other
and upon such notice of termination, neither party shall have any further rights or
obligations hereunder to the other. If no such notice of termination is given within
such thirty-day period, this Lease shall continue in force and effect, and Landlord
will have the final authority to complete the Final Working Drawings.
4.2.

Construction. All Leasehold Improvements will be constructed and installed by
Landlord at Landlord’s expense. (The cost of constructing and installing Tenant
Improvements has been included in the annual Base Rent.)

Landlord will

construct or cause to be constructed the Tenant’s Improvements.

Landlord

recognizes that Tenant has requested certain Tenant improvements and has an
interest in the final inspection of those improvements. Tenant will be given the
opportunity to participate in the final inspection and walk through and may
suggest items to be added to the contractor’s punch list, however, the final control
over the final inspection will be exercised by Landlord.
4.3.

Fixtures and Personality. All fixtures (including trade fixtures attached to the
Leased Premises), equipment, improvements, and appurtenances attached to or
built into the Leased Premises, or subsequently installed pursuant to any other
provisions hereof, whether by Landlord at Landlord's expense or at Tenant’s
expense, or by the Tenant, shall be and remain part of the Leased Premises and
shall not be removed by Tenant at the expiration of the Lease Term, unless
otherwise expressly provided in this Lease.
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4.3.1

Fixtures. The following shall be deemed fixtures that comprise a part of
the Leased Premises and shall not be removed by the Tenant, except as
otherwise specifically provided herein: all electric ceiling and lighting
fixtures and outlets; plumbing, heating, sprinkling, telephone systems (but
not telephone equipment), and built-in communication systems; partitions,
railings, doors, paneling, molding, cabinetry, shelving, flooring, and floor
and wall coverings; and all ventilating, silencing, air conditioning,
cooling, and heating equipment, where installed within or to interior walls,
floors, and ceilings. Landlord shall be responsible for maintenance and
repairs associated with all items listed above.

4.3.2. Movable Items. Where not built into the Leased Premises or attached to
interior walls, floors, and ceilings, and if furnished by or at Tenant's
expense without credit by any Improvement Allowance, all readily
removable electric fixtures, non-attached carpets or rugs, electric fans,
water coolers, kitchen appliances, furniture, furnishings, movable trade
fixtures, and equipment shall not be deemed fixtures and a part of the
Leased Premises, and may be removed by Tenant upon the condition that
such removal does not damage the Leased Premises. Tenant shall pay the
cost of repairing any damage to the Leased Premises arising from any
removal of such items.
4.3.3 Signage and Exterior Features. Other than as specified in this Lease
Agreement Tenant will not erect or install any sign or other type of display
whatsoever upon the exterior of the Building or on the Land, or upon or in
any window of the Building, or any Common Area, without the prior
written consent of Landlord, which may be granted or withheld in
Landlord’s sole discretion. Landlord agrees to consult with Tenant
regarding planned renovations that may involve signage and displays. Any
signs or other type of display which Tenant installs without Landlord’s
prior written consent may be removed by Landlord, and Tenant shall
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reimburse Landlord for such cost promptly upon receipt of an invoice
from Landlord.
4.3.3.1 Tenant’s Permitted Exterior Signage. So long as the Leased
Premises consists of at least 10,000 square feet, Tenant shall have
exclusive use of the blue sign boxes currently attached on the south
exterior wall and the west exterior wall of the Garage Building for
purposes of advertising Tenant’s business. Tenant signage in such
boxes shall be designed, installed, and maintained at Tenants
expense and shall be subject to final approval of the Landlord,
which shall not be unreasonably withheld. Tenant shall be
responsible for compliance with all applicable sign ordinances of
the City of Oklahoma City prior to sign installation, including
securing of any approvals required by the City.
4.4.

Acceptance. By taking possession of the Leased Premises, Tenant will be deemed
conclusively: (a) to have accepted the Leased Premises as suitable for the purposes for
which the same are leased, and (b) with the exception of latent defects, to have accepted
the construction and installation of the Building and the Tenant Improvements and to
have waived any defects therein.

5.

Payments.

Rent shall be paid at the times and in the manner herein provided.

Tenant’s obligation to pay Rent is an independent covenant and no act will release Tenant
from the obligation to pay Rent timely or give rise to a counterclaim, offset, or deduction
unless specifically otherwise provided herein. Time is of the essence in the performance
of each of Tenant’s obligations hereunder.
6.

Use.

Tenant, will occupy the Leased Premises continuously and in entirety and will not

use or permit any portion of the Leased Premises to be used for any purpose other than
for operation of the Tenant, including Tenant’s Business Incubator Program. Tenant may
not use the Leased Premises for any purpose, which is unlawful, disreputable, or
adversely affects Landlord’s use of the Building or increases the risk of casualty or the
rate of fire or casualty insurance covering the Building or its contents. In the event that
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any act of Tenant results in any increase in the cost of insurance covering the Building or
its contents, Tenant agrees to pay to Landlord the amount of such increased cost as
Additional Rent. Tenant will conduct Tenant’s business and will control Tenant’s and its
agents, employees, licensees, and invitees in such a manner as not to create any nuisance
or interfere with, annoy, or disturb other tenants of Landlord. Tenant will maintain the
Leased Premises in a clean and healthful condition. Tenant, at Tenant’s expense, shall
comply and shall cause Tenant’s agents, employees, licensees, and invitees to comply
fully with: (a) all laws pertaining to Tenant’s use of the Leased Premises; (b) all other
legal requirements, including all applicable laws pertaining to air and water quality,
hazardous materials, waste disposal, all emissions, and other environmental matters; and
(c) all zoning and other land use matters, and any directive of any governmental
authority, pursuant to law, which shall impose any duty upon Landlord or Tenant with
respect to the use or occupancy of the Leased Premises.
7.

Americans with Disabilities Act Requirements. Landlord is responsible for and will
maintain the Common Areas of the Building in substantial compliance with the public
accommodations provisions of Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as
amended (the “ADA”). Landlord shall bear the cost of any improvements, repairs,
renovations, or modifications to the Common Areas that may from time to time be
required to bring the Building into compliance or maintain the Building’s compliance
with Title III of the ADA. Tenant agrees to be responsible for any alteration or renovation
made by Tenant that are not made in compliance with the ADA.

8.

Landlord's Services and Other Obligations. Landlord and Tenant hereby agree:
8.1.

Landlord's Services and Repairs. Landlord shall make all inspections and repairs
to the mechanical, electrical, plumbing, sprinklers, and HVAC systems within the
Building providing service to the Leased Premises in a manner as customarily
required for such equipment to be functional for their intended purposes. Tenant
will promptly notify Landlord of any damage or malfunction of such systems of
which Tenant has knowledge.

Within forty-eight (48) hours of notice of

malfunction from Tenant, Landlord will endeavor to repair the malfunctioning
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equipment.

Any such repairs made necessary by the act, neglect, fault, or

omission of Tenant or Tenant’s agents, employees, invitees, or visitors shall be
made by Landlord at Tenant’s expense; and Tenant promptly shall remit such cost
to Landlord as Additional Rent upon written demand therefore.
8.2.

Landlord's Reservation. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Landlord reserves the
right, without any liability to Tenant, and without being in breach of any covenant
or agreement of this Lease, to temporarily interrupt or discontinue all or any
portion of Landlord’s services hereunder at such times, and for so long as may be
necessary in Landlord’s reasonable judgment, by reason of accident,
unavailability of employees, strikes, riots, acts of God, or other events beyond the
control of Landlord. Reasonable advance notice shall be given to Tenant for any
anticipated interruption. Landlord shall endeavor to limit disruptions to Tenant’s
business.

9.

Quiet Enjoyment. If Tenant pays Rent herein required and performs the obligations of
Tenant hereunder, Tenant will peacefully hold and enjoy the Leased Premises throughout
the Lease Term.

10.

Insurance. Tenant and Landlord shall each maintain the following insurance coverages
provided in this Section:
10.1.

Tenant's Insurance. Tenant will maintain the following policy or policies
of insurance for fire and extended coverage insurance covering the Tenant
Improvements and Tenant’s property located in the Leased Premises; and
Tenant may self-insure liability coverage for injury to or death of any
person occasioned by, arising out of, or in connection with occupancy of
the Leased Premises. Limits of liability coverage are governed by the
Oklahoma Governmental Tort Claims Act (GTCA)—51 O.S. §§151, et
seq.

10.1.1. Evidence of Coverage. Tenant will furnish to Landlord on or before the
Commencement Date, proof of coverage, confirming the maintenance of
such insurance.
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10.2. Landlord's Insurance. Landlord will maintain: (a) fire and extended coverage
insurance covering the Building and the Common Areas for the full insurable
value thereof; and (b) commercial general liability insurance insuring injury to or
death of any person occasioned by, arising out of, or in connection with the
ownership, maintenance, management, leasing, and operation of the Building.
10.3.

Waiver of Certain Claims. Each party to this agreement agrees to be solely
responsible for its own liability and shall not look to the other party for recovery.
—reference GTCA 51 O.S. §§ 154 G.

11.

Maintenance and Alterations. Landlord and Tenant agree as follows:
11.1. Landlord's Responsibilities. Except as otherwise provided in this Lease, Landlord
agrees to maintain the Building and Common Areas in good order and repair and
to make all necessary structural repairs to the Building, including the Leased
Premises, as and when required. Landlord reserves the right to connect to,
maintain, and repair pipes, ducts, conduits, cables, plumbing, vents, and wiring
that is in, to, and through the Leased Premises, as and to the extent Landlord
deems reasonably necessary, convenient, or appropriate for the proper operation
and maintenance of the Building (including the servicing of other tenants therein).
Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant for any damage or inconvenience and the
Tenant shall not be entitled to any abatement or reduction of Rent by reason of
any repairs, alterations, or additions made by Landlord except as otherwise
provided elsewhere in this Lease Agreement.
11.2.

Tenant’s Maintenance Obligations. Tenant will, at Tenant's expense, maintain the
non-structural portions of the interior of the Leased Premises in sound condition
and good repair. Additionally, upon prior written approval of Landlord, Tenant
will repair or replace any damage done to the Leased Premises by Tenant or
Tenant’s agents, employees or licensees. Tenant will not commit or allow any
waste (ordinary wear and tear excepted) or damage to be committed on any
portion of the Leased Premises. If Tenant fails to make such repairs promptly,
Landlord, at Landlord's option, may make such repairs and Tenant shall pay
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Landlord as Additional Rent, within sixty (60) days following receipt of an
invoice for Landlord’s actual out-of-pocket costs incurred in making the repairs.
11.3. Alterations. Tenant will make no alterations or additions to the Leased Premises
without the prior written consent of Landlord. Tenant shall make no modifications
or alterations to the Building structure and systems without Landlord's prior
written approval, which Landlord may grant or withhold in Landlord's sole
discretion. All repairs and permitted alterations or additions to the Leased
Premises will be performed at Tenant’s expense: (a) by Landlord or Persons
designated by Landlord; or (b) by Tenant; or (c) by Persons designated by Tenant
and approved by Landlord.
12.

Assignment; Subletting. Except as otherwise permitted under this Lease Agreement,
Tenant will not assign or encumber this Lease or any interest herein, sublet the Leased
Premises in whole or in part, or suffer any other person to occupy the Leased Premises or
any portion thereof without the prior written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not
be unreasonably withheld. Any such assignment, encumbrance, subletting, or occupancy
without such consent will be void. If Tenant desires to assign or encumber this Lease or
sublet the Leased Premises or any part thereof, Tenant will give Landlord written notice
of such desire, specifying the name of the proposed assignee, mortgagee, or sublessee,
the proposed effective date, and all other terms of the proposed assignment,
encumbrance, or sublease at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of such assignment,
encumbrance, or sublease is proposed to be effective. Landlord will have the option for a
period of ten (10) days after receipt of such notice to: (a) permit Tenant to assign,
encumber or sublet such portion of the Leased Premises; or (b) refuse to consent to the
proposed assignment, encumbrance or subletting and continue this Lease in effect as to
the entire Leased Premises. The failure by Landlord to exercise any of the foregoing
options within the time provided will be deemed an exercise of option (b) above.
Notwithstanding any consent granted by Landlord, Tenant will at all times remain fully
liable for the payment of Rent and for the performance of Tenant’s obligations hereunder.
No consent granted by Landlord will constitute a waiver of the provisions of this Lease
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except as to the specific instance covered thereby. Tenant shall pay for the costs of
Landlord's expenses in reviewing the proposal and drafting the necessary documents, if
any, including reasonable attorney fees incurred by Landlord.
13.

Condemnation. If the Leased Premises or the Building is taken or condemned in whole
or in part for any public use or purpose by right of eminent domain, or is transferred by
agreement in connection with, in lieu of, or under threat of condemnation, the Lease
Term and the leasehold estate created hereby will, at the option of Tenant, terminate as of
the date of the taking. Landlord will receive the entire award from such taking (or the
entire compensation paid on account of any transfer by agreement). Tenant will have no
claim to any such award, and Tenant assigns any right it might have to recover any
money by the taking to Landlord. Tenant, however, shall be entitled to claim, prove and
receive in any condemnation proceeding such awards as may be allowed under applicable
law for lost profits and/or business income, fixtures and other equipment installed by
Tenant, but only if such award shall be made by the court in addition to (and shall in no
manner whatsoever reduce) the award made by the court to Landlord for the Land and
Building (including the Leasehold Improvements) or part thereof so taken. For purposes
of this Section only, the term “Building” shall not include parking facilities, driveways,
or non-paved landscaped exteriors.

14.

Casualty. The following provisions shall apply to damage or destruction to the Building
or the Leased Premises:
14.1. Damage to Leased Premises Only. If the Leased Premises are damaged by fire or
other casualty, Tenant shall give prompt written notice thereof to Landlord. If
such damage cannot be repaired within one hundred twenty (120) days from the
date of such casualty (as estimated by Landlord as soon as reasonably practicable
after the occurrence of such damage), this Lease, at the option of Landlord or
Tenant, exercised by giving written notice thereof to the other within 60 days after
the occurrence of such damage, will terminate as of the date such notice is given.
On such termination Tenant will pay Rent and all other obligations of Tenant
apportioned to the date on which such damage occurred and will immediately
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surrender the Leased Premises to Landlord. If the damage cannot be repaired
within one hundred twenty (120) days, but neither Landlord nor Tenant exercises
the option to terminate this Lease, Landlord will make the necessary repairs to the
Leased Premises and Leasehold Improvements, at Tenant's expense (to the extent
not covered by the proceeds of insurance carried by either party pursuant to the
terms hereof), and this Lease will continue in effect, but Rent will be equitably
reduced or abated (as determined in the good faith judgment of Landlord) until
such repairs are made. Rent will not be abated or reduced so long as Tenant's
continued occupancy of the Leased Premises is not materially interrupted.
14.2. Damage to Building. If the Building, but not the Leased Premises, shall be so
damaged by casualty that substantial alteration or reconstruction of the Building
shall, in Landlord’s sole judgment, be required or in the event of any material
uninsured loss to the Building, Landlord may, at Landlord’s option, terminate this
Lease by notifying Tenant in writing of such termination within one hundred
twenty (120) days after the date of casualty. On such termination Tenant will pay
Rent and all other obligations of Tenant apportioned to the date of termination
and Tenant will immediately surrender the Leased Premises to Landlord. If
Landlord does not exercise the option to terminate this Lease within one hundred
twenty (120) days following such casualty, Landlord will repair and restore the
Building and the Common Areas at Landlord's expense. Rent will not be abated
or reduced during such restoration or repair so long as Tenant's continued
occupancy of the Leased Premises is not materially interrupted.
14.3. No Liability. Landlord shall not be liable to Tenant for any inconvenience or
annoyance to Tenant or injury to the business of Tenant resulting in any way from
such damage or Landlord’s restoration work, other than abatement of Rent, as and
when applicable in accordance with this Section. Notwithstanding anything herein
to the contrary, if the Leased Premises or any other portion of the Building is
damaged by any casualty resulting from the fault or negligence of Tenant or any
of Tenant’s agents or employees, the Rent hereunder shall not abate and Tenant
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shall be liable to Landlord for the cost of repair and restoration of the Building
and Leased Premises to the extent such cost and expenses are not covered by
insurance proceeds.
14.4. Holder’s Requirements. Any provisions of this Section to the contrary
notwithstanding, Tenant hereby acknowledges that in the event any Holder under
any Encumbrance should require that proceeds of insurance be used to retire the
indebtedness secured thereby in accordance with the provisions of such
Encumbrance. Landlord shall have no obligation to rebuild or restore the
Building, and this Lease shall terminate on thirty (30) days written notice to
Landlord.
15.

Entry. Landlord and Landlord’s agents, employees, and contractors will have the right to
enter the Leased Premises at all reasonable hours (or, in any emergency, at any hour), to
inspect, clean, repair, or alter the Leased Premises as Landlord may deem necessary or to
comply with Legal Requirements. Tenant will not be entitled to any abatement or
reduction of Rent by reason thereby, nor shall any such entry for such purposes constitute
an actual or constructive eviction of Tenant. Landlord may also enter the Leased
Premises at any time upon reasonable notice to Tenant to conduct economic appraisal of
the Building or to show the Leased Premises to prospective purchasers, mortgagees, and
tenants.

16.

Surrender of Leased Premises. Upon the Expiration Date or other termination of this
Lease, Tenant shall quit and surrender the Leased Premises, together with all items
comprising the Leasehold Improvements as set forth in Section 4 herein, and such Leased
Premises shall be broom clean and in good condition and repair, reasonable wear and tear
accepted. Tenant shall ascertain from Landlord at least thirty (30) days prior to the
Expiration Date or other termination of this Lease whether Landlord requires Tenant to
restore the Leased Premises or any particular part thereof to the condition which existed
at the Commencement Date. Upon notification from Landlord, Tenant, at Tenant’s sole
cost and expense, shall restore the same before the Expiration Date or other termination
date, and Tenant shall remove from the Leased Premises all property Tenant is entitled to
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remove under Section 4, together with any alterations, additions, and improvements
which Landlord has given Tenant written instructions to remove. Tenant, at Tenant’s
expense, shall immediately repair any damage to the Leased Premises resulting from the
removal of Tenant's unattached, movable property, or property Landlord has given
Tenant written instructions to remove, unless such damage is caused by Landlord’s
negligence. If the Leased Premises are not surrendered as provided herein, Tenant shall
indemnify Landlord against any loss or liability resulting from the delay of Tenant in
surrendering the Leased Premises including, without limitation, any claims made by any
succeeding tenant whose occupancy of the Leased Premises has been delayed. Tenant’s
obligation under the preceding sentence shall survive the Expiration Date or other
termination of the Lease.
16.1. Holding Over. If Tenant continues to occupy the Leased Premises after the
Expiration Date or other termination of the Lease, such holding over will, unless
otherwise agreed by Landlord in writing, constitute a tenancy at will. In that case,
Tenant shall pay to Landlord an amount equal to one and one-half (1.5) times the
amount of Rent payable during the last month prior to the scheduled Expiration
Date or other termination of the Lease and be subject to all of the other provisions
set forth herein.
16.2. Abandoned Property. Landlord may, at Landlord’s option, take possession of all
personal property not removed by Tenant from the Leased Premises if Landlord
receives notice or has a reasonable belief Tenant has abandoned or failed to
continue to occupy the Leased Premises. Additionally, any personal property not
removed by Tenant within thirty (30) days of the Expiration Date or any other
termination of the Lease will be conclusively presumed to have been abandoned
by Tenant. On the occurrence of any such event Landlord may remove and store
such property, at the expense of Tenant, without being liable to Tenant therefore.
Landlord will thereafter comply with all notice requirements as applicable, and
other procedures required by the Laws of the State of Oklahoma with respect to
the disposition of abandoned or unclaimed property and notify Tenant in writing,
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at the notice address set forth herein or as otherwise required by Law, of such
event. If Tenant fails to recover such property from Landlord within fourteen (14)
days after such notice, Landlord may dispose of such property in any
commercially reasonable manner permitted by such Laws and apply any net
proceeds, after deducting any actual and direct costs and fees incurred in securing,
storing, and selling such property, against any Rent or other amounts due
hereunder, or if no amounts are due Landlord hereunder, then to Tenant.
17.

Default. The following shall be deemed to be events of default by Tenant hereunder
(“Tenant Defaults” or “Default”) if not cured within the applicable cure period:
17.1. Monetary Default. Tenant's failure to pay any Rent or other sums payable by
Tenant hereunder within thirty (30) days from the due date.
17.2. Non-Monetary Defaults. Tenant’s failure to cure any of the following events
within sixty (60) days after written notice thereof to Tenant: (a) material failure to
comply with any term of this Lease or the Building Regulations to be observed by
Tenant, other than non-payment of any Rent when due; (b) Tenant’s abandonment
of the Leased Premises; (c) discovery of any material misrepresentation or
omission made with respect to Tenant's disclosure of Tenant’s financial condition
as submitted by Tenant to Landlord; or (d) the making by Tenant of a transfer in
fraud of creditors or an assignment for the benefit of creditors.
17.3. Other Defaults. The following events shall also be deemed events of default by
Tenant if the same are not dismissed within sixty (60) days of the filing thereof:
(a) the filing by or against Tenant of any proceeding under the federal bankruptcy
act or any similar Law; (b) the adjudication of Tenant as bankrupt or insolvent in
proceedings filed under the federal bankruptcy act or any similar Law; or (c) the
appointment of a receiver for Tenant or for any assets of Tenant.

18.

Remedies. On the occurrence of any Default, Landlord has the option, but not the
obligation, to do anyone or more of the following without any further notice or demand,
in addition to and not in limitation of any other remedy permitted by Law, in equity, or
by this Lease:
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18.1.

Termination. Landlord may terminate this Lease by written notice for any or no
reason in Landlord’s sole discretion, in which event Tenant will immediately
surrender the Leased Premises to Landlord (in accordance with the provisions set
forth in Section 16). If Tenant fails to do so, Landlord may without notice and
without prejudice to any other remedy Landlord might have, enter and take
possession of the Leased Premises and remove Tenant and Tenant’s property
therefrom without being liable to prosecution or any claim for damages therefore.

18.2. Reletting. Landlord may enter and take possession of the Leased Premises without
terminating this Lease and without being liable to prosecution or any claim for
damages therefore. Landlord may change the locks on the doors to the Leased
Premises to exclude Tenant therefrom and immediately discontinue furnishing
any utilities and other services Landlord has been providing. If Landlord
terminates Tenant’s possession of the Leased Premises, either with or without
terminating the Lease, then either: (a) the aggregate amount of the Base Rent for
the remainder of the Lease Term shall at once mature and be immediately due and
payable by Tenant to Landlord, and Landlord shall have the right to immediate
recovery of all such amounts, together with interest thereon as provided
hereinabove; or (b) Landlord may relet the Leased Premises either in the name of
Landlord or as the agent of Tenant and receive the rent therefore, in which event
Tenant will pay to Landlord, on demand, the reasonable costs of renovating,
repairing, and altering the Leased Premises and any deficiency that might arise by
reason of such reletting. Such reletting, if undertaken at Landlord’s sole
discretion, may be for such term or terms (which may be greater or less than the
then balance of the Lease Term hereunder) and on such conditions (which may
include concessions or free rent) as Landlord in Landlord’s absolute discretion
may determine. Landlord will have no duty to relet the Leased Premises and the
failure of Landlord to relet the Leased Premises will not release or affect Tenant's
liability for Rent or for damages determined in accordance with applicable Law.
In addition, Landlord shall have the right from time to time to recover from
Tenant all Additional Rent thereafter accruing pursuant to Section 3.6.
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18.3. Rents from Reletting. Landlord may collect the rents from any reletting and apply
the same in the following order: (a) the payment of costs and expenses of reentry
(including reasonable attorney fees), redecoration, repair, and alterations; and (b)
to the payment of Rent accrued and to accrue hereunder. Any excess shall belong
solely to Landlord. Landlord may, at any time and from time to time, sue and
recover judgment for any deficiencies remaining after the application of the
proceeds of reletting as provided above.
18.4. No Abatement. Any action committed by Landlord pursuant to this Section shall
in no way cause or result in any abatement of Rent or any other charge payable by
Tenant hereunder.
18.5. Damages. Nothing herein contained shall limit or prejudice the right of Landlord
to prove for and obtain as damages by reason of such termination, an amount
equal to the maximum allowed by applicable Law.
18.6.

Option to Perform. Landlord may perform or cause to be performed, but is under
no obligation to perform, the obligations of Tenant hereunder and may enter the
Leased Premises to accomplish such purpose without being liable to prosecution
or any claim for damages therefore. Tenant agrees to reimburse Landlord on
demand for any expense or cost, including reasonable attorney fees, which
Landlord might or does incur in effecting compliance with this Lease on behalf of
Tenant. Tenant further agrees that Landlord shall not be liable or responsible for
any loss, inconvenience, annoyance, or damage resulting to Tenant or anyone
holding under Tenant for any action taken by Landlord pursuant to this Section,
whether caused by the negligence of Landlord or otherwise.

18.7. Attorney Fees. If Landlord is the prevailing party in any action under this Lease as
a result of Tenant’s Default or consults or places this Lease or any amount
payable by Tenant hereunder with an attorney for the enforcement of any of
Landlord's rights hereunder, Tenant agrees in each such case to pay to Landlord
the reasonable fees and other expenses incurred by Landlord in connection
therewith (including without limitation, all costs and reasonable attorney fees
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incurred by Landlord in enforcing and collecting on any judgment rendered
against Tenant in Landlord's favor) to the extent permitted by Law.
18.8. Reservation of Rights. The rights granted to or reserved by Landlord in this Lease
are cumulative of every other right or remedy which Landlord might otherwise
have at law or in equity and the exercise of one or more rights or remedies will
not prejudice the concurrent or subsequent exercise of other rights or remedies.
18.9. Non-Waiver. No action by Landlord during the Lease Term will be deemed an
acceptance of an attempted surrender of the Leased Premises and no agreement to
accept a surrender of the Leased Premises will be valid unless made in writing
and signed by Landlord. No re-entry or taking possession of the Leased Premises
by Landlord will be construed as an election by Landlord to terminate this Lease,
unless a written notice of termination is given to Tenant. Notwithstanding any
such reletting, re-entry, or taking possession, Landlord may at any time thereafter
elect to terminate this Lease for a previous Default. Landlord’s acceptance of
Rent following the occurrence of a Default will not be construed as Landlord's
waiver of such Default. No waiver by Landlord of any Default will be deemed to
constitute a waiver of any other or future Default hereunder. Forbearance by
Landlord to enforce one or more of the remedies herein provided will not be
deemed to constitute a waiver of any Default. No provision of this Lease will be
deemed to have been waived by Landlord unless such waiver is in writing and
signed by Landlord.
19.

Landlord's Transfer. In the event Landlord transfers or conveys Landlord’s interest in the
Building (Parking Garage), Landlord will thereby be released from any further obligation
hereunder. The transferee will thereafter be liable for the performance of any obligations
of Landlord hereunder, and Tenant agrees to attorn and look solely to the transferee for
the performance of such obligations. The agreement of Tenant to attorn to the transferee
of Landlord will survive any termination of rights of Landlord in the Building, and
Tenant agrees to execute and deliver to the transferee or Landlord from time to time
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within thirty (30) days after written request therefore, all instruments which might be
required by Landlord to confirm such attornment.
20.

Subordination. This Lease and Tenant’s rights hereunder will, at Landlord’s option, be
subject and subordinate to all Encumbrances. Tenant agrees to execute and deliver to
Landlord from time to time within thirty (30) days after written request by Landlord, all
instruments which might be required by any Holder to confirm such subordination.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant agrees that any Holder will have the right at any
time to subordinate any rights of such Holder to the rights of Tenant under this Lease on
such terms and subject to such conditions as such Holder deems appropriate in such
Holder's absolute discretion.

21.

Certificates. Tenant agrees to execute and deliver from time to time within thirty (30)
days after written request by Landlord, a certificate, to the extent true or except as
otherwise set forth in the certificate, certifying: (a) that Tenant has entered into
occupancy of the Leased Premises and is presently open and conducting Tenant's
business in the Leased Premises; (b) the amount of Base Rent payable by Tenant
hereunder; (c) that this Lease is in full force and effect and has not been assigned,
modified, supplemented, or amended; (d) that neither Landlord nor Tenant is in default
hereunder; (e) that this Lease represents the entire agreement between Landlord and
Tenant pertaining to the Leased Premises; (f) the Expiration Date; (g) that all conditions
under this Lease to be performed by Landlord have been satisfied; (h) that no Rent has
been paid more than thirty (30) days in advance of its due date; (i) that no defense or
offset currently exists or is claimed by Tenant against Landlord or against enforcement of
this Lease by Landlord; (j) that the address for notices to be sent to Tenant is as set forth
in such certificate or at the Leased Premises; (k) that Tenant will look only to Landlord
for return of any deposit hereunder;

and (l) such other certifications which might

reasonably be required by Landlord. The certificate will also contain an agreement by
Tenant with Holder that after the date of such certificate, Tenant will not: pay any Rent
more than thirty (30) days in advance of its due date; surrender or consent to the
modification, amendment, or termination of this Lease by Landlord without the prior
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written consent of the Holder; or seek to terminate this Lease by reason of any default by
Landlord, until Tenant has given thirty (30) days prior written notice of such default to
Holder and such default shall not have been cured within a reasonable time after giving
such notice.
22.

Hazardous Materials. If the presence of Hazardous Material within the Building or the
Leased Premises caused or permitted by Tenant results in contamination of the Leased
Premises, or if contamination of the Building or the Leased Premises by Hazardous
Material otherwise occurs for which Tenant is legally liable to Landlord for damage
resulting therefrom (a "Discharge"), then Tenant shall be responsible for all such
damages and all claims, judgments, damages, penalties, fines, costs, liabilities, (including
diminution in value of the Leased Premises, damages for the loss or restriction on use of
rentable or usable space or of any amenity of the Leased Premises, damages arising from
any adverse impact on marketing of space, and sums paid in settlement of claims,
attorney fees, consultant fees, and expert fees) which arise during or after the Lease Term
as a result of such contamination. Damages could include costs incurred by Landlord in
connection with any investigation of site conditions and any action to remedy any
contamination of the Land, Building, or Leased Premises from such Discharge, including
any clean-up, remedial, removal, or restoration work required by any Governmental
Authority because of Hazardous Material present in the soil or ground water on or under
the Land. Without limiting the foregoing, if the presence of any Hazardous Material
within the Building or the Leased Premises caused or permitted by Tenant results in
Discharge, Tenant shall promptly take all actions at its sole expense as are necessary to
return the Land, Building, or Leased Premises to the condition existing prior to the
Discharge; provided that Landlord's approval of such actions shall first be obtained. The
foregoing responsibility shall survive the Expiration Date or earlier termination of this
Lease. Tenant does not hereby waive any legal defenses or limitations, including but not
limited to the Oklahoma Governmental Tort Claim Act or other provisions of Oklahoma
law.
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22.1. Disclosure. Promptly following written request from Landlord, Tenant shall
disclose to Landlord the names and amounts of all Hazardous Materials or any
combination thereof, which were stored, used, or disposed of on the Leased
Premises, or which Tenant intends to store, use, or dispose of on the Leased
Premises.
22.2. Inspection. Landlord and its agents shall have the right, but not the duty, to
inspect the Leased Premises at any time to determine Tenant’s compliance with
the terms of this Section. If Tenant is not in compliance herewith, Landlord shall
have the right to immediately enter upon the Leased Premises to remedy any
Discharge caused by Tenant’s failure to comply, and Tenant shall reimburse
Landlord for all costs and expenses incurred by Landlord. Landlord shall use
reasonable efforts under the circumstances to minimize interference with Tenant’s
business, but shall not be liable for any interference caused thereby.
22.3. Default. Any default under this Section shall be a material Default enabling
Landlord to exercise any of the remedies set forth herein.
23.

Miscellaneous. Landlord and Tenant further agree as follows:
23.1. Brokerage. Landlord and Tenant hereby acknowledge that the lease of space
contemplated herein was brought about solely by the efforts of Landlord and
Tenant, and Tenant has dealt with no brokers in connection with the leasing of the
Leased Premises.
23.2. Notices. Any notice to be given hereunder will be deemed to be given three (3)
days after being deposited with the United States Postal Service, certified or
registered mail, return receipt requested, with sufficient postage prepaid,
addressed as stated below, or on the day of its personal delivery to the office of
the respective party set forth below; and if faxed or delivered by overnight
courier, such notice will be deemed to be given on the business day immediately
following the day on which it was faxed or deposited with the courier.
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23.3.

Tenant’s Right of First Offer (a) Provided that Tenant has complied with all of
the terms and conditions of the Lease, is still in occupancy of all of the Premises,
no Event of Default has been committed by Tenant under the Lease that is
continuing beyond any applicable Notice and Cure Period, and at least three (3)
years remain in the Term, except as otherwise described and limited herein, if at
any time during the Term Landlord desires to market and offer any available
office or retail space at the Parking Garage not already occupied by Tenant (the
“First Offer Space”), Landlord shall first offer Tenant the right to offer to lease
such First Offer Space (the “Right of First Offer”) by delivering to Tenant written
notice of such decision (the “Offer Notice”), which Offer Notice shall provide the
approximate date on which the First Offer Space will become available for
occupancy by Tenant and the specific location of the First Offer Space that is
proposed to be leased. This Right of First Offer must be exercised in strict
accordance with the provisions of this Lease. Tenant shall have forty-five (45)
days after receipt of the Offer Notice (the “Offer Exercise Period”) to deliver
written notice to Landlord of Tenant’s offer to lease all, but not less than all, of
the First Offer Space (“Tenant’s Offer”). Tenant’s Offer shall include, without
limitation:
i. The improvements, if any, that Tenant requires the Landlord to make to
the First Offer Space for the benefit of Tenant. As Tenant is an entity of
the State of Oklahoma, Landlord will not be required to pay property tax
on office space utilized by Tenant. Landlord will give due consideration
when determining tenant improvement allowances.
ii. The proposed base rent for the First Offer Space.
iii. The date on which Tenant proposes to begin occupying the First Offer
Space, which shall not be earlier than the date specified in the Offer
Notice.
(b) Within ten (10) business days after Landlord receives Tenant’s Offer (the
“Acceptance Period”), Landlord shall be entitled, but not obligated, to accept
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Tenant’s Offer, in which event Landlord and Tenant shall use good faith efforts to
agree on a definitive amendment to this Lease adding the First Offer Space to the
Leased Premises and otherwise on the terms set forth in Tenant’s Offer, provided
that in any event (i) the term shall be the remainder of the Term of this Lease, and
(ii) Landlord will deliver and Tenant will accept the First Offer Space in its then
existing condition, on an “AS-IS”, “WHERE-IS” basis.

In the event that

Landlord rejects or fails to respond to Tenant’s Offer during the Acceptance
Period, or in the event, despite good faith efforts, Landlord and Tenant are unable
to agree on a definitive amendment to this Lease for the First Offer Space, then
Landlord may thereafter offer to lease the First Offer Space to one or more third
parties for a base rent of not less than ninety-five percent (95%) of the proposed
base rent set forth in Tenant’s Offer; provided, however, that if such lease of the
First Offer Space is not completed within six (6) months after the expiration of the
Acceptance Period, Tenant shall again have a Right of First Offer with respect to
the First Offer Space. In the event Tenant fails to deliver Tenant’s Offer during
the Offer Exercise Period, then Tenant will irretrievably forfeit its Right of First
Offer with respect to the First Offer Space that was subject to the Offer Notice
and Landlord shall be free thereafter to lease that First Offer Space on such terms
as Landlord may determine and without any restrictions by reason of this Lease.
(c) Tenant cannot assign its Right of First Offer to any sublessee of the Premises,
or to any assignee of the Lease, or to any other person; however, if the Tenant has
exercised the Right of First Offer and has leased the First Offer Space, then,
Tenant’s right to assign its rights under the lease to the First Offer Space, will be
subject to the provisions of the Lease entitled Assignment and Subletting. Any
Right of First Offer, which has not been exercised by Tenant and under which
Tenant has not leased the First Offer Space, will expire upon any assignment of
the Lease of the Premises, except in the case of a Permitted Transfer.
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(d) Upon inclusion of First Offer Space as part of the Premises being leased by
Tenant, all references in the Lease to the “Premises” shall be deemed to include
the First Offer Space.
Notice to Tenant:
University of Central Oklahoma
100 N. University Drive
Edmond, Oklahoma 73034
Notice to Landlord:
Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
2000 S. May
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108
Attention: Administrator
Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
431 W Main Street, Suite B
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
Attention: Parking Services Manager
Either party may at any time designate any other address for notices by giving
written notice thereof to the other party.
23.3. Joint and Several Liability. If Tenant comprises more than one Person, Tenant's
obligations hereunder are joint and several.
23.4. Attorney Fees. If either party is required to hire an attorney because of the breach
by the other of any provision of this Lease, then the prevailing party will be
entitled to receive its reasonable attorney fees and expenses from the other to the
extent permitted by Law.
23.5. Entire Agreement and Amendment. Tenant agrees that there are no
representations, understandings, stipulations, agreements, or promises pertaining
to this Lease or the Leased Premises which are not incorporated herein. This
Lease will not be altered, waived, amended, or extended, except by a written
agreement signed by Landlord and Tenant.
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23.6.

Severability. If any clause or provision of this Lease is illegal, invalid, or
unenforceable under any present or future Law, the remainder of this Lease will
not be affected thereby. It is the intention of the parties that if any provision is
held to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, there will be added in lieu thereof a
provision as similar in terms to such provision as is possible which is legal, valid,
and enforceable.

23.7. Binding Effect. The provisions of this Lease will be binding on and inure to the
benefit of Landlord and Tenant and their respective successors and permitted
assigns.
23.8.

Governing Law. This Lease will be construed and enforced according to the
internal Laws of the State of Oklahoma. All claims, disputes, and other matters in
question arising out of or relating to this Lease, or the breach thereof, will be
decided by proceedings instituted and litigated in the District Court of Oklahoma
County, State of Oklahoma.

23.9. Limitation of Damages to Tenant. In the event of any alleged default of Landlord
hereunder, Tenant shall not seek to secure any claim for damages or
indemnification by any attachment, levy, judgment, garnishment, or other security
proceedings against any property of Landlord, other than Landlord's interest in the
Building. Such right of execution shall be subordinate and subject to any
Encumbrance upon the Building.
23.10. Time. Time is of the essence in the performance of Landlord's and Tenant's
respective obligations hereunder.
24.

Approval. Landlord and Tenant warrant to each other that each party has the full
authority, capacity, right, and power to execute, deliver and perform this Lease
Agreement, and that all necessary approvals have been obtained.

[Remainder of page is blank. Signature pages follow.]
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APPROVED by the Tenant, University of Central Oklahoma and SIGNED by its Vice President
for Operations this

day of

, 2018.
University of Central Oklahoma,
Tenant

ATTEST:

Witness/Secretary

Vice President for Operations
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BY TENANT

STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA

)
) ss.
)

This instrument was acknowledged before me on
by
of the University of Central Oklahoma.

Seal or

, 2018,
, known to me as the Vice President

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:
Commission #
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APPROVED by the Trustees and SIGNED by the Chairman of the Central Oklahoma
Transportation and Parking Authority this

day of

, 2018.

THE CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
TRANSPORTATION AND
PARKING AUTHORITY, Landlord
ATTEST:

Secretary

Chairman

REVIEWED for form and legality.

Assistant Municipal Counselor
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BY LANDLORD
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA

)
) ss.
)

This instrument was acknowledged before me on

, 2018,
, known to me as the Chairman of
by
the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority, an Oklahoma public trust.

Seal or

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:
Commission #
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COTPA Agenda
Item No. VI.B.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Adopt Resolution to Utilize City Contract MC-0583 with Enercon Services, Inc. for Removal of Asbestos
Containing Material Services and Issue Notice to Proceed for Project MB-1468 at the Santa Fe Plaza
Parking Garage.
Background

On August 9, 2018, the Board of Trustees adopted a resolution approving the Real
Estate Purchase Agreement for the sale of the Santa Fe parking garage to
Continental Resources, Inc. and BancFirst Corporation for $22,500,000. During the
due diligence period the purchasers of the garage had an Asbestos Survey
conducted of the first-floor area of the garage where tenant space is located. The
Survey found that the area had asbestos containing materials and that the
materials will need to be removed by a qualified asbestos abatement contractor
prior to the renovations planned for the tenant space improvement that was
included in the purchase of the garage.
The City has a contract with Enercon Services, Inc., the same company that
conducted the Asbestos Survey for the purchaser, for managing the removal of
asbestos containing materials. Enercon’s scope of services will include:
•Proper notification to the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality to
comply with EPA regulations
•Develop abatement plan
•Select and oversee subcontractor to conduct the abatement
•Provide onsite air monitoring, project coordination and inspection of completed
work
The proposal from Enercon is for $33,625.75 for project management services.
Additional estimated costs of $120,000 for a subcontractor to remove the asbestos
containing materials will eventually be included in the contract once the subcontractor is selected. Enercon has indicated the project can be completed within
30 days from the time work begins.

Source of Funds

Parking Capital Account

LFR Issue

State of Good Repair

Estimated Cost

$33,625.75 Enercon Project Management Services
$120,000.00 material removal (managed by Enercon)

Review

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Adopt resolution.

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

RESOLUTION TO UTILIZE CITY CONTRACT MC-0583
WITH ENERCON SERVICES, INC. FOR REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS CONTAINING
MATERIAL SERVICES
AT THE SANTA FE PLAZA PARKING GARAGE

WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, the City Council approved a contract with Enercon Services, Inc. for
asbestos removal services, Project MB-1468; and
WHEREAS, the contract provides for on-call asbestos removal services for various City
and trust projects; and
WHEREAS, the contract provides that contractor will properly notify the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality to comply with EPA regulations; and
WHEREAS, the contract provides that contractor will develop an abatement plan; and
WHEREAS, the contract provides that contractor will select and oversee a subcontractor
to conduct the abatement; and
WHEREAS, the contract provides that contractor will provide onsite air monitoring,
project coordination and inspection of the completed work
WHEREAS, COTPA is currently working with the purchaser of the Santa Fe Plaza
Garage which identified the asbestos during a survey of the tenant space; and
WHEREAS, the estimated cost for the asbestos removal management services is
$33,625.75; and
WHEREAS, the estimated cost for the subcontractor to remove the asbestos containing
material is $120,000.

COTPA Agenda
Item No. VI.C.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Approval of Public Art Commission Agreement with Adam Smith for a Mural on the Exterior of the
Sheridan Walker Parking Garage in the Amount of $21,500 to be Completed no later than November 2,
2018.
Background

On February 2, 2018, the Parking Committee provided direction to staff to further
investigate the installation of a Mural on portions of the exterior of the Sheridan
Walker Garage in order to enhance the exterior aesthetics.
On May 18, 2018, the City of Oklahoma City Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs
issued a Request for Information for a mural commission for the Sheridan Walker
Garage.
On July 12, 2018, the Selection Committee reviewed the three Site specific
proposals. The Selection Committee chose the proposal of Adam “Codak” Smith.
On August 7, 2018, the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority’s
Parking Committee approved the project to move forward.
On August 20, 2018, the Oklahoma City Arts Commission recommended this
project.
On September 20, 2018, the Downtown Design Review Committee approved the
project.

Source of Funds

Parking Capital Account

LFR Issue

Community Relations and State of Good Repair.

Estimated Cost

$21,500

Review

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve the agreement

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING AUTHORITY
PUBLIC ART COMMISSION AGREEMENT
PROJECT: SHERIDAN WALKER PARKING GARAGE EXTERIOR MURAL

This Agreement made and entered into this ______ day of ________________, 2018, by
and between THE CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
AUTHORITY hereinafter called “COTPA,” and ADAM SMITH, hereinafter called “ARTIST”,
for the design and installation of a painted mural, hereinafter called the “WORK.”
ARTIST was selected pursuant to a competitive process by COTPA to design and install
a full-scale WORK of art at the location named in Exhibit “A” (the “Location”) and ARTIST is
willing to provide such services and such WORK, as set forth in Exhibit “B”, attached hereto and
made a part of this Agreement.
COTPA desires to contract with the ARTIST for the design and installation of the WORK
on such terms and conditions as hereinafter follow:
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual promises herein
contained, COTPA and ARTIST agree as follows:
Section I–ARTIST’S BASIC SERVICES
The ARTIST’S WORK shall reflect concepts and designs as depicted in the proposal and
recommended by the selection panel and the Oklahoma City Arts Commission, which concepts
and designs are set forth in Exhibit “B” attached hereto and made a part of this Agreement.
ARTIST may discuss the WORK or its requirements with various departments of The City
of Oklahoma City (“CITY”), but all specific direction to or requests of the ARTIST shall be
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authorized by the Liaison of Arts & Cultural Affairs of the CITY, hereinafter called “ARTS
LIAISON,” or her designee.
ARTIST shall be responsible for design of the WORK and installation of the WORK at the
Location, and for all services and expenses associated with the design and installation of the
WORK, including all necessary supplies, materials, equipment and permit requirements.
ARTIST shall install the WORK so as to conform to the requirements of all CITY, COTPA,
and State of Oklahoma laws, ordinances, codes, regulations, and requirements which affect
installation of the WORK.
If requested, ARTIST shall assist in filing any documents required to secure approval of
all governmental authorities having jurisdiction.
A. Commencement of WORK
1.

Work shall commence upon ARTIST’S receipt of the executed Agreement and
a Notice to Proceed issued by the Arts Liaison.

2. The goal of the parties is for the ARTIST to design and install an untitled
exterior art mural, described in Exhibit “B.” In addition, ARTIST shall provide
a written maintenance plan to be attached as Exhibit “F”.
3. The WORK represents the creative talents of ARTIST and satisfies the
specifications of COTPA. Both parties recognize that they must consult closely
in order to accomplish the WORK that is the goal of this Agreement.
4. ARTIST shall avoid the use of materials or finishes known to be hazardous or
potentially hazardous, including asbestos or any derivative thereof. ARTIST
shall report to the ARTS LIAISON any material or finish hazard and any action
taken by the ARTIST to minimize or eliminate the hazard.
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5. Once the ARTIST is ready to install the WORK, ARTIST shall submit
installation plans to the ARTS LIAISON and a description of any activities
requiring coordination with COTPA.
B. Installation Phase
1. The WORK shall not be installed until ARTIST has received written approval
from the ARTS LIAISON or her designee that the specific installation plans
submitted by ARTIST have been approved by the CITY and COTPA, which
authorization shall not be unreasonably withheld.
2. ARTIST shall install the WORK at the Location in the manner as provided in
Exhibit “A”.

ARTIST shall be responsible for all expenses, labor and

equipment involved with installation of the WORK. .
3. All risk of destruction, or damage to, the WORK or any part thereof from any
cause whatsoever shall be the responsibility of ARTIST until installation, and
final acceptance of the WORK by the ARTS LIAISON, except that the risk of
loss or damage shall be borne by COTPA prior to final acceptance of the
WORK during such period of time as the partially or wholly completed WORK
is in the custody, control or supervision of COTPA or its agents. ARTIST shall
provide the ARTS LIAISON and COTPA with at least one (1) weeks’ notice of
the date of installation.
4. Arrangements for access to the Location for installation shall be made through
the ARTS LIAISON or authorized representative, and access thereto shall not
be scheduled until COTPA has received from the ARTIST a Certificate of
Insurance as required in Section IX. Access may be scheduled for weekends as
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well as during normal business hours, upon prior arrangement.
5. ARTIST shall notify the ARTS LIAISON in writing when the WORK is
installed, and all services have been completed to secure final acceptance by
COTPA.
Section II–COTPA’S RESPONSIBILITY
A. COTPA shall provide all information, including requirements and specifications for the
location of the WORK, which shall be as shown in Exhibit “A” hereto. Any request for
changes in specifications should be directed to the ARTS LIAISON or her disgnee for
review and response.
B. COTPA shall examine materials and information submitted by the ARTIST and
promptly render decisions pertaining thereto in order to avoid unreasonable delay in
the progress of the WORK. Response to the ARTIST’S written request for decisions
related to the WORK shall be made in writing as soon as reasonably possible.
C. COTPA shall provide final acceptance of the WORK to be effective as of the earlier to
occur of (1), the date of COTPA’S notification of final acceptance; or (2), the 30th day
after the ARTIST has sent written notice to the ARTS LIAISON as required under
Section I.B.5 unless the ARTS LIAISON, upon receipt of such notice and prior to the
expiration of the 30-day period, gives the ARTIST written notice specifying and
describing the services which have not been completed.
D. COTPA shall secure all required reviews, licenses and similar legal authorizations at
COTPA’S expense for development of the WORK; COTPA shall pay all costs for
licensing and permitting the WORK as may be necessary for the installation and
maintenance of the WORK at the location until final acceptance by COTPA.
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Section III–COMPENSATION AND PAYMENTS
A. Following approval of this Agreement by COTPA, payments shall be made to ARTIST
as follows, in full consideration of the design, fabrication, delivery and installation of the
WORK.
Billing Phase/
Description

Payment Due

First Half ARTIST’S Fee

Upon contract execution.

Second Half ARTIST’S Fee
for
Installation

Upon completion of project with $10,750.00

Amount
$10,750.00

final acceptance of COTPA and
project documentation.

TOTAL COSTS
EXCEED

NOT

TO

$21,500.00

B. All requests for payment shall be submitted to the ARTS LIAISON for review and
approval, and shall be in accordance with COTPA procedures, which procedures shall
be attached to this Agreement as Exhibit “D.”
C. Compensation and payment to ARTIST for WORK under this contract shall not exceed
$21,500.00, payable from COTPA funds, and no other source.

Section IV–TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
In the event that either party willfully or negligently fails to fulfill in a timely manner any
of the stipulations of this Agreement, or otherwise violates such stipulations or commits an event
of default hereunder, then the other party shall thereupon have the right to terminate this
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Agreement by giving written notice to the defaulting party by certified mail, return receipt
requested, of its intent to terminate and specifying the grounds therefor. The defaulting party shall
have 30 days after receipt of a termination notice to cure the default. If the default is not cured,
then this Agreement shall terminate without further required action of the party giving notice.
COTPA may terminate this Agreement at any time, for convenience, when it is in the best interest
of COTPA to do so.
In the event that this Agreement is terminated by the ARTIST before installation of the
WORK without fault on the part of COTPA, the ARTIST shall refund to COTPA all monies paid
by COTPA to the ARTIST for the performance of work under this Agreement. The ARTIST may
then retain the WORK, together with any models, plans or drawings and all materials and supplies
purchased for the WORK, for the ARTIST’S own use without restrictions.
In the event this Agreement is terminated by COTPA without fault on the part of the
ARTIST, the ARTIST shall be entitled to a final payment or settlement as set forth in either of the
following options set forth in Section IV. A. or B. as the ARTIST deems appropriate. Exercise of
either of these options by the ARTIST shall not prevent the ARTIST from pursuing a remedy
otherwise available to him in law or equity.
A. The ARTIST shall be paid an amount equal to the percentage of the WORK done at the
time the Agreement is terminated, as determined by the schedule attached hereto as Exhibit
“E.” The Installation Phase shall be included when computing the percentage of WORK
done. If payments previously made to the ARTIST exceed the total amount due, as
computed above, then the ARTIST shall deliver to COTPA the WORK in whatever form
it exists at the time of termination, which shall then become the property of COTPA for
use without restriction, except that it shall not be represented to be the WORK of the
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ARTIST; or
B.

The ARTIST may refund to COTPA all monies paid by COTPA prior to the time

of termination and shall then retain any models, plans, or drawings and all materials and
supplies purchased for the WORK, for the ARTIST’S own use without restrictions. In the
event this Agreement is terminated by COTPA for fault on the part of the ARTIST, or
because of the disability of the ARTIST; or is terminated automatically because of the
death of the ARTIST; or in the event of any breach of its terms by the ARTIST, COTPA
may require either of the options that would have been available to the ARTIST in this
section. Exercise of either of these options by COTPA shall not prevent COTPA from
pursuing a remedy otherwise available to it in law or equity.
Section V–GENERAL CONDITIONS
A. The failure of either party to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement or to require
performance of the other party of any of the provisions hereof shall not be construed to be
a waiver of such provisions, nor shall it affect the validity of this Agreement or any part
thereof, or the right of either party to thereafter enforce each and every provision.
B. The terms of this Agreement constitute the entire understanding between the parties hereto
and no statement, promise, condition, understanding, inducement or representation, oral or
written, expressed or implied, which is not contained herein shall be binding or valid. This
Agreement may only be amended or modified by mutual consent of the parties hereto in
writing signed by both parties.
C. Neither the performance of this Agreement, nor any part thereof, nor any monies due or to
become due thereunder may be assigned by ARTIST without the prior written consent and
approval of COTPA.
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D. The death or incapacity of ARTIST shall automatically terminate this Agreement. The
ARTIST’S estate shall have no further right to perform hereunder. In the event of such
automatic termination, ARTIST’S estate shall be entitled to retain any payments already
made by COTPA pursuant to the schedule for completion and installation of the work, as
set forth in Exhibit “D” hereto, and shall be entitled to any payments owed ARTIST by
COTPA pursuant to Section III hereinabove. COTPA shall be entitled to claim the WORK
and any unused materials specifically acquired for its execution and to have the WORK
completed by another person in accordance with the preliminary designs.
E. Nothing contained in the terms of this Contract shall create or give to third parties any
claim or right of action against COTPA.
F. ARTIST shall protect adjoining property and nearby buildings, including COTPA and
CITY buildings, roads and public streets from dust, dirt, rubbish or other nuisance arising
out of ARTIST’S operations or storage practices.
G. ARTIST shall perform no construction operations of any nature on, over or across premises
except such construction operations as are specifically authorized in ARTIST’S plans or
specifications, or as otherwise authorized by COTPA.
H. ARTIST shall comply with all applicable laws, statutes, ordinances, regulations, and
administrative requirements including but not limited to safety and engineering regulations
and requirements of COTPA.
I. Directly upon completion of the installation of the WORK, ARTIST shall remove from
location all equipment and any waste materials not previously disposed of, leaving location
thoroughly clean and ready for COTPA’s final inspection.
J. Installation and worker safety shall be in conformance with Oklahoma laws and
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regulations.
K. ARTIST shall be responsible for all mailing, shipping, transportation, and travel expenses
required under this Contract, and all Federal and State income taxes on the amount of this
Contract, as well as any State and City sales tax which might be required.
L. ARTIST and all agents and employees of ARTIST shall observe and comply with all
prevailing Federal, State and City laws, ordinances, regulations and requirements which in
any way affect conduct or WORK under this Contract.
M. ARTIST shall comply with the provisions of this Agreement pertaining to discrimination
and accepting applications or hiring employees. ARTIST shall take affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are employed and that employees are treated during employment
without regard to their race, creed, color, religion, sex, or national origin, physical
handicap, familial status, ancestry or age.

Such action shall include: employment,

upgrading, demotion, transfer, recruitment, or forms of recruitment advertising; lay-off or
termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for training,
including apprenticeship, pre-apprenticeship, and/or on-the-job training. ARTIST agrees
to post in conspicuous places available to employees and applicants for employment,
notices setting forth the provisions of this equal opportunity clause. ARTIST further agrees
to insert the foregoing provisions in all subcontracts hereunder. Any violation of such
provisions shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
N. ARTIST is and shall be an independent contractor and is not an agent or employee of
COTPA. Any provisions in this Agreement that appear to give COTPA the right to direct
ARTIST as to the details of doing the WORK or to exercise a measure of control over the
WORK means that ARTIST shall follow the wishes of COTPA as to the results of the
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WORK only, which shall comply with all applicable laws and ordinances.
O. This WORK is created by the ARTIST for COTPA, pursuant to this Agreement shall be
considered a “WORK made for hire” as defined by Title 17, U.S.C Sections 101 and 201(b)
(the United States Copyright Act of 1976), as it is a work specially ordered and
commissioned for use as a contribution to COTPA’S collective work of art throughout the
City.
P. Prior to beginning the WORK, ARTIST shall furnish to the ART LIAISON for approval
any names of collaborators, makers or fabricators to be used on the WORK. Any
subsequent changes are subject to the approval of the ART LIAISON or her designee.
Q. It is mutually understood and agreed that this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of
the State of Oklahoma, both as to interpretation and performance. Any action at law, suit
in equity or judicial proceeding for the enforcement of this Agreement or any provision
thereof shall be instituted only in the courts of the State of Oklahoma.
R. All notices, requests, demands, and other communications which are required or permitted
to be given under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly
given upon the delivery or receipt thereof, as the case may be, if delivered personally or
sent by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, as follows:
If the ARTS LIAISON, to:

ARTS LIAISON, Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
Oklahoma City Planning Department
420 W. Main, 9th Floor
Oklahoma City, OK 73102

If the ARTIST, to:

Adam Smith
208 North Main Street, Apt. 3b
Tulsa, OK 74103

Section VI–INDEMNIFICATION
ARTIST agrees to release, to defend, to indemnify and to hold harmless COTPA and its
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members, officers, agents and employees, from and against all claims, costs and damages, suits,
costs expense, liability actions or procedures of any kind or nature whatsoever arising out of
ARTIST’S activities under this Agreement.
Section VII–ARTISTS’ REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
A. Defects in Material or Workmanship and Inherent Vice. ARTIST warrants that the WORK
will be free of defects in workmanship or materials, including inherent vice, and that
ARTIST will, at ARTIST’S own expense, remedy any defects within a period of one year
from the date the WORK is finally accepted by COTPA and will not require maintenance
substantially in excess of that described in the recommendations provided by ARTIST to
COTPA, and attached hereto as Exhibit “F.” “Inherent vice” refers to a quality within the
material or materials that comprise the WORK which, either alone or in combination,
results in the tendency of the WORK to destroy itself.
B. Public Safety. ARTIST agrees to cooperate in making or permitting adjustments to the
WORK if necessary to eliminate such hazards which become apparent within one year of
the date the WORK is finally accepted by COTPA.
C. Title. ARTIST warrants that the WORK is solely the result of the artistic efforts of the
ARTIST and that it will be installed free and clear of any liens, claims or other
encumbrances of any type.
D. Unique. ARTIST warrants to the best of the ARTIST’S knowledge that the WORK is
unique and an edition of one and does not infringe upon any copyright, and that ARTIST
will not execute or authorize another to execute another WORK of the identical design,
dimensions and/or materials as the WORK commissioned pursuant to this Agreement.
This warranty shall continue in effect for a period consisting of the life of ARTIST plus 50
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years and shall be binding on ARTIST’S heirs and assigns.
Section VIII–EXCUSE OR SUSPENSION OF CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS
The parties shall be excused from performing an obligation under this Agreement if
performance of that obligation is prevented by a condition beyond the control of the parties, such
as acts of God, war, public emergency or strike or other labor disturbance. An obligation affected
by a condition beyond the control of the parties shall be suspended only for the duration of the
condition unless otherwise agreed by the parties. Both parties shall take reasonable steps during
the existence of the condition to assure performance of their contractual obligations when the
condition no longer exists.
Section IX–INSURANCE-TYPE, AMOUNT, AND DURATION
ARTIST shall:
A. Procure and maintain throughout the fabrication, transportation and installation phases of
this Agreement, worker’s compensation or employer’s liability insurance to the extent and
in the manner required by the statutes of the State of Oklahoma. ARTIST shall furnish
ARTS LIAISON and COTPA with a certificate of such insurance which shall provide that
COTPA is an additional insured under said policy or policies and that said policy cannot
be canceled except upon (30) days advance written notice to COTPA.
ARTIST shall procure, prior to entering the location for the purpose of installing the
WORK and maintain until final acceptance of the WORK by ARTS LIAISON:
1. General Commercial Liability Insurance with responsible insurance
underwriters acceptable to COTPA insuring COTPA and ARTIST
against all legal liability for injuries to persons caused by ARTIST’S
use and occupancy of the premises or otherwise caused by
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ARTIST’S activities and operations on said premises, with liability
limits of not less than those established in the Governmental Tort
Claims Act, 51 Oklahoma Statues § 151 et seq., for accidental and
personal injury. Currently, those limits are $175,000 for a claim for
any other loss arising out of a single act, accident, or occurrence;
$25,000 for a loss of property; and $1,000,000 for any number of
claims arising out of any single occurrence or accident. ARTIST
shall furnish COTPA and ARTS LIAISON with a certificate of such
insurance which shall provide that COTPA is an additional insured
under said policy or policies
Section X–OWNERSHIP
A. Title. Title to the WORK shall remain in ARTIST until ARTIST is paid in full pursuant
to Section III hereinabove.
B. Ownership of Documents. Samples. Upon final acceptance of the WORK, the studies,
drawings, and models prepared and submitted under this Agreement as presented to the
assembled ARTIST’S selection jury shall be returned, at ARTIST’S expense, to ARTIST
and shall belong to ARTIST.
Section XI–EXPLOITATION OF THE WORK AND REPRODUCTION RIGHTS
A. Copyright. ARTIST retains all rights under 17 U.S.C. §101 et seq. (the Copyright Act of
1976), subject to section XII of this contract and all other rights in and to the WORK except
ownership and possession, as otherwise provided in this Agreement. COTPA shall have
exclusive ownership and possession of the WORK pursuant to this Agreement.
B. Reproductions. COTPA, in exercise of its exclusive ownership and possession, may make,
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or authorize the making of, photographs and other two-dimensional reproductions of the
WORK for educational, public relations, arts promotional and other non-commercial
purposes. In the case of such use by COTPA, the ARTIST shall be entitled to customary
and appropriate identification as the creator of the WORK including publication of
ARTIST’S copyright notice as follows: © ADAM SMITH 2018. Such notice shall also
be affixed to the WORK in its location of permanent display and at any location of public
display or exhibition.
C. Label. ARTIST shall provide and install a plaque identifying the WORK at the Location;
or, shall create an identifying marker integral to the WORK.
D. COTPA’S Credit. ARTIST agrees that all references made by ARTIST to the WORK shall
include the following credit line: “Commissioned by the Central Oklahoma Transportation
and Parking Authority” or equivalent, and that ARTIST will make a good faith effort to
assure that references to the WORK by others will include the same credit line.
E. Documentation. ARTIST shall provide COTPA with one or more .jpg photo(s) of the
WORK, accurate in color and detail, within thirty (30) days after the WORK has been
installed.
F. Photography. Upon reasonable notice to COTPA, ARTIST shall be permitted to enter
upon the premises at a mutually convenient time or times to reproduce by photographic or
other means, the WORK described herein.
G. Publicity.

COTPA grants to the ARTIST the right to use COTPA’S name and project

name and description for non-commercial purposes in connection with the WORK, such
as to identify the WORK as part of ARTIST’S portfolio.
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Section XIV–REPUTATION
A. COTPA’S COMMITMENT. COTPA agrees that it will not use the WORK or ARTIST’S
name in a way which reflects discredit on the WORK or on the name or reputation of
ARTIST as an artist. In the event the WORK is in some way represented in a manner in
which it was not intended by ARTIST, ARTIST has the right to request that the WORK
shall no longer be represented as the WORK of ARTIST.
B. ARTIST’S COMMITMENT. ARTIST agrees that ARTIST will not refer to the WORK
or reproduce the WORK, or any portion thereof, in a way which reflects discredit on
COTPA or the WORK.
Section XV–REMOVAL OR RELOCATION OF WORK
The WORK shall be placed in the Location designated in Exhibit “A” of this Agreement.
COTPA agrees that it will make reasonable attempts to notify the ARTIST if, for non-emergency
reasons, the WORK has to be removed and/or painted over.
Section XVI–NO ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER
The personal skill, judgment and creativity of ARTIST is an essential element of this
Agreement.

Therefore, although the parties recognize that ARTIST may employ qualified

personnel to work under ARTIST’S supervision, ARTIST shall not assign, transfer or subcontract
the creative and artistic portions of the WORK to another party without the prior written consent
of COTPA through the ARTS LIAISON.
Section XVII–SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
COTPA and ARTIST each bind themselves, their partners, successors, assigns, and legal
representatives to the other party to this Agreement and to the partners, successors, assigns and
legal representatives of such other party in respect to all covenants of this Agreement to the extent
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the law allows. ARTIST shall not assign, sublet, or transfer his interest in this Agreement without
the written consent of COTPA, through the ARTS LIAISON. In no event shall any contractual
relation be created between any third party and COTPA.
Section XVIII–ANTI-COLLUSION
ARTIST warrants that no person has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this
Contract upon an agreement or understanding for commission, percentage, brokerage, or
contingent fee, and that no member of the COTPA Board, or an employee of COTPA has any
interest, financially or otherwise, in ARTIST’S business.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have approved this Agreement as indicated
by the authorized signatures below, as of the dates there set out.
APPROVED by The Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority and
SIGNED by COTPA Board Chairman this _______ day of ________________, 2018.

THE CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
AUTHORITY

By:

_______________________________
Chris Kauffman

ATTEST:

______________________________
Jason Ferbrache
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EXHIBIT “A”
LOCATION
The Sheridan Walker Parking Garage located on the northwest corner of the intersection of
Sheridan Avenue and Walker Avenue in Oklahoma City. The mural will be painted on the smooth
concrete surfaces on the south and east facades of the structure.
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EXHIBIT “B”
THE WORK

Concept: “The Sheridan Walker garage mural will encapsulate the spirit of Oklahoma utilizing
the state bird, the Scissortail. Several abstracted Scissortails will guide the viewer along a
composition that will glide “L to R” and “R to L”, meeting at the Sheridan & Walker focal point.
While the idea of using a Scissortail is not a completely original idea, the use of my signature
abstraction style, use of composition and color, will set this mural apart from other public works
using this theme. The work uses a graphic & architectural aesthetic that, while sophisticated in
style & approach, can be appreciated by anyone of any artistic taste.”
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Exhibit “C”
BUDGET

EXHIBIT “D”
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PROCESSING ARTIST CLAIMS FOR PAYMENT:

Contracted Artists should submit invoices for payment to:
The Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
c/o ARTS LIAISON, Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs, OKC Planning Department
420 W. Main, 9th Floor
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
or
by email to: OKCARTS@okc.gov for payment processing.
Invoices should not include any costs related to other projects. The Planning Department shall
endeavor to authorize payment for goods or services received in a timely manner.
Payments will be processed promptly after receipt of properly prepared invoice(s). Invoices
must contain the following information:
DATE OF INVOICE –
INVOICE NUMBER (in cases where there will multiple invoices)
PROJECT NAME- as identified in the contract with COTPA
ARTIST’S NAME-as identified in contract with COTPA
PAYMENT ADDRESS –Adam Smith, 208 North Main Street Apt. 3b, Tulsa OK 74103
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES PROVIDED-as identified in contract with COTPA
TOTAL PAYMENT DUE-AMOUNT OF INVOICE
Claims for payment in the amount of $1,000 or more no longer require a notarized claim voucher
from the vendor. However, the City of Oklahoma City notifies the vendor either on the PO,
pricing agreement or vendor registration form that in lieu of a sworn affidavit, any vendor who
accepts payment confirms the following: The invoice is true and correct.
The work, service or materials as shown by the invoice or claim have been completed or
supplied in accordance with the plans, specifications, orders or requests furnished the vendor.
The vendor has made no offer of money or anything of value directly or indirectly, to any elected
official, officer or employee of City.
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EXHIBIT “E”
SCHEDULE FOR COMPLETION
Painting and installation of WORK is scheduled to begin on or about Monday October 22, 2018
and is anticipated to be completed no later than Friday November 2, 2018.
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EXHIBIT “F”
MAINTENANCE PLAN

The finished mural will be coated with the MuralShield sytem. The MuralShield system guarantees
up to 10yrs of full coverage and has been shown to last longer, up to 12yrs.
From the MuralShield website:
“To get best results after 10yrs the full application process can be reinstated. MuralShield works
as a consolidating protective barrier. It is a conservation grade coating that protects against
environmental damage caused by UV light, corrosive chemicals, pollutants, and water damage.
With World's Best Graffiti Coating, MuralShield will protect acrylic and aerosol murals from
many forms of vandalism, including spray paints, reflective traffic and house paints, extinguisher
sprays, wheat paste, and oil-based materials.
“Once the MuralShield™ System is applied, vandalism can be quickly and easily removed using
a hot water pressure washer alone, or by using our removers. The World's Best Graffiti Coating
(WBGC) is then re-applied to the affected area before leaving.
“WBGC is also ideal for delicate historic building surfaces which have incurred previous damage.
WBGC flexes with the ambient temperature and is durable and UV stable. The end result is a long
lasting invisible protective barrier which behaves like a ‘living’ skin reinventing itself (almost
daily) in the sun, rain and wind. One critical advantage of this, is that no water vapors are ever
trapped, and consequently walls ‘breathe’ normally, with moisture allowed to pass during these
times.”
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COTPA Agenda
Item No. VI.D.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Approval of Contract with the HNTB Corporation for Consultant Services to Prepare NEPA Clearance
Documents for a High Capacity Transit Project (MC-0619), Estimated Cost $365,000, Term October 5,
2018 through April 15, 2019

Background

In April 2018, at the request of EMBARK staff, the City of Oklahoma City Public
Works Department issued a Notice to Architectural, Engineering and Planning Firms
for MC-0619, the Northwest Multi Modal Corridor Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project.
This Request for Qualifications (RFQ) was for work to develop federal
environmental clearance documents complying with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) to augment project planning and to include environmental work
to help improve project readiness and eligibility for federal capital construction
funding. The federal BUILD grant applied for in July requires the completion of
NEPA clearance.
The capital project is a potential high capacity transit project involving a corridor
connecting downtown Oklahoma City along Classen Boulevard and the Northwest
Expressway to a point at Meridian Avenue, and is commonly called the Northwest
Multimodal Concept Plan or BRT Project. COTPA or the City will be required to
have completed NEPA prior to the obligation of any federal capital grant funding.
The same planning work is also needed in order to help policy makers and the
community make more informed decisions about the project.
The federal
government has specific standards for NEPA which must be met and the anticipated
federal class of action is for a Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE). A DCE
identifies the potential impact of the project on approximately two dozen
environmental issues and topics, some being air quality, transportation, utilities,
noise and vibration, existing parks and cultural/historic resources. The DCE also
explores ways to mitigate environmental impacts.
The process includes technical work, engagement of the community and
stakeholders, and coordination with the Federal Transit Agency (FTA). HNTB, the
firm selected by the evaluation committee, has provided a proposal that includes
two subconsultants, Halff and Associates, Inc. and Cox McClain Environmental
Consulting, Inc. to assist with the work. The contract has a scope of work for
Project Definition and Environmental Review/Documentation. In addition the
contract contains an Additional Services scope for tasks at a price beyond the cost
shown below, and this could be exercised if the FTA or COTPA believe additional
work is necessary.
Three firms responded timely to the RFQ (MC-0619) by the May 4 deadline. By
mid-June the Public Works Department had convened a selection committee and
the committee ranked the three respondents in the following order:
1. HNTB Corporation
2. AECOM Technical Services, Inc.
3. WSP USA Inc.

Term

October 5, 2018 through April 15, 2019

Estimated Cost

$365,000 (Maximum of $465,000 if FTA or COTPA requires additional services)

Source of Funds

80% Federal, 20% Transit Capital Reserves

LFR Issue

Sustainable Growth and Service Development

Review

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve the contract

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

CONTRACT FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES
This Contract for engineering services for the northwest bus rapid (BRT) project ("Contract")
is entered into this ____ day of _______________________, 2018, by and between the Central
Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority, a municipal trust (“Trust”), and HNTB
Corporation ("Engineer").
WITNESSETH:
PROJECT NO. MC-0619
NORTHWEST BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) PROJECT
WHEREAS, the Trust intends to direct the Engineer to provide for design and all other
engineering services related to the northwest bus rapid (BRT) project ("project"); and
WHEREAS, the Engineer will provide professional services for the project in accordance
with this Contract, including the scope of work incorporated herein and as set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto; and
WHEREAS, the Engineer has been selected under the standards adopted and the procedures
prescribed by the resolution establishing procedures for selection of architects, engineers and
planners adopted by the City Council on July 23, 1974, amended on December 31, 1974, February
21, 1978, January 22, 1980, and November 18, 1986, which resolution, with its amendments, is
made a part of this Contract by reference.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained hereinafter
relating to the project, the parties agree to the following:
1.

Definitions. All terms and phrases not expressly defined herein shall have their ordinary
meanings, consistent with Oklahoma and Oklahoma City law, except where the context
clearly indicates a different meaning. For purposes of this Contract, the following terms and
phrases shall have the meaning subscribed herein:
A.

Engineering
Services

Those professional services associated with research,
development, design and construction, alteration, and/or
repair of real property and improvements thereon, as
well as incidental services that members of these
professions and those in their employ may logically or
justifiably perform, including but not limited to studies,
investigations, surveys, evaluations, consultations,
planning, programming, conceptual designs, design
development, plans and specifications, cost estimates,
observations, shop drawing reviews, sample
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recommendations, assemble operating and maintenance
manuals, site visits and other related services.
B.

C.

Bidding
Documents

Those documents required to construct, renovate and/or
modernize the project, including but not limited to
standard provisions, special provisions, drawings, plans
and specifications.

City of Oklahoma City,
also the “City”

D.

City Engineer

E.

Administrator of the Trust

A municipal corporation and a political subdivision of
the State of Oklahoma, created and existing under the
Constitution of the State of Oklahoma.
The officer of the City of Oklahoma City or designee,
e.g., “Project Manager”, in charge of engineering,
construction and maintenance contracts on public rightsof-way, on public lands and capital improvement
projects.

The officer of the Trust assigned by the Trust to
administer the business of the Trust, herein called the
“Administrator.”
F.

2.

Fixed Limit of Construction Not-to-exceed amount which has been designated as the
maximum amount for the construction cost of the
project.

Basic Services. The Engineer is hereby engaged and employed by the Trust to perform in
accordance with good engineering practices and in the best interest of the Trust in accordance
with the professional standard of care all of the work as set out herein and including Exhibit
A, which is attached hereto and incorporated as a part of this Contract, including but not
limited to the following:
A.

Preliminary Report Services - Task 1
(1)

Prepare and make all necessary preliminary surveys, investigations, studies,
reports and preliminary general plans and specifications for the purposes of
NEPA.

(2)

Utility assessment and right-of-way assessment for purposes of NEPA –
detailed information by possible future amendment.
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(3)

Prepare a construction cost estimate of said improvements, extensions and
repairs, and an estimate of all engineering fees, testing costs, right-of-way
costs and inspection fees in connection therewith.

(4)

Hold all necessary conferences with the Trust and all other interested parties.

(5)

Prepare the Preliminary Report for submittal to the Trust covering the
Engineer's preliminary surveys, studies, investigations and other items as
specified in Exhibit A hereof. If applicable, the report shall include a drainage
study with complete computations and calculations and shall cover the total
construction work by phases or sections and shall recommend to the Trust the
order of construction and completion of each phase of construction.

(6)

Furnish the Trust three (3) hard copies and one (1) PDF copy of the
Preliminary Report free of cost to the Trust. The cost of any additional copies
of Preliminary Reports as the Trust may require will be reimbursed at the
actual cost thereof.

(7)

The Preliminary Report shall be recommended by the Administrator for formal
approval by the Trust.

3.

No Extra Work. No claims for extra work of any kind or nature or character shall be
recognized by or be binding upon the Trust unless such work or service is first approved in
writing by the Trust.

4.

Additional Services. Additional Services are project-related services as enumerated in
Exhibit “E,” attached hereto and made a part hereof, and are not included as Basic Services.
Additional Services shall only be provided upon prior written and clearly detailed direction
from the City Engineer, acting within the limits of State law, Ordinances of the City of
Oklahoma City and policies established by the City Council, and upon acceptance by the
Engineer. Any Additional Services performed pursuant to the above written direction shall be
paid in accordance with the Compensation and Payments paragraphs of this Contract.

5.

Compensation. The aggregate total compensation for all engineering services under this
Contract shall not exceed a total fee of $465,000, which includes: for Basic Services an
amount not to exceed $296,335, and for Reimbursable Expenses an amount not to exceed
$68,665, both of which are specifically set forth in Exhibit B, attached hereto and
incorporated herein; and, for Additional Services an amount not to exceed $100,000 as
specifically set forth in Exhibit E, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

6.

Payments.
A.

Payment of claims for incremental work completed on each task may be submitted.
Invoices for the amount and value of the work and services performed by the Engineer
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shall be submitted monthly to the Trust and shall meet the standards of quality as
established under this Contract. Invoices will include the percentage of completion
for each task and payment will be made based on the percentage of the task fee
completed. The Trust agrees to pay the Engineer, as compensation for such
engineering services as listed herein. The invoices shall be prepared and submitted by
the Engineer and be accompanied by a status report identifying the task components,
effort accomplished during the time period, and the percentage of completion thereof,
to the Trust. Payment of any invoice for any work or services is not deemed to be
recognition of satisfactory performance of said work or services or a waiver of any
right of the Trust or any obligation of the Engineer should it be determined later that
said work or services were negligently performed or provided or were not performed
or provided in accordance with the standards required by this Contract. Surveyors or
other professional consultants engaged by the Engineer for the normal structural,
electrical or mechanical engineering services shall be billed to the Trust by the
Engineer at the actual cost thereof.

7.

B.

The Engineer shall present two (2) copies of the invoice with two (2) properly
executed claim vouchers to the Trust for compensation and payment. The Trust will
review the invoice and claim voucher for payment. Should the Trust question or
request additional documentation or disapprove all or a portion of any invoice, the
Engineer will be notified so that it may provide additional documentation reasonably
sufficient to demonstrate the invoice and claim should be paid, in whole or in part;
provided, however, no invoices or claims shall be paid the aggregate of which are in
excess of the "not to exceed" amounts or limitations established in Exhibit B.

C.

Final payment shall not be deemed to waive any rights or obligations of the parties to
this Contract.

Indemnity. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Engineer agrees to release, defend,
indemnify and save harmless the City and its beneficiary trusts, their officers, agents and
employees, from and against any and all loss of or damage to property, injuries to or death of
any person or persons and/or all claims, damages, suits, costs, expenses, liability, actions or
proceedings of any kind or nature whatsoever, including, without limitation, Worker's
Compensation claims of or by anyone whomever, in any way resulting from or arising out of
the Engineer’s negligent acts, operations, errors and/or omissions under or in connection with
this Contract, or the Engineer’s use and occupancy of any portion of the project site,
including, without limitation, negligent acts, operations, errors and/or omissions of the
Engineer’s officers, employees, representatives, suppliers, invitees, contractors,
subcontractors or agents. The Engineer shall promptly advise the City and its beneficiary
trusts, in writing, of any action, administrative or legal proceeding or investigation as to which
this indemnification may apply, and the Engineer, at its expense, shall assume the defense of
the City and its beneficiary trusts, with counsel satisfactory to the City and its beneficiary
trusts. This section shall survive the expiration of the Contract. Provided, however, the
Engineer need not release, defend, indemnify or save harmless the City and its beneficiary
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trusts, or their officers, agents and employees, from damages or injuries resulting from the
negligence of the City and its beneficiary trusts, their officers, agents or employees or the
independent acts, operations, errors and/or omissions of architects and engineers who are not
officers, employees, representatives, suppliers, invitees, contractors, subcontractors, or agents
of Engineer. It is understood that this indemnity and hold harmless provision is not limited by
the insurance required under the provisions hereof.
8.

Insurance. Prior to approval of this contract, the Engineer shall obtain insurance coverage as
provided below. The Engineer must provide, pay for, and maintain the types of insurance
policies provided herein, in amounts of coverage not less than those set forth below.
Certified, true and exact copies of all insurance policies required and endorsement pages
shall be provided to the City and its participating trusts on a timely basis if requested by City
staff. The Engineer will provide the Certificate(s) of Insurance to the City and its
participating trusts with the executed contract (contract will not be processed for approval
without the contract-required verification of insurance indicated on the Certificate(s) of
Insurance). Certificate(s) of Insurance must be insurance industry standard forms, such as
ACORD.
All insurance must be from responsible insurance companies which are authorized to do
business in the state of Oklahoma and are acceptable to the City and its participating trusts.
The required insurance coverage and policies shall be performable in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, and shall be construed in accordance with the laws of Oklahoma.
Nothing in this Section shall define or limit the rights of any party to this Contract under any
other provision of this Contract, including but not limited to any indemnification provision.
A.

Additional Insureds: All liability policies (except professional liability and worker’s
compensation and employer’s liability policies) shall provide that the City and its
participating trusts are named additional insureds without reservation or restriction.
All insurance coverage of the Engineer shall be primary to any insurance or selfinsurance program carried by the City and its participating trusts.
All insurance policies shall include a severability of interest provision wherein claims
involving any insured hereunder, except with respect to limits of insurance, interests
shall be deemed separate from any and all other interest herein, and coverage shall
apply as though each such interest was separately insured.

B.

Deductibles: All policies must be fully insured with any single policy deductible
not exceeding $25,000. All deductibles must be declared on the certificate of
insurance. If no deductible is declared, the Engineer is stating a deductible does not
exist and thus a deductible is not approved or accepted. If the Engineer’s deductible
is different than declared, then the City and its participating trusts will hold an equal
amount from pay claims until corrected.
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Self-insured retentions will not be accepted unless accompanied by a bond (financial
guarantee bond) or irrevocable letter of credit guaranteeing payment of the losses,
related investigations, claim administration and defense expenses not otherwise
covered by the Engineer’s self-insured retention.
Subrogation as to any additional insured shall be waived.
C.

Policy Limits: The insurance coverage and limits required of the Engineer under this
Contract are designed to meet the minimum requirements of the City and its
participating trusts. Such coverage and limits are not designed as a recommended
insurance program for the Engineer. The Engineer alone shall be responsible for the
sufficiency of its own insurance program. Should the Engineer have any question
concerning its exposures to loss under this Contract or the possible insurance
coverage needed therefore, the Engineer should seek professional assistance.
Except for professional liability insurance, all policies shall be in the form of an
“occurrence” insurance coverage or policy. If any insurance is written in a “claimsmade” form, the Engineer shall also provide tail coverage that extends a minimum of
two years from the expiration of this Contract.
The minimum aggregate limits of such insurance policies and continuing coverage
shall be:
(1)

(2)

Worker's Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance. The Engineer
shall provide and maintain, during the term of the Contract, worker's
compensation insurance as prescribed by the laws of the state of Oklahoma
and employer's liability Insurance in an amount not less than One Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) each for all its employees employed at the
site of the Project, and in case any work is subcontracted, the Engineer shall
require the subcontractor similarly to provide worker's compensation and
employer's liability insurance for all the subcontractor's employees, unless
such employees are covered by the protection afforded by the Engineer. In the
event any class of employees engaged in work performed under the Contract
or at the site of the Project is not protected under such insurance heretofore
mentioned, the Engineer shall provide and shall cause each subcontractor to
provide adequate insurance for the protection of the employees not otherwise
protected.
Commercial General Liability Insurance. The Engineer shall provide and
maintain commercial general liability insurance coverage sufficient to meet
the maximum cumulative liability of all parties to this Contract, including the
City and any public trust participating in the Project, under the Governmental
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Tort Claims Act, 51 O.S. § 151 et seq., (GTCA) and any amendment or
addition thereto, as provided herein.
Property damage liability in an amount not less than Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) per claimant for loss, damage to or
destruction of property, including but not limited to consequential
damages arising out of a single accident or occurrence.
All other liability in an amount not less than One Hundred Seventy
Five Thousand Dollars ($175,000.00) per claimant for claims
including death, personal injury, and all other claims arising out of a
single accident or occurrence.
Single occurrence or accident liability in an amount not less than One
Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for any number of claims arising out
of a single accident or occurrence.
(3)

Automobile Liability Insurance. The Engineer shall provide and maintain
comprehensive automobile liability insurance coverage as to the ownership,
maintenance, and use of all owned, non-owned, leased or hired vehicles
sufficient to meet the maximum cumulative liability of all parties to this
Contract, including the City and any public trust participating in the Project,
under the Governmental Tort Claims Act, 51 O.S. § 151 et seq., (GTCA) and
any amendment or addition thereto, unless otherwise specifically and
expressly provided herein.
Property damage liability in an amount not less than Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) per claimant for loss, damage to or
destruction of property, including but not limited to consequential
damages arising out of a single accident or occurrence.
All other liability in an amount not less than One Hundred Seventy
Five Thousand Dollars ($175,000.00) per claimant for claims
including death, personal injury, and all other claims arising out of a
single accident or occurrence.
Single occurrence or accident liability in an amount not less than One
Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for any number of claims arising out
of a single accident or occurrence.

(4)

Professional Liability Insurance. The Engineer shall provide and maintain
professional liability insurance coverage in an amount not less than
$1,000,000 aggregate annual limit liability. Such insurance coverage shall be
maintained during this Contract, during the construction of the Project, and
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for a period of two (2) years after the final, formal acceptance of this Project
by the Trust.
D.

Certificates: The insurance coverage and limits required must be evidenced by
properly executed certificates of insurance on the form furnished by the Trust or on
forms approved by the Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner. Copies of these
certificates have been provided to the City Engineer prior to execution of this
Contract and are attached hereto. The certificate(s) must be signed by the authorized
representative of the insurance company(s) shown in the certificate(s). The
certificate must include the Project number and Project description or name.

E.

Cancellation. There may be no termination, non-renewal, reduction in coverage, or
modification of such insurance coverage.
The Engineer authorizes the City and its participating trusts to confirm all
information so furnished as to the Engineer’s compliance with its bonds and
insurance requirements with the Engineer’s insurance agents, brokers, surety and
insurance carriers. The lapse of any insurance policy or coverage required by this
Contract is a breach of this Contract for which the Engineer shall repay and
reimburse all payment made under the Contract and such other damages, losses, and
costs incurred by the City and its participating trusts. The City and its participating
trusts may at their option suspend this Contract until there is full compliance with
this paragraph, or may cancel or terminate this Contract and seek damages for the
breach of this Contract. The remedies in this paragraph shall not be deemed to waive
or release any remedy available to The City and its participating trusts. The City and
its participating trusts expressly reserve the right to pursue and enforce any other
cause or remedy in equity or at law.
In the event of a reduction in any aggregate limit, the Engineer shall immediately
notify the City and its participating trusts and shall make reasonable efforts to have
the full amount of the limits appearing on the certificate reinstated. If at any time the
City and its participating trusts request a written statement from the insurance
company(s) as to any impairments to or reduction of the aggregate limit, the Engineer
hereby agrees to promptly authorize and have delivered to the City and its
participating trusts such statement.
The Engineer must carry and maintain the contract-required insurance coverages and
may not cancel, fail to be renewed, nor decrease their limits without thirty (30) days
written notice to the City and its participating trusts. In the event that a contractrequired insurance coverage (policy) is canceled by the Engineer’s insurance
company and through no fault of the Engineer, the Engineer must immediately
provide written notice to the City and its participating trusts and immediately provide
properly executed Certificate(s) of Insurance evidencing coverage (policy)
replacement of the canceled coverage(s). The Certificate(s) of Insurance must
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specifically indicate (in the remarks section of the form or elsewhere) the project
number and project description. An authorized representative of the insurance
companies listed on the Certificate(s) of Insurance must sign the Certificate(s).
Additionally, the Engineer must provide a covenant from the insurance agent that the
insurance agent will provide to the City and its participating trusts thirty (30) days
advanced written notice prior to any cancellation, lapse, reduction, limitation, or nonrenewal of any contract-required insurance coverage or policy.
F.

Duration of Coverage. All insurance coverage required under this Contract except
professional liability insurance shall be maintained in full force and effect until
completion and formal acceptance of the Project by the City and its participating
trusts. The Engineer shall maintain in full force in effect the required professional
liability insurance stated above during this Contract, during the construction of the
Project, and for a period of two (2) years after the final, formal acceptance of this
Project by the City and its participating trusts.
The requirements of the insurance provisions listed above shall survive the
completion, expiration, cancellation or termination of this Contract.

9.

Termination for Convenience. The Trust may terminate this Contract (with or without
cause), in whole or in part, for the Trust's convenience. The Trust may terminate by delivery
of a notice to the Engineer, pursuant to paragraph “Notices” herein.
Upon receipt of the notice of termination, the Engineer shall (1) immediately discontinue all
work and services affected (unless the notice directs otherwise), and (2), upon payment for
work performed, deliver to the Trust all documents, data, drawings, specifications, reports,
calculations, field notes, tracings, plans, models, computer files, estimates, summaries and
other information and materials accumulated in performing this Contract, whether complete
or incomplete unless the notice directs otherwise.
Upon termination for the convenience by the Trust, the Trust shall pay the Engineer for all
work and services rendered, up to the time of the notice of termination, in accordance with the
terms, limits and conditions of this Contract and as further limited by the not to exceed
amounts set out in this Contract.
The rights and remedies of the Trust provided in this paragraph are in addition to any other
rights and remedies provided by law or under this Contract.
Termination herein shall not terminate or suspend any of the required provisions of paragraph
“Indemnity” or “Insurance” of this Contract.

10.

Notices. All notices given pursuant to this Contract shall be in writing, delivered or mailed
by United States mail, postage prepaid or faxed (with hard copy follow up by mail or
delivery) and addressed as follows:
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To the Trust:
The Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
300 SW 7th Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109
Attn: Jason Ferbrache, Director
Phone Number: (405) 297-3492 Fax Number: (405) 297-2111
To the Engineer:
HNTB Corporation
101 North Robinson, Suite 1130
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
Attn: Timothy Morgan, P.E., Associate Vice President
Phone Number: (405) 416-9000
The address of any person or party may be changed by notice to the other party, given in the
manner described above. All such notices shall be deemed received when delivered.
11.

Stop Work. Upon notice to the Engineer, the Trust may issue a stop work order suspending
the performance of work and/or services under this Contract. The stop work order shall not
terminate or suspend any of the required provisions of paragraph “Indemnity” and/or
“Insurance” of this Contract.

12.

Compliance with Laws, Ordinances, Specifications and Regulations. The Engineer shall
comply with all existing and applicable federal, Oklahoma and Oklahoma City laws,
standards, codes, ordinances, administrative regulations and all amendments and additions
thereto, applicable to the work and/or services provided by this Contract.

13.

Records and Accounts. During the term of this Contract and continuing for a period the
longer of five (5) years after the final acceptance of the completed project by the Trust, or
until the final resolution of any outstanding disputes between the Trust and the Engineer or
the contractor(s) on the project, the Engineer shall maintain: all documents, notes, drawings,
specifications, reports, estimates, summaries, renderings, models, photographs, field notes, asbuilt drawings, information, survey results, plans, computer files and any other materials
produced, created or accumulated in performing this Contract that have not been submitted to
the Trust subsequent to final completion of the project and its internal accounting records, and
other supporting documents pertaining to the claims and/or invoices for costs of work and/or
services of this Contract. The Engineer must maintain its accounting records in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis. The Engineer
shall permit periodic audits by the Trust and the Trust's authorized representative. The
periodic audits of the records in support of claims and invoices for the Contract shall be
performed at times and places mutually agreed upon by the Trust and Engineer. Agreement as
to the time and place for audits may not be unreasonably withheld.
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14.

Reporting to the Trust. The Engineer shall report to the Trust on a regular monthly basis
and on an as needed basis.

15.

Prohibition Against Collusion. The Engineer warrants that it has not employed or retained
any company or person other than a bona fide employee working solely for the Engineer to
solicit or secure this Contract. The Engineer further warrants that it has not paid or agreed to
pay any person, company, corporation, individual or firm, other than a bona fide employee
working solely for the Engineer, any fee, commission, percentage, gift, or any other
consideration, contingent upon or resulting from the award or making of this Contract. In
addition, the Engineer must execute the Anti/Non-Collusion Affidavit, attached as Exhibit C,
prior to the effective date of this Contract.

16.

Sub-consultant, Subcontractor or Employee Conflict of Interest. Any work performed by
the Engineer’s employees, sub-consultants or subcontractors on this project shall prohibit said
persons from contracting with, working for, or otherwise assisting any potential Bidder to do
any project-related work for the Bidder which may in any way be (or construed to be) a
conflict of interest. It is the responsibility of the Engineer to require all employees, subconsultants, or subcontractors engaged by the Engineer of any business relationship (formal or
otherwise) which may pertain directly or indirectly to this project and/or which may in any
way be (or construed to be) a conflict of interest. The Engineer will subsequently notify the
Trust of any such business relationship and/or conflict of interest. Any conflict of interest
discovered by the Trust may be cause for rejection of the Bid in question and/or cancellation
of the Engineer’s contract.

17.

Work Orders. The Engineer shall proceed with the provision of work and/or services for this
Contract upon receipt of work orders from the Administrator. The Engineer shall complete
and submit the Initial Report Services - Task 1.1 within 60 calendar days of date of written
work order from the Administrator (for engineering services contracts, this work order
includes completion and submittal of the limited ownership list within thirty (30) calendar
days of the date of the work order), and shall complete and submit the Environmental Review
and Documentation (NEPA) - Task 1.2 within 150 calendar days of date of written work
order from the Administrator. For Preliminary Reports/Plans, the Trust will endeavor to
review and return comments and/or corrections (if any) to the Engineer within thirty (30)
calendar days from date of receipt of the documents from the Engineer. Subsequently, the
Engineer shall return the corrected documents along with check print copies (if applicable)
within thirty (30) calendar days from date of the City’s transmittal letter directing corrections.
If the Engineer cannot perform the work and/or services within the time provided, and upon
the submission by the Engineer of a request in writing to the Trust, indicating the length of
extension required to perform a task, the Administrator may in his or her sole discretion grant
a reasonable extension of time. The request from the Engineer shall state the reason for the
extension request, along with evidence showing that the Engineer is unable to complete this
work in the time specified in the work order for reasons beyond its control. The Engineer is
prohibited from claiming damages for delays and extensions of time.
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18.

Term: The tasks defined by this contract shall be deemed complete at the completion or
approval of the NEPA documents by FTA, estimated to be 150 days. An extension may be
granted for reasons outside of the control of Engineer, including but not limited to; SHPO or
FTA review timelines, delays in scheduling public meetings, or delays in stakeholder
coordination.

19.

Ownership of Documents. All documents, notes, drawings, specifications, reports,
estimates, summaries, computer files, renderings, models, photographs, field notes, as-built
drawings, information, survey results, plans, and any other materials produced, created or
accumulated in performing this Contract, are and shall remain the property of the Trust and
may be reproduced, distributed and published in whole or part without permission or any
additional payments or fees to the Engineer. Reuse of said documents by the Trust shall be at
the Trust's risk and responsibility and not that of the Engineer. The parties may use any
portions of said documents at their own risk and responsibility. During preparation of design
documents, the Engineer shall do weekly backups of CADD computer files and maintain said
backups in a safe and secure off-site location. These back up CADD computer files are the
property of the Engineer.

20.

References Not Incorporated. The use of language or definitions from the Federal
Acquisition Regulations ("FAR"), the American Institute of Architects ("AIA") or any other
publication, are not intended to adopt by reference or otherwise any or all of the language,
definitions, regulations or publications or any interpretation thereof.

21.

Standard of Care. In providing the work and services herein, the Engineer shall maintain
during the course of this Contract the standard of reasonable care, skill, diligence and
professional competency for such work and/or services. The Engineer agrees to require all of
its consultants, by the terms of its consultants' contracts, to provide services at the same
standard of reasonable care, skill, diligence and professional competence required of the
Engineer.

22.

Fixed Limit of Construction. If the lowest and best Bid proposed in response to the
solicitation of Bids for construction of the project, in accordance with the Bidding Documents
provided by the Engineer, exceeds the Fixed Limit of Construction or funds available for this
project, the Engineer, at no increase or additional cost to the Trust shall redesign the project
and redraft the Bidding Documents so that the construction Bids pursuant to a subsequent
solicitation come within the Fixed Limit of Construction.

23.

Design Corrections. The Engineer agrees to make any necessary corrections to the designs,
drawings, specifications or other documents, work or services furnished, when such
documents or services contain any errors, deficiencies or inadequacies caused by the
Engineer, at no cost to the Trust. The Engineer further agrees to be liable for any damages
caused by its negligence and/or the negligent failure to timely discover and/or make such
necessary corrections. The Engineer is not relieved of liability for design errors, deficiencies
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or inadequacies undiscovered by the Trust upon its review or inspection, nor is the Engineer
relieved from liability for the Trust's lack of review or inspection of said documents.
24.

Backup Required. In accordance with good engineering practices, the Engineer must back
up all data, surveys, tests, work, plans, specifications, notes, calculations, RFI, records,
reports, documents (collectively referred to as “data”) in the form of an electronic file on a
USB drive, data storage, or to an offsite electronic storage facility. Should any data become
lost, corrupted, inaccessible, or unusable (collectively “loss”), the Engineer must timely
recreate all data within the original time frame of the engineering contract at its sole cost. No
extensions or additional time will be granted the Engineer for loss of data. No additional
payment or reimbursement will be made to the Engineer for loss of data. The Engineer will be
responsible for any and all costs, expenses, or lost opportunities incurred by The City, Trust,
and construction contractor resulting from the failure to meet schedules, milestones,
performance standards, or performance requirements related to loss of data.

25.

Notice of Design Limitations. The Engineer will immediately advise the Trust at any time it
believes that the project being designed will exceed, or is likely to exceed, the allocated cost
for construction as set forth in this Contract.

26.

Sub-consultants. The Engineer agrees to submit for approval by the Trust, prior to their
engagement, a list of any sub-consultants or subcontractors the Engineer intends to engage to
perform work and/or services related to this Contract. Such approval will not be unreasonably
withheld. The Engineer shall notify the Trust and seek pre-approval of any substitutions or
changes in sub-consultants or subcontractors.

27.

Nondiscrimination. In connection with the performance of work and/or services under this
Contract, the Engineer agrees as follows:
A.

The Engineer shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of age, race, creed, color, sex, national origin, ancestry or disability as defined
by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Section 3(2). The Engineer shall take
affirmative action to ensure that employees or applicants for employment are treated
without regard to their age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex, ancestry or
disability as defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Section 3 (2).
Such actions shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment,
upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruiting or recruitment, advertising, layoff,
termination or cancellation, rates of pay or other forms of compensation and selection
for training, including apprenticeship. The Engineer shall agree to post, in
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices
provided by the City Clerk of the City of Oklahoma City setting forth provisions of §
25-41 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code, 2010.

B.

In the event of the Engineer's noncompliance with this nondiscrimination clause, this
Contract may be suspended, canceled or terminated by the Trust. The Trust may
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declare the Engineer ineligible for further contracts or agreements until compliance,
and/or satisfactory proof of intent to comply shall be made by the Engineer.
C.

The Engineer agrees to include this nondiscrimination clause in any subcontracts
connected with the performance of this Contract. The Engineer shall also execute the
nondiscrimination certificate, attached and incorporated as Exhibit D, prior to the
effective date of this Contract.

28.

Assignment. Inasmuch as this Contract is a personal and professional service agreement
which relies upon the personal and professional integrity, financial standing and unique ability
and expertise of the Engineer to provide professional and personal services to the Trust, the
parties agree that the Engineer may not assign its obligations, rights or interest in this Contract
except as set forth in paragraph “Termination for Default” subparagraph B.

29.

Termination for Default. The Trust may cancel this Contract (with or without cause), in
whole or in part, for failure of the Engineer to fulfill or promptly fulfill its obligations under
this Contract.
A.

After due notice and thirty (30) days within which to correct the default, this Contract
may be terminated by either party for default upon fourteen (14) days written notice
should the other party fail substantially to perform in accordance with the Contract
terms through no fault of the party initiating the termination. Upon termination for
cause by the Trust, the Trust shall pay the Engineer for all work and services rendered,
up to the time of the effective date of termination.

B.

If this Contract is terminated by reason of a default of the Engineer prior to the
completion of this project, regardless of the reason for said termination, the Engineer
shall immediately assign to the Trust any contracts and/or agreements relative to this
project entered into between the Engineer and its subcontractors and sub-consultants,
as the Trust may designate in writing and with the consent of the subcontractors and
sub-consultants so designated. With respect to those contracts and/or agreements
assigned to and accepted by the Trust, the Trust shall only be required to compensate
such subcontractors and sub-consultants for compensation accruing to such parties
under the terms of their agreements with the Engineer from and after the date of such
assignment to and acceptance by the Trust. All sums claimed by such subcontractors
or sub-consultants to be due and owing for services performed prior to such
assignment and acceptance by the Trust shall constitute a debt between the Engineer
and the affected subcontractors or sub-consultants, and the Trust shall in no way be
deemed liable for such sums. The Engineer shall include this provision and the Trust's
rights and obligations hereunder in all agreements or contracts entered into with the
Engineer's subcontractors and sub-consultants.

C.

Termination herein shall not terminate or suspend any of the required provisions of the
paragraph “Indemnity” or “Insurance” of this Contract.
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30.

Time Is of the Essence. Both the Trust and the Engineer expressly agree that time is of the
essence with respect to this Contract, and the time for performance of each task established by
the work orders shall be made a part of this Contract and shall be strictly observed and
enforced. Any failure on the part of the Trust to timely object to the time of performance shall
not waive any right of the Trust to object at a later time.

31.

No Damage for Delay. No payment, compensation or adjustment of any kind (other than an
approved extension of time) shall be made to the Engineer for damages because of hindrances
or delays from any cause in the progress of the work, whether such hindrances or delays be
avoidable or unavoidable. The Engineer agrees that it will make no claim for compensation
or damages for any such delays and will accept as full satisfaction for such delays the
extensions of time.

32.

Severability. In the event that any provision, clause, portion or section of this Contract is
unenforceable or invalid for any reason, such unenforceability or invalidity may not affect the
enforceability or validity of any other paragraph or the remainder of this Contract.

33.

Entire Agreement. This Contract, including its Exhibits and any other documents or
certificates incorporated herein by reference, expresses the entire understanding of the Trust
and the Engineer concerning the Contract. Neither the Trust nor the Engineer has made or
shall be bound by any agreement or any representation to the other concerning this Contract
which is not expressly set forth herein.

34.

Amendment. This Contract may be modified only by a written amendment of subsequent
date hereto, approved by the Trust and the Engineer. In the event the Engineer's Basic
Services are increased or changed so as to materially increase the need for engineering
services in excess of the not to exceed total compensation, the Engineer may seek to amend
this Contract.

35.

Execution in Counterparts. This Contract may be simultaneously executed in several
counterparts, each of which shall be an original and all of which shall constitute but one and
the same instrument.

36.

Descriptive Headings. The descriptive headings of the sections of this Contract are inserted
or annexed for convenience of reference only and shall not affect the meaning, construction,
interpretation or effect of this Contract.

37.

Construction and Enforcement. This Contract shall be construed and enforced in
accordance with the laws of the State of Oklahoma. In the event of ambiguity in any of the
terms of this Contract, it shall not be construed for or against any party on the basis that such
party did or did not author the same.
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38.

Survival of Representations. All representations and covenants of the parties shall survive
the expiration of the Contract.

39.

Parties Bound. This Contract shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of all parties.
This Contract is solely for the benefit of the parties and their successors in interest, and none
of the provisions hereof are intended to benefit third parties.

40.

Venue of Actions. The parties agree that if any legal action is brought pursuant to this
Contract, such action shall be instituted in the District Court of Oklahoma County.

41.

Effective Date. The effective date of this Contract shall be the date of execution of this
Contract by the Trust.
[Remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF WORK
PROJECT NO. MC-0619
NORTHWEST BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) PROJECT

This Scope of Services identifies the role of the Consultant to provide project management, project
definition and environmental documentation to advance the Northwest Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
project. The BRT is being advanced to complete National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements.
EMBARK is the lead agency and will manage the project in partnership with the City of Oklahoma
City (City). The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) is the lead Federal agency. HNTB
(Consultant) is the prime contractor.
The scope of work is organized by task. The first task is for BRT project definition (specifically
focusing on what is required for NEPA). Subsequent tasks referenced in the Request for Proposals
(RFP) and identified at the end of the scope of services will be negotiated at EMBARK and the
City’s discretion.
Project Study Area
The study area of this project includes BRT stations and park-and-ride facilities from the downtown
to Classen Boulevard to Northwest Expressway to Meridian Avenue. The downtown terminus will
likely be the Downtown Transit Center; however, the Consultant will evaluate downtown circulation
and terminus options.
Task 1.1.0.

Project Definition

A preferred alignment and preliminary station and park and ride locations have been identified
through the Northwest Multimodal Transportation Corridor (Northwest Concept Plan), 2018
Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application, and prior planning studies, however, there are still a few
decisions that will need to be evaluated and confirmed including guideway improvements, operating
plan, circulation into and out of downtown, and confirmation of station locations and footprints. The
intent of such review is to see if it is feasible to optimize headways, reduce capital costs, and address
stakeholder concerns. Aside from Section 1.1.13, Task One includes only what is necessary for
environmental clearance.
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1.1.1. Project Definition Workshop
The Consultant will hold a Project Definition Workshop with EMBARK, the City, Federal Transit
Authority (FTA), State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), Association of Central Oklahoma
Governments (ACOG), and other agencies. The Project Definition Workshop will include:
•

An abbreviated analysis of options evaluating the potential effect on cost, headways, ability
to extend, potential effect on ridership, bus integration, etc.;

•

Concept-level “sketches” of the options (show alignment on aerial photo);

•

Discussion of initial approaches to refine the financial plan (Sec. 1.1.12)

•

Facilitated workshop. The workshop will include key staff from the client team and other
study partners and key stakeholders identified by EMBARK. In advance of the workshop, the
consultant team will provide maps with the initial alignment, station locations and known
environmental conditions such as park resources and buildings on the National Register.

•

The agenda will include:
o

Prior studies and planning studies including but not limited to the 2030 Fixed
Guideway Plan, and the Northwest Concept Plan.

o

2018 Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application capital costs and assumptions

o

Project Definition

o



Best practices review



Alignment confirmation



Conceptual station/park-and-ride/transit center locations and potential footprint



Bicycle and pedestrian environment, including street crossings



Up to two (2) potential above grade pedestrian crossings



Healthy community considerations



Time saving measures (queue jumps, transit signal priority, etc.)



Roadway modifications/guideway



Right of way requirements



Conceptual operating plan



Technology needs



Vehicles
FTA coordination preparation
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o

Implementation Schedule

o

Next Steps

The Consultant will facilitate a discussion with workshop participants to identify significant design
issues, problem areas, constraints, or opportunities specific to the project corridor. The issues will be
recorded and prioritized. Preparation for the workshop will include background on best practices
and example stations from similar Arterial BRT systems, workshop documentation will be prepared
by the consultant and will record concerns/issues presented by participants as well as detail how
those items will be addressed within the project design (i.e., outcomes). This will include initial
station templates, as well as conceptual plans and sections will be developed in sufficient detail to
inform the environmental analysis. This documentation shall be used to guide preliminary station
design.
This effort will advance the planning and programming for stations and park-and-ride locations and
identify the final locations or preferred options. Station locations will be evaluated to minimize or
avoid access to parking areas, storm sewer inlets, major building entries, and other streetscape and
utility impacts using GIS base maps and field observation.
The results of the workshop will be summarized in a project definition report which will define the
physical components (alignment, guideway, station locations) necessary for the Environmental
Review and NEPA.
Deliverables:
•

Meeting agenda, presentation documenting design issues, best practice examples, etc.

•

Project Definition Report
o

Summarization of key issues and analysis

o

Summary of modifications from the Northwest Concept Plan

o

Prioritized station elements

o

Station footprint templates

o

Conceptual plans and sections of prototypical stations

o

Conceptual guideway improvements

o

Pedestrian and bicycle circulation

o

Technology needs (See Sec. 1.1.9)

o

Conceptual Operating plan and documentation of revenue estimates (See Sec. 1.1.8)
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1.1.2. Confirm and Refine Alignment
The Consultant will use the alignment identified in the Northwest Concept Plan and 2018 Northwest
BRT BUILD Grant application as a starting point and will evaluate circulation options to access
park-and-rides and stations along the Northwest Expressway and southern alignment options from
Classen Boulevard into and out of downtown. In addition to the corridor-wide evaluation, the
alignment analysis will focus specifically on the May avenue intersection. The Build and No Build
alternatives will be identified.
Deliverable:
•
Revised Northwest BRT alignment map
•

Description of Build and No Build alternatives

1.1.3. Station Program Components
Station amenities could include station infrastructure, canopy, bus shelters, benches, bike racks,
sidewalks, landscaping and irrigation. It is assumed that the Northwest BRT will use similar bus
shelters, real-time arrival signs and fare collection as the OKC Streetcar.
As part of the Project Definition workshop, the Consultant will confirm key station elements to
define the overall station footprint for environmental clearance.
Deliverable:
•
Basis of station design technical memo and typical station footprint
1.1.4. Conceptual Station and Park-and Ride Locations and Footprint
The Consultant shall perform a site analysis for each of the proposed generalized station and parkand-ride locations identified in the 2018 Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application to establish the
location of the facilities based on existing conditions and constraints. The station design concept
will be advanced to define the footprint for BRT stations and associated improvements. The
Northwest BRT stations will be located within public right-of-way where possible but at locations
where it is not feasible, the Consultant will define the exceptions within an area of potential effect
(APE) for the NEPA technical studies (Task 1.2.2).
Deliverable:
•
Station Area of Potential Effect (APE) footprint plate maps
1.1.5. Guideway
The Consultant will evaluate guideway improvements on Classen Boulevard including but limited to
queue jumps, dedicated transit lanes and/or business access and transit (BAT) lanes and special
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considerations for the Northwest Expressway including but not limited to a median running
alignment with stations vs. inner curbs guideway with bus pullouts at stations.
Conceptual Engineering
The Consultant will analyze all guideway options through a high-level feasibility analysis. Based on
this feasibility analysis, and the direction of EMBARK and the City, the Consultant will develop
conceptual engineering to define the guideway improvement footprints. Through the guideway
analysis, the Consultant will focus specifically on the connection between Pennsylvania Avenue and
Classen Boulevard and the May Avenue intersection.
Capacity Analysis
The Consultant will perform a high-level traffic capacity analysis for the guideway options to
determine potential impacts. These will be defined with the APE footprint plate maps.
Deliverables:
•
Analysis of special station considerations on Northwest Expressway (pull offs, etc.).
•

Analysis of Median vs Curb-running alignment on Northwest Expressway.

•

Analysis of guideway improvements on Classen Boulevard.

•

BRT Guideway (APE) footprint.

1.1.6. Transit Signal Priority (TSP)
The Consultant will evaluate the potential benefits of transit signal priority (TSP) and develop a draft
high-level implementation strategy for TSP for the Northwest Corridor for both Classen Boulevard
and the Northwest Expressway that, in conjunction with the guideway improvements in Task 1.1.5,
will improve the reliability of the BRT service.
Deliverable:
•
TSP conceptual evaluation and implementation strategy technical memorandum.
1.1.7. Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections
The Consultant will review the pedestrian and bicycle needs identified in the Northwest Concept
Plan and planned improvements identified in the bikewalkOKC Plan with the planned station areas
and park-and-rides to identify gaps in the network. Pedestrian improvements will be identified from
the stations to the nearest intersection. Safe and efficient pedestrian crossings will also be evaluated
including special accommodations/considerations for the Northwest Corridor including but not
limited to pedestrian refuges, two-stage pedestrian crossings and up to two (2) above grade crossings.
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Deliverable:
•
Pedestrian and bicycle network gap analysis technical memorandum.
1.1.8. Conceptual Operating Plan Refinements
The Consultant will use the preliminary BRT service plan identified in the Northwest Concept Plan
and refined for the 2018 Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application for discussion during the Project
Definition Workshop. This will serve as a starting point for the conceptual operations planning
refinements. The Consultant will evaluate EMBARK’s conclusions for this task for the Project
Definition.
•

•

•

Evaluate conceptual operating plan.
o

The Consultant will review the initial operating plan and determine whether changes
have been made to the project which will affect the operating plan.

o

If appropriate the conceptual operating plan will be revised by EMBARK staff.
Refinements may be made based on changes to route alignment, station and parkand-ride locations, transit priority measures, estimated running time, service plan
(headways, span, etc.), and units of operation (buses, revenue hours and miles).

o

EMBARK has prepared estimates of BRT running time. If needed, EMBARK staff
will develop additional travel time runs required to ensure accurate running time
estimates for the new service. This may include additional weekday runs and
weekend runs. The Consultant will evaluate and comment, if necessary, on the final
estimates of running time.

Operating and maintenance costs
o

The Consultant will review the operating cost estimates developed for the 2018
BUILD Grant.

o

The Consultant will apply EMBARK’s operating cost model, and will also develop
cost estimates for maintaining new system components not in the cost model, such as
BRT station maintenance, real time sign servicing, etc.

Revenue estimates
o

EMBARK staff will prepare passenger revenue estimates based on ridership
estimates for the new service and the adopted fare structure and policy. The revenue
estimates will also reflect changes in revenue on other existing EMBARK routes.

o

The Consultant will review and document the revenue estimates in the Project
Definition Report.
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Deliverables:
•
Summary of the revised BRT Operating Plan within the Project Definition Report.
•

Summary of the annual operating cost estimate for the BRT service within the Project
Definition Report.

•

Summary of the revenue estimates in the Project Definition Report.

1.1.9. Technology Needs Assessment
Advanced technology is a fundamental component of BRT systems. This task confirms the
technology elements of the project and their key functional requirements at a conceptual level of
detail to support further refinement, detailed design, or procurement support in future tasks. It is our
understanding that the BRT technology components will be similar to the OKC Streetcar.
The Consultant will conduct a high-level technology needs assessment during the Project Definition
Workshop. The assessment will include planned technology upgrades and their implementation
priorities, as well as areas where technology introduced for BRT can support other transit services.
The task will include review the status of current and planned technology elements that require
interfaces with BRT systems, review information and documentation provided by EMBARK on its
envisioned operational concept for the BRT system and related technology systems, discuss priorities
for BRT technology application areas, and identify follow up action items.
The Consultant will document EMBARK’s input, in conjunction with industry information, in the
assessment and summarize EMBARK’s operational needs and appropriate technology applications.
The assessment will focus on the technology application areas of:
1. Safety/Security;
2. Fare Collection;
3. Automatic Vehicle Location/Computer Aided Dispatch (AVL/CAD);
4. Passenger Information; and
5. Passenger Wifi
The consultant will organize this summary and conceptual costs for the technology elements within
the Project Definition Report. The technology elements will also help with the Station Program
Elements in Task 1.1.3.
Deliverable:
•
Northwest BRT technology evaluation and summary in the Project Definition Report.
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1.1.10. Vehicles
The Consultant shall assist the EMBARK and City in selecting and evaluating the criteria required of
vehicles suitable for the Northwest BRT route. The Consultant shall confirm the number of operating
vehicles and spares based on the revised running time and operating plan provided by EMARK. The
Consultant shall evaluate the present vehicles and maintenance facilities used by EMBARK as well
as the latest technologies available in the industry as part of the criteria development. The
Consultant will evaluate vehicle types including 40-foot vehicles or articulated vehicles and fuel
types including CNG, electric, etc.
1.1.11. Capital Cost Estimates
The Consultant will develop conceptual design cost estimates for operations and capital costs
delivered in a modified FTA Standard Cost Categories (SCC) format. Project cost components,
consistent with the level of design, will be identified and quantified for each segment. Unit costs will
be developed for each of the cost components based on industry standards, the Consultant’s past
project experience and other project-specific factors. These cost components will be assembled in a
spreadsheet, selective unit costs will be applied, and the quantities will be summed into the major
cost categories. Additional factors such as contingencies, engineering & administration, and year-ofexpenditure (YOE) escalation will be applied to the summed cost subtotals to complete the cost
estimates. The YOE will be defined by the anticipated implementation schedule.
Format: The estimate will be delivered in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The spreadsheet will be
organized into three levels. The first level will list the main SCC items and the second level will
contain the SCC sub-categories and finally, a third level will expand the sub-categories into units of
work to provide a level of detail more appropriate for unit pricing. The estimate can roll these levels
up into a cost summary using the SCC format for reporting purposes.
Unit costs: Unit costs will be developed from selected historical data, including final engineering
estimates, completed projects, standard estimating manuals, and standard estimating practices. In
many cases, due to the lack of detailed engineering at this stage in the process, allowances will be
established based on the engineer’s and firm’s experience. This allowance will serve as a “placeholder” until further analysis and design can provide for more accurate and quantifiable units of
work.
Deliverables:
•
Capital cost estimate for the BRT project including stations, roadway modifications, and
technology elements SCC format.
•

Basis of Estimate report.
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•

Opinion of Capital Cost report summarizing the estimate development and key assumptions.

1.1.12. Refined Financial Plan
Based on the updated operating plan, conceptual station designs, project schedule and the
preliminary project operating cost estimates and capital improvement cost estimate, the Consultant
will update the Financial Plan identified in the 2018 Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application.
Initial approaches to the Financial Plan refinements will be discussed at the Project Definition
Workshop.
Deliverable:
•
Refined Northwest BRT Financial Plan.
1.1.13. High-Level Small Starts Evaluation
The consultant will conduct a high-level analysis of the project against the federal New Starts/Small
Starts Criteria to determine how the project would potentially rate. HNTB will use the rating criteria
defined in the Final Interim Policy Guidance, Federal Transit Administration Capital Investment
Grant Program, June 2016.
Mobility improvements, cost effectiveness, congestion relief, and environmental benefits are
quantitative evaluations in FTA’s rating process. If the STOPS model is used for ridership
estimation (see “Additional Services” scope) the information on these four criteria is a direct output
of the model. The 2017 STOPS model work done for EMBARK can also be the source of
information on these criteria. Capital cost estimates needed for the cost effectiveness criterion will be
taken from Task 1.1.11.
Land use is a quantitative evaluation of population, employment, parking supply and cost, and
legally binding affordable housing. The evaluation will be developed from data from ACOG, the
City of Oklahoma City, and the Oklahoma City Housing Authority. Economic Development is a
qualitative evaluation of land use policies and other information on land use as it relates to
supporting economic development in proximity to rapid transit investments. Plans and policies will
be obtained from the City of Oklahoma City.
The consultant will prepare an evaluation of the local financial commitment using FTA’s Final
Interim Policy Guidance Federal Transit Administration Capital Investment Grant Program. The
consultant will use data from EMBARK to determine the current capital and operating condition, and
the commitment of capital and operating funds.
Deliverable:
•
Northwest BRT Small Starts Evaluation technical memorandum.
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1.1.14. Master Northwest BRT Project Schedule
The Consultant will prepare a high-level project schedule through design, construction, testing and
the beginning of revenue operations in Microsoft Project using information available at the time of
project initiation identified in the 2018 Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application. The schedule will
include funding and financing options for BUILD, Small Starts and MAPS 4.
Deliverable:
•
Northwest BRT Critical Path Schedule in Microsoft Project.
1.1.15. Initial Stakeholder Outreach and Public Workshop
There was a significant stakeholder and community outreach process as part of the Northwest
Concept Plan analysis, during subsequent engagement, and during the BUILD grant application. The
public engagement for NEPA will follow FTA guidance and be dependent on the needs of the
environmental analysis. If there is no property acquisition of a 4(f) Park Resource, then public
workshops are not required. For the initial phase, the Consultant will coordinate, facilitate and
document up to eight (8) stakeholder meetings and one (1) public workshop. For NEPA, additional
stakeholder and public workshops will be determined as the project progresses and scoped as a
separate task order as noted in the “Additional Services” scope.
Stakeholder Engagement
As part of the Project Definition and Environmental review process, the Consultant will meet with
up to eight (8) stakeholders identified by EMBARK and the City which may include public agencies,
property owners, business owners or others to discuss issues related to the project alignment,
stations, geometric improvements, etc. To the greatest extent possible, these meetings be timed to
occur when the consultant is in Oklahoma City for other meetings or field work.
Public Workshop
As part of the Project Definition and Environmental review process, the Consultant will organize,
facilitate one (1) public workshop. This workshop will provide a project update based on refinements
discussed at the Project Definition Workshop and a summary of the initial analysis developed for the
NEPA tasks.
Meeting Logistics
For each meeting, the Consultant will coordinate with EMBARK and City staff regarding date, time,
location, and agenda. HNTB will make the necessary facility arrangements. For all briefings,
updates, and presentations, the Consultant will be responsible for developing meeting notices,
agendas, meeting materials, exhibits and slide presentations. The EMBARK and City
representatives will be responsible for distribution of meeting notices and invitations.
Meeting Materials
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Graphical content for meetings: The Consultant will develop graphical and written document content
for stakeholder engagement meetings in both hard copy and digital form including; technical
memorandums, photos, graphics, schedules, agendas, and meeting summaries.
Deliverables:
•
Attendance at initial public workshop and stakeholder meetings, including assistance with
development of technical materials.
•

Meetings summaries.

1.1.16. Project Definition Project Management
The Consultant shall be responsible for the management of the project definition and environmental
review and documentation described in this scope of services. This includes general project
management, coordination meetings, schedule adherence and the quality plan.
General Management
The Consultant will perform project management activities, including work planning, cost control,
subconsultant contracting/management, and invoicing.
Coordination Meetings
The Consultant will participate in coordination meetings. It is assumed that these meetings will
include a mixture of in-person and phone participants from the Consultant team. The number of
participants will vary based on the content of the meeting. This scope assumes a bi-weekly
coordination call/meeting with the Consultant team and EMBARK and City staff.
Project Schedule
The Consultant will maintain a Microsoft Project schedule with the critical path tasks and key
delivery dates listed in the scope of services.
Quality
The Consultant will develop a Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Plan at the outset of the
project. This plan will focus on the Consultant’s deliverables and will identify QA/QC Task
Managers for the major components of the project, along with anticipated milestones for QA
reviews. The document will also describe the levels of review for each of the major components.
The plan will include, and flow down as appropriate, subconsultant QA/QC activities.
Document Management
The Consultant will establish document management systems for maintaining both internal
documents (Consultant administrative and working files) and external documents (files to be shared
with the EMBARK and the City).
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Task 1.2.0

Environmental Review and NEPA Documentation

The purpose of this task is to prepare an FTA-compliant NEPA document for the BRT Project, along
with supporting documentation. It is expected that preparation of a Documented Categorical
Exclusion (DCE) will be the class of action applicable for this project. The NEPA process and
documentation will comply with the Guidance on Categorical Exclusions (d-list) Federal Transit
Administration, Region 6 as well as other local, state and Federal requirements. If the FTA
determines that an Environmental Assessment (EA) is required, a separate task order amendment
will be developed.
The effort to prepare a DCE will evaluate potential transportation, socio-economic and natural
environment effects of the BRT Project. The DCE will be a concise effort and document, focused on
the environmental impacts within the corridor. The DCE will evaluate potential effects that could
occur during the construction period, and longer-term effects resulting from BRT operations. It will
identify potential effects and recommend mitigation measures, as appropriate.
1.2.1

NEPA Initiation

The Consultant will perform the following activities to initiate the NEPA process:
•
Initial in-person meeting with the client team and FTA Region 6 staff to review the project
and proposed approach to NEPA.
•

Attend and/or provide support materials for FTA and the client team for the initial
FTA/SHPO Section 106 coordination meeting and project tour to determine the level of
effort and documentation needed for Section 106 clearance.

•

Develop overarching NEPA document/materials/technical report preparation guidelines,
including format and timetables.

Deliverables:
•
Meeting notes regarding NEPA approach consultation with FTA and EMBARK and the City;
and
•
1.2.2

Meeting notes from “informal” agency meeting(s) and/or letters, if required.
Technical Studies in Support of the Environmental Document

The analysis of the BRT alternative will be completed as described below and documented in a series
of Technical Reports or Memoranda. The technical analyses will build on the work done during the
Northwest Concept Study and the 2018 Northwest BRT BUILD Grant application and will include
compilation and review of any necessary additional data not covered in the previous plans. The
technical analyses will focus concisely and clearly only on areas that are environmentally significant
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and support the ultimate determination, as agreed to with the client team and FTA. The analysis and
documentation will follow the FTA Region 6 Categorical Exclusion Worksheet.
Topics to be considered in the preparation of the technical documents and analyses include:
1.

Consistency with Local Plans (STIPs)

2.

Air Quality

3.

Energy

4.

Land Use

5.

Land Acquisition

6.

Economics

7.

Visual and Aesthetics

8.

Water Quality and Stormwater

9.

*Cultural Resources (See Subtask 2.21)

10. Section 4(f) Resources
11. Section 6(f) Resources
12. Environmental Justice
13. Hazardous Materials
14. Noise and Vibration
15. Transportation/Traffic and Parking
16. Construction-Related Effects
17. Secondary Development/Indirect and Cumulative Effects
18. Wetlands/Waters of the U.S.
19. Community Disruption
20. Floodplains/Flooding
21. Navigable Waterway
22. Wild and Scenic Rivers
23. Biological Resources/Threatened & Endangered Species/Migratory Bird Treaty Act
24. Farmlands
25. Geologic Features
26. Utilities
27. Mitigation Measures
Some of these items are expected to require a Technical Report or Memorandum. Others are
expected to be designated “Resources with No Concern” and to not require detailed analysis. For the
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remaining items, a simple one to two-page memorandum is assumed to suffice to document analysis
and effects. Additional topic areas may be identified during the informal scoping process and
consultation with FTA. If the FTA or client team requires additional analysis or
report/documentation not specified in the above list, a supplemental scope of services and related fee
will be negotiated with the client to perform the additional work.
1.2.2.1 Cultural Resources Subtask
*The Cultural Resources item will include providing support to FTA for compliance with Section
106 requirements regarding solicitation of comments/information from local parties interested in
historic preservation. This item will also include review of the summary report/memo of the initial
screening/cultural resource investigation conducted by a cultural resources sub-consultant. The
initial screening of NRHP-listed and previously recorded resources, which will be mapped and used
in the Project Definition Workshop and other initial meetings with the FTA and SHPO will be
conducted by the cultural resources sub-consultant and will include the following:
•

Prepare for and participate in one conference call with project team and FTA to identify
Section 106 reporting

•

Prepare for and participate in one on site meeting (Oklahoma City) with project team, FTA,
and SHPO for project definition

•

Conduct initial site file search and collate information to identify extent of existing
documentation within the project study area including thematic surveys, National Register
properties, Multiple Property Documents, and database entries at SHPO

•

Participate in planning discussions and calls prior to meetings

•

Generate a map identifying the area of potential effect (APE) in consultation with FTA,
including locations of resources.

•

Prepare summary findings report to document results of site file search for standing
structures (3-5 pages)

*See “Additional Services” for possible further scoping of cultural resources investigations/surveys,
based on consultation with FTA and SHPO.
Each required Technical Report or Memorandum will document:
•

The topic area evaluated;

•

The analysis methods (as appropriate for the more detailed analyses);
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•

Agency coordination and consultation;

•

Existing conditions and location of resources on project area map;

•

Effects of the proposed project;

•

Mitigation that would be required to reduce the effects to less-than-significant levels; and

•

If necessary, the analyses may address indirect effects and cumulative effects.

The technical analyses will highlight issues of concern in the corridor. FTA is the lead agency in
Section 106 and Section 7 consultations. As directed in the Region 6 guidelines, no consultation
with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) or the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) will occur without FTA permission. For each topic, the NEPA task leads will provide the
following:
•
A comparison of the expected effects of the No Build and BRT Alternative;
•

Identification of significant impacts of the BRT Alternative;

•

Mitigation necessary to reduce the impacts to less than significant levels; and

•

Appropriate documentation of the analysis and coordination.

Deliverables:
•
Draft Technical Reports/Memos for review by client team;
•

Draft Technical Reports/Memos for review by FTA; and

•

Final Technical Reports/Memos.

1.2.3

Prepare Environmental Document

The Consultant will prepare a DCE according to FTA Region 6 guidance for DCEs. The DCE will be
written in plain language and include the required sections to comply with NEPA (as well as
EMBARK and City) polices. The DCE will briefly summarize the results of the technical studies and
analyses required for the project, will identify the effects of the alternatives, and will include
necessary feasible mitigation measures to address these effects. It will reference the applicable
Technical Reports described above, as well as additional technical documentation of the alternatives
and the corridor. The DCE shall also include a project location map, a project area map containing
the identification of environmental resources, and appropriate agency correspondence.
Deliverables:
•
DCE for review by the EMBARK and the City;
•

Revised DCE for review by FTA; and
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•

Final DCE for FTA approval.

1.2.4

NEPA Project Management

The Consultant shall be responsible for the management of the project definition and environmental
review and documentation described in this scope of services. This includes general project
management, coordination meetings, schedule adherence and the quality plan.
General Management
The Consultant will perform project management activities, including work planning, cost control,
subconsultant contracting/management, and invoicing.
Coordination Meetings
The Consultant will participate in coordination meetings. It is assumed that these meetings will
include a mixture of in-person and phone participants from the Consultant team. The number of
participants will vary based on the content of the meeting. This scope assumes a bi-weekly
coordination call/meeting with the Consultant team and EMBARK and City staff.
Quality
The Consultant will develop a Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Plan at the outset of the
project. This plan will focus on the Consultant’s deliverables and will identify QA/QC Task
Managers for the major components of the project, along with anticipated milestones for QA
reviews. The document will also describe the levels of review for each of the major components.
The plan will include, and flow down as appropriate, subconsultant QA/QC activities.
Document Management
The Consultant will establish document management systems for maintaining both internal
documents (Consultant administrative and working files) and external documents (files to be shared
with the EMBARK and the City).
FTA Coordination
The Consultant will support EMBARK and lead coordination activities with FTA Region 6 in
development of a document conforming to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements, in completion of other project development and project management requirements, and
in development of a Federal funding strategy and implementation plan. These meetings are in
addition to the initial FTA meeting and SHPO meeting described in Task 1.2.1.
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EXHIBIT B
COMPENSATION
PROJECT NO. MC-0619
NORTHWEST BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) PROJECT

Under the terms of this Contract, the Engineer agrees to perform the work and services described in
this Contract. The Trust agrees, in accordance with the limitations and conditions set forth in the
Contract, to pay an amount not to exceed $465,000 which includes: for Basic Services an amount not
to exceed $296,335, and for Reimbursable Expenses, an amount not to exceed $68,665, both of
which as specifically set forth in this Exhibit B; and, for Additional Services an amount not to
exceed $100,000, as specifically set forth in Exhibit E.
B.I. Basic Work and Services
Compensation for basic services may not exceed $296,335, and in no event may the Engineer receive
compensation in excess of the amount listed for each task for performance of its basic services.
The Engineer may receive up to the following amounts of the not to exceed amounts for services
rendered upon the completion of the following tasks. Partial payments of the not to exceed amounts
for each task may be invoiced for incremental work completed. Not to exceed amounts below are
accumulative for successive tasks.
Task 1.1. an amount not to exceed:
$168,745

Task 1.2. an additional amount not to exceed:
$127,590

Completion and
acceptance by the
Administrator of the Initial Study (Task 1.1.) for
the project.

Completion and recommendation by the
Administrator for approval by the Trust of the
Environmental Review and Documentation
(NEPA) (Task 1.2.) for the project.

B.II. Reimbursable Expenses
The Trust agrees to pay reimbursable expenses in an amount not to exceed $68,665. Reimbursable
expenses are in addition to the compensation for professional services and include actual
expenditures made by the Engineer in the interest of the project, with the approval of the
Administrator, and include the following:
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1.

Direct Expenses of reproductions for reports, plans and specifications as
required by the Trust ($1,400)

2.

Expenses for travel, car rental, lodging, per diem, and venue expenses
($9,539)

3.

Expenses for sub-consulting services ($57,726)

Reimbursable expenses are limited to the actual cost for expenditures and shall not include any
anticipated profits, overhead expenses, salaries and/or such other costs.
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COTPA Agenda
Item No. VI.E.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Award Contract to Staplegun for Marketing and Development Services; Estimated Annual Expenditure
$350,000; Term October 5, 2018 through October 4, 2023.
Background

On August 17 and 24, 2018, staff advertised a Request for Proposal (RFP) for
Marketing, Public Relations and Development Services. On September 5, five
proposals were received from:
•
•
•

Jones PR
Q+M
Freestyle Creative

•
•

Gooden Group
Staplegun

Upon review of the proposals, it was determined responsive bids were received for
Marketing, Public Relations and Development Services. The evaluation committee
met on September 18, 2018. Upon deliberation, the committee recommended
entering into a contract with Staplegun for Marketing and Development Services.
The committee is still reviewing public relations proposals.
Staff recommends entering into a contract with Staplegun for Marketing and
Development Services.

Term

Five years with two one-year renewal options - October 5, 2018 through October 4,
2023.

Source of Funds

Federal Grant (80% Grant and 20% Operating Accounts, Transit Operating
Account, Ferry Operating Account, Parking Operating Account, Bike Share
Operating Account, Streetcar Operating Account)

LFR Issue

Community Relations and Sustainable Growth and Service Development

Estimated Cost

$350,000.00 annually

Review

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Approve the contract

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator
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NOTICE TO PROPOSERS
Notice is hereby given that The City of Oklahoma City will receive electronic proposals at
the OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK, 200 North Walker Avenue, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73102 until 4:00:00 p.m., on the 5th day of September, 2018, for the following:
COTPA RFP 2019009 MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS,
AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
The City of Oklahoma City and its Trusts have partnered with BidSync, Inc. to accept proposals
electronically. You are invited to submit a proposal electronically through the BidSync system to
supply the professional services, products, or systems specified in the electronic proposal
packet. The City and its Trusts do not provide access to a computer to prepare electronic
proposals or electronic proposal submission. Proposers must register with BidSync at
https://www.bidsync.com in order to submit an electronic proposal. The City and its Trusts
recommend potential proposers register and become familiar with the BidSync electronic
proposal process in advance of submitting a proposal. There is no charge to the proposer for
registering or submitting an electronic proposal to the Contracting Entity through BidSync.
Instructions on how to get registered to propose through BidSync can be found on The City of
Oklahoma City’s website at https://www.okc.gov/departments/bidding.
A copy of the City Guidelines and Procedures for Professional Consultant Selection may be
obtained from the Office of the City Clerk at the above referenced address. Proposals shall be
made in accordance with the Notice to Proposers, General Instructions and Requirements for
Proposers, Oklahoma Open Records Act and Confidential Information, and the RFP proposal
packet, which are a part of the complete electronic proposal packet. A sample NonDiscrimination, Anti/Non-Collusion Affidavit and Vendor Registration form is attached for the
Proposer’s reference and will be completed prior to contract approval. By submitting a proposal
for services, the Proposer certifies that they, and any proposed subcontractors, are in
compliance with 25 O.S. §1313 and participate in the status Verification System. The Status
Verification System is defined in 25 O.S. §1312 and includes but is not limited to the free
Employment Verification Program (E-Verify) through the Department of Homeland Security and
available at www.dhs.gov/E-Verify.
The City and its Trusts reserve the right to waive formalities, irregularities and defects in any or
all proposals, except as otherwise required by law. The City and its Trusts reserve the right to:
reject any or all proposals; to reject a portion of any or all proposals; to negotiate and execute or
to not negotiate or execute a Pricing Agreement/Contract with any proposer; and to solicit new
or different proposals. The City and its Trusts reserve the right to negotiate and/or contract with
one or more proposers for all or a portion of any proposal or proposed services.
Proposals timely received electronically through BidSync in the City Clerk's Office shall be
forwarded to the Requesting Department for the Selection Committee to open and review. The
BidSync system does not allow proposals to be submitted after the 4:00:00 p.m. deadline, on
the above mentioned date. There will be no exceptions to this policy.
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COTPA RFP 2019009 MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS,
AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS
INTENT: The purpose of this RFP is to obtain proposals to provide marketing, public relations,
and web development professional services (herein after Consultant), for the Central Oklahoma
Transportation and Parking Authority (herein after EMBARK) and its family of services – Bus,
Streetcar, Bike Share, Ride Share, Downtown Parking, and Ferry.
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT/CONTRACT: The Proposer shall furnish and supply the below listed
item(s) in accordance with the terms, conditions and provisions set forth herein. The
Contracting Entity reserves the right to award this Agreement/Contract to a single Proposer or to
multiple Proposers, whichever is deemed to be in best interest of the Contracting Entity.
CONTRACTING ENTITY:
The term "Contracting Entity" as used throughout this
Agreement/Contract shall mean the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority,
The City of Oklahoma City and any participating Public Trust which chooses to avail itself of the
services from the resultant Agreement/Contract. Should a participating Public Trust, of which
The City of Oklahoma City is Beneficiary, choose to avail itself of services from the resultant
Agreement(s)/Contract(s), the Proposer(s) will honor the terms and conditions, including price,
of the Agreement(s)/Contract(s).
PROPOSER:
Upon award of this Agreement/Contract, the term “Proposer” or
“Consultant/Service Provider” shall mean the contracting party supplying the goods and/or
services.
AGREEMENT/CONTRACT PERIOD: The contract shall be for six years with one renewal option
for a five-year period. The contract shall be in effect commencing on the date of award as
approved by COTPA.
AGREEMENT/CONTRACT RENEWAL OPTION:
1. This Agreement/Contract is renewable for one additional periods at the option of the
Contracting Entity. Should the Contracting Entity desire to renew the Agreement/Contract, a
written preliminary notice will be furnished to the Proposer prior to the expiration date of the
Agreement/Contract. (Such preliminary notice will not be deemed to commit the Contracting
Entity to renew.)
2. In all cases Agreement/Contract renewals shall be approved by the Contracting Entity, and
sufficient appropriations shall have been made for the particular fiscal year for which the
renewal is sought.
INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE AT DESTINATION:
1. Final inspection and acceptance shall be at destination. Acceptance will occur after the
goods or results of the services have been inspected and when determined by designated
competent staff to have met the proposal specifications. Delivery does not constitute
acceptance.
2. Although source inspection by the Contracting Entity is not anticipated under this
agreement/contract, the provisions of this article shall in no way be construed to limit the
rights of the Contracting Entity to otherwise conduct source inspections when it deems to be
appropriate.
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F.O.B. DESTINATION:
1. The Proposer shall deliver each item F.O.B. Destination, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and to
any and all points designated in the proposal specifications.
2. Inside delivery is required unless specifically and expressly stated in the specifications.
COMMERCIAL PACKAGING: Preservation, packaging, packing and marking will be in
accordance with Proposer’s best commercial practice to provide adequate protection against
shipping damage. Proposer is required to replace any goods damaged in shipping or delivery.
ESTIMATED ANNUAL REQUIREMENTS (NO GUARANTEE):
1. The quantity of any item, good, or service when shown in the price schedule as an estimate
of an annual requirement is merely an estimate based on currently available information.
The purchase of any such item or quantity of good or service is not guaranteed. Any offer
conditioned upon a promise by the Contracting Entity to purchase a minimum or definite
quantity of such an item will be rejected.
2. The Proposer agrees to furnish all quantities ordered by the Contracting Entity during the
Agreement/Contract period.
3. The Contracting Entity agrees to place orders with the Proposer for all its requirements for
those items shown in the price schedule, as awarded, except as follows:
a. Quantities of items needed under conditions of emergency or public exigency as
approved by the Purchasing Agent.
b. Quantities of items obtainable from State contracts, as approved by the Purchasing
Agent.
c. Quantities of items where federal funds are involved and other action is warranted for
federal regulatory compliance purposes.
d. Quantities of items awarded under specific and separate agreements/contracts.
e. Quantities of items which otherwise are determined to be outside the general scope and
intent of this Agreement/Contract.
4. If requirements for any awarded items do not materialize for the quantity estimated in the
applicable price schedule, such failure shall not constitute grounds for equitable adjustment
or additional compensation.
5. There is no obligation to purchase any items from this Agreement/Contract, and purchases
made in future fiscal years or other contract periods are subject to future appropriations and
availability of funds.
6. The Contracting Entity may request vendors provide quantity discounts when making larger
purchases. Quantity discounts will be requested from all proposers when multiple
agreements/contracts are awarded.
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE: In the event of an inconsistency between provisions of this
Agreement/Contract, the inconsistency shall be resolved by giving precedence in the following
order: (i) Agreement/Contract articles, (ii) RFP Specifications, (iii) Notice to Proposers, (iv)
General Instructions and Requirements for Proposers, (v) other requirements provided by the
Contracting Entity in the RFP packet, then (vi) attachments, notes and exceptions by Proposer.
PAYMENT METHODS: The ordering departments will utilize purchase order numbers or
purchasing cards for ordering the goods and services they require as the need arises during the
agreement/contract period.
The Contracting Entity shall not be held liable for any damages sustained by any Proposer for
delivery of goods or services awarded by Agreement/Contract unless accompanied by an
authorized purchase order or purchasing card reference name and number. Delivery of goods
or services to any department of Contracting Entity without a purchase order document,
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purchase order number or purchasing card reference name and number given at the time the
order is placed shall constitute an unauthorized purchase.
PAYMENT/INVOICE:
Payments will be processed promptly after completion of delivery of ordered items and after
receipt of properly prepared invoices.
For orders placed by:
PURCHASE ORDER: The original invoice must be mailed directly to The City of
Oklahoma City, Accounts Payable, 2000 S. May, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73109, or invoices
may be e-mailed to embark.procurement@okc.gov. If invoices are e-mailed, a paper copy
should not be mailed. This information is printed on the front of each purchase order. Copies of
invoices may be sent to other addresses upon request. However, if the original invoice is sent
to any other address, payment will be delayed, or may not be processed at all. Should another
trust or government entity be using this contract they may request a different invoice address.
PURCHASING CARD: Do not send invoices, statements etc. to Accounts Payable for
purchasing card orders. Please send all purchasing card documents directly to the cardholder.
Cardholders are required to submit itemized transaction details such as invoice/delivery tickets
with their monthly purchasing card statement. This is a vital part of the monthly reconciliation
process. Your cooperation is appreciated. City and/or Trust employees are required, when
possible, to use a purchasing card for purchases under the amount of $5,000 for a single
transaction. For single transactions over $5,000, the bidder may request payment be completed
by issuance of a purchase order. Processing fees may not be added when a purchasing card is
used. The bid price is expected to cover any fees a bidder may incur.
Invoices must contain the following information:
Proposer’s name and address
Ship to address (department name)
Purchase order number - MUST BE INDICATED ON THE INVOICE
Itemization of each item purchased to include:
description/stock number
unit price
quantity
unit of issue (each, box, dozen, pound, etc.)
total price
Total amount of invoice
Date of delivery
Invoices should not reflect any outstanding backorders.

WARRANTY:
1. The Proposer warrants that at the time of delivery, all items furnished under this
Agreement/Contract will be free from defects in material or workmanship and will conform to
the specifications and all other requirements of this Agreement/Contract. All Proposers will
furnish with their proposal, one copy of their warranty applicable to the supplies or
equipment to be furnished.
2. As to any item which does not conform to this warranty, the Proposer agrees that the
Contracting Entity shall have the right to:
a. Reject and return each nonconforming item to the Proposer for correction or
replacement at the Proposer’s expense; or
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b. Require an equitable adjustment in the Agreement/Contract price.
3. This warranty shall be in addition to any other rights of the Contracting Entity.
4. All equipment warranties shall start on the date of installation, and will be for the full term of
said warranty.
GENERAL PROVISIONS: The following documents are attached or by this reference
incorporated as a part of this Agreement/Contract:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Agreement/Contract
Proposer’s Proposal
General Requirements and Instruction for Proposers
Oklahoma Open Records Act and Confidential Information
Non-Discrimination Statement
Anti/Non-Collusion Affidavit

SAFETY DATA SHEETS: Any Proposer supplying goods or materials to The City of Oklahoma
City or a related Trust that require a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) will furnish the required sheet or a
composite concentration list in one of the following manners:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Submitted as part of the proposal document
Submitted prior to agreement/contract award
Submitted with the product invoice
Submitted at the request of The City or Trust

In all instances, the Proposer shall furnish the safety data sheets with the products at delivery,
and shall comply with all local, state and federal laws providing for identification of materials
transported to or from The City or related Trust. The appropriate proposal number,
agreement/contract number, delivery ticket number, or invoice number shall be clearly marked
on the safety data sheet or the composite concentration lists. Information regarding Safety Data
Sheets can be found on-line at https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3514.html. Any
question regarding this requirement should be directed to the following address:
Oklahoma City Risk Management Division
420 W. Main Street, Suite 630
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
(405) 297-3891
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PROPOSAL SPECIFICATIONS
OTHER PROVISIONS
ADDENDA: It is the Proposer’s responsibility to log into the electronic bidding system to monitor
any addenda that may be issued during the process. A Proposer’s proposal will not be
accepted if all addenda have not been acknowledged by the Proposer through the electronic
bidding system. If you are set up for electronic notifications through the electronic bidding
system, you should receive a notification by e-mail when addenda are issued.
BRAND NAMES/EXAMPLES: Any brand names are used for comparative purposes only.
Slight variations from the measurements and sizes given that do not compromise the
requirements of the bid specifications will be considered.
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: Prior to approval of this contract, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE
PROVIDER shall obtain insurance coverage as provided below. The CONSULTANT/SERVICE
PROVIDER must provide, pay for, and maintain the types of insurance policies provided herein,
in amounts of coverage not less than those set forth below. Certified, true and exact copies of
all insurance policies required and endorsement pages shall be provided to the Contracting
Entity on a timely basis if requested by Contracting Entity’s staff.
All insurance must be from responsible insurance companies which are authorized to do
business in the state of Oklahoma and are acceptable to the Contracting Entity. The required
insurance coverage and policies shall be performable in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and shall
be construed in accordance with the laws of Oklahoma.
Nothing in this Section shall define or limit the rights of any party to this contract under any other
provision of this contract, including but not limited to any indemnification provision.
A. Additional Insureds: All liability policies (except professional liability and worker’s
compensation and employer’s liability policies) shall provide that the Contracting Entity,
including The City of Oklahoma City and its participating public trusts to this
Contract/Agreement whether named herein or by reference only, be named as additional
insured without reservation or restriction. The Contracting Entity shall be named as loss
payees on the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER’s valuable papers insurance policy for
this Project.
All insurance coverage of the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall be primary and
non-contributory to any insurance or self-insurance program carried by the Contracting
Entity.
All insurance policies shall include a severability of interest provision wherein claims
involving any insured hereunder, except with respect to limits of insurance, interests shall be
deemed separate from any and all other interest herein, and coverage shall apply as though
each such interest was separately insured.
B. Deductibles:
All policies must be fully insured with any single policy deductible not
exceeding $25,000. All deductibles must be declared on the certificate of insurance. If no
deductible is declared, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER is stating a deductible
does not exist and thus a deductible is not approved or accepted.
If the
CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER’s deductible is different than declared, then the
Contracting Entity will hold an equal amount from pay claims until corrected.
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Self-insured retentions will not be accepted unless accompanied by a bond (financial
guarantee bond) or irrevocable letter of credit guaranteeing payment of the losses, related
investigations, claim administration and defense expenses not otherwise covered by the
CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER’s self-insured retention.
C. Policy Limits:
The
insurance
coverage
and
limits
required
of
the
CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER under this contract are designed to meet the
minimum requirements of the Contracting Entity. Such coverage and limits are not designed
as a recommended insurance program for the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER. The
CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER alone shall be responsible for the sufficiency of its
own insurance program. Should the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER have any
question concerning its exposures to loss under this contract or the possible insurance
coverage needed therefore, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER should seek
professional assistance.
All policies shall be in the form of an “occurrence” insurance coverage or policy. If any
insurance is written in a “claims-made” form, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall
also provide tail coverage that extends a minimum of two year from the expiration of this
contract.
The minimum aggregate limits of such insurance policies and continuing coverage shall be:
(1) Worker's Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance. The CONSULTANT/SERVICE
PROVIDER shall provide and maintain, during the term of the contract, worker's
compensation insurance as prescribed by the laws of the state of Oklahoma and employer's
liability Insurance in an amount not less than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)
each for all its employees employed at the site of the Project, and in case any work is
subcontracted, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall require the subcontractor
similarly to provide worker's compensation and employer's liability insurance for all the
subcontractor's employees, unless such employees are covered by the protection afforded
by the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER. In the event any class of employees engaged
in work performed under the contract or at the site of the Project is not protected under such
insurance heretofore mentioned, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall provide
and shall cause each subcontractor to provide adequate insurance for the protection of the
employees not otherwise protected. If the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER is exempt
under the laws of the state of Oklahoma from the requirement to obtain and maintain
worker’s compensation insurance, then the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER must
provide the Contracting Entity a copy of its Affidavit of Exempt Status from the Oklahoma
Insurance Department.
(2) Commercial General Liability Insurance. The CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall
provide and maintain commercial general liability insurance coverage sufficient to meet the
maximum cumulative liability of all parties to this contract, including the City and any public
trust participating in the Project, under the Governmental Tort Claims Act, 51 O.S. § 151 et
seq., (GTCA) and any amendment or addition thereto, as provided herein.
Property damage liability in an amount not less than Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
($200,000.00) per claimant for loss, damage to or destruction of property, including but not
limited to consequential damages arising out of a single act, accident, or occurrence.
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All other liability in an amount not less than One Hundred Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($175,000.00) per claimant for claims including death, personal injury, and all other claims
arising out of a single act, accident, or occurrence.
Single occurrence or accident liability in an amount not less than One Million Dollars
($1,000,000.00) for any number of claims arising out of a single act, accident, or occurrence.
(3) Automobile Liability Insurance. The CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall provide and
maintain comprehensive automobile liability insurance coverage as to the ownership,
maintenance, and use of all owned, non-owned, leased or hired vehicles sufficient to meet
the maximum cumulative liability of all parties to this contract, including the City and any
public trust participating in the Project, under the Governmental Tort Claims Act, 51 O.S. §
151 et seq., (GTCA) and any amendment or addition thereto, unless otherwise specifically
and expressly provided herein.
Property damage liability in an amount not less than Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
($200,000.00) per claimant for loss, damage to or destruction of property, including but not
limited to consequential damages arising out of a single accident or occurrence.
All other liability in an amount not less than One Hundred Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($175,000.00) per claimant for claims including death, personal injury, and all other claims
arising out of a single accident or occurrence.
Single occurrence or accident liability in an amount not less than One Million Dollars
($1,000,000.00) for any number of claims arising out of a single accident or occurrence.
D. Certificates: The insurance coverage and limits required herein must be evidenced by
properly executed certificates of insurance on forms approved by the Oklahoma Insurance
Commissioner. Copies of these certificates have been provided to the Purchasing Agent or
her/his designee prior to execution of this contract and are attached hereto. The
certificate(s) must be signed by the authorized representative of the insurance company(s)
shown in the certificate(s). The CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER must attach a copy of
the power of attorney evidencing the authority of the authorized representative to execute
the certificate of insurance. The certificate must include the Project or Contract number and
Project or Contract description or name. The policy description shall state the following:
“Additional insured(s) o the listed policies are those required in the contract.”
E. Cancellation. There may be no termination, non-renewal, reduction in coverage, or
modification of such insurance coverage.
The CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER authorizes the Contracting Entity to confirm all
information so furnished as to the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER’s compliance with
its bonds and insurance requirements with the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER’s
insurance agents, brokers, surety and insurance carriers. The lapse of any insurance policy
or coverage required by this contract is a breach of this contract for which the
CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER shall repay and reimburse all payment made under
the contract and such other damages, losses, and costs incurred by the Contracting Entity.
The Contracting Entity may at its option suspend this contract until there is full compliance
with this paragraph, and/or may suspend payment under this contract, and/or may cancel or
terminate this contract and seek damages for the breach of this contract. The remedies in
this paragraph shall not be deemed to waive or release any remedy available to the
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Contracting Entity. The Contracting Entity expressly reserves the right to pursue and enforce
any other cause or remedy in equity or at law.
In the event of a reduction in any aggregate limit, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER
shall immediately notify the Contracting Entity and shall make reasonable efforts to have the
full amount of the limits appearing on the certificate reinstated. If at any time the Contracting
Entity requests a written statement from the insurance company(s) as to any impairments to
or reduction of the aggregate limit, the CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDER hereby agrees
to promptly authorize and have delivered to the Contracting Entity such statement.
F. Duration of Coverage. All insurance coverage required under this contract shall be
maintained in full force and effect until completion and formal acceptance of the Project by
the Contracting Entity. For CONSULTANT/SERVICE PROVIDERs providing claims-made
insurance coverage, such coverage must be maintained in full force and effect for a period
of two (2) years after the final, formal acceptance of this Project by the Contracting Entity.
The requirements of the insurance provisions listed above shall survive the completion,
expiration, cancellation or termination of this contract.
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LAWS: The Proposer covenants and
agrees that he and his agents and employees will comply with all municipal, state and federal
laws, rules and regulations applicable to the business to be conducted under this agreement,
and that he shall obtain all necessary permits, pay all license fees and taxes to comply
therewith.
UNDUE INFLUENCE: Upon advertising this solicitation, no officer, employee, agent, or
representative of the Proposer shall have any contact or discussion, verbal or written, with any
representative of the Contracting Entity (i.e. Trust Officer, City Council member, or City staff)
either directly or indirectly through others in which the Proposer seeks to influence any
representative of the Contracting Entity regarding any matters pertaining to this solicitation.
Contacts by the Proposer with the Contracting Entity that do not pertain to a solicitation are
exempt from this provision. Examples of these exempt contacts are:
•
•
•
•
•

Private, non-business, contacts with the Contracting Entity by the Proposer’s employees
acting in their personal capacity
Business contacts outside of this solicitation that the Contracting Entity may have with
the Proposer
Presentations and/or responses to inquiries initiated by the Contracting Entity
Pre-bid or pre-proposal conferences
Discussions with The City Procurement Agent, buyer or departmental contact as outlined
in the bid packet

If a representative of any Proposer submitting a proposal violates the foregoing prohibition by
contacting any of these parties, such contact may result in the Proposer being disqualified from
the procurement process.
INDEMNITY: Proposer agrees to hold harmless, defend and indemnify the Contracting Entity
from all claims for damages alleged to arise from Proposer’s acts and/or omissions.
RIGHT TO REJECT: The Contracting Entity reserves the right to reject any or all proposals or
to award the Agreement/Contract to the next most qualified respondent if the successful
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respondent does not execute an Agreement/Contract within 30 days after award of the
proposal.
CLARIFICATION: The Contracting Entity reserves the right to request clarification of
information submitted and to request additional information from any or all of the respondents.
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSAL: Any proposal may be withdrawn until the date and time set
above for the opening of the proposals. Any proposal not so withdrawn shall constitute an
irrevocable offer, for a period of 90 days, to provide the Contracting Entity the services set forth
in the attached request for proposals, or until the proposals have been approved.
APPROVAL OF INFORMATION RELEASE: No reports, information, or data given to or
prepared by the firm under the Agreement/Contract shall be made available to any individual or
organization without prior written approval of the Contracting Entity.
TERMINATION:
a. Termination for Convenience
COTPA may terminate this contract, in whole or in part, at any time by written notice to
the Proposer when it is in COTPA's or the Government's best interest. The Proposer
shall be paid its costs, including contract closeout costs, and profit on work performed
up to the time of termination. The Proposer shall promptly submit its termination claim
to COTPA to be paid to the Proposer. If the Proposer has any property in its
possession belonging to COTPA, the Proposer will account for the same and dispose
of it in the manner COTPA directs.
b. Termination for Default [Breach or Cause]
If the Proposer does not deliver supplies in accordance with the contract delivery
schedule, or, if the contract is for services and the Proposer fails to perform in the
manner called for in the contract, or if the Proposer fails to comply with any other
provisions of the contract, COTPA may terminate this contract for default. Serving a
notice of termination to the Proposer setting forth the manner in which the Proposer is
in default shall effect termination. The Proposer will only be paid the contract price for
supplies delivered and accepted, or paid for services performed in accordance with the
contract.
If it is later determined by COTPA that the Proposer had valid justification for not
performing, such as a strike, fire, flood, or events which are not the fault of or are
beyond the control of the Proposer, COTPA, after setting up a new delivery of
performance schedule, may allow the Proposer to continue work or treat the
termination as a termination for convenience.
c. Opportunity to Cure
COTPA, in its sole discretion may, in the case of a termination for breach or default,
allow the Proposer thirty (30) days in which to cure the defect. In such case, the notice
of termination will state the time period in which to cure are permitted and other
appropriate conditions.
If the Proposer fails to remedy to COTPA's satisfaction the breach or default or any of
the terms, covenants, or conditions of this Contract within ten (10) calendar days after
receipt by Proposer or written notice from COTPA setting forth the nature of said
breach or default, COTPA shall have the right to terminate the Contract without any
further obligation to the Proposer. Any such termination for default shall not in any way
operate to preclude COTPA from also pursuing all available remedies against the
Proposer and its sureties for said breach or default.
d. Waiver of Remedies for any Breach
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In the event that COTPA elects to waive its remedies for any breach by the Proposer of
any covenant, term or condition of this Contract, such waiver by COTPA shall not limit
COTPA's remedies for any succeeding breach of that or of any other term, covenant,
or condition of this Contract.
e. Termination
Any resulting agreement may be terminated at the discretion of COTPA upon a 30
calendar day notice to the other party.
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR: Proposer is, and shall remain at all times, an independent
contractor with respect to activities and conduct while engaged in the performance of services
for the Contracting Entity under this Agreement/Contract.
PROPOSAL GUIDELINES: A copy of the City Guidelines and Procedures may be obtained
from the City Clerk's Office, 200 N. Walker, 2nd Floor.
ESCALATION/DE-ESCALATION: Proposer may request a price increase or decrease if the
Proposer shows satisfactory proof to the Contracting Entity that a price change is justified and
beyond the scope of the Proposer’s control. It is understood that any percentage or discount
offered to the Contracting Entity will remain firm for the duration of the Agreement/Contract.
However, within 10 days of any approved changes in the price list(s) bid, Proposer may furnish
the Procurement Services Division three copies of the new price list(s). New price list(s) will be
considered effective the date shown on the price list(s), or 10 days from the date price list(s) are
received in the Procurement Services Division, whichever is later. The three copies of the
changed price list/catalog may be mailed, e-mailed or hand delivered to:
COTPA
Attn: Procurement Coordinator
2000 S. May
Oklahoma City, OK 73109
embark.procurement@okc.gov
DEBRIEFING PROCEDURES: Post-award debriefing is available to unsuccessful Contractor
upon written request five calendar days after receipt of letter to unsuccessful Contractor.
COTPA shall disclose the following information, if applicable:
a. COTPA’s evaluation of the significant weak or deficient factors in the debriefed
contractor’s bid.
b. The overall evaluated criteria, cost or price and technical rating, the debriefed contractor
will receive a complete evaluation criteria and past performance information on the
debriefed contractor.
c. The overall ranking of all contractors, when any ranking was developed by COTPA during
source selection.
d. A summary of rationale for award;
e. Acquisitions of commercial items will require the make and model of the item to be
delivered by the successful contractor.
f. Reasonable responses to relevant questions posed by the debriefed contractor as to
whether source-selection procedures set forth in the solicitation, applicable regulations,
and other applicable authorities were followed by COTPA.
PROTEST PROCEDURES: It is COTPA’s policy to deal fairly with all Proposers in the
competitive proposal process. This policy and procedure is intended to facilitate the resolution of
any disputes that may develop as a result of COTPA’s competitive proposal procedures.If a
Proposer believes that COTPA mistreated the vendor before, during or after, the competitive
proposal process, it is recommended that the vendor first contact COTPA’s Procurement
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Manager immediately. If the Proposer is not satisfied with the Procurement Manager's
response, the Proposer may file a formal appeal. A formal appeal must take the written form.
The Proposer may submit any complaint in writing specifically identifying the area of complaint
and containing any support data or other pertinent information substantiating the complaint
within five working days of the occurrence. The complaint shall be addressed to:
COTPA
Attn: Procurement Manager
2000 S. May
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
embark.procurement@okc.gov
The Procurement Manager will investigate the complaint and review findings with the necessary
staff representatives. The Procurement Manager will then reply in writing within five (5) working
days of the date the appeal is received.
If the vendor is not satisfied with the Procurement Manager's written reply, an appeal may be
made in writing within five working days to the COTPA Administrator. The Administrator or
designee will hold a hearing to ascertain all facts within 20 working days after receiving notice of
appeal. The Administrator will provide findings and a decision with 10 working days following the
date of the hearing.
COTPA reserves the right to accept or reject any or all Proposals and to waive irregularities and
technicalities that, in its opinion, would best serve its interests or the interests of the Project.
COTPA reserves the right to cancel or withdraw this RFP, without liability, at any time prior to
the execution of a formal contract by COTPA. COTPA also reserves the right to make
investigations and inquires as it deems necessary to determine the ability and qualifications of
any submitting firm or team to perform the work or services requested.
DISDAVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE)
The Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority (COTPA) has established a
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program in accordance with regulations of
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), 49 CFR Part 26. COTPA has received
Federal financial assistance from the DOT, and as a condition of receiving this assistance,
COTPA has signed an assurance that it will comply with 49 CFR Part 26.
It is the policy of COTPA to ensure that DBEs, as defined in part 26, have an equal opportunity
to receive and participate in DOT-assisted contracts. It is also COTPA's policy:
1. To ensure nondiscrimination in the award and administration of DOT-assisted
contracts;
2. To create a level playing field on which DBEs can compete fairly for DOT-assisted
contracts;
3. To ensure that the DBE Program is narrowly tailored in accordance with applicable
law;
4. To ensure that only firms that fully meet 49 CFR Part 26 eligibility standards are
permitted to participate as DBEs;
5. To help remove barriers to the participation of DBEs in DOT-assisted contracts;
6. To assist the development of firms that can compete successfully in the market place
outside the DBE Program; and
7. To utilize various means that help reach out to small businesses and make it easier for
them to compete for DOT-assisted contracts as suggested in Section 26.39.
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Larry Hopper has been delegated as the DBE Liaison Officer (DBELO). In that capacity, he
is responsible for implementing all aspects of the DBE Program. Implementation of the DBE
Program is accorded the same priority as compliance with all other legal obligations incurred by
COTPA in its financial assistance agreements with the DOT. Information about COTPA's DBE
Program may be obtained by contacting COTPA's DBELO at 405-297-3935 or
larry.hopper@okc.gov.
PROPOSAL SPECIFICATIONS
Technical Provisions
I.

PROCESS:
A. PUBLISHED NOTICE:
Journal Record, Friday, August 17 and Aug 24, 2018.
The City and its Trusts do not provide access to a computer to prepare electronic
proposals or electronic proposal submission. Proposers must register with BidSync
at https://www.bidsync.com in order to submit an electronic proposal. The City and
its Trusts recommend potential proposers register and become familiar with the
BidSync electronic proposal process in advance of submitting a proposal. There is
no charge to the proposer for registering or submitting an electronic proposal to the
Contracting Entity through BidSync. Instructions on how to get registered to propose
through BidSync can be found on The City of Oklahoma City’s website at
https://www.okc.gov/departments/bidding.
B. NON-MANDATORY PRE-PROPOSAL TELE-CONFERENCE: A non-mandatory
pre-proposal tele-conference will be held on Thursday, August 23th at 1:00 PM
CDT. Please notify embark.procurement@okc.gov by 10:00AM CDT on
Thursday, August 23rd of your intention to attend. Email subject line should
state “COTPA RFP 2019009 tele-conference”. The purpose of the meeting is to
explain the request for proposal, answer any questions concerning the proposal, and
to receive any requests for amendments to the RFP as suggested by interested
proposers. The Contracting Entity makes no assurances that any such requested
amendments will be incorporated into the RFP.
C. ADDENDA:
It is the Proposer’s responsibility to log into the electronic bidding system to monitor
any addenda that may be issued during the process. A Proposal will not be
accepted if all addenda are not acknowledged through the system. If you are set up
for electronic notifications through the system, you will receive a notification by e-mail
if any addenda are issued. No other statements or representations will be binding on
the Contracting Entity except those in this RFP and any written addenda issued by
the Contracting Entity.
D. SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN QUESTIONS AND REQUESTS FOR AMENDMENTS:
There is no guarantee the Contracting Entity will agree or comply with a requested
amendment. Proposers may submit technical questions regarding the RFP through
the electronic bidding by 1:00 PM CDT, Tuesday, August 28, 2018. Answers to all
questions not already addressed in the RFP document will be provided in the form of
addenda.
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II.
BACKGROUND:
EMBARK is planning to use a Consultant(s) to augment and support the organization’s
marketing, design, communications, and web development staff. Examples of the work, while
not all-inclusive, include an internal/external communications and marketing plan, graphic
design, print production, creative concepts, branding, media buying, supplemental staff,
copywriting, website development and support, animations, digital marketing, GIS map
development and design, community outreach, focus groups, research, public meetings, media
relations, public relations, corporate communications, speakers’ bureau, special events,
wayfinding, and photography (including videography).
III.
SCOPE OF SERVICES:
The Consultant will provide services to assist in the performance of EMBARK’s vision and
mission (see attachment). The Consultant will provide all professional, technical, clerical,
subconsultant and subcontracting necessary to perform the tasks assigned and will function as
an extension of EMBARK’s staff to enhance the technical and creative experience of EMBARK
staff. Services will be both strategic and tactical.
EMBARK will request Consultant services on an as-needed basis. There is no guarantee
that any or all of the services described in this RFP will be assigned during the term of the
agreement. A primary agency is desired; however, multiple contracts may be awarded. The
Consultant may include other agencies on its team. Further, the Consultant is providing these
services on a nonexclusive basis. EMBARK, at its option, may elect to have any of the services
set forth herein performed by other consultants or EMBARK staff. Also, EMBARK may elect to
expand, reduce, or delete the extent of each work element described in this Scope of Services
document.
Work task assignments normally take the form of long-term ongoing assignments; major project
assignments; project review tasks; long-term specific tasks and short-term specific tasks. Work
will be assigned, through a task order system and upon a budget check, is subject to the
approval of EMBARK.
Consultants should demonstrate local and regional knowledge and experience with the target
markets of EMBARK’s family of services.
Experience with public transit and municipal entities is a plus.
The following is a description of the general scope of work. It is recognized that major tasks will
require a more detailed description of the scope of work for that task or project.
A.1. Financial and Accounting Support Services
A.1.1 Work with EMBARK to validate program requirements and budgets.
A.1.2 Maintain up-to-date project accounts clearly showing expenditures to date and
remaining balances.
A.1.3. Update project accounts not less than once per month.
A.1.4 Reconcile project accounts with EMBARK no less than once per month.
A.1.5 All consultants will submit a report of monthly activities to EMBARK.
A.2. Schedule Support Services
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A.2.1 Establish and maintain project schedule.
A.2.2 Track and report progress of other consultants’ work.
A.2.3 Monitor schedule compliance and reports any variances to EMBARK.
A.3. General Administrative Services
A.3.1 Develop, implement and maintain a document control and filing system which
shall govern the distribution and file copies of all program-related
correspondence, reports, plans, creative data, etc., of the Consultant. Said
system shall be subject to EMBARK approval. All program/project/art
files/code/URLs shall be transferred to EMBARK upon completion of the work or
as otherwise directed by EMBARK and are the property thereof.
A.3.2 Comply with minority and small business participation programs, especially when
outsourcing work.
A.3.3 All outsourced work and companies used for same must be approved by
EMBARK in advance.
A.3.4 Attend program-related production meetings with EMBARK staff.
A.4. Marketing, Advertising and Design Support Services (may be awarded separately)
A.4.1 Marketing campaign development and implementation.
A.4.2 Provide turnkey services for the production of EMBARK collateral materials.
A.4.3 Provide design support to EMBARK for items not limited to signage, including
wayfinding, advertising, and displays.
A.4.4 Advertising creative and media buying recommendations.
A.4.5 Architectural renderings and animations.
A.4.6 Construction specifications and drawings for signage.
A.4.7 Presentation materials for use in presentations to the Board or the public, which
may be boards, video, slides or other media.
A.4.8 Brand management and development of new EMBARK services including the
development and implementation of a communication plan for the new services.
A.4.9 Project signage
A.4.10 Photography, videography, and talent resources
A.4.11 Copy writing, editing, social media response
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A.4.12 Special event support as needed for openings, ground breakings, anniversaries,
trade shows, public meetings and the like.
A.5

Public Relations Services (may be awarded separately)
A.5.1 Writing and editing support for internal and external communications.
A.5.2 Special event support as needed for openings, ground breakings, anniversaries,
trade shows, public meetings and the like.
A.5.3 Media relations support plans and strategy. Including pitching stories and media
training.
A.5.4 Develop and implement speakers’ bureau.
A.5.5 Assist with social media monitoring and response.
A.5.6 Monitor and advise regarding the climate about EMBARK and assist in
positioning EMBARK to augment our strategic priorities.

A.6

External Affairs Task Force
As a result of any contracts awarded from this solicitation, the contractors will be an
extension of our team and will be required to work together as members of an External
Affairs Task force. This team will meet at least quarterly to discuss projects, develop
plans, assess campaign results, and identify opportunities. The
responsibilities of this group include the following:
A.6.1 Support for the development of a communication/marketing plan to advance
strategic initiatives.
A.6.2 Support media and community relations activities that include, but is not
limited to, drafting of media releases, media kits, letters and public speaking
notes and presentation materials.
A.6.3 Support for the advancement of technology and web development to advance
the strategic initiatives of the organization and customer demand.
A.6.4 Identify strategic community partnerships and opportunities.
A.6.5 Assist with the development and implementation of EMBARK speakers’ bureau.
A.6.6 Attendance at meetings and response to pressing emails within 12 hours seven
days a week.

A.7. Development (may be awarded separately)
A.7.1 Website design, development, and content support. Including microsites.
A.7.2 Website will need to allow for third-party integrations, including trip planning, web
forms, rider detours and alerts.
A.7.3 Database and app development.
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A.7.4. Online store and e-commerce.
A.7.5 Google maps management.
A.7.6 Email newsletters
A.7.7 Digital display development and planning
Scenario Review– Please give a detailed explanation of the following:
Given our vision, mission, goals and core values, if you had an annual budget of $250,000 to
include fees, design and production charges, what elements would you be sure to include for
EMBARK?
IV.

SUBCONTRACTORS:
The use of subcontractors will not relieve the Proposer of primary responsibility. The
proposed prices must include the full price, including work that will be done by
subcontractors. The Contracting Entity will pay only the vendor that was awarded the
contract. The contracted vendor must pay any subcontractors. Take note of COTPA’s
Disadvantage Business Enterprise goal and the requirements associated in the federal
clauses.

V.

PROPOSAL SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS:
A. Form of proposal:
a. Proposals should contain no more than thirty (30) pages, exclusive of the covers,
staff resumes, required attachments, good faith efforts documentation, and tab
sheets.
b. Text and figures should be printed on one side of the paper only.
c. Type style and font for the thirty (30) page maximum proposal should be arial,
with a minimum font size of 11; margins should be a minimum of 1 inch for top,
bottom, right, and left.
d. Proposals should be formatted to 8 ½ x 11 paper
e. Proposals should be presented in the same order as the selection criteria and
tabs should be used to separate and label the sections accordingly.
f. Do not include resumes for staff that will not be significantly involved in providing
the services.
g. The cover page of the proposal should contain the following:
h. Legal name of the proposer;
i. Primary location (physical address);
j. Local address, if applicable;
k. Phone number, fax number, and e-mail address;
l. Name of contact person; and
m. Authorized signature of contact person
n. Ein number (provide in inner cover)
o. Dun and bradstreet number (inner cover)
B. Proposers responsible for addressing criteria
Proposals will be evaluated in accordance with the selection criteria set forth in x
section. Proposers should structure the proposal in a manner that properly and clearly
addresses each of the selection criteria. It is the sole responsibility of each proposer to
address each of the selection criteria and to provide with the proposal any other
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information which would be relevant to the selection criteria. When in doubt as to any
requirement or criteria, submit a question in Bidsync by the stated deadline.
C. Minimum requirements (Tab 1)
a. Provide evidence that the proposer meets the minimum requirements which are
set forth in the Notice to Proposers:
b. Good standing and all of the required forms.
c. Must not be listed in the system for award management (sam) as an excluded
party. It is suggested to include a copy of the proposer’s organization’s profile
from sam.gov
d. Must be listed as active in the sunbiz.org database. It is suggested to include a
copy of the
e. Proposer’s organization’s profile from sunbiz.org
f. All licenses required for proposers whose businesses and professions are
regulated must be current and active.
VI.

SELECTION PROCESS:
A. PROPOSAL EVALUATION PROCESS: Each proposal will be independently evaluated
by a selection committee. The selection committee is comprised of members from user
departments, as well as COTPA Administrator’s designees. The committee may make
its selection based on the written proposals received, or may, at its discretion, conduct
oral interviews with some or all of the proposers. The selection committee will report the
results of its evaluations and make its recommendation to the Contracting Entity’s
governing body (if required). The Contracting Entity will approve the recommended
proposer, a different proposer, or may decline to contract with any proposer.
B. SELECTION CRITERIA: proposers will be evaluated for selection based on their overall
responsiveness and ability to meet listed requirements of the rfp. Emphasis will be
placed on the following weighted criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approach to plan and Project Implementation (Tab 2) – 35 points
General Qualifications & Experience (Tab 3) – 35 points
Pricing (tab 4) – 35 points
Innovative service solutions (tab 5) – 10 points
EVALUATION CRITERIA

No.
1

Criteria

Description

Tab 2 - Approach to Plan and Project Implementation
Approach to
Plan

The Proposal must include a narrative description of
the company’s on-premise strategy plan for
accomplishing the work and services to be provided
to EMBARK, from arrival on location to departure.
The Proposer’s narrative should include a plan for
achieving
the following but not be limited to:
•
Financial and Accounting Support Services
•
Schedule Support Services
•
General Administrative Services
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Points
Possible
35
20

Commented [RMA1]: Strike per Michael after question was
asked in Bidsync. Uploading this page as addendum

•
•
•

Marketing, Advertising and Design Support
Services
Communications/Public Relations Services
External Affairs Task Force
The proposer shall explain their understanding of the
objectives
of the potential assignments, highlight the issues and
their
importance, and explain the technical approach they
would
adopt to address them.
Explain all methodologies the supplier will propose to
adopt,
demonstrate the compatibility of those
methodologies with the
proposed approach.
• Please note proposers will be evaluated on
whether their solution to the proposed budget
indicated in the Scope of Work was
innovative, resourceful, and feasible.
Please provide a detailed statement as to how the
proposer
would approach marketing EMBARK's existing transit
services to develop discretionary (choice) riders.

Project
Implementation

Provide a detailed 6-month project implementation
plan that will demonstrate how the Proposer will
engage EMBARK and continue successfully
enhancing EMBARK's vision, mission, goals and
core values.

15

Provide at least two actual samples of projects
related to this proposal. Include project name, goals,
approach, budget, timing and outcomes. Samples of
work will be rated as to the level of creativity and
design with regard to goal, approach and budget in
completing the project. Please include as an
“Attachment A – Samples of Work”.
2

Tab 3 – General Qualifications & Experience
Experience

Include a minimum of three (3) references of clients
that are currently using the company’s services.
Response should be provided on the Past
Performance/Past Reference Form
• Share any experience you or your sub
consultant may have in bus or rail services to
a community.
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35
15

Describe how you have developed and implemented
a marketing and/or communication plan for a client
(or clients) you consider to be similar to EMBARK.
What market data did you use to develop that
strategy? What were the primary market objectives?
What was the budget? How did you determine
whether the objectives were met?
Describe a marketing strategy in which you
developed a continuity of branding campaign through
advertising, public relations, social media, website,
donor support or other activities to increase
consumer awareness or client credibility. Include
goals, approach and budget. How did you measure
the effectiveness of the strategy?
Availability &
Organization of
Staff

Demonstrate availability of key & support staff based
on current & projected workload. Include the number
and size of relevant contracts currently held for
similar work being performed, personnel assigned to,
and status of such projects.

10

Include a schedule of the availability of proposed key
personnel and subcontractors, if any, beginning 45
days from the deadline for the Proposal submission
and extending for one (1) year, as exists at the time
of the Proposal, and provide sufficient information so
reviewers can determine for themselves the
availability of proposed key staff members. Any
significant commitment of listed personnel which
could conflict with their availability for the project
should be clearly shown, and planned contingencies
to deal with such conflicts, if they occur, should be
noted.
Include an organization chart illustrating the structure
of the work team that will be involved with the day to
day operations with EMBARK throughout the term of
the awarded contract.
Provide the name and office locations of all subsuppliers that the proposer will use to fulfill the
requirements of the contract (if applicable).
The application of this criterion will include an
assessment of the indicated ability of the proposer to
devote the necessary resources and management
attention to the coverage or service to be provided
based on current workloads.
General
Qualifications

Include a company overview which is to include but
not limited to the proposed company’s history,
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10

ownership.
Please list some unique characteristics that sets the
Proposer’s organization apart from other Suppliers
who operate within the same industry space.
Describe your experience with government relations
for a transit authority or other municipal entity with a
focus on passing or enhancing legislation.
Include resumes of key personnel to be significantly
involved in servicing EMBARK’s project, as
"Attachment B - Key Personnel Resumes" (resume
pages do not count against the
page limitation).
Qualities and indicators that will generally receive
consideration include the quality, quantity and
continuity of experience of the Proposer’s key team.
Tab 4 – Pricing

3

35

Include pricing for all items outlined in Scope or
Services on the Pricing Form.
All-inclusive flat fee
For award purposes only EMBARK will evaluate the
proposed total flat fee.
• Include supporting documentation that
outlines all services to be provided for the
proposed flat fee.
Proposers should also submit hourly rates for
key personnel that will be assigned to EMBARK’s
services
Tab 5 – Innovative Service Solutions

4
Innovative
Service
Solutions

Demonstrated an understanding of scope of work,
identification of unique issues and provide alternative
solutions to scope of work execution and innovative
solutions to problems identified.
Include an innovative plan of action your organization
can provide EMBARK to ensure maximum
productivity is achieved during the term of the
contract.
Identify opportunities to improve service productivity,
efficacy and effectiveness.
Describe any additional value-added services your
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10
10

organization can provide to ensure success of
EMBARK.
GRAND TOTAL SCORE

VII.

100

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND INFORMATION:
A.

ADDENDA AND INTERPRETATIONS: If it becomes necessary to revise any
part of this RFP, an addendum will be issued through the electronic bidding
system. The Contracting Entity is not bound by any oral representation,
clarifications or changes unless the same is provided to proposers in written
addendum form from the Procurement Services Division.

B.

ALTERING PROPOSALS: Proposals cannot be altered or amended after the
submission deadline; however the selection committee may request a
clarification or additional information from any, some or all proposers.

C.

PROPOSAL TIMELINE:
Event

Date
RFP available
August 17, 2018
Non-Mandatory Pre-Proposal Tele-conference
August 23, 2018
Proposal questions due by 1:00 PM.
August 28, 2018
Proposals due to the City Clerk’s Office by 4:00:00 p.m.
September 5, 2018
Tenative Interviews and clarifications, if desired by COTPA
September 17, 2018
Notice of Intent to Award
September 21, 2018
Note: Beyond the Proposal due date, all dates are tentative and subject to change.
VIII.

EXCEPTIONS/DEVIATIONS:
Any exceptions to the terms and conditions, procedures, scope, type, and frequency of
services and specifications, to those listed above, and any deviations shall be clearly
spelled out on the proposal in writing, attached, and made a part of the Proposer’s
Proposal. Failure to do so shall be construed to mean that the Proposer proposes to
provide the services exactly as described, and in full compliance with all terms and
conditions of the RFP.

IX.

SUBMITTAL INFORMATION INSTRUCTIONS:
COMPILE YOUR PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
• First, electronically complete or acknowledge required forms in the electronic
bidding system and the Pricing Form (Exhibit A) and Federal Requirements Form
(Exhibit B).
• Second, your Cover Letter (a simple letter of submittal, typically sent by
proposers);
• Third, attach a copy of any exceptions made to the requirements of this RFP;
• Finally, COTPA will receive electronic proposals until 4:00:00 p.m. on September
5, 2018. Responses can be uploaded into the electronic bidding system in one
file or in different files clearly labeling what is contained in each electronic file.
Please do not submit ZIP files.
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Exhibit A - Pricing Form
Proposer shall submit proposed pricing for the following:

1. All Inclusive Flat Fee:

$_____________________

2. Hourly rates for key personnel:

Postion Title

Hourly Rate
$
$
$
$
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Exhibit B – Federal Requirements

Federal Transit Administration Requirements for
Services, Materials and Supplies
As a recipient of Federal Transportation Administration (FTA) grants, EMBARK agrees annually in the
Master Agreement with FTA (https://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/grantee-resources/sample-ftaagreements/fta-grant-agreements) to adhere to all applicable federal laws, regulations, and directives
associated with federal funding along with the FTA Certifications and Assurances for Federal Funding
Assistance Program. EMBARK Contractors are also required to comply with those federal clauses to
which are herein incorporated by reference and made a part of this Agreement. The FTA Certifications
and Assurances are available at the following link: https://cms.fta.dot.gov/funding/granteeresources/certifications-and-assurances/certifications-assurances
No Obligation by the Federal Government.
The Purchaser and Contractor acknowledge and agree that, notwithstanding any concurrence by the
Federal Government in or approval of the solicitation or award of the underlying cont ract, absent the
express written consent by the Federal Government, the Federal Government is not a party to this
contract and shall not be subject to any obligations or liabilities to the Purchaser, Contractor, or any other
party (whether or not a party to that contract) pertaining to any matter resulting from the underlying
contract.
The Contractor agrees to include the previous sentence in each subcontract financed in whole or in part
with Federal assistance provided by FTA. It is further agreed that the clause shall not be modified, except
to identify the subcontractor who will be subject to its provisions.
Required Federal Contract Clauses
The required clauses can be found on the FTA website here, under Appendix A.
Required Federal Contract
Clauses

Comments

Master
Agreement
Reference

Incorporation of FTA Terms

Per FTA C 4220.1F.

False Statements or Claims
Civil and Criminal Fraud

Section A.18 page A-54.

Access to Third Party
Contract Records

Section A.1 page A-3

§ 16.s

Changes to Federal
Requirements

Per FTA C 4220.1F.

§ 2.i

Disadvantaged Business
Enterprises (DBEs)

Section A.9 page A-28

Energy Conservation

Section A.11 page A-41

ADA Access

Section A.8 page A-24

Cargo Preference – property
transported by ocean vessel

Section A.5 page A-19

Fly America

Section A.12 page A-42
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§ 16.a
§ 4.f

§ 12.e
§ 26.j
§ 12.h (1)(b)
§ 15.b
§ 15.c

Procurements Over $10,000
Civil Rights (Title VI, EEO,
ADA)

Section A.8 page A-24

Recycled Products – items
designated by EPA

Section A.20 page A-58

§ 12
§ 16.d(10)

Procurements Over $25,000
Suspension and Debarment

Section A.13 page A-45

§ 16.d(8)

Procurements Over $100,000
Buy America (over $150,000)

Section A.4 pageA-16

§15.a

Lobbying

Section A.14 page A-47

§ 16.d(8)

Clean Air

Section A-7 page A-23

§ 16.d(7)

Clean Water

Section A-7 page A-23

§ 26.d

Intelligence Transportation System Projects
All ITS Projects
Conformance with ITS
National Architecture

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2001-01-08/pdf/01392.pdf#page=1

§ 16.l

By signing this document, I declare that I am duly authorized to make these certifications and assurances
and bind the Contractor. Thus, the Contractor agrees to comply with all City, State and Federal statues,
regulations, executive orders, and administrative guidance required for this Agreement. In signing this
document, I declare under penalties of perjury that the forgoing certifications, assurances, and any other
statements made by me on behalf of the contractor are true and correct.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this instrument, the day, month and year first
above written.
(SEAL)
Name of Corporation or Firm
ATTEST:

Secretary

Authorized Signature

Print the Above Name and Title
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Certifications Requiring Separate Signature
Suspension and Debarment Certification – Contracts over $25,000
The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact relied upon by COTPA. If it is later determined that the bidder or
proposer knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to remedies available to COTPA the Federal Government may
pursue available remedies, including but not limited to suspension and/or debarment. The bidder or proposer agrees to comply with
the requirements of 49 CFR 29, Subpart C while this offer is valid and throughout the period of any contract that may arise f rom this
offer. The bidder or proposer further agrees to include a provision requiring such compliance in its lower tier covere d transactions.
Date

Signature

Company Name
Title

Lobbying – Contracts over $100,000
The Contractor,
, certifies or affirms the truthfulness and accuracy of each statement of
its certification and disclosure, if any. In addition, the Contractor understands and agrees that the provisions of 31 U.S.C. A 3801, et
seq., apply to this certification and disclosure, if any.
Date

Signature

Company Name
Title

Buy America - Contracts over $150,000
Certification requirement for procurement of steel, iron, or manufactured products.
Sign only one certification if applicable to this procurement.
Certificate of Compliance with 49 U.S.C. 5323(j)(1)
The bidder or proposer hereby certifies that it will meet the requirements of 49 U.S.C. 5323(j)(1) and the applicable regulations in
49 CFR Part 661.5.
Date

Signature

Company Name
Title

Certificate of Non-Compliance with 49 U.S.C. 5323(j)(1)
The bidder or proposer hereby certifies that it cannot comply with the requirements of 49 U.S.C. 5323(j)(1) and 49 C.F.R. 661.5,
but it may qualify for an exception pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5323(j)(2)(A), 5323(j)(2)(B), or 5323(j)(2)(D), and 49 C.F.R. 661.7 .
Date

Signature

Company Name
Title
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DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) 49 CFR Part 26
This contract is subject to the requirements of Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 26,
Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in Department of Transportation Financial Assistance
Programs. COTPA’s DBE goal is 2.1% and the contract’s goal for this project is 20%.
The following clauses apply to all DOT-assisted prime contract and subcontract as well as both DBE and
non-DBE subcontractors:
Non-discrimination Assurance
The contractor, sub-recipient, or subcontractor shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national
origin, or sex in the performance of this contract. The contractor shall carry out applicable requirements
of 49 CFR Part 26 in the award and administration of this DOT-assisted contract. Failure by the contractor
to carry out these requirements is a material breach of this contract, which may result in the termination
of this contract or such other remedy, as COTPA deems appropriate. Each subcontract the Bidder signs
with a sub-contractor must include the assurance in this paragraph [see 49 CFR 26.13 (b)].
Prompt Payment and Return of Retainage
The prime contractor agrees to pay each subcontractor under this prime contract for satisfactory
performance of its contract no later than 30 days from the receipt of each payment the prime
contractor receives from COTPA. The prime contractor agrees further to return retainage payments to
each subcontractor within 30 days after the subcontractor’s work is satisfactorily completed. Any
delay or postponement of payment from the above referenced time frame may occur only for good
cause following written approval of the Administrator of COTPA. This clause applies to both DBE and
non-DBE subcontractors. In addition, the Bidder may not hold retainage from its sub-contractor.
Should payment not be rendered in a timely manner, COTPA shall hold an informal hearing where the
contractor and subcontractor meet with representatives from COTPA. After hearing from both
parties, a decision will be rendered within five days detailing the consequences/sanctions which
shall be consistent with the non-compliant issue, which could, if warranted, include termination for
default or convenience. The contracting officer shall work with the DBELO and other representatives as
necessary.
Compliance with the DBE requirements of a contract containing a DBE goal
Each solicitation for which a contract goal has been established will require the contractors to submit
good faith efforts information. The contractor will have the opportunity to provide written
documentation or argument concerning the issue of whether it met the goal or made adequate good
faith efforts to do so. The contractor will have the opportunity to meet in person with COTPA’s
reconsideration official to discuss the issue of whether it met the goal or made adequate good faith efforts
to do so. The result of the reconsideration process is not administratively appealable to the Department of
Transportation.
Good faith efforts when a DBE is replaced on a contract
The contractor must promptly notify COTPA whenever a DBE sub-contractor performing work related to
this contract is terminated or fails to complete its work and must make good faith efforts to engage
another DBE sub-contractor to perform at least the same amount of work. The contractor may not
terminate any DBE sub-contractor and perform that work through its own forces or those of an affiliate
without prior written consent of COTPA. COTPA will require the prime contractor to obtain COTPA’s
prior approval of the substitute DBE and to provide copies of new or amended subcontracts, or
documentation of good faith efforts.
If the contractor fails or refuses to comply in the time specified, COTPA’s contracting office will issue
an order stopping all or part of payment/work until satisfactory action has been taken. If the
contractor still fails to comply, the contracting officer may issue an order stopping all or part of
payment/work until satisfactory action has been taken. If the contractor still fails to comply, the contracting
officer may issue a termination for default proceeding.
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In addition, per the DBE Rule Change published on January 28, 2011, any DBE subject to termination and
replacement will have an opportunity to provide a written response to the termination of their
subcontract to the DBE Liaison Officer within five days of receiving notice. If the DBE Liaison Officer
concurs with the Prime Contractor, the DBE may use the “Administrative Reconsideration” process and
submit an appeal of the decision to the Agency’s Appeals Officer.
GOOD FAITH EFFORTS
Demonstration of Good Faith Efforts: The obligation of the bidder/offeror is to make good faith
efforts. The bidder/offeror can demonstrate that it has done so either by meeting the contract goal or
documenting good faith efforts.
The following personnel are responsible in determining whether a bidder/offeror who has not met the
contract goal has documented sufficient good faith efforts to be regarded as responsive: The DBELO
and/or Jason Ferbrache, Administrator, Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
(COTPA).
COTPA will ensure that all information is complete and accurate and adequately documents the
bidder/offeror’s good faith efforts before COTPA commits to the performance of the contract by the
bidder/offeror.
Information to be Submitted: COTPA treats bidder/offerers’ compliance with good faith effort
requirements as a matter of responsiveness.
Each solicitation for which a contract goal has been established will require the bidders/offerors to
submit the following information to COTPA as part of its bid packet:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The names and addresses of DBE firms that will participate in the contract;
A description of the work that each DBE will perform;
The dollar amount of the participation of each DBE firm participation;
Written and signed documentation of commitment to use a DBE subcontractor whose
participation is submitted to meet a contract goal;
Written and signed confirmation from the DBE that it is participating in the contract as
provided in the prime contractor’s commitment; and
If the contract goal is not met, evidence of good faith efforts must be submitted by the
bidder/offeror.

Administrative Reconsideration: Within 15 days of being informed by COTPA that it is not
responsive because it has not documented sufficient good faith efforts, a bidder/offeror may request
administrative reconsideration. Bidder/offerors should make this request in writing to the following
reconsideration official:
Jason Ferbrache, Administrator of COTPA, 2000 S. May Ave, Oklahoma City, OK 73108 (405) 297-3492,
Jason.Ferbrache@okc.gov.
The DBELO/Purchasing Manager will not have played any role in the original determination that
the bidder/offeror did not make sufficient good faith efforts.
As part of this reconsideration, the bidder/offeror will have the opportunity to provide written
documentation or argument concerning the issue of whether it met the goal or made adequate good
faith efforts to do so. The bidder/offeror will have the opportunity to meet in person with
COTPA's reconsideration official to discuss the issue of whether it met the goal or made adequate good
faith efforts to do so. The result of the reconsideration process is not administratively appealable to the
Department of Transportation.
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DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) QUALIFICATION FORM
_______ Is your firm certified as a DBE with the Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT)?
In order to apply for certification as a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE), your firm
must meet the following eligibility criteria stated in 49 CFR Part 26:
The disadvantaged individual must be a U.S. citizen (or resident alien) and be a member of the following
socially or economically disadvantaged group:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

African American
Hispanic American
Native American
Asian-Pacific American
Subcontinent-Asian American
Woman

Does your firm meet the following requirements to qualify as a DBE under the Department of
Transportation DBE program?
Others certified as disadvantaged (an individual who is not a member of the groups listed above
can still be certified as a DBE by establishing their socially disadvantaged status).
The disadvantaged individual must have a personal net-worth (PNW) of less than $1,320,000.
Items excluded from a person’s net worth calculation include an individual’s ownership interest in the
applicant firm, and his or her equity in their primary residence.
The firm must be a for-profit small business where socially and economically disadvantaged DBE
owner(s) own at least a 51% interest and have managerial and operational control of the business
operations; the firm must not be tied to another firm in such a way as to compromise its independence
and control.
The socially and economically DBE owner(s) must possess the power to direct or cause the
direction to the management and policies of the firm and to make day-to-day, as well as long-term
decisions on matters of management, policy and operations.
If state or local law requires the persons to have a particular license or other credential in order
to own and/or control a certain type of firm, then the socially and economically disadvantaged persons
who own and control a potential DBE firm of that type must possess the required license or credential.
(This rule varies from state to state. For example, if your state allows someone else to qualify your
business then you should be able to certify your firm without possessing the particular license or
credential on your own).
Contact Katrina Fire of Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) at 405 – 521 - 3379 if you need
information regarding DBE Certification.
Please print the following information:
Firm Name ____________________________________________________________________
Authorized Signature _____________________________________________________________
Title_____________________________________________Date_________________________________
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DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) UTILIZATION FORM
The undersigned bidder/offeror has satisfied the requirements of the bid specification in the following
manner (please check the appropriate space):
______The bidder/offeror is committed to a minimum of 20 % DBE utilization on this contract.
_____The bidder/offeror (if unable to meet the DBE goal of 20 %) is committed to a minimum of ____%
DBE utilization on this contract and submits documentation demonstrating good faith efforts.

Name of bidder/offeror's firm _______________________________________________________
State Registration No. ____________________________________________________________
By______________________________________Title ______________________________
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LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION (if applicable)
This letter of authorization must be completed and signed if the bid/pricing agreement/contract form &
non-discrimination statement was not signed by the owner, a general partner, or an officer of the
corporation

Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority:

This letter authorizes _____________________________________________ to sign the
BID/PRICING AGREEMENT/CONTRACT FORM & NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT and
all forms related to on behalf of ___________________________________________________.
Company Name

Sincerely,

____________________________________
Signature of Authorized Agent

__________________________________
Print Title
Date

____________________________________
Print Name

__________________________________
Email Address

Title: (must be checked)

□ Owner
□ Chief Executive Officer [CEO]
□ Chairman or Chairman of the Board
□ President
□ Vice-President

□ Treasurer
□ Secretary
□ Assistant Secretary
□ Secretary-Treasurer
□ Other:___________________________
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A PARTNERSHIP PROPOSAL FOR

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
TRANSPORTATION AND
PARKING AUTHORITY
(COTPA)
Solicitation # RFP2019009

Staplegun Design, LLC
204 N. Robinson Ave., Ste. 2000
Office: 405.601.9430 Fax: 405.708.6349
Philip Baker, pbaker@staplegun.us

EIN NUMBER 73-161857
DUN AND BRADSTREET NUMBER #13-693-0869
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COVER LETTER

A Note From Our CEO and Co-Founder
This place we call home.
Few things make us more proud to share than our vast history with the Central Oklahoma
Transportation and Parking Authority. Our work together – helping Oklahoma City become
a more multimodal city to promote economic growth and opportunities for its citizens – is
not just business to us – it’s personal. We choose to live and work in a city that we love.
For more than 17 years, we have had the privilege to partner with worthy causes,
corporations and institutions that, above all else, care. Whether alongside OU Medicine,
ONIE Project, Oklahoma Health Care Authority and Oklahoma Department of
Commerce, we are able to be agents of change who reach, serve and grow our home
state. We do this by crafting messages that move people and designing brands that
stand out, all while providing service with patience and purpose.
In reviewing this proposal, we hope to demonstrate the value of our partnership. We look
forward to delivering on our promise to COTPA, EMBARK and all of its sub-brands.

Philip Baker
CEO and Co-Founder
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A valued partner
If you don’t read anything else, read this: The strategy, creative and service you will receive from
Staplegun is world-class and unrivaled. We work hard every day to prove our worth, keep your
trust, grow your brand and provide continued return on your investment. Thank you for your time
and consideration.
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Tab 1
Minimum Requirements
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Tab 1
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Tab 1
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Tab 1

Staplegun Design, LLC
204 N. Robinson Ave., Suite 2000
Oklahoma City, OK 73102

Subject: Sam.gov Registration

Federal Registration Profile Information
Entity: Staplegun Design, Incorporated
DUNS: 136930869
CAGE Code: 795Q1
Has Active Exclusion?: NO
Purpose of Registration: All Awards
Address: 204 N. Robinson Ave., Suite 2000
City: Oklahoma City
Zip Code: 73102
State: Oklahoma
Country: United States
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Tab 1

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS | DBE GOOD FAITH EFFORT
Staplegun is not certified as a DBE with the Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT),
however we are committed to meeting the contract goal through the use of a subcontractor for
public relations services.
As mentioned in Tab 2 - Scope of Work Achievement Plan, we wish to partner with a public
relations firm for the following scope of work services:
•

Writing and editing support for internal and external communications

•

Special event support for openings, ground breakings, anniversaries, trade shows,
public meetings, etc..

•

Media relations support and strategy - including pitching stories and media training.

•

Development and implementation of a speakers’ bureau.

•

Monitoring and advice regarding the climate about EMBARK.

At this time we do not have an exclusivity agreement with one PR agency. If a PR agency is not
chosen through a result of the COTPA bidding process, Staplegun will provide a selection of
DBE qualified firms that we believe best fit the mission, vision, values and goals of EMBARK.
Our goal is to provide the COTPA selection committee options in PR partner selection, however
if this is determined to be insufficient for demonstrating good faith efforts, we will provide a single
qualifying subcontractor recommendation for PR.
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APPROACH TO PLAN AND PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

APPROACH TO PLAN | SCOPE OF WORK
ACHIEVEMENT PLAN

Tab 2

Our team has appreciated the long-term partnership we have shared with the COTPA
organization and family of brands, and we look forward to the opportunity to show that we can
be more than a creative partner; we can be a strategic partner as well. We have many ideas in
addressing this in both the short- and long-term, but we will begin by providing our strategic plan
for accomplishing the full scope of work and services listed in the RFP.

Financial and Accounting Support Services
We have extensive experience working with government and publicly-funded organizations, so
we understand the importance and intricacies of working within city contracts, procedures and
guidelines. Staplegun will ensure all invoices contain the correct Purchase Order information
with accurate and thorough line-item descriptions. COTPA will have direct access to our CFO and
accounts receivable staff to ensure all transactions are handled smoothly and any issues are
resolved quickly. Your full-time Account Manager at Staplegun will keep track of all Purchase
Orders and ensure all fiscal deadlines are met.

Schedule Support Services
Staplegun has a full-time project management team that manages our agencies talent to ensure
all project schedules run smoothly and deadlines are met. Your Account Manager meets with
our project managers daily to check in on the status of all projects. With the inception of any
project or campaign, EMBARK will receive a full milestone schedule to set expectations of what
to expect and when. Your Account Manager is always available for quick check-ins, calls and
status meetings to update you on the progress of any given project.

General Administrative Services
Staplegun has accommodated many different forms of administrative services for our partners
to ensure project assets and records are thorough and accurate. This has included monthly or
quarterly reports, full FTP sites with all project assets or simple emails with all project files sent
upon the completion of any project. Staplegun will meet with your team at the beginning of the
contract to build a process that is convenient for you. Although our firm is not qualified as a DBE,
we will put forward our best effort in complying with the minority and small business participation
programs for any outsourced work.
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Marketing, Advertising and Design Support Services
Marketing, advertising and design are at the core of our service offering and encompasses the
majority of the services we have provided EMBARK brands in previous efforts. We are a team
of designers, developers, strategists and planners that has decades of experience creating and
building brands. Our approach is always collaborative – we create as a team. So, you are getting
more than the expertise of one designer or developer, you get the input of the entire agency.
We’re always thinking big, no matter the project, and we relish the chance to make use of our
ever-expanding capabilities, which include the following:
Customer Relationship Management

Creative Services

Search Engine Optimization and
Paid Search (Google)

Online Community Management
Research, Analytics and Reporting
Brand Strategy, Design and Management
Advertising Campaign Strategy, Design
and Placement
Media Placement, Strategy and Purchasing

Tab 2

Account Management

Digital and Content Marketing
Social Media Strategy, Content Creation
and Management
Photography and Videography
Website and App Development

Television and Radio Production

Public Relations Services
We understand the importance and value PR can bring to any marketing and advertising
campaign. This is why we’ve successfully partnered with more than 40 independent, local and
national public relations firms over the course of our company’s history. We are happy to provide
recommendations, either through formal bids or our own past experience, on firms we believe
would make great partners in furthering the EMBARK mission, vision and goals - many of which
comply with the DBE requirement. Your Account Manager can continue to be the singular point
of contact, allowing all communications projects to flow and be managed by a single source to
ensure our external voice is cohesive and that invoicing is simplified.

External Affairs Task Force
The External Affairs Task Force fits perfectly with our agency’s core values and the approach we
take to Account Service. Your Account Service team are leaders in our agency, bringing all of
our agency resources together for your disposal. They become your biggest brand advocate
and build trust and honest, open communication between client and agency. While agency
resources may shift on a project-by-project basis, your Account Manager stays focused on you
and your organization’s goals. They discover opportunities and anticipate problems before they
happen, rather than reacting to them. They become an extension of your organization, bringing
their diverse communications expertise to your organization’s objectives. We believe the value
that effective Account Service brings to our partnership cannot be overstated.
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Development

Tab 2

Staplegun maintains a full-time in-house team of UI/UX developers with experience in web
design and development, database and app management, e-commerce, web security and
kiosk development. Having these resources in-house allows our designers and developers to
collaborate throughout the development process to ensure the end product results in a userexperience that is as good as it looks. It also ensures we can be responsive to any technology
or security issues you may face. For this contract, we’d also like to contract the services of Steer
to act as a digital consultant and development partner. Steer services transit organizations all
over the globe, and their experience will be invaluable in the planning and implementation of
any EMBARK technology initiatives

APPROACH TO PLAN | OUR UNDERSTANDING
AND METHODOLOGIES
Our experience with EMBARK has helped us gain a deep understanding of the inner
workings of the transit industry, and the unique challenges our city faces in promoting public
transportation within a car-centric culture. In this section we’d like to describe our understanding
of your organization’s goals and the challenges in achieving those goals. We’d also like to
outline our strategic approach to overcoming these challenges and accomplishing your goals.

Objectives
Our understanding of the organizational goals that our marketing efforts would support are to:
Increase Ridership – First and foremost, the goal of all marketing efforts is to increase
the use of all EMBARK services. The increased usage ensures that services can continue
to grow and expand to meet the needs of all residents and visitors of Oklahoma City.
Change Perceptions – In Oklahoma, as is the case for many U.S. cities, public
transportation has a stigma. It’s perceived to be a social service for those in need rather
than an environmentally-friendly alternative for everyone. Changing these perceptions
is crucial to attracting discretionary riders.
Build Multimodal Relationships – EMBARK has put considerable effort into expanding
its services beyond just bus transit. Marketing should grow awareness of all services
to position EMBARK as a modern mobility organization. This includes attracting new
ridership, as well as getting existing riders to use multiple service lines.
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Challenges
As most transit organizations across the U.S. have learned, growing ridership is not as simple as
just building awareness of transit services. Understanding the challenges that make achieving our
objectives more difficult is the first step to overcoming them.

Tab 2

Car-Centric Culture – The automaking industry spends billions every year in advertising,
but you may have noticed that things like functional specifications, price, performance and
features are typically afterthoughts relegated to the end or the small print of the ad. This is
because most consumers see their vehicle as a statement of prestige or an extension of
their own personality and self-identity. It represents the ideals that permeate the American
culture, such as individuality, autonomy and freedom. The driver of the 4x4 truck wants
to be seen as hard-working; the minivan driver wants to be seen as family-oriented; and
despite less than 15 percent of SUV owners ever taking their vehicle off road, they’d like
to be seen as adventurous. Image and lifestyle aren’t the only reasons people purchase
vehicles, but it’s certainly a very influential component to the decision. To overcome this
cornerstone of our culture that has been built over decades will require marketing to think
beyond just the rational economic choices for choosing public transportation.
Perceptions of Public Transportation – In contrast to the American relationship with
personal vehicles, the characteristics of public transportation are at odds with these same
ideals. Public transportation is often viewed as a social service for the elderly, disabled
and poor, especially in Oklahoma City. Other perceptions may include being unreliable,
time-consuming, inconvenient, intimidating, dirty, crowded and unsafe. This includes
sitting on the bus as well as waiting at bus stops. Marketing needs to increase familiarity,
not just awareness, with the bus and other public transportation options, and must prove
the perceptions to be untrue to shift these perceptions among choice riders.

Methodologies
Fully understanding our objectives and challenges allows us now to develop our strategy. The rise
and popularity of services like Uber, Lyft, LimeBike and Bird have proven that the public is open
to alternatives in transportation. So what separates these services from the myriad other public
transportation options that city governments provide all across the U.S.? We believe it’s that these
services are perceived as modern, innovative, convenient and simply “cool.” Our approach is to
reposition EMBARK from being just a “transit authority” to “urban mobility experts” in the eyes of
the public. We believe the following ideas will set us on the path to achieving this:
Brand Architecture – The family of EMBARK brands need some way for the public to
quickly and easily recognize the full scope of services. A visual treatment that ties all
services together will help build brand equity, increase marketing efficiency and ultimately
grow ridership and usage of all services.
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Celebrate the Wins – EMBARK has made considerable improvements to its services over
the past few years, including expanding transit options, increasing frequencies, reducing
total transit times, improving transit shelters and adding night service. MAPS also continues
to make our city more beautiful and walkable. These are all the most important components
to growing all-purpose ridership. Oklahoma City residents are uniquely loyal and proud of
our city, and positioning you as the cornerstone of urban renewal and revitalization will help
improve your reputation over time.

Segment Ridership – Traditionally we have thought of ridership as simply Discretionary and
Captive Riders. However, the 2017 study, Who’s on Board, by the TransitCenter Foundation
challenges us to think about ridership as more nuanced, which we believe is beneficial to
your marketing strategy. We would like to segment customers by their purpose for riding,
rather than just their capacity to finding an alternative.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION | 6-MONTH
								
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Overview
Throughout our partnership, the Account Service team will guide you through our strategic
process. This will be a partnership, understanding that you have a group of talented professionals
that know the ins and outs of your business. We will be an extension of your team to provide
expertise and bandwidth to stretch your message and image. We used our understanding of your
timeline and goals to develop a plan for the first six months. Below we’ve outlined the phases of
our process that will be finalized during the Discovery process.
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Lifestyle Branding – For public transportation to remain competitive, it needs to approach
its customers in the same way the auto industry does. The rational, economic choices
behind choosing public transportation over a personal vehicle is important to understand, but
we can’t stop there. People stereotype themselves as similar to those who drive the same
vehicle, which is a jarring experience when removed from their comfort zone and placed onto
public transportation. People need to believe that “people like me use public transportation.”

APPROACH TO PLAN AND PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Discover – Meet with EMBARK communications team, staff and any necessary
stakeholders; conduct brand audit; gather existing assets and research.
Plan – Develop and implement primary research, finalize media and creative strategies
and objectives; create project timeline; approvals of strategies.
Develop – Following the strategic plan, we’ll develop approved assets to achieve your
goals; produce any necessary assets.

Refine – Ongoing support and monitoring; generate reports, analyze performance data,
adjust media, creative assets and content accordingly.

Production Deliverables
Our discovery process will help finalize the full strategy and timeline; however, based on our
understanding of your goals, timeline and budget, we recommend the following deliverables:
Audience Research
In order to accomplish your goals, our first step is to fully comprehend them and build
processes to help us succeed. Research is necessary to understand the distinctions
among your audiences and how we can speak to each. It also establishes measurable
benchmarks that can allow us to set specific campaign goals. The conclusions we form
from the research will fuel our tactics for how to target, reach and engage both existing
and new ridership. We will begin by gleaning insights from your existing ridership data,
and we will fill any of the necessary gaps with our own primary research. Our ultimate
goal with research is to answer the following questions:
1. What are the most common perceptions among OKC residents about public
transportation?
2. What does awareness for each individual EMBARK service line look like?
3. What percentage of current ridership is considered “choice” vs. “captive” riders?
4. What are the demographic, socio-economic, geographic and psychographic
characteristics of existing ridership? How does this differ between “choice” and
“captive” riders?
5. How do the purposes for riding differ among audiences? Which segments are
most likely to be multimodal?
6. What are future intentions of riders? Do they plan to ride more or less often?
What influences these decisions?
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Implement – Media collateral delivered to outlets with media schedules; launch campaign.

APPROACH TO PLAN AND PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

The more we know about our audiences, the more effective we can be in reaching and
engaging with them. This information will allow our teams to create targeted messaging
based on user behaviors, locations, beliefs and attitudes.

The strategic plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing Objectives
Environmental Analysis
Creative Strategy
Communications Strategy
Performance Metrics and Benchmarking

Website Redesign (Phase 1 Included in 6-Month Implementation Plan)
Your website is a major component of the overall service that you provide your customers,
and it is a large contributor to the perceptions of convenience and modernity. An outreach
campaign will lead to increased traffic to your website from users who are less familiar
with your brand. It’s important that we take this opportunity to make a good first impression.
A website can be a time-and resource-intensive endeavor, so we’d like to propose a phased
approach with an initial aesthetic update for phase one, while the more advanced features
and functionality are fully built, tested and rolled out in phase two.
The current website has a lot of positive characteristics, such as a clean design and mobile
responsiveness; however we’d like to make updates and technological enhancements that
provide more value to your customers, as well as further the overarching goal of becoming
a multimodal agency. In consultation with our partner, Steer, we would like to propose the
following updates to the EMBARK website:
Phase 1
• Redesign site to reflect current marketing efforts, increase accessibility and user
experience and bring in awareness and connections to additional EMBARK services
•

Rebuild site in a new content management system (likely WordPress or Craft)
to increase flexibility and set a foundation for mirroring the structure and design
of the site across other EMBARK properties to create a consistent look and user
experience for customers

•

Create a content management system that empowers EMBARK staff to internally
make updates to the site quickly and easily
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Strategy and Campaign Development
Once we’ve completed the Discovery process and executed the research, our creative and
media teams will develop a comprehensive media and messaging strategy tailored to your
goals and service line priorities, all segmented by your target audiences. The strategic plan
will then allow our team to produce the deliverables necessary to launch the campaign.

APPROACH TO PLAN AND PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Phase 2
• Research additional EMBARK trip-planning options that provide more advanced
routing information, such as Open Trip Planner and Google Directions
•

Build automated data processes to output schedules and rider alerts

•

Build and integrate an interactive system map that shows the network and allows
users to interact with mapped routes

•

Consider website personalization through rider accounts for mobile ticketing and
account management

Streetcar Branding Assets
We understand the OKC Streetcar is just months away from completing testing and
beginning services, so this will be a major priority to grow ridership, sell monthly passes
and continue to promote how to remain safe around an operational streetcar. These will
all be considered in the development of the strategic plan, but a combination of marketing,
public relations and launch events will be crucial for immediate acceptance and usage of
the streetcars. We see this launch as an opportunity to introduce non-riders to EMBARK
services. We believe the following assets will be necessary for a successful launch:
•

Inaugural events support and presentation materials development

•

PR strategy with press releases, communication plan and media kit

•

Digital advertising strategy, assets and monitoring/response support

•

Downtown grassroots marketing materials and signage
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Long-Format Branding Video
Despite the constantly evolving ways people consume content, video remains the most
compelling for branding and informational campaigns. We continue to see video perform
best across all platforms in both reach and engagement. Most importantly, it allows us
to tell stories that emotionally connect and resonate with our audiences. We recommend
a video that could tie all EMBARK brands together – showing relatable people living
multimodal lives that EMBARK helps empower. The video will help generate pride in
the progress our city continues to make, while positioning EMBARK as the center of the
urban lifestyle. This video can be used on the website, in presentations, as well as cut
into shorter segments for use on social, digital or even traditional media platforms.

Tab 3
General Qualifications
& Experience
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EXPERIENCE | MARKETING PLAN EXAMPLE
“After State Question 779 was shot
down, OEA needed an answer.”

Background
The Oklahoma Education Association (OEA) is the largest professional organization for public
school employees in Oklahoma. Its primary activities include professional development and political
activism promoting improvements in education policy and funding. Although EMBARK and OEA
advocate for different issues, they both rely on the support of everyday citizens to further the
organization’s goals.

Tab 3

After Oklahoma failed to pass State Question 779, which would have increased public education
funding, OEA was compelled to create a new organization meant for everyday citizens – not just
public school employees – who are passionate about improving public education across the state.
This organization, known as OEA Action, keeps its members up to date with public education
initiatives within the Oklahoma Legislature and provides direction on supporters can make a
difference in their communities. Staplegun’s role was to develop a digital campaign that would
build support for their cause and motivate individuals to join OEA Action.

Execution
Staplegun began by conducting extensive research to understand the general public attitudes
toward public education, as well as determine the factors that contributed to the majority of citizens
voting “no” on State Question 779. We also tested several messaging concepts to determine which
was most likely to motivate someone to join OEA Action. This research allowed us to determine
which issues and messages were most politically divisive, as well as which ones united the public
regardless of political affiliation.
The most unifying messages were used to develop the Fight for Funding campaign theme and
supporting messages. It used social media, pre-roll videos, digital display ads and search targeting
to drive the public to a landing page where users could sign up for updates. Digital media allowed
us to develop segmented messaging per audience as defined in the research, such as the user’s
political affiliation or whether they have children.
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Results
Staplegun intended the Fight for
Funding campaign to run for three
months, but OEA was so pleased with
the resulting momentum that it extended
the campaign to a total of eight months.
The OEA Action Facebook page
created at the campaign’s start reached
11,196 followers within three months,
during which we saw 3,200 sign-ups
and more than 15,000,000 impressions.
Most importantly, it created an engaged
community of citizens, as illustrated
by engagement metrics well above
industry averages.

Tab 3
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EXPERIENCE | BRAND CONTINUITY EXAMPLE

In the first two years of advertising Ad Recall grew
27 percent. At the same time, competitors’ Ad Recall
declined. From 2013 to 2015 fan engagement grew
2,000 percent.

Background

Tab 3

OU Medicine partnered with Staplegun in 2012 to find effective solutions for a number of
concerns. The hospital needed to overcome a reputation of being an outdated hospital
for a lower-income population. It also needed to consolidate branding efforts for its many
subsidiaries with a strong “umbrella” brand that could be adapted to various hospitals and
centers. Staplegun has produced several award-winning campaigns every year since, focusing
on a resurgence of the OU Medicine brand and ensuring a single powerful message that
differentiates them from competing health systems.

Execution
Staplegun developed a comprehensive strategy focused on research-based medicine for all major
entities, including OU Children’s Hospital, Stephenson Cancer Center, OU Breast Health Network,
OU Physicians and OU Medical Center to build the overall OU Medicine umbrella. The creative
strategy in the initial campaigns tied the renaissance OKC has experienced with a resurgence
of OU Medicine. Recent campaign messaging set out to communicate that OU Medicine doesn’t
just use research to improve patient outcomes – it’s actually a pioneer in research that improves
modern medicine worldwide. Our creative featured top researchers at OU Medicine sharing their
experiences and conveying their passion for developing lifesaving procedures. These messages
have been used across all media, including social media, digital display, television, outdoor, the
OU Medicine website and even signage on the OU Medicine campus.

Results
According to data from the National Research Corporation, the perception that OU Medicine is
“unique” compared to other medical providers in the Oklahoma City market rose from 19.9 percent
to 46.5 percent; in addition, the brand saw a 21.5 percent increase in “overall quality” perceptions.
OU Medicine’s social media presence also continues to increase: Its following on Facebook alone
grew from 3,436 in 2013 to 80,400 in 2018. This dramatic 2,240 percent expansion has led to the
largest and most engaged hospital following in Oklahoma. From 2013 to 2015 fan engagement
grew 2,000 percent. In the first two years of advertising Ad Recall grew 27 percent. At the same
time, competitors’ Ad Recall declined.
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and OU Medicine is at its heart.

Oklahoma City is in a renaissance of cultural, economic and intellectual breakthroughs.
At the forefront is OU Medicine, with Oklahoma’s comprehensive specialty hospital,
using state-of-the-art technology and pioneering new research to perform lifesaving
medicine. There’s life in our city and OU Medicine is here to care for it.

Tab 3

OU Medical Center | OU Physicians | The Children’s Hospital | OU College of Medicine | oumedicine.com
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STAFF ORGANIZATION & AVAILABILITY |
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
Let’s put names and faces to your marketing and creative services – this is your veteran
day-to-day core team. These experts will guide you through the strategic implementation of
your marketing efforts. Behind the scenes, they will orchestrate the details of your campaign
and ensure our staff’s work meets your needs. Full resumes of your core team are available
in Attachment B. In addition, we will be subcontracting with Steer to provide consultation
services for transit technology and user experience. Their global experience in transit will
be an invaluable asset in positioning EMBARK as a modern mobility expert.
Client Services

Brent McCutchen
President
Creative Director

Media Services &
Financial Services

Cameron Dawson
COO, Media
Services Manager

Interactive
Services
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Philip Baker
CEO, Account
Supervisor

Creative Services

Jack Bewley
Chief Digital Officer

Subcontracting

Blair Sims
VP Client Services,
EMBARK Account Manager

Kayce Coffman
Senior Creative Strategist

Keri Runkle
CFO

Craig Nelson
Associate
523 W 6th Street, Suite 741
Los Angeles, CA 90014
Direct: 213.425.0942
Mobile: 424.335.5210
Switchboard: 213.425.0990

Corey Lucero
Director of Research
& Strategy

Sarah Hoffman
Senior Social
Media Manager

Rebecca Roper
Digital Display Manager
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STAFF ORGANIZATION & AVAILABILITY |
EXTENDED STAFF
With access to a team of more than 30 communication professionals around the clock, our
team holds efficiency at its core. We strive for professionalism and timeliness in everything
we do. In an industry that is continually advancing, openness to innovation is not just
required, it is essential for survival.

Brent McCutchen
Executive Creative
Director, Co-Founder

Cameron Dawson
Partner, Vice President,
Executive Media Director

Matthew Grice
Partner, Vice President,
Broadcast Creative Director

Keri Runkle
Chief Financial Officer

Chris Williams
Chief Creative Officer

Bessma Kasim
Broadcast Services
Manager, Producer

Brandon Inda
Creative Director

Kayce Coffman
Senior Creative Strategist

Sonni Adams
Senior Art Director

Joe Rigazzi
Senior Editor

Carter Campbell
Senior Account Manager

Christin Hughes
Account Manager

Brett Connally
Bilingual Art Director

Sara Hoffman
Senior Social Media
Manager
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Philip Baker
Chief Executive Officer,
Co-Founder
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Cole McCutchen
Media Coordinator

Jeanette Schreiber
Interactive Project Manager,
Technical Writer

Cody Cowen
Producer

Koty Yell
Senior Web Developer

Jennifer Seaton
Vice President,
Business Development

Blair Sims,
Vice President,
Client Services

Randi McLain
Vice President,
Client Services

Corey Lucero
Bilingual Strategy and
Research Director

Jack Bewley
Chief Digital Officer

Liz Baker
Social Media, Research

Erika Harris
Bilingual Copywriter

Rebecca Roper
Digital Display Manager

John Salame
Art Director

Emily Gray
Accountant

John Dewberry
Director of Photography

Vanessa Rottmayer
Quality Manager

Jacquelyn Musgrove
Digital Media Coordinator
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Riley Joseph
Web Developer
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Tab 3

STAFF ORGANIZATION & AVAILABILITY |
WORKLOAD AND AVAILABILITY

Stable, Structured & Nimble
We think big and wide, even when the assignment is small and narrow.
Our work is guided by the vision of co-founders Philip Baker and Brent McCutchen; directed by
a team of leaders in research, creative, interactive, account services and media; and ultimately
executed by more than 30 marketing professionals.
You will always be a priority. Because we own all our own equipment, we can respond quickly
to important requests and unexpected events. We can grab one more shot, make one more
edit, record one more line or work around demanding or unusual schedules with ease – and
without complications. Your core-team at Staplegun has years of experience serving EMBARK,
so we understand the brands as well as the opportunities and challenges each faces. Your
team is ready to get to work, and have no significant commitments that would conflict with
availability for the project.

We have the capacity to provide the stability, security and resources to be
an attentive and engaged long-term partner to EMBARK.
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GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS | OVERVIEW

17 YEARS OF INNOVATION,
CREATIVITY & SERVICE

at a glance
FOUNDED:
2001
OWNERSHIP:
Philip Baker
CEO, Co-Founder

Cameron Dawson
Chief Operating Officer
Media Executive
Matthew Grice
Vice President
Broadcast Creative Director
LOCATION:
204 N. Robinson Ave., Suite 2000
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
Phone: 405.601.9430
WEBSITE:
staplegun.us
EMPLOYEES:
30+

Every day, we and our clients are able to engage
audiences with innovative strategies, share critical
stories and provide a level of service that builds trust.
Everything we create is from scratch, crafted to solve
your specific problems for your specific audiences
– and stand out from other organizations. Since
2001, our growth has been calculated and careful,
based on the changes in our market, including new
and evolving technologies. And as your partner, we
promise to provide the highest level of creative and
customer service – with a sharp focus on expanding
the ways we can help our clients solve problems and
sustain growth.
Staplegun is a full-service, all-in-house advertising,
marketing, media and web-development agency
located in downtown Oklahoma City. We were
founded on the principles of creativity, collaboration
and service.
As your partner we promise to provide the highest
level of creative and customer service.
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Brent McCutchen
President
Creative Director
Co-Founder

When we founded Staplegun, we began with
broadcast, print and copywriting capabilities. In
2011, we added full-time web developers. In 2013,
we founded our digital and social teams. In 2014,
we made investments in aerial photography and
videography technology, personnel and training. In
2016, we incorporated in-house research utilizing
traditional research techniques as well as modern
data science capabilities. We have consistently shown
commitment to honor our craft and our capabilities.

“

We have enjoyed working
with Staplegun on a variety
of projects over the past
few years and value this
partnership. Their team
has always been very
responsive to our needs,
developed thoughtful
and engaging creative
concepts and executed
in a timely manner.

“

– Brian Byrnes, Senior Vice
President, Sales and Marketing,
Oklahoma City Thunder
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GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS | WHY STAPLEGUN
Reliable Partner
We won’t stop working until you’re 100 percent satisfied. Our role goes beyond just designing
a logo, shooting a TV commercial or building a website. From start to finish, we serve as a
dedicated extension to your marketing department. We’re always thinking big, no matter the
project, and we relish the chance to make use of our ever-expanding capabilities alongside
EMBARK. We have the experience, commitment and equipment to provide a high level of
service even during fast-paced projects and unexpected events.

Experienced Team
Your core team has extensive experience, ranging from five to 30 years of experience in
marketing and web development. They also all have between one and seven years working
with EMBARK. We are passionate about working with organizations that improve the
community in which we live.

Tab 3

Strategic Process
Our process is simple, scalable and, most importantly, it works. While the ways in which
audiences interact with brands has evolved over our 17 years in business, the development
process has not. This process ensures everything we produce for you is carefully considered,
fully addresses your objectives and that each marketing initiative is better than the last. This
has been the key to our success. It’s why our clients return when a project ends, allowing us to
maintain successful partnerships for years.

Audience-Centric Strategies
Any effective marketing or branding strategy begins with a thorough understanding of the
target audience. Modern media technology allows for granular targeting, and consumers now
expect a custom-tailored brand experience. This means more than a shallow understanding of
demographics. It requires a comprehensive view of how your brand addresses their wants and
needs, and how your brand fits within their own self-identity. Brands that accomplish this are
rewarded with loyalty, engagement and advocacy from their most important audiences. This is
why it’s at the core of our Formal Discovery process, regardless of whether we’re producing a
simple print ad or a full digital media campaign. For partners who are less knowledgeable on
their core audiences, we have grown our research capabilities to assist in this key aspect of
strategy development.
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GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE

GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS | GOVERNMENT
								
RELATIONS EXPERIENCE
We’ve created identities, websites, custom software applications, broadcast and web videos,
print campaigns, digital banners, direct mailers, annual reports and social media content for a
variety of government agencies. We know that to be the best partner possible, we must first
be able to speak the same language. Thanks to our extensive background in working with
government relations organizations, we are knowledgeable about the requirements, limitations
and expectations that come with public entities.
We are committed to making any campaign as seamless as possible. We will become more
than your agency – we will be your partner. As such, we will always have your best interests in
mind and will present strategic solutions to any problem we come across, all with your internal
process in mind.
Some of our notable partners include:

Tab 3
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Pricing
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PRICING

$300,000
Proposer shall submit proposed pricing for the following:
1. All-Inclusive Flat Fee:
		

$300,000

2. Hourly rates for key personnel:
Hourly Rate

Account Manager

$180

Strategy & Research Director

$180

Creative Director

$200

Chief Digital Officer

$200

Video Producer

$200

Audio Recorder/Editor

$175

Copywriter

$175

Designer

$180

Illustrator/Animator

$250

Social Media Strategy Developer

$250

Front-End Web Developer

$175

Back-End Web Developer

$175

Photographer (includes processing)

$225

Survey Developer/Data Analyzer

$180

Research Designer

$200

Proofer/Quality Assurance

$75

Tab 4

Position Title
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Tab 5
Innovative Service
Solutions
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INNOVATIVE SERVICE SOLUTIONS

INNOVATIVE SERVICE SOLUTIONS
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

|

Background
Staplegun fully understands the scope of work as listed in this solicitation and looks forward
to earning a greater role in helping to further the EMBARK mission. We have provided our
overall approach and initial ideas to accomplishing the goals of increasing ridership, changing
perceptions and building multimodal relationships and look forward to discussing them further
with your team. We would also like to take the opportunity to provide some additional ideas,
concepts and methods we believe will help accomplish these goals but that weren’t explicitly
requested in the original scope of work.

Empowering Your Team
We understand that public funding for marketing initiatives can be sporadic and sometimes
unexpected. This is why one major goal of everything we do is to ensure you are empowered
to continue to gain value from the materials we produce. Whether it’s photography, ad creative
or videos, we think beyond a one-time-use case to find ways these assets can be repurposed
in pursuit of your organization’s goals. When we build websites, we ensure our partners have
the ability and training to make updates quickly and easily.

Data Driven Decision-Making
The most successful campaigns appear effortless, but behind the scenes they are fueled
by extensive planning and well-informed strategies. In 2016, digital advertising outspent
TV advertising for the first time ever, and this trend is only expected to continue. The rise
of digital has only improved our ability to measure and refine our marketing efforts, and as
with everything we do this is custom tailored to the key objectives of our partners. Staplegun
continues to grow our data science capabilities not only to monitor performance, but also predict
future performance. We are also eager to use these tools to help you better understand your
customers, better define your challenges and discover new opportunities to grow ridership or
improve service for existing riders.

Tab 5

Technology Improvements
All modern transportation alternatives like Uber or Bird have one thing in common: a simple
and easy-to-use mobile app. We envision riders would be able to get real-time status updates
and alerts on bus routes. EMBARK drivers could get notifications on whether riders are at bus
stops. Customers would be able to manage their account and pay for all EMBARK services
through the app. EMBARK app usage would also provide you with a great opportunity to
cross-promote services to current riders. An app would be a substantial effort to create and
implement, but it would go a long way in increasing the perceptions of modernity, innovation
and convenience.
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Thank You

On behalf of everyone at Staplegun, it would be
a pleasure and a privilege to work with EMBARK.
We know this proposal was lengthy, and you have
our thanks for hanging in there to the end.

Philip Baker

Brent McCutchen

Jennifer Seaton

CEO, Co-Founder
pbaker@staplegun.us

President, Co-Founder
Executive Creative Director
bmccutchen@staplegun.us

Vice President,
Business Development
jseaton@staplegun.us
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ATTACHMENT A – SAMPLES OF WORK
Provide at least two actual examples of projects related
to this proposal. Include project name, goals, approach,
budget, timing and outcomes.

SAMPLE OF WORK #1:
EMBARK Nightshift Campaign
June 15 - Sept. 18, 2015

INTRODUCTION:
EMBARK and Staplegun have had a strong relationship over many years and multiple
campaigns. Oklahoma City is not well known for its public transit system, so with every
campaign, the goal has always been to improve perceptions of public transportation in OKC
and advertise its new features. We have partnered with EMBARK for ridership campaigns,
a rebranding effort and several service line awareness campaigns, including campaigns
promoting free Wi-Fi and the new streetcars.

EMBARK NIGHTSHIFT:
In fiscal year 2015, the EMBARK transit system extended its service hours from 7 p.m. to midnight
on two of its main routes as a pilot program to test feasibility. It was crucial that the public quickly
embrace the change to remain profitable because of the added expenses of staff and maintenance
during extended hours. EMBARK had a goal of reaching at least half of its weekday riders per
service hour (RPSH) during the extended hours within the first 12 months. With a successful rollout,
the EMBARK transit service could make the case to city officials to allocate additional funding to
continue the program and expand to more routes. EMBARK allocated approximately $12,000 for
Staplegun to develop the marketing campaign strategy and production deliverables.

EXECUTION:
Staplegun partnered with EMBARK and Anglin PR to produce the EMBARK Nightshift
campaign, focusing on the current ridership and the population closest to the routes extending
service. Marketing materials and campaign ads were produced in both English and Spanish.
Current ridership was informed of the changes in service through bus shelters and posters
within the transit center, as well as rack cards on every bus. Populations along the night
service routes were reached using outdoor boards and door hangers. Small announcement
fliers also were provided to the OKC Utilities Department to be inserted into the water bills
of all residents along the routes. The general population was informed of the city’s growing
transit system through a social campaign using custom photography of the bus alongside
well-known Oklahoma City landmarks on the night service routes.

RESULTS:
The campaign ran from June 15th - Sept. 18, 2015. The social media campaign received more
than 1.25 million impressions and achieved a cost/1,000 impressions of $7.67. Most importantly,
EMBARK had 12 months to meet its RPSH goals, but exceeded them within the first four
months, showing that the new service was quickly embraced. EMBARK was allocated funding
to continue night service and eventually added additional routes.

CREATIVE SAMPLES:

COTPA-6713-NightService-Outdoor-Mech.pdf
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SAMPLE OF WORK #2:
ONIE 1% Milk Campaign
June 1 - September 2012

INTRODUCTION:
The Oklahoma Nutrition Information and Education Project (ONIE), an initiative under the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, was established to promote improved nutrition and
physical activity for low-income families across Oklahoma. Staplegun has worked with ONIE on
several statewide campaigns to promote health initiatives such as drinking low-fat milk, reducing
sodium consumption and eating more home-cooked food.

LOW-FAT MILK HAS PERKS:
In 2012, Oklahoma had the sixth-highest rate of obesity in the nation, and the rate of obesity
had more than doubled since 1995. Making small dietary changes can result in big differences
in a person’s health and the health of their family. Staplegun partnered with ONIE to develop the
Low-Fat Milk Has Perks Campaign to promote one small change in Oklahomans’ diets: switching
from whole or 2% milk to 1% low-fat milk. Kendrick Perkins was a highly publicized individual in
2012 due to his dramatic weight loss in the off-season and his NBA Finals run with the Oklahoma
City Thunder. His involvement was crucial to catching our audience’s attention. The campaign
was humorous in its approach to promoting the switch from 2% or whole milk to 1% milk. The
campaign was allocated approximately $300,000 for a statewide effort and needed to be fully
completed within three months per a federal grant deadline.

EXECUTION:
Our overall approach to the campaign was to be informative while entertaining, empower children
to influence their parents’ purchase decisions, influence purchase decisions at key moments and
increase awareness of the benefits of 1% milk. Achieving behavior change on a statewide level
required the collaborative efforts of many public and private partnerships. Private partnerships
were utilized for resources, added-value media placement and sales data, including Buy for Less,
Hiland Dairy, Walmart, Reasor’s Food, Warehouse Market and Dairy Max. Public partnerships
provided additional channels to reach our target audiences and included the OKC Metropolitan
Library, OKC Department of Human Services, Ralph Ellison Library, the Oklahoma City-County
Health Department and several public school districts. ONIE performed surveys and focus
group research to learn more about buying patterns and attitudes toward healthy eating, which
Staplegun used in creative development. The creative concept was then tested among the target
audience through site intercepts at local grocery stores to determine if the television spot resulted
in a lift in favorability toward 1% milk.
A tiered media dissemination strategy was developed to maximize reach and frequency for the
entire state in the most cost-effective method. The highest population areas received the most

amount of media allocation, including broadcast television, traditional and Pandora radio, digital
banners, print, outdoor, mass-transit, PR and YouTube pre-roll advertising. Mid-sized population
density areas were promoted to using broadcast television, traditional radio digital and pre-roll.
The rural areas outside of traditional media areas were targeted using digital channels only. A
landing page was developed utilizing the same campaign theme that also included expanded
facts on the benefits of 1% milk and common misconceptions. A quiz was included, prompting
additional knowledge-building activities on the website. A press-kit was developed and distributed
to all media outlets in OKC and Tulsa to encourage articles about the campaign and the
involvement of Kendrick Perkins.

RESULTS:
Success of the campaign ultimately was determined by the changes in milk sales. Grocery
store partnerships allowed ONIE to collect milk sales data for months before and during
the campaign. Sales of 1% milk were stable prior to the campaign, but sales increased by
approximately 42 percent during the campaign. The sales of 2% and whole milk had slightly
decreased. This illustrated an increase in overall milk sales and an increase in the market
share of 1% milk. The Choose 1% Milk campaign was deemed a success.

CREATIVE SAMPLES:

¡La Leche Baja En Grasa 1% Tiene Perks!

1%

Delgado

"Empecemos una tradición familiar saludable eligiendo
la leche 1%. Dale una oportunidad a la leche 1%."
– Kendrick Perkins

Con
Actitud

Menos Grasa

LecheBajaEnGrasaTienePerks.com

–

ATTACHMENT B – KEY PERSONNEL RESUMES
Include resumes of key personnel to be significantly
involved in servicing EMBARK’s project.

STAPLEGUN KEY PERSONNEL:
Blair Sims / Vice President, Client Services
Blair guides clients through a strategic, solution-driven creative process that
results in both compelling creative and impactful results. For the past six years,
her meticulous preparation, strong communication skills and client insights
have contributed to the successful development and launch of numerous local
and national brands and campaigns. Sims drives client management services
for numerous clients, with a focus on government organizations.
Employment History
Staplegun | Aug. 2014 - Present
Vice President, Client Services
Ansira Engagement Marketing | Aug. 2012 - 2014
Assistant Account Executive

Launch Agency | May 2012 - Aug. 2012
Account Service Internship
Education
Bachelor of Arts; Advertising
with Communications Minor
University of Oklahoma

Brent McCutchen / Co-Founder, President and
Executive Creative Director
Brent co-founded Staplegun with Philip and created a nationally recognized
advertising team, ranging from startups with small budgets to FORTUNE
100 companies. His previous experience with national upscale retailer
Harold’s Stores Inc. provided him deep insight into consumer behavior
alongside a national award-winning in-house team in branding, product
design and development, advertising and marketing. His foundation has
even attracted international brands.
Employment History
Staplegun | Sept. 2001 - Present
Co-Founder, President & Executive
Creative Director
Netplex Systems | June 2000 - Sept. 2001
Director of Marketing & Creative Services
Ackerman McQueen | Sept. 1999 - June 2000
Vice President, Associate Creative Director

Harold’s Stores Inc. | Jan. 1990 - Sept. 1999
Senior Creative Director; Director of
Product Design
Design Graphics Inc. | 1985-1990
Co-Founder & President
Education
Bachelor of Arts; Visual Communications
University of Oklahoma

STAPLEGUN KEY PERSONNEL:
Jack Bewley / Chief Digital Officer
Jack uses his 15 years of website and mobile application experience to
lead a team of web developers and designers. His ability to communicate
with both technical and everyday audiences, manage complicated
interactive projects and strategically map deadlines has proven to be an
asset to Staplegun, our team and our clients. Jack has worked on various
government websites and brings extensive knowledge of federal website
compliance, accessibility policies and regulations to each project.
Employment History
Staplegun | June 2013 - Present
Chief Digital Officer
Digimedia.com | Sept. 2010 - June 2013
Web Development Lead, Ecommerce

Creative Method | Jan. 2006 - Aug. 2010
Developer & Owner
Education
Technology Transfer Specialist
University of Oklahoma

Corey Lucero / Director of Research & Strategy
Corey has earned degrees in marketing and international business and
a minor in Spanish. He has worked with a variety of accounts, acting as
account manager on Devon Energy, Oklahoma Department of Commerce
and COTPA. His passion for data has helped Staplegun grow its research
and strategy capabilities into a fully-developed department that implements
focus groups, surveys, IDIs and other methods to help clients make
confident decisions about media strategies and creative direction.
Employment History
Staplegun | May 2011 - Present
Director of Research & Strategy

Education
Master of Science; (Candidate)
Applied Data Science
Syracuse University
Bachelor of Business Administration;
International Business
Bachelor of Business Administration;
Marketing; Minor in Spanish
University of Oklahoma

STAPLEGUN KEY PERSONNEL:
Kayce Coffman / Senior Creative Strategist
Kayce brings more than a decade of experience marketing brands to diverse
populations. As an award-winning marketer and thoughtful strategist, she
creates a variety of content and creative concepts for an array of clients. Her
work includes scripts, brand positioning, web content, marketing copy and
human interest stories – all with a focus on carefully crafted messages that
yield results. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in mass communications with an
emphasis in public relations from the University of Central Oklahoma.
Employment History
Staplegun | Oct. 2017 - Present
Senior Creative Strategist

Education
Bachelor of Arts; Mass Communications
University of Oklahoma

Public Strategies | Jan. 2008 - Oct. 2017
Senior Account Manager

Associate of Arts; Journalism
Oklahoma City Community College

Sarah Hoffman / Senior Social Media Manager
With an eye for market trends and parsing the digital space, Sarah oversees
highly-targeted social media advertising strategies and campaigns. As a
certified Facebook Blueprint and Google Analytics professional, she designs
and manages comprehensive campaigns that result in engagement, influence
and clicks. Sarah has been recognized as top in her field as a NextGen Under
30 recipient – among numerous other awards and recognitions. She also
serves on the board of American Advertising Federation’s Oklahoma City
chapter and OKC Social.
Employment History
Staplegun | Nov. 2017 - Present
Senior Social Media Manager

Education
Bachelor of Arts; Mass Communications
University of Oklahoma

BigWing | Nov. 2013 - Nov. 2017
Senior Social Media Manager

Associate of Arts; Journalism
Oklahoma City Community College

STEER KEY PERSONNEL:
Technical consultancy: Craig Nelson, Associate, 14 years’ experience
Craig, our North American Intelligent Mobility lead, joined Steer in 2008 to bolster their Intelligent
Transport Systems and transit web project capabilities. He specializes in the digitization of
transportation and the potential impacts of emerging technology on agencies and the end user.
He has managed numerous innovative technical projects in North America and the UK, including
multimodal travel portal websites that involve multistakeholder contributions, open source data feeds
(including transit and traffic), interactive maps and bespoke software development.
Craig is currently supporting several U.S. transit agencies to help them evolve their service offer
and become multi-modal mobility providers.
He also has experience with designing and implementing database-driven web-projects such as
online consultation portals, trip-tracking systems and Commuter Challenge gamification websites.
Craig also provides strategic advice to governments, transportation operators and private
companies on the use of digital technologies for information provision, customer engagement,
decision making and market research.
Craig will support Staplegun with the following tasks:
•

Client interface/local client support/attending local meetings/data interface advice

•

Support any Requirements Specification work

•

Support for any Interface Specification work

•

Review of Wireframe and Prototype

•

Ongoing support for new ideas and innovations during maintenance/support period

Key Projects
Craig’s recent projects include:
•

EMBARK Website (project manager and technical lead)

•

San Diego MTS Mobility Hub App (technical consultant)

•

San Diego MTS Website Redesign, San Diego MTS (project manager)

•

San Diego MTS Intranet Redesign, San Diego MTS (project director)

•

Valley Metro Website Redesign, Valley Metro (project director)

•

Valley Metro Ridekick Application, Valley Metro (project director)

•

GoTriangle Website Redesign, Durham, N.C. (project director)

•

Sound Transit Mobile Website Redesign (project manager and technical expert)

•

Oklahoma Embark Website Redesign (project manager)

•

Cardiff 2017 Champions League Final Mobility App, Football Association Whales
(technical director)

STEER KEY PERSONNEL:
Project support: Nathan Pope, Assistant Consultant, 3 years’ experience
Nathan is an assistant consultant based in Steer Los Angeles office with a passion for
Transportation Demand Management and Shared Mobility. He is currently acting as TDM
coordinator for the GoSaMo Transportation Management Organization in Santa Monica, where
he leads educational seminars, holds public outreach events and assists employers with their
transportation plans. Nathan has experience managing public outreach campaigns and working
with diverse stakeholders, local governments and the public to foster sustainable behavior
change. He is also currently pursuing a Master in Planning from the Price School of Public
Policy at the University of Southern California.
Key Projects
Nathan’s recent projects include:
•

SDMTS Mobility Hub App

•

Transportation Demand Management, GoSaMo TMO (Santa Monica TMA)

•

Santa Monica Malibu Unified School District TDM Plan

•

Personalized Trip Planning; Issaquah Salmon Friendly Trips

•

Community Engagement; Big Blue Bus

•

Bike and Pedestrian Planning; GO Boulder

STEER KEY PERSONNEL:
Design review: Phil Berczuk, Director, 29 years’ experience
Phil leads the company’s design offer. He has worked on projects across their international client
base to deliver creative solutions in transportation-related design and policy. These include: design
guidelines, urban design, wayfinding, brand strategy, information design, graphic design, smart
mobility, public and community relations. He has extensive experience building and managing
multipartner consortia, establishing technical requirements for complex projects and working closely
with stakeholder groups to build a shared understanding of project requirements and deliver creative,
practical solutions that help clients achieve their objectives.
Key Projects
Phil’s recent projects include:
•

EMBARK Website (design review)

•

San Diego MTS Website Redesign, San Diego MTS (design review)

•

MTS Intranet Redesign, San Diego MTS (design review)

•

Toronto Parks & Trails, Digital Navigation Application Specification, Toronto City Council
(project director)

•

Rugby World Cup Spectator Trip Planner (technical director)

•

GoToo, Travel Information Website, TACTRAN Regional Council (project director)

•

Toronto Wayfinding Strategy: Phase Three Preparation, City of Toronto City Council
(project director)

•

Toronto PATH Wayfinding Strategy and Digital App Requirements Specification,
Financial District BID (project director)

•

Passenger Wayfinding and Information System Design, Jeddah Metro (technical director)

•

Visual Identity and Information System Design, Nochebús, Mexico City (technical director)

STEER KEY PERSONNEL:
Principal Consultant: Colin Woods, Senior Developer, 13 years’ experience
Colin joined Steer in 2003 to support the development of the company’s data-driven
information solutions. He is the principal developer behind several high-profile projects
delivering online data-driven applications. His projects consist of trip planners, responsive
websites, document-sharing portals, content management systems, online GIS applications
and mapping solutions, travel plan surveys, e-learning/training applications and many other
bespoke solutions. He also has developed several back-end applications to upload and
structure schedule data for online publication (via desktop and mobile) and printing. Colin
was responsible for developing the new San Diego MTS website’s rider tools, including
integrating the One Bus Away APIs, Google Maps APIs and Mecatran APIs.
Colin has experience with development and enhancements of the existing mobile website,
customization of products and maintenance of those products. He also has experience of
designing, testing, implementing, maintaining and integration of code that serves business
or operational needs.
Key Projects
Colin’s recent projects include:
•

EMBARK Website (lead developer)

•

San Diego MTS Website Redesign, San Diego MTS (lead developer)

•

Valley Metro Ridekick Application, Valley Metro (lead developer)

•

Valley Metro Website Redesign, Valley Metro (lead developer)

•

GoTriangle Website Redevelopment, GoTriangle (lead developer)

•

Sound Transit Mobile Site, Sound Transit (lead developer)

•

Santa Clara VTA Microsite, Santa Clara VTA (fead developer)
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SECTION 1
GENERAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SECTION 1.1 – AUTHORITY
The Mayor and City Council have final authority over City purchases. The City Manager is the City’s chief
administrative officer to whom all City employees, except the Municipal Counselor’s Office, the City Auditor’s
Office, and the Municipal Judges, are responsible.
The Oklahoma City Council is the only body that can award and approve formal contracts exceeding the
amount of $25,000. The Mayor and City Clerk are the only individuals that can execute formal contracts
exceeding $25,000.
The Purchasing Agent is the primary procurement officer for The City of Oklahoma City. Purchasing Buyers
work under the supervision of the Purchasing Agent and perform many of the procurement tasks. The
Purchasing Agent is authorized and may execute purchasing agreements and contracts with a value of $25,000
or less, with the forms for such purchasing agreements and contracts to be approved by the City Manager and
Municipal Counselor; provided, the Purchasing Agent shall have the approval of the Finance Director prior to
signing any such purchasing agreements or contracts. The Purchasing Agent shall also have the authority to
sign renewal documents for these agreements and contracts as deemed appropriate.
The Municipal Counselor’s Office provides legal advice to the Procurement Services Division. The City
Auditor’s Office audits certain purchases and payments. Both of these offices review for compliance with
policies and procedures or laws and ordinances.
SECTION 1.2 – CITY MANAGER
The City Manager appoints the Director of Finance, Purchasing Agent, and other Procurement Services
Division employees who administer, enforce and carry out the purchasing policies and procedures as
established. The City Manager also designates a construction purchasing agent which is currently the Public
Works Director. Construction related purchasing is under the direction of the construction purchasing agent.
The Procurement Services Division approves construction purchase orders and payments, but is not involved in
the approval of formal or informal construction contracts.
SECTION 1.3 – FINANCE DIRECTOR
The Finance Director is the chief financial officer for the City, responsible for the Procurement Services
Division. The Finance Director is also the encumbering officer for the City and has the authority to delegate
this responsibility to other Finance Department employees.
As Department Head of the Procurement Services Division, the Finance Director is in charge of directing,
implementing and maintaining the purchasing policies and procedures as established by the City Charter and
City Council.
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SECTION 1.4 – PURCHASING AGENT
The Purchasing Agent is under the direction of the Finance Director and is responsible for the daily operations
of the Procurement Services Division. The authority and responsibilities of the Purchasing Agent are:
1. To act as the purchasing officer for the City.
2. To prepare all forms and papers for the purchasing and contracting of all supplies and contractual
services needed by any using department in accordance with established purchasing policies and
procedures.
3. To recommend ordinances, amendments, rules and regulations which govern the purchasing procedures
for the benefit of The City of Oklahoma City.
4. To procure the highest quality in supplies and contractual services at the least expense for user
departments.
5. To endeavor to obtain full and open competition on all purchases and sales.
6. To make source selection consistent with City policy.
7. To establish and maintain programs for the development and use of standardized specifications for
purchases of commodities, services and equipment to be provided.
8. To represent the City on disputed purchases, invoices, contract terms and other related matters.
9. To manage a surplus property program for the City which provides guidance to departments on the final
disposition of surplus, obsolete, or exhausted materials, equipment, and property following established
policies and procedures.
10. To provide training to departments on purchasing policies and procedures, including the use of
purchasing systems for entering requisitions/purchase orders and purchasing card transactions.
11. To supervise, train, prepare work plans, and administer all employees within the Procurement Services
Division.
PURCHASING MISSION STATEMENT - To manage and provide responsive and efficient purchasing,
contracting, and surplus services to City departments and public trusts so they can receive timely approvals to
efficiently purchase the goods and services they need in compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
PURCHASING VALUES STATEMENT - To professionally represent The City of Oklahoma City by
providing unbiased purchasing representation and guidance that adhere to the City’s purchasing policies and
procedures, the City Charter, ordinances and state laws and statutes.
The Procurement Services Division has adopted the Values and Guiding Principles of Public Procurement
issued by NIGP: The Institute for Public Procurement. This document is included as an attachment to this
manual. The following webpage provides detailed information on these values and guiding principles:
http://www.nigp.org/home/find-procurement-resources/guidance/values-and-guiding-principles.
© 2012 CIPS and NIGP
PURCHASING VISION STATEMENT - To be recognized as a valued partner to City departments and
public trusts in the Procurement Services Division’s efforts to provide unbiased purchasing representation and
to fairly and economically use public funds in the fulfillment of various goals.
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SECTION 1.5 – DEPARTMENT HEADS
The purchasing responsibilities of department heads are:
1. To inform departmental personnel of the requirements and ensure adherence to established purchasing
policies and procedures.
2. Provide required departmental approval signatures and financial system approval authorities.
3. Cooperatively work with the Procurement Services Division to allow sufficient time to obtain proposals,
quotations, or bids; determine best source; issue orders or contracts with reasonable lead time for
delivery; and eliminate rush purchases.
4. Provide accurate and complete information on items requested and timely preparation of requisitions.
5. Prepare item descriptions and assist the Procurement Services Division in negotiation for commodities,
services or equipment of a technical or unusual nature when requested and suggest possible sources of
supply.
6. Designate specific employees with authority to prepare and approve requisitions.
7. Designate specific employees with authority to verify receipt of goods and services and approve
invoices for payment.
8. Inspect or supervise the inspection of commodities, services and equipment delivered to the department
and determine acceptability of their quality, quantity and conformance with specifications.
9. Ensure all invoices/purchases are signed and/or electronically approved by two staff members who have
reasonable knowledge of the purchase transaction. The staff members must either be involved in
approving the purchase or verifying receipt of the purchase to ensure reasonably adequate controls over
payment approvals.
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SECTION 2
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
SECTION 2.1 – SCOPE
Several major legal documents and authorities govern the City of Oklahoma City’s purchasing process.
SECTION 2.2 – CITY CHARTER
The primary document governing the purchasing process is the Oklahoma City Charter. Article IX. General
Provisions, Section 4. Contracts - How Let - Advertisements - Bids, Plans, Specifications, Profiles and
Estimates, provide the foundation for the Municipal Code.
SECTION 2.3 – MUNICIPAL CODE
The Oklahoma City Municipal Code is another document governing the purchasing process. The Oklahoma
City Municipal Code, Administration, Chapter Two, Article V. Purchasing Procedures; Article IX. Payment of
Municipal Funds; Article X. Public Construction Contracts and Projects; and Article XI. Professional Services
Contracts are the ordinances that have been put in place to ensure The City of Oklahoma City complies with the
City Charter, the Public Competitive Bidding Act of 1974 and the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma.
SECTION 2.4 – STATE STATUTES
The State of Oklahoma has a variety of statutes based on the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma that govern
purchasing by municipalities within the state. In instances where the City Charter and The Oklahoma City
Municipal Code are silent, the State Statutes prevail.
SECTION 2.5 – CITY COUNCIL POLICIES
On occasion, the City Council adopts a formal policy, which affects certain segments of the purchasing process.
Some examples are The Contract Renewal Policy and the Professional Consultant Services Selection Policy.
Once adopted by Council, these policies are incorporated into this document which is considered to be the
City’s official Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual. The City’s Purchasing Policy is approved by the
City Council. The Purchasing Policy directs the City Manager to establish a Purchasing Policies and
Procedures Manual. Updates to the Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual are made administratively.
SECTION 2.6 – CITY MANAGER’S MANAGEMENT BULLETINS
The City Manager issues management bulletins as deemed necessary that affect certain segments of the
purchasing process. Management bulletins may be revised or rescinded by the City Manager. Once approved
by the City Manager, these policies shall be incorporated into this document which is considered to be the
City’s official Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual.
SECTION 2.7 – MUNICIPAL COUNSELOR’S LEGAL OPINIONS
The Municipal Counselor issues written legal opinions, as deemed necessary, which affect certain segments of
the purchasing process. A legal opinion is issued in written form and tends to be permanent unless superseded
by a change in the law. An example of a legal opinion is: RE: Pricing agreement with a third-party supplier
that is staggered across fiscal years, dated December 14, 2007.
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SECTION 2.8 – FINANCE DEPARTMENT MEMOS
The Finance Department will initiate instructional memos under the signature of the Finance Director or the
Purchasing Agent, which outline procedures or deadlines, to ensure compliance with legal requirements or
purchasing and payment procedures.
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SECTION 3
INTERNAL CONTROL STANDARDS
SECTION 3.1 – INTERNAL CONTROL STANDARDS
The Procurement Services Division is responsible for providing departments with internal control standards that
require the proper segregation of duties concerning purchasing transactions. Internal control depends on the
assignment of duties in such a manner that no one individual controls all phases of an activity or transaction;
thereby creating a situation that permits errors or irregularities to go undetected.
Each department head is responsible for maintaining internal control standards for the purchasing function
within their department. The following elements are required for each department's internal control standards:
1. The purchasing transactions being addressed in this policy are requisitions, electronic receivers,
purchasing card transactions and payment of invoices.
2. Qualified and continuous supervision shall be provided to assure that approved procedures are followed.
3. Purchasing and payment transactions are to be authorized and executed only by persons acting within
the scope of their authority.
4. Updated forms documenting a department’s authorized approval signatures and financial system
approval authorities in the format required by the Procurement Services Division and the City’s
Information Technology Department Security Administrator.
5. A department’s internal control standard documents shall be readily available for inspection upon
request.
6. Specific employees with authority to prepare and approve requisitions shall be designated by the
department head.
7. Specific employees with authority to verify receipt of goods and services and approve invoices for
payment shall be designated by the department head.
8. Access to purchasing transactions shall be limited to those individuals that are authorized by the
department head.
9. Periodic comparison shall be made of the transaction processing and the written documentation to
determine whether the two agree.
10. Ensure all invoices/purchases are signed and/or electronically approved by two staff members who have
reasonable knowledge of the purchase transaction. The staff members must either be involved in
approving the purchase or verifying receipt of the purchase to ensure reasonably adequate controls over
payment approvals.
11. Upon request, provide documentation that both staff members had sufficient knowledge required to
perform the corroborating invoice review, were in agreement that the services were provided and the
invoice(s) should be paid.
SECTION 3.2 – PROCUREMENT GOALS
1. To buy the right items, of the right quality, in the right quantity, at the right time, at the best price.
2. To provide a fair and equal opportunity to all suppliers by discouraging uniform bidding and
endeavoring to obtain full and open competition on all purchases and sales.
3. To take full advantage of volume discounts by purchasing items in large quantities, when reasonable.
4. To encourage all suppliers to bid on City contracts for goods and services.
5. To maintain accountability through a system of checks and balances, stringent accounting and budget
controls.
6. To provide periodic reports to supervising officials and the public.
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7. To establish and amend, when necessary, procedures to operate the Procurement Services Division in
accordance with The City of Oklahoma City’s Charter, state statutes and municipal codes.
8. To keep abreast of current product research developments, pricing and market conditions in the field of
purchasing.
9. To obtain all Federal and State tax exemptions to which the City is entitled.
10. To provide purchasing, contracting and payment services to City departments and suppliers so they can
receive goods, services and payments in a timely manner and in compliance with laws and regulations.
SECTION 3.3 – PURCHASING ETHICS STATEMENT
General Ethics Standard for Employees "Any attempt to realize personal gain through public employment,
inconsistent with the responsible discharge of that public employment, is a breach of public trust." (Regulation
12-202 Model Procurement Code)
The Procurement Services Division will strive to professionally represent The City of Oklahoma City by
providing purchasing representation and guidance that adhere to the City’s purchasing policies and procedures,
the City Charter, ordinances and state laws and statutes. City purchasing staff will provide unbiased
representation in our efforts to fairly and economically use City funds in the fulfillment of various City goals.
SECTION 3.4 – ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS OR FAVORS
An employee shall not accept or solicit any gift or favor where the receipt would either compromise impartial
performance or would be viewed by the public as compromising impartial performance. An employee shall
document any gifts received and immediately notify their supervisor of same. Violation shall be grounds
for disciplinary action up to and including termination. (Refer to Personnel Policy Sections 303, 1203.22
and 1203.23; Article IV, Section 12 of the City Charter, and Ethics Policy).
In the event employees receive a gift of any kind, employees must notify their supervisor.
Additionally, the employee(s) must document the type of gift received and how the gift will be disposed of,
i.e., a tin of popcorn to be shared with the office staff. Department Directors and Division Managers are
responsible for determining the appropriateness of the gift and its proper disposition. Examples of gifts that
would be appropriate, provided the receipt would not compromise or be viewed as compromising the
employees’ impartial performance, are items with a nominal value ($50 or less) that can be consumed, such
as a meat/cheese or deli tray, a meal, a box of candy, a tin of popcorn, a fruit basket, etc. The proper
disposition of these types of gifts would be the sharing of these items within the office. Examples of gifts
that would be inappropriate to accept are gift certificates for merchandise from a City vendor or other
retailer, vacation/travel packages, etc. (Refer to Personnel Policy Sections 303)
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SECTION 3.5 – INTEREST IN CITY CONTRACTS
An employee shall not:
(a) directly enter into any contract with the City; or
(b) directly sell goods to the City; or
(c) have a “proprietary interest” in any company having a contract or subcontract for doing

business with the City. Mutual funds or retirement funds invested in corporations but
managed by a third party do not apply here; or
(d) participate in any contract recommendations, decisions or administration relating to
companies in which the spouse of an employee has a “proprietary interest”; or
(e) be eligible to purchase directly, indirectly, or through public auction, any item placed on
sale by the City unless the property is offered for sale to the public after notice of the sale
has been published.
Violation of this section shall be grounds for disciplinary action up to and including termination. (Refer to
Personnel Policy Section 304, Article IV, Section 11 of the City Charter).
SECTION 3.6 – CONFLICT OF INTEREST
A conflict of interest is a real or perceived conflict between an employee’s professional or official duties and
an employee’s other interests, or is a situation where one duty conflicts with another. Conflicts of interest
may create an impairment of judgment or potential perception of the impairment of judgment.
All City employees are subject to conflict of interest policies establishing minimum standards for conduct of
City employees who, in their official capacity, are or may become involved with contract, grants,
purchase, sale, service or decisions that might affect their personal financial or otherwise private interests,
whether direct or indirect, or those of their immediate family members, as defined in Personnel Policy
Section 210.
Any employee who has, or whose immediate family member has, a direct or indirect substantial financial or
otherwise private interest in any contract, grant, purchase, sale, or service to the City or in any decision of
the City, must make that interest known to their Department Director, or City Manager. Employees are
prohibited from disclosing or using, without appropriate authorization, information designated as
confidential by statute, rule or City practice that they obtained from the City as a result of their employment
with the City.
Generally, employees shall not solicit or accept money, gratuities, favors, or goods of any modest monetary
value from any current or potential vendor. However, in the event employees receive a gift of any kind, the
employees’ supervisor must be notified, and the value and type of gift must be documented. Department
Directors and Division Heads are responsible for determining the appropriateness of the gift and its proper
disposition. Examples of gifts that would be appropriate, provided the receipt would not compromise or
be viewed as compromising the employees’ impartial performance, are items with a nominal value ($50
or less) that can be consumed, such as a meat/cheese or deli tray, a meal, a box of candy, a tin of popcorn,
or a fruit basket. The proper disposition of these types of gifts would be the sharing of these items within the
office.
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Employees of the City must be aware of, and identify on an ongoing basis, any circumstances in which the
City’s actions might affect their interests or the interests of their close relatives, and avoid situations in
which a conflict of interest may arise. If an employee believes that she or he has or soon may have a
conflict of interest in a specific matter that was not yet disclosed, or there could be a perception of a conflict
of interest on the part of an employee, the employee must immediately withdraw from participation in all
related activities and decisions related to that matter. The employee must notify the department of said
conflict, explaining in detail the potential or existing conflict of interest and affirming that the employee
has withdrawn from participation in the matter. Failure to appropriately disclose a conflict of interest
situation may result in corrective and/or disciplinary action, up to and including termination. (Refer to
Personnel Policy Section 305)
SECTION 3.7 – UNACCEPTABLE CONDUCT
1. Acceptance of gratuities, including gifts and cash.
2. Acceptance of something of value in return for services that are outside what is appropriate for your
position (kickback).
3. Breach of confidentiality by providing information to a supplier that creates an unfair advantage over
another, such as "auctioneering".
4. Participating in an action that can clearly be demonstrated to be a conflict of interest on the employee's
part.
5. Any activity that is in conflict with the general ethical standard.
6. Any activity that is in conflict with the City’s Purchasing Policies and Procedures, Personnel Policies or
the City’s Ethics Policy.
7. Bypassing internal controls put into place through system security, such as sharing a user name and
password.
The City of Oklahoma City Charter, Article IV., provides for the termination of employment for any individual
that participates in unethical conduct.
SECTION 3.8 – ELECTRONIC APPROVALS
On most transactions, purchasing uses electronic approvals in lieu of signatures. The department head is
responsible for determining the positions/individuals to exercise an approval on purchasing and receiving
transactions. An electronic approval is a signature. The electronic approval is part of each individual's security
profile that is established by the department head. Each department head shall maintain a source document file
that verifies the signature profiles of employees that have access to the purchasing system. The documentation
shall be accurately reflected in the security profiles established by the financial system manager currently
located in the Information Technology Department.
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SECTION 4
TYPES OF PURCHASES
SECTION 4.1 – SOLE SOURCE PURCHASES
An exemption to competitive bidding may be made when a City department or Procurement Services has
prepared a sole source resolution and it is approved by the City Council. The Purchasing Agent may also
approve sole source items if the cost is not greater than $25,000 for a single purchase or in aggregate for a oneyear period. There are a few common circumstances for approval of sole source purchases and/or resolutions:
1. Replacement or repair parts which necessitate the same brand and there is only one supplier for this
brand.
2. Compatibility of equipment is an essential factor for effective utilization of the product and there is only
one supplier for the equipment.
3. The item requested is the only kind that will fulfill the need of the department.
4. Situation requiring single source if unique and justifiable.
The department should obtain a sole source letter from the manufacturer of the product or service to be
purchased. A sole source justification memo must also be signed by the Department Head, or designee, for sole
source purchases in excess of $10,000. Sole source documentation should be attached to the purchasing
transaction prior to routing to Procurement Services for approval.
SECTION 4.2 – MOBILE AND RELATED HEAVY EQUIPMENT
The General Services Department/Fleet Services Division should be informed of all purchases of mobile and
related equipment with the exception of enterprise departments or trusts. The Procurement Services Division or
department will forward a copy of all related specifications to the Fleet Services Division.
SECTION 4.3 – COMPUTERS, PRINTERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
To ensure system compatibility, the Information Technology Department (IT) has administrative
responsibilities for all pricing agreements and State contracts on personal computers, data processing equipment
and related supplies. Purchases against these agreements must be approved by the IT Director, or designee, as
stated in IT’s most recent technology purchasing policy located on the City’s internal website. Open market
purchases for this equipment, regardless of price, must be approved by the IT Director, or designee.
SECTION 4.4 – PRINTERS AND PRINTER POLICY
On August 7, 2013, the City Manager issued Departmental Memo No. 13-15 – Printers and Printing Policy.
This policy was written following the departmental memo. Due to the significant costs of individual printers
(i.e. desktop printers), the policy of the City is to no longer purchase these printers or the toner/ink cartridges to
supply them. Existing printers may continue to be used until previously purchased ink/toner cartridges run out
or until repair or maintenance is required. Exceptions may be granted, by the department’s assistant city
manager, when employees are assigned to remote locations or require ADA accommodation.
Without restricting the ability of employees to perform City business, this policy also establishes a goal of
reducing paper consumption. The City provides several resources to support employees in using less paper.
Software such as Outlook, Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.), and Adobe Reader is provided to
employees to view and edit documents on computer monitors without printing. To the extent possible,
employees should read and edit documents received electronically on their computers. Where technology
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allows, printers will be set to default to double-sided printing. Tasks requiring single-sided printing, such as
printing on letterhead should be the exception and can be addressed by overriding the default settings. Shared
network drives are provided by the Information Technology (IT) Department for electronic document storage.
These files are backed up daily and provide more security than paper copies. The IT Service Desk can assist
computer users unsure of the best methods for storing and backing up computer files. Departments may also
want to review their policies and legal requirements, and, if necessary, consult the Municipal Counselor’s
Office concerning the storage of records.
The IT Department can assist departments with the creation of collaborative online workspaces on SharePoint
where participants may post and share documents electronically. Benefits include reduction in paper
distribution, versioning control, and centralized storage of documents.
SECTION 4.5 – MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
Purchases of two-way radios and mobile communications equipment for voice and data must be approved by
the Information Technology Department and forwarded to the Procurement Services Division.
SECTION 4.6 – MATERIAL PURCHASES REQUIRING INSTALLATION
The purchase of material items requiring installation with an estimated cost exceeding $50,000 and requiring
substantial installation by the contractor is reviewed by the Public Works Department, Engineering Division.
SECTION 4.7 – CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
Public Works has a Construction Purchasing Policy for open market purchasing under $50,000. Construction
purchases exceeding $50,000 must follow construction bidding procedures and the Oklahoma Competitive
Bidding Act. All individuals or companies interested in bidding on construction or engineering projects
advertised by The City of Oklahoma City must be pre-qualified. A pre-qualification application packet can be
obtained from the City Clerk’s Office. Sometimes pre-qualification is waived, depending on the project.
SECTION 4.8 – OPEN MARKET PURCHASES
Open market purchases are categorized as material items and services that do not exceed $25,000 per category
code or commodity. Formal contract items are more than $25,000 per category code or commodity. The
$25,000 amount is based on an accumulation of all purchases made Citywide over a one-year period per
category code or commodity.
Open market purchases are viewed in two separate categories. These categories are purchases for less than
$2,500 and purchases that are for $2,500 to $25,000 per category code, commodity or in aggregate for a oneyear period.
SECTION 4.9 – REQUESTS FOR GOODS AND SERVICES
Departments initiate requests for goods or services through various electronic transactions or requests for bids
(RFB), requests for proposals (RFP) or resolutions. Requisitions and purchase orders are electronic transactions
that result in an encumbrance. RFB's, RFP's and resolutions are manual or electronic processes that eventually
become contracts or authorities that result in electronic purchasing transactions that become encumbrances or
purchasing card transactions.
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Contracts generally fall into two categories. They are one-time contractual purchases and yearly contracts
(pricing agreements). Formal contracts are required for all purchases that exceed $25,000 per unit or in
aggregate Citywide for a one-year period.
SECTION 4.10 – SUPPLIER AND CATEGORY CODES
The purchasing system requires that all City purchases have a valid supplier/vendor identification code and
appropriate category code. Requesting departments should review the appropriate tables prior to issuing a
request for goods or services in order to ensure that suggested suppliers are registered and category codes have
been generated for the requirement. Purchasing card transactions do not require a category code.
SECTION 4.11 – VENDOR REGISTRATION
All suppliers must complete a Vendor Registration Form and submit a W-9 to be eligible to receive a
supplier/vendor identification code to transact business with The City of Oklahoma City. The Federal
Employer Identification Number (FEIN) or an individual’s social security number are obtained from the W-9
maintained by the Procurement Services Division.
The Supplier/Vendor Performance Table is a system-wide control, which requires that a supplier code be used
on all purchase orders, payment vouchers, contracts, purchasing card transactions and manual payments. An
electronic master table of current suppliers is provided to departments for placing orders, and to ensure that
payments are issued to the correct supplier at the correct address.
The Supplier/Vendor Performance Table maintains information on all suppliers referenced by purchase orders,
purchasing card transactions, pricing agreement documents, receiving documents and supplier invoices. This
provides each supplier’s transaction the immediate capability to track information. This table is the first key
field for researching problems with supplier payments, analyzing purchasing trends, delivery, shipping and
invoicing conditions, and compliance with governmental reporting (1099-1096) requirements.
SECTION 4.12 – FEDERAL REGULATIONS
The Internal Revenue Code, Section 6109, requires The City of Oklahoma City to obtain the Supplier's taxpayer
identification number. The Supplier (as payee) is required to provide the City (as payer) with its correct
taxpayer identification number. In accordance with the Federal income tax law, the Supplier is subject to a fine
imposed by the Internal Revenue Service if the City has not been provided with the correct identification
number. If the supplier is a firm or business, the taxpayer identification number is the employer identification
number. If the supplier is an individual, the taxpayer ID number is the social security number.
The City is responsible to ensure that all payments, credits, and debits are applied to the correct supplier
identification number.
SECTION 4.13 – REMOVAL OR SUSPENSION OF SUPPLIERS
The Purchasing Agent may remove or suspend a supplier from the Supplier Table for such period of time as is
deemed necessary. The following shall be deemed sufficient grounds or cause for removal or suspension:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Failure to post a satisfactory performance bond when so required.
Consistent failure to conform to contract specifications.
Consistent failure to make timely deliveries.
Failure to keep bid firm for the time specified on the invitation to bid.
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5. Collusion with other bidders or prospective bidders to restrain competitive bidding.
6. Bankruptcy or other evidence of insolvency of the bidder.
7. Giving false or misleading information on an application in an attempt to gain entry on the authorized
Vendor Table.
8. Any violation of these rules, regulations and procedures, as set forth in the City’s Purchasing Policies
and Procedures Manual.
9. Determination that the bidder is no longer qualified to do business with the City.
10. Failure to obtain required insurance certification.
11. Failure to honor warranties and guarantees on products delivered.
12. Any violation of the laws of the State of Oklahoma or the Federal Government.
NOTICE OF REMOVAL OR SUSPENSION
The Purchasing Agent will send written notice of removal or suspension from the Supplier Table to suppliers.
This action may be appealed in writing to the Purchasing Agent within ten (10) working days of the date of
notice from the City.
APPLICATION FOR REINSTATEMENT
A supplier who has been removed or suspended may state in person, or in writing, to the Purchasing Agent the
reasons they should not be removed or suspended, or, must show that any conditions leading to removal or
suspension have been remedied.
REINSTATEMENT TO SUPPLIER TABLE
The Purchasing Agent may reinstate a Supplier to the Authorized Supplier Table when a Supplier demonstrates
its ability to responsibly do business with the City. Reinstatement will be at the discretion of the Purchasing
Agent and the Supplier may be requested to resubmit a new Vendor Registration Form.
SECTION 4.14 – CATEGORY CODES
The category code, in conjunction with the supplier code, identifies each supplier who provides a specific
material or service. A category code, supplier code and account code are required for each transaction in the
purchasing system. The transaction is generated by the department and routed to the Purchasing Buyer who is
responsible for that department or commodity.
The Buyer reviews and confirms that the purchase is being made in accordance with open market requirements
or pricing agreements, and that expenditures are being made from appropriate account codes. The Buyer then
approves and updates the purchase. The funds are encumbered and a purchase order is printed.
Queries or tables in the purchasing system may be used to determine year-to-date total of money spent on each
category or pricing agreement/contract, including purchasing card transactions. Reports are generated for
category and pricing agreement/contract reporting purposes.
SECTION 4.15 – HAZARD COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
The Federal Government has identified a number of commodity items as being hazardous or potentially
hazardous. In such cases, the manufacturer of those commodities must provide a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) to
the purchaser. The Oklahoma Occupational Health and Safety Standards Act, 40 Okla. Stat. 1991, Sections
401-424 requires the City to obtain safety data auxiliary information on those specific materials and services.
The supplier is responsible for providing the Safety Data Sheet to the department when the goods are delivered.
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SECTION 5
SUSTAINABLE PURCHASING POLICY
5.1 – PURPOSE
On August 7, 2014, the City Manager issued Management Bulletin 14-3 – Sustainable Purchasing Policy. This
policy was written following the management bulletin. The purpose of this policy is to communicate the City’s
commitment, when cost-effective, to purchase products that are less toxic, wasteful, and costly to dispose of;
products that conserve energy, water, and other natural resources; and products that last longer.
Nothing in this policy shall require a department, employee, or vendor under contract with the City, to exclude
competition or to purchase products or services that do not perform adequately or are not available at a
reasonable price in a reasonable period of time.
5.2 – SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
In its purchasing of products and services, the City of Oklahoma City has the opportunity to address
sustainability goals. Therefore, it is the policy of the City to incorporate sustainability considerations into
purchasing decisions, when cost effective, in order to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Promote practices that improve human and environmental health;
Protect and conserve natural resources and energy;
Minimize the City’s contribution to pollution and solid waste; and
Support the City’s sustainability goals and initiatives.

5.3 – PURCHASING SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
In order to achieve these goals, City departments, employees, and contractors, when doing business with or on
behalf of the City, where cost effective, shall take into account the following when identifying, soliciting, and
evaluating products or services procured with City funds:
(a) To the extent feasible, reduce the amount of materials purchased that must be accounted for,
managed, reused, recycled, or sent to landfills. By reducing the amount of materials purchased, the
City will prioritize waste and cost reduction. Examples include:
• Renting or leasing equipment not needed on a regular basis;
• Utilizing centralized printers, instead of desktop printers;
• Purchasing recycled copier paper; and
• Changing copier and printer defaults to print double-sided.
(b) Purchase recycled and recyclable products when practical.
(c) When a product has operating and maintenance costs, these costs should be taken into account in
addition to the up-front purchase cost. This total “lifecycle cost” should be used to determine the
most cost-effective purchase for the City. Examples include items such as HVAC systems, vehicles,
and IT equipment.
(d) Take consideration of the environmental impacts of the item purchased. Examples of factors to
consider include:
• Conserving natural resources and minimizing the use of electricity and fuel;
• Reducing the generation and emissions of pollutants;
• Reducing waste in the manufacturing, use, and packaging of products;
• Considering at the time of purchase how the product will be disposed;
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• Minimizing transportation impacts of products; and
• Considering factors that provide other environmental and health benefits.
(e) Give consideration to products with independent third-party labels that verify minimum health and
environmental standards. Examples include Energy Star, Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC-US),
Green Seal, and EcoLogo.
5.4 – SUSTAINABILITY PURCHASING TRAINING AND INFORMATION
The Procurement Services Division, in partnership with the Office of Sustainability, will keep City employees
informed on the latest purchasing information related to this policy. This will be done through training,
newsletters and the internal website.
5.5 – APPENDIX – FREQUENTYLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs)
The attached list of FAQs has been provided to provide guidance with this policy.
Appendix: FAQs
1. Why use a sustainable purchasing policy?
Many products and services required for City operations are evaluated first by cost alone. This can result in
owning products that cost more to maintain than other options, or cause unnecessary damage to the
environment and/or public health. By purchasing environmentally preferable products, it is possible to
make the most cost-effective decisions and reduce these impacts.
A sustainable purchasing policy allows the City to incorporate important considerations into purchasing
decisions, when cost-effective, in order to:
• Promote practices that improve human and environmental health;
• Protect and conserve natural resources and energy;
• Minimize the City’s contribution to pollution and solid waste; and
• Support the City’s sustainability goals and initiatives.
2. What are the benefits of purchasing products that meet the City’s sustainability goals?
The sustainability element adds opportunities for the following:
• Lower purchase price for things such as remanufactured products;
• Reduced operational costs due to increased energy efficiency;
• Reduced disposal costs via the purchasing of more durable products;
• Reduced hazardous management costs by utilizing less toxic products;
• Improved employee and public health; and
• Greater social responsibility of vendors and contractors.
3. Can sustainable purchasing actually save money?
Yes. A number of environmentally preferable products available today are less expensive than their
conventional counterparts that serve the same purpose, including energy efficient equipment and appliances,
remanufactured toner cartridges and office panels, and retread tires.
A wide range of other products are equal or comparable in cost, including carpet, cleaning products,
janitorial paper products, remanufactured antifreeze and traffic cones.
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Other products may cost more at the time of purchase, but often have a shorter “payback period” after which
time they represent a significant ongoing cost savings in the maintenance, operation and/or disposal of the
product. (e.g. compact fluorescent light bulbs and plastic lumber.)
4. Are there key words I should look for when purchasing products?
The new language in the purchasing policy contains some suggestions. You might also ask your vendors or
contractors specific questions about products, including the following:
• Does this product contain less hazardous components/ingredients than its traditional counterpart?
• Is it reusable or more durable than its traditional counterpart?
• Is it made from recycled materials?
• What happens to the product at the end of its life? Is it recyclable? Will the manufacturer take the
product back? Does it require special disposal?
• Does it conserve energy or water?
• Is it made from plant-based raw materials?
• Is it produced locally?
5. What about sustainable product certifications?
There are a number of nationally-recognized certifications that you can look for to ensure that the products
you purchase have been endorsed by a non-biased, third-party source. Some of the most common include:
• Energy Star: (buildings and appliances) verified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). In addition to products, the ENERGY STAR
program produces information for purchasers including: how to develop a life cycle cost analysis;
preparing your bid; specifying a particular brand; educating employees about new policies; gaining
recognition for commitment to the environment and savings; overcoming barriers; and discovering
benefits. ENERGY STAR also has a "Savings Calculators," which can be used to compare
ENERGY STAR products with non-ENERGY STAR products.
• Forest Stewardship Certification (FSC-US): (paper products) sets standards for “forest friendly”
practices and, through independent verifiers, certifies forests that are managed consistent with its
standards. Forest-based products that originate from FSC-certified forests are also eligible for FSCcertification.
• Green Seal: (chemicals and cleaning products) establishes environmental standards and awards its
"green seal of approval" to products meeting its standards. Green Seal has created environmental
standards for more than 30 product categories and regularly publishes its Choose Green Reports,
which evaluate the environmental impact of products and recommend products that appear to meet
its standards.
However, you should be cautious of “greenwashing”, or false environmental advertising. The rapid growth
of interest for environmentally preferable products has led to a dramatic increase in the number of
organizations and manufacturers creating and marketing environmentally preferable goods and services.
This has led to an inundation of “green” merchandise onto the retail market, which in turn has led to an
increase in the number of claims that products are “green”, even when the product would not meet
traditional environmentally preferable standards. If you find a questionable label or environmental claim,
contact the Sustainability Office at sustainability@okc.gov.
6. What do you mean by “life cycle costs”?
Environmentally preferable products should be priced comparably to their traditional counterparts if they
are to be a viable option. However, you should consider the life cycle costs of the product, a process in
which you evaluate a good or service’s environmental impacts throughout its entire lifespan rather than just
its “sticker price”.
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Consider the following:
• Product/Project design;
Project managers can include life-cycle cost analysis as a requirement for the architectural and
engineering phase of construction projects. This will allow a comparison of total costs, including
projected energy consumption, over the expected life of different systems.
• Raw material extraction and processing;
All industrial systems require a supply of raw materials, ultimately extracted from the earth.
Examples include petroleum drilling, growing and harvesting of trees, mining of minerals, and
livestock production.
• Manufacturing, processing, formulation, distribution, and transportation;
These are the processes and sub-processes required to transform a raw material into a usable
consumer product and to get it to the consumer. Often times a substantial amount of energy and
emissions are generated during this process.
• Product use and maintenance;
Use of the product may result in energy consumption and/or waste discharge. For example, a
reusable glass bottle needs to be cleaned before it can be refilled. The cleaning process requires
energy and results in detergents disposed down the drain to sewage treatment facilities.
• End-of-life management: reuse, recycling and disposal.
At the end of its useful life, the product will be disposed of by the consumer. Materials entering the
solid waste stream will be recycled, incinerated, or land-filled.
7. How do I address this new requirement with vendors or contractors?
Some suggestions to get you started:
• Ask questions, using the guidelines and keywords above.
• Consider adding language to your RFPs alerting vendors and contractors to the new requirements. A
start might look something like this:
“Proposals should ensure that wherever possible specifications are amended to provide for the
expanded use of sustainability-preferred products such as: durable products, reusable products,
energy efficient products, low pollution products, products (including those used in services) that
contain the maximum level of post-consumer waste and/or recyclable content, and products that
provide minimal impact to the environment.”
• Similarly, the Product/Project Design section of Question #70 recommends including life-cycle cost
analyses requirements for construction projects.
8. Where can I find more resources?
You can contact the Planning Department (T.O. Bowman, 297-3168, thomas.bowman@okc.gov or
sustainability@okc.gov) or the Procurement Services Division of the Finance Department (Tiffany Lawson,
297-3027, tiffany.lawson@okc.gov) with any questions regarding the sustainable purchasing policy.
These organizations also have excellent resources for you to consider:
• Energy Star (appliances & buildings): www.energystar.gov
o The EPA-backed Energy Star Label is designated for products that use energy efficiently and
thus reduce utilities costs while maintaining the performance and features demanded by
consumers.
o Energy Star Certified Products: http://www.energystar.gov/about/
 Get estimates on energy savings
 Receive general buying guidance for appliances and equipment.
• Green Seal (chemicals & cleaning supplies): www.greenseal.org
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o Green Seal is a non-profit environmental certification program with a 25-year history of
employing scientific research and a number of standards to provide purchasing guides and
sustainability-minded publications.
 Use Green Seal’s product directory to browse products and services by category and/or
manufacturer: http://www.greenseal.org/FindGreenSealProductsAndServices.aspx
 Green Seal also provides resources for government agencies seeking to integrate
sustainable purchasing into office operations (see
http://www.greenseal.org/GreenGovernmentsAndNonProfits.aspx) including a green
office checklist:
http://www.greenseal.org/Portals/0/Documents/IG/Green%20Office%20Partnership/Gree
n%20Seal%20Green%20Office%20Checklist.pdf
Clean Cities (vehicle fleet): www1.eere.energy.gov/cleancities/
o The U.S. Department of Energy promotes the Clean Cities program is intended to reduce
transportation petroleum use by promoting alternative and renewable fuels, idle-reduction
measures, fuel economy improvements, and new transportation technologies. Clean Cities also
provides financial incentive opportunities, information resources, and a calendar of educational
events concerning transportation efficiency.
 Assists in purchasing of alternative fuel and fuel-efficient vehicles.:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/cleancities/publications.html
 Includes this 2014 Vehicle Buyer’s Guide:
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/uploads/publication/60448.pdf
 The Department of Energy has a collection of tools for buyers and transportation
decision-makers: http://www.afdc.energy.gov/tools
EPA Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program:
http://www.epa.gov/epp/pubs/about/about.htm
o Using the EPP database (http://yosemite1.epa.gov/oppt/eppstand2.nsf), purchasers can find the
following information by searching specific products:
 Model contract language, specifications and policies used by governments to buy
sustainable products and services;
 Standards and guidelines for products;
 Additional resources and contacts; and
 Lists of vendors.
o Green Purchasing Guides assist purchasers identify “greenwashing” or false environmentally
preferable advertising claims (http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/consumer/general/gen02.shtm),
provide tips for sustainable purchasing using government credit cards such as purchasing cards
(http://www.epa.gov/oppt/epp/tools/creditcard.htm) and also product-specific guides:
(http://www.epa.gov/oppt/epp/pubs/pfs.htm).
Responsible Purchasing Network: www.responsiblepurchasing.org
o This organization “is a national network of procurement-related professionals dedicated to
socially responsible and environmentally sustainable purchasing.” The RPN provides multiple
resources and purchasing guides for a wide range of products and services, including many used
by City departments:
o http://www.responsiblepurchasing.org/purchasing_guides/all/
Biodegradable Products Institute: http://www.bpiworld.org/
o BPI is a non-profit organization that promotes the use and recovery of compostable materials
through municipal composting and providing information and resources such as how to find a
composter.
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o Through their innovative compostable label program, BPI educates manufacturers, legislators
and consumers about the importance of scientifically based standards for compostable materials
which biodegrade in large composting facilities.
 List
of
Certified
(BPI-approved)
Products:
http://www.bpiworld.org/BPIPublic/Approved/1.html
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SECTION 6
PROCUREMENT BIDS, CONTRACTS AND RESOLUTIONS
SECTION 6.1 – SCOPE
Formal contracts/pricing agreements are required for materials and services, which exceed $25,000 per unit or
in the aggregate made by The City of Oklahoma City in a one-year period.
There are two basic types of contracts that The City of Oklahoma City enters into concerning materials and
services. They are one-time contracts and pricing agreements. One-time contracts are used when the City has a
specific need. An example of a one-time contract is the purchase of individual fire apparatus units. Pricing
agreements are used when the City has a continuing need for quantities that can only be estimated. An example
of a pricing agreement is for the purchase of office supplies.
Contracts/pricing agreements are based on specifications that are advertised for competitive bids. Bids are
opened electronically by the Bid Committee and referred to staff for evaluation. For amounts over $25,000,
purchasing staff must forward their recommendation to the City Council for award and approval.
Professional services contracts are approved by adhering to the Guidelines and Procedures for Professional
Consultant Selection presented later in this document.
Sole source authorization/contracts/agreements exceeding $25,000 can be entered into through a contract or
resolution approved by the City Council. Purchases with a purchase price of less than $25,000 can be approved
by the Purchasing Agent without Council action.
Under certain conditions, the City Council can waive formal competitive bidding and authorize open market
purchases exceeding $25,000 by adopting a resolution. Purchases with a purchase price of less than $25,000
can be approved by the Purchasing Agent without Council action.
The Oklahoma City Council is the only body that can award and approve formal contracts exceeding the
amount of $25,000. The Mayor and City Clerk are the only individuals that can execute formal contracts
exceeding $25,000.
The Purchasing Agent is authorized and may execute purchasing agreements and contracts with a value of
$25,000 or less, with the forms for such purchasing agreements and contracts to be approved by the City
Manager and Municipal Counselor; provided , the Purchasing Agent shall have the approval of the Finance
Director prior to signing any such purchasing agreements or contracts. The Purchasing Agent shall also have
the authority to sign renewal documents for these agreements and contracts as deemed appropriate.
The City of Oklahoma City provides fair and impartial consideration to all bidders, and seeks to obtain the
highest practical degree of full and free competition.
SECTION 6.2 – AWARDING OF CONTRACTS
The City will not make the award at the time of bid opening or receipt of proposals. All formal bids or
proposals will remain on file for a minimum of 48 hours before a contract will be awarded. After formal bids or
proposals are received, the department which requested the purchase will review the bid tabulation and the
recommendation provided by the Procurement Services Division. The concurrence of the requesting
department will generally be obtained before placing an award recommendation before the City Council for
their approval. If approved by the City Council, the contract document will be executed by the Mayor and the
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City Clerk and will be a legal and binding document. Administrative staff in the Procurement Services Division
will download executed copies of Procurement contracts from www.okc.gov and publish the documents on the
City’s internal website for use by department purchasers.
SECTION 6.3 – FORMAL BIDS
Departments submit technical specifications to the Purchasing Agent or Buyer in the Procurement Services
Division. The specification serves as a basis for obtaining supplies or services that are adequate and suitable to
meet the needs of the department. The total cost of ownership and operation, as well as the initial acquisition
cost, should always be considered when purchasing goods and services. It is the policy of the City that
specifications permit maximum, practicable competition consistent with this purpose. Specifications shall not
be unduly restrictive and should be drafted with the objective of clearly describing the City's requirements.
If the bid documents require additional language to change, clarify or improve requirements after the
specifications have been advertised in a newspaper of general circulation and posted in the electronic bidding
system, this language shall be prepared as an addendum. The addendum shall be considered a change or
addition to the original specifications, to clarify or make specific the actual requirements of the original
specifications.
The electronic bidding system will not allow bids to be submitted after the time and date shown on the Notice to
Bidders. Public opening of electronic bids will be conducted by the Bid Committee. Following the formal bid
opening, a Bid Committee bid tabulation created through the electronic bidding system will be posted in the
electronic bidding system. All bidders will be notified of the bid results through an e-mail from the electronic
bidding system. The bids are then reviewed and analyzed by the Purchasing Agent or appropriate Buyer and a
department representative, if applicable.
Specifications will contain
agreements/contracts:

the

following

provisions

as

a

1. Paragraph containing scope of contract or intent;
2. Definition of contracting entity (City or specific trust);
3. Contract period;
4. Contract renewal option;
5. Delivery schedule;
6. Right of inspection and acceptance at destination;
7. F.O.B. destination;
8. Commercial packaging;
9. Estimated annual requirements (No Guarantee);
10. Order of precedence;
11. Tax exemptions;
12. Right to audit;
13. Open Records Act and confidential information;
14. Invoicing instructions and explanation of payment process;
15. Warranty requirements;
16. General provisions;
17. Safety Data Sheet provision;
18. Invoicing instructions and explanation of payment process; and
19. Detailed technical specifications.
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minimum

requirement

for

pricing

If appropriate, the specifications may contain the following additional provisions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Price lists/illustrated catalogs;
Escalation/de-escalation provisions;
Insurance requirements; and
Performance bond/irrevocable letter of credit.

Procurement Services is responsible for preparing the electronic bid packet, submitting the bid packet for
approval and release in the electronic bidding system, finalizing the list of potential bidders and ensuring they
are notified of a bid and review of the specifications in order to ensure that they are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Non-restrictive;
Clear and concise;
Formatted correctly;
Free of errors in spelling or punctuation; and
Contain all necessary provisions.

SECTION 6.4 – ACCEPTING OR REJECTING SINGLE BIDS
Single bids over $25,000 will be received and opened by the Bid Committee. Single bids that have an estimated
cost of $25,000 or more may be recommended to be rejected in an effort to increase competition through the
revision of specifications or expansion of the potential bidder listing. A single bid may be accepted if it is
determined that readvertisement of the specifications will result in a higher cost or there is no additional
competition to be gained.
SECTION 6.5 – DETERMINATION OF FORMAL BID AWARDS
The City retains the right to waive minor deficiencies of specifications, technicalities or informalities in a bid,
provided that the best interest of the City would be served without prejudice to the rights of other bidders.
Tie bids may occur between two or more bidders. If the bids are equal in price and all specifications, the award
will be determined as follows:
(a) Local vendors - If all bids received are for the same total amount or unit price, quality and
service being equal, the contract shall be awarded to a local vendor. (Code 1993. §2-419)
(b) Outside vendors - When subsection (a) is inapplicable, the City Council shall award the contract
by drawing lots in public (Code 1993 §2-419).
Contracts shall be awarded to the lowest and best bidder. When determining the lower and better bid, the
following factors may be considered:
1. The ability, capacity and skill to perform under the contract and provide the service required.
2. Whether the bidder can perform the contract or provide the service promptly, and within the time
specified, without delay or interference.
3. Character, integrity, reputation, judgment, experience and efficiency of the bidder.
4. Quality of performance on previous contracts or services.
5. The previous and existing compliance by the bidder with laws and ordinances relating to the contract or
services.
6. Sufficiency of the financial resources and ability to perform under the contract.
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7. The quality, availability and adaptability of the supplies, or contractual services to the particular use
required.
8. The ability to provide future maintenance and service.
9. The number and scope of conditions and/or exceptions attached to the bid.
10. Consideration of whether the bidder has pending litigation.
11. Total cost of ownership of the product or service.
12. When cost-effective, to purchase products that are less toxic, wasteful, and costly to dispose of; products
that conserve energy, water, and other natural resources; and products that last longer.
The City reserves the right to accept by item, group of items or by the total bid, whichever is deemed to be in
the best interest of the City. If an award is made to multiple suppliers for the same item, it is the responsibility
of the using department to determine the lowest and best supplier based on the circumstances of each purchase
such as delivery time, availability and any quantity discount.
The City reserves the right to reject any bid in part or the whole of any bid.
No award will be made if it is determined that the lowest bid totals more than the money available for the
purchase or it exceeds the reasonable market price.
Split awards will normally only be made if a savings to the City can be made.
The Procurement Services Division will send an electronic copy of the contract to the supplier to signify
acceptance and notification of a valid and binding contract.
Note: When the award is not given to the lowest bidder, a full and complete statement shall be included
in the Council award memo and entered into the records of the City Clerk.
SECTION 6.6 – HANDLING OF FORMAL BIDS
Electronic Receipt - Formal bids shall be received electronically by the City Clerk’s Office.
Bid Opening - The Bid Committee, comprised of the Purchasing Agent, City Clerk, and City Auditor or their
representatives, shall electronically open formal bids. Such opening shall be open to the public. Bidders or
their representatives are invited to be present.
Bid Committee Bid Tabulation - A tabulation generated by the Bid Committee during the bid opening process
and shall be made available for public viewing through the electronic bidding system and become a part of the
public record.
Anti-Non-Collusion Affidavit - Each contract award must be accompanied by a properly signed and notarized
anti-non-collusion affidavit. An affidavit is required at bid opening for construction projects.
Contract Form - An electronically signed contract form must accompany each bid.
Records to be Public - All procurement records, which are subject to the Open Records Act, shall be open to
public inspection at all regular office hours of the City Clerk’s Office, except those records containing
confidential and/or proprietary trade secrets.
Review of Public Records - In order to review a procurement record, it is necessary to submit an Open Records
Request through the Office of the City Clerk. The City Clerk’s Office will contact the Procurement Services
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Division to provide the requested information. The Municipal Counselor’s Office will review records prior to
release by the City Clerk’s Office.
SECTION 6.7 – GROUNDS FOR REJECTION
Whenever a supplier believes that The City has treated them unfairly, it is recommended that the supplier
contact the Buyer involved in the transaction or the Purchasing Agent immediately. If the supplier is not
satisfied with the Procurement Services Division’s response, the supplier may file a formal appeal. Bids may be
rejected for any of the following reasons or for other sufficient reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Not responsive to the specifications.
The bid price exceeded the budget authority available for the purchase.
The specifications were determined to be unclear preventing responsive bids.
Addenda were not accepted in the electronic bidding system.
Failure to execute the anti-non-collusion affidavit properly prior to contract award.
Giving or offering of gratuities to a City employee or official.
Supplier has a relationship with a City employee or officer that suggests a conflict of interest with the
contract.
8. Not in the best interest of the City.
SECTION 6.8 – VENDOR’S RIGHT TO APPEAL
It is the policy of The City of Oklahoma City to deal fairly with all suppliers in the competitive bidding process
for buying and selling items to and from the City. This policy and procedure is intended to facilitate the
resolution of any disputes that may develop as a result of the City’s competitive bidding procedures.
If a supplier believes they were treated unfairly before, during or after, the competitive bidding process, it is
recommended that the supplier first contact the Buyer involved in the transaction, or the City Purchasing Agent
immediately. If the supplier is not satisfied with the response, the supplier may file a formal appeal. A formal
appeal must take the following form:
Step 1.

The supplier may submit any complaint in writing specifically identifying the area of complaint
and containing any supporting data or other pertinent information substantiating the complaint
within five (5) working days of the occurrence. The complaint shall be e-mailed to
cityclerk@okc.gov. The City Clerk will forward the appeal to the City Purchasing Agent. The
Purchasing Agent, or designee, will investigate the appeal and review findings with the
necessary staff representatives. The Purchasing Agent will then reply in writing within five (5)
working days of the date the appeal is received.

Step 2.

If the supplier is not satisfied with the Purchasing Agent’s written reply, an appeal may be made
in writing within five (5) working days to the Finance Director. The Finance Director, or
designee, will ascertain all facts within twenty (20) working days after receiving the notice of
appeal. The Finance Director, or designee, may hold a hearing and invite witnesses if deemed
necessary. The Finance Director, or designee, will provide findings and a decision within ten
(10) working days following the date of the hearing.

Step 3.

If the supplier is not satisfied with the Finance Director’s findings, the supplier can appeal to the
City Manager within five (5) working days following receipt of the Finance Director’s response.
There are no further steps in the appeals process.
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SECTION 6.9 – MATERIAL ITEM CONTRACTS
Commodities are considered to be material items. Construction items, intergovernmental payments and
professional services are generally not considered material items and may not follow the same purchasing
procedures. Examples of material items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Fuel
Office Supplies
Janitorial Supplies
Plumbing Supplies
Electrical Supplies
Vehicles
Grounds Maintenance Equipment
Computers
Furniture

SECTION 6.10 – SERVICE CONTRACTS
Service contracts are generally limited to meeting the needs of a particular department/division and may also be
used on a citywide basis. Examples of service contracts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Custodial Services
Pest Control Services
Plumbing Services
Vehicle Maintenance and Repair
Equipment Repair
Air Conditioning Repair/Maintenance
Copier Maintenance
Electrical Services

Service contracts are different from other contracts, in that the City purchases a service or performance from the
supplier. Some of these contracts have repair parts incorporated into the contract.
Service contracts have several unique characteristics, which include an insurance liability provision (to protect
the City from negligent acts of the supplier), references as to past performance, and sometimes a performance
bond or an irrevocable letter of credit (a guarantee that the vendor will do what the City is asking him/her to
do). Some of the service contracts include a penalty clause and/or termination clause, which allows the City to
ensure standard performance from a supplier whose performance level may become unsatisfactory.
SECTION 6.11 – PRICING AGREEMENTS
The Procurement Services Division and/or Procurement Buyers process a number of yearly
contracts/agreements. These contracts are often referred to as pricing agreements. These agreements may be
issued, as "City-wide" or they may be department specific. The agreements will have an estimated yearly spend
amount. Ordering departments are allowed to issue requisitions/purchase orders/purchasing card transactions
against the agreements for a period that is usually designated from date of award through a one-year period with
options to renew. The formal Council Memo will contain the estimated yearly spend amount of the agreement,
as well as the term of the agreement.
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SECTION 6.12 – STATE CONTRACTS
The City Council may adopt State contracts through a Resolution submitted for approval by the Procurement
Services Division. The State of Oklahoma has approximately 100 contracts that are available to state agencies,
counties, school districts and municipalities. Copies of the contracts are available on the Internet at the
Department of Central Service’s web site: https://www.ok.gov/dcs/solicit/app/contractSearch.php. The
Oklahoma City Charter requires that all state contracts be authorized by the City Council in amounts set by the
Council (currently $25,000). Procurement Services determines the appropriateness and dockets State contracts
for Council approval. Procurement Buyers and the Purchasing Agent monitor the use of State contracts to
ensure the City is receiving the best products and services at the lowest cost to the City. The Purchasing Agent
can authorize use of State contracts when expenditures are estimated to be less than $25,000 within a one-year
period without the approval of the City Council.
SECTION 6.13 – TRUST CONTRACTS
The City may make purchases from competitively bid contracts approved by a public trust of which the City is a
beneficiary, provided that the procedure followed by the trust for establishing the purchase price complied with
the same, or substantially similar, competitive bidding advertisement procedures as set forth in this section. The
City may use trust contracts/agreements for which the City is the beneficiary.
Examples of
contracts/agreements that may be used by the City include the Oklahoma City Municipal Facilities Authority
(OCMFA), the Oklahoma City Public Property Authority (OCPPA), the Oklahoma City Water Utilities Trust
(OCWUT) and the Oklahoma City Environmental Assistance Trust (OCEAT). A listing and copies of these
contracts/agreements are listed on the City’s internal website.
SECTION 6.14 – CONTRACT RENEWAL POLICY
On March 27, 1990, the Oklahoma City Council adopted a resolution establishing a policy on renewal of City
contracts for goods and services. This policy provides guidelines by which staff can request that Council renew
fiscal year contracts for up to two years.
To qualify for renewal under the City’s contract renewal policy, the supplier must be responsive in providing
goods and services and the market for goods and services has to have remained constant or increased and there
is no market advantage to the City to be gained in re-bidding. The supplier and the City must mutually agree to
renew under the same terms and conditions as the original award.
SECTION 6.15 – SMALL, MINORITY AND WOMEN OWNED BUSINESSES
Departments are encouraged to seek competition from small and minority firms and women’s business
enterprise firms when possible. The City shall notify small and minority businesses and women’s business
enterprises of solicitations to bid with the assistance of the Small Business Administration, the Minority
Business Development Agency of the Department of Commerce and others as available. Purchases over $2,500
not covered under a contract/pricing agreement must be quoted competitively following the City’s open market
purchasing procedures and the purchase must be made with the supplier/contractor submitting the lowest and
best quote. Materials and supply contracts over $25,000 must be competitively bid and approved by the City
Council and awarded to the lowest and best bidder. Construction contracts over $50,000 must be competitively
bid and approved by the City Council and awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
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SECTION 7
ELECTRONIC BIDS AND PROPOSALS
SECTION 7.1 – BACKGROUND
The City Charter was amended by a vote of the people on October 14, 2003. One of the amendments to Article
IX, Section 4 allowed the Council to determine the method in which competitive bids for goods and services
could be accepted: “competitive bids shall be submitted in the manner to be established by the Council . . .”
And, the “opening” of bids described in Article IX, Section 4 was redefined as follows: “As used in this
section, {opened} shall mean publicly revealed on the date and at the time and place provided in the bid
specifications.” On August 27, 2013, Chapter 2 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code was amended to provide
for electronic bidding and electronic signatures by the supplier, contractor and notary. These changes allow
suppliers and contractors to complete the bid forms and affidavits on-line. The following policy and procedure
is written to fulfill the intent of the Charter and Ordinance Change to allow the City to accept electronically
signed competitive bids and proposals, on-line, via the Internet.
SECTION 7.2 – POLICY
Electronic bids will be solicited for goods and services and construction projects as needed. Electronic
proposals for professional services will also be solicited. Formal competitive bids and requests for proposals
over $25,000 will continue to be advertised in a newspaper of general circulation. Instructions and training on
how to register to bid and receive notifications through the City’s electronic bidding system are posted on the
City’s web site at https://www.okc.gov/departments/city-clerk/current-bids.
The electronic bidding system will not allow a bid or proposal to be opened until the date and time stated on the
Notice to Bidder/Proposer in the specifications of each electronic bid invitation. The electronic bidding system
will not allow electronic bids to be submitted after the stated deadline.
SECTION 7.3 – PROCEDURE
Public opening of electronic bids will be conducted by the Bid Committee. The Bid Committee consists of the
Purchasing Agent, the City Clerk, and the City Auditor, or their designees. In the event of a City computer
system failure, the bid opening may be delayed or cancelled; however, this will not change the requirement for
all bids to be submitted on time. Late bids and/or proposals will not be considered. The City reserves the right
to reject all bids.
Following the formal bid opening, a Bid Committee bid tabulation created through the electronic bidding
system will be posted in the electronic bidding system. All bidders will be notified of the bid results through an
e-mail from the electronic bidding system. Procurement Services Buyers, or the appropriate department, will
evaluate the bids/proposals received. All formal bids or proposals will remain on file for a minimum of 48
hours before a contract will be awarded. Contract/pricing agreement award recommendations exceeding
$25,000 will be routed to the City Council for approval.
SECTION 7.4 –LISTING OF CURRENT BIDS
A list of currently advertised bids and proposals are posted on the City’s web site each week as bids are released
into the electronic bidding system by the City Clerk’s Office. Potential bidders must log into the electronic
bidding system to download a copy of a bid. City staff provides training and information to interested suppliers
and contractors on how to register to bid on City contracts. There is no fee to register as a prospective bidder in
the electronic bidding system.
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SECTION 8
OPEN MARKET PURCHASES
SECTION 8.1 – DEFINITIONS
Departmental purchaser - An individual appointed by a department and confirmed by the Procurement
Purchasing Agent through required training classes and approval of security as a delegated purchaser for that
department only.
Lowest and best bid - The lowest dollar bid in response to a request for bid that conforms to the specifications
and best meets the City's needs.
Open market purchase - Any purchase of supplies and/or contractual services that is made without formal
competitive bidding.
Open market purchase authority - Supplies and/or contractual services that do not exceed $25,000 in City
funds may be purchased on the open market without a formal bid and without Council action. Items that cost in
excess of $25,000 in City funds can only be purchased on the open market by City Council action. This action
is in the form of a resolution that waives competitive bidding and authorizes the open market purchase.
Open market resolution - A resolution approved by the City Council for open market authority, for supplies
and/or services not available on a pricing agreement. The estimated cost is based on immediate need or
historical usage that is made with or without formal competitive bidding.
Split purchases - An unauthorized purchase that is divided into orders involving sums lower than $25,000.01
for the purpose of avoiding the requirements of formal competitive bidding when the total amount is in excess
of $25,000. Or, purchases divided into sums lower than $2,500 to avoid informal quotes/bidding.
SECTION 8.2 - PROCEDURE
It is the policy of The City of Oklahoma City to ensure all open market purchases shall, wherever possible, be
based on at least three informal competitive price quotes/bids, and shall be awarded to the lowest and best bid in
accordance with the standards set forth in Article V, Division 3 of the Municipal Code, and Section 4 of Article
IX of the Oklahoma City Charter.
The first priority for all purchases, regardless of dollar amount, is to use suppliers available through existing
contracts, pricing agreements and resolutions authorized by the Oklahoma City Council and signed by the
Mayor. If the needed supplies and services are not available under existing contracts or pricing agreements,
contracted suppliers should be contacted for quotes prior to contacting suppliers who do not have an existing
agreement with the City.
Single item purchases less than $2,500 that are not available under a contract, will be made at the discretion of
departments based on reasonable and informed price comparisons and following the department’s purchasing
policy.
Single item purchases of $2,500 to $25,000 that are not under contract, will be made at the discretion of
departments based on the documentation of at least three informal competitive price quotations. The
documentation of the informal quotations must include the name and location of the City department, name and
title of departmental purchaser, description of the item, and supplier name, phone number, date of quote and
price, including set up fees and delivery charges. The price quotation and related documentation must be
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attached to the purchasing transaction in the financial system and must follow the records retention policy for
purchasing documents.
Departments may solicit informal price quotations for open market purchases by any one of the following
methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Letter;
Telephone;
Public notice;
E-mail;
Facsimile;
Electronic bidding system; and
Other means authorized by the Procurement Purchasing Agent.

The purchase will be made from the lowest and best quote/bid in accordance with the Municipal Code. When
the lowest bidder is not selected, a full and complete statement of the reasons shall be entered in the records of
the purchasing transaction and the department’s purchasing files. When determining the lowest and best bid, in
addition to price, the following factors may be considered:
1. The ability, capacity and skill to perform under the contract and provide the service required.
2. Whether the bidder can perform the contract or provide the service promptly, and within the time
specified, without delay or interference.
3. Character, integrity, reputation, judgment, experience and efficiency of the bidder.
4. Quality of performance on previous contracts or services.
5. The previous and existing compliance by the bidder with laws and ordinances relating to the contract or
services.
6. Sufficiency of the financial resources and ability to perform under the contract.
7. The quality, availability and adaptability of the supplies, or contractual services to the particular use
required.
8. The ability to provide future maintenance and service.
9. The number and scope of conditions and/or exceptions attached to the bid.
10. Consideration of whether the bidder has pending litigation.
11. Total cost of ownership of the product or service.
12. When cost-effective, to purchase products that are less toxic, wasteful, and costly to dispose of; products
that conserve energy, water, and other natural resources; and products that last longer.
SECTION 8.3 – PROCEDURE FOR PURCHASES LESS THAN $2,500
Purchases of non-contract items less than $2,500 will be the delegated authority of each department subject to
The City of Oklahoma City’s Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual. When possible, it is required that a
purchasing card be used for purchasing items less than $2,500.
When making open market purchases of non-contract items for less than $2,500, the department must first
select a supplier and use a purchasing card, or if the purchase does not qualify for the purchasing card, enter a
requisition in the financial system for payment to the chosen supplier.
If a requisition is entered, the electronic approval of the requisition signifies the following:
1. Authorizes the Buyer to encumber funds.
2. The funds are available (funds have been appropriated).
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A correct account class code is being used.
The correct accounting distribution is being used.
The correct supplier id is being used.
Appropriate category code(s) are being used.
Informal quotes were obtained and attached to the transaction when required by the department’s policy.
All data entry is correct, including necessary text, and the document has passed all electronic edits.

The transaction is electronically routed to the appropriate Procurement Buyer as a requisition based on the
category code. The Buyer reviews and applies the approval to the requisition which allows the transaction to
create a purchases order and be encumbered. A hard copy purchase order is printed and mailed to the supplier
and an electronic copy is posted on the City’s internal website for the originating department.
SECTION 8.4 – PROCEDURE FOR PURCHASES FROM $2,500 TO $25,000
Informal price quotations between $2,500 and $25,000 will be audited by the Procurement Services Division
and/or Procurement Buyers to ensure completion of the standard quotation form and accuracy of the
information prior to issuance of a purchase order. The price quotation form and supporting documentation must
be attached electronically to the requisition or purchasing card transaction in the financial system. Departments
shall retain a copy of the quotation form and any supporting documentation in their purchasing files in
compliance with the City’s records retention policy for purchasing records.
The Procurement Services Division and/or Procurement Buyer will review the electronic quote submitted by the
department/division and audit the record to confirm the following information before approval of the purchasing
transaction:
1. Department/division name;
2. Department purchaser phone number;
3. Item descriptions;
4. Company name and address;
5. Contact name and phone number;
6. Confirmation of quoted prices;
7. Confirmation of the time period for which the price quote is valid;
8. Total quoted price;
9. Documentation of three price quotes;
10. Choice of lowest quote;
11. Documentation for recommendation of other than lowest quote; and
12. Justification for single or sole source.
SECTION 8.5 – AUDIT OF OPEN MARKET PURCHASES
There will be a 100% audit/review of all price quotes between $2,500 and $25,000. Procurement Buyers may
audit/review some quotes more thoroughly than others. Procurement Buyers may contact suppliers or
departments for clarification of items and services being purchased to ensure policies and procedures were
followed and that the best selection was made. Repeated errors or infractions may result in administrative
disciplinary actions.
The Oklahoma City Charter and the City’s Procurement Ordinance require the awarding of contracts,
agreements and purchases to the lowest and best bidder. Many contracts and pricing agreements are established
each year for use by all City departments. These contracts, approved by the City Council, are the first priority
for all purchases, regardless of dollar amount.
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Purchases of $2,500 to $25,000 for items not available through City contracts/agreements require informal
competitive quotes be obtained by City departments through various methods, and recorded by City staff on a
standardized price quotation form.
Purchases of non-contract items of less than $2,500 are delegated areas of authority subject to the rules of each
department. All departments are to prepare written procedures for staff to use when making these purchases.
Departments are responsible for obtaining competitive prices for all open market purchases, including
purchasing card transactions.
SECTION 8.6 – POLICY ON AUDITS
Informal price quotations under $25,000 for non-contract items may be processed as decentralized purchasing
transactions. The previous section describes the procedure by which informal price quotations under $25,000
will be audited by the Procurement Services Division and/or Procurement Buyers. These procedures also apply
to purchasing card transactions.
SECTION 8.7 – DEPARTMENTAL PURCHASERS
Departmental purchasers will be appointed by their respective department head and will be confirmed by the
Procurement Purchasing Agent through required training classes, review of work by Procurement Buyers and
Accounts Payable staff according to the criteria outlined below. Designated employees in any department may
be authorized to act on behalf of the City Procurement Purchasing Agent in the purchase of goods/services for
their respective department following the Purchasing Policies and Procedures for Open Market Purchases of
$25,000 or less. A commitment must be made by the department and the designated departmental purchaser to
comply with purchasing laws, rules and regulations. The departmental purchaser must receive training as
required and cooperate with purchasing and accounts payable staff. The Procurement Purchasing Agent will
assess the performance of the departmental purchaser. Problems arising out of poor performance will be
communicated to the department head and/or respective supervisor. Performance appraisals for those
designated, as departmental purchasers will include the supervisor’s evaluation of purchasing performance.
Performance evaluations below fully competent may be cause for the departmental purchaser’s designation to
be rescinded and system security removed.
SECTION 8.8 – CRITERIA TO BE A DEPARTMENTAL PURCHASER
1. Fully competent or above performance evaluation.
2. Attend all required training courses in purchasing/accounts payable offered by the City’s Procurement
Services Division.
3. Basic literacy skills and commitment to organized, legible and accurate work.
4. Demonstrate knowledge of purchasing terms, accounts payable processing, claims and payroll listing
and partial payment function.
5. Skill in reading and interpreting financial system reports.
SECTION 8.9 – TRAINING
Departmental purchasers will be required to participate in various training classes to develop their skills, resolve
problems, and convey information regarding the City’s Purchasing Policies and Procedures, including updates.
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Departmental purchasers must attend required training provided by the Procurement Services Division before
they are officially designated as such. Training sessions will be scheduled as needed at the mutual convenience
of Procurement staff and the departmental purchasing candidate. Refusal to attend required training may be
cause for the departmental purchaser designation to be rescinded and system security removed. Individual
coaching sessions will be available when Procurement staff time allows.
SECTION 8.10 – REPORTING
Departmental purchasers will be required to comply with any reporting requirements that may be established by
the Procurement Purchasing Agent.
SECTION 8.11 – LOSS OF DESIGNATION
Departmental purchaser designation is made based on the qualifications and performance of the individual
employee and is not permanently assigned to a particular position. If performance is satisfactory, the
departmental purchaser will function as such until the department head replaces the designee. Unsatisfactory
performance or failure to comply with meeting or reporting requirements may result in removal of designation
and loss of system security. In this case, the department head may select a replacement, or lose the ability to
use the services of a departmental purchaser.
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SECTION 9
PURCHASE ORDER REQUIREMENT
9.1 – POLICY
On January 25, 2017, the City Manager issued an update to Management Bulletin 17-1 – Policy for Purchase
Order Requirement and Procedures for After Hours and Emergency Purchases as a reminder of the requirement
for departments to obtain a valid purchase order prior to the time an order is placed to purchase any goods or
services. This policy was written following the management bulletin.
Employees who obtain goods and services from suppliers/contractors/vendors of The City of Oklahoma City
should be aware of the following:
Oklahoma State law and the policies of The City of Oklahoma City require the issuance of a valid purchase
order, prior to the time the order is placed, to purchase any goods or services (See 62 Okla. Stat. 2010 §310.1).
This is necessary to confirm that sufficient funds are encumbered to pay for the purchase.
In the event of an emergency, departments may use the City issued purchasing card, or a verbal purchase order
number may be issued by the Procurement Services Division. Issuance of the emergency purchase order
number is required, prior to the time the order is placed, to purchase any goods or services. It is also the City’s
policy to use existing purchasing agreements when possible. Exceptions to this requirement must be approved
by the Purchasing Agent or appropriate Procurement Buyer in advance of a purchase being made. Procurement
Services maintains a list of contracted suppliers/contractors/vendors that may be needed during emergency
situations. This list is published on the internal website and provided to departments upon request.
Employees who obtain any items or services on behalf of The City of Oklahoma City without a valid
purchase order number could be held personally liable for payment. In addition, the employee will be
subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination as set forth in the Personnel Policies of the City.
The Oklahoma City Municipal Code, 2010, Chapter 2, Article V, Division 1, Section 2-351 defines an
emergency purchase as a situation in which “the immediate procurement of needed supplies and/or services is
essential to prevent delays in the work of the ordering department, which may vitally affect the life, health or
convenience of the citizens.” Additionally, if a disaster or emergency situation has been declared by a
proclamation issued by the Mayor of The City of Oklahoma City, the emergency purchasing procedure will be
in effect.
Please provide this policy to all supervisors and employees involved in the purchasing process, whether
ordering or receiving goods and/or services.
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SECTION 10
EMERGENCY PURCHASES
10.1 – PROCEDURES

The following procedures should be followed when making purchases after hours or during an
emergency event.
A.

Purchasing Card
If a disaster has been declared, the City Purchasing Agent or Purchasing Card Coordinator are
authorized to temporarily increase the per transaction and monthly purchasing limit of designated
Purchasing Cardholders if requested by the City Manager, Assistant City Manager, or Department
Director. The request will be issued by telephone, e-mail or in person. An official written request must
be completed within ten working days after the emergency event has ended.

B.

Emergency Purchase Order
The City’s emergency purchase order phone number is (405) 316-3637. This phone number will
transfer to the on-call Purchasing Agent or Buyer after hours, on the weekend or during an emergency
event. There is also an emergency purchase order e-mail address emergencypo@okc.gov which can be
used to request an emergency purchase order number during an emergency, after hours or on the
weekends. If the e-mail is not promptly responded to, please call the above listed emergency phone
number.
1.
2.
3.

C.

The Purchasing Agent or Buyer will assign an emergency purchase order number in the event of
an emergency.
Any emergency purchase order number issued will be entered into the City’s financial system by
the requesting department on the next working day following the emergency.
The on-call Buyer will make a report of the emergency to the City Purchasing Agent on the
following business day.

Record Keeping
Record keeping for all purchases following the Policy for Purchase Order Requirement and Procedures
for After Hours and Emergency Purchases will be the responsibility of the originating department. The
following minimum information should be retained, for audit purposes, for two fiscal years:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Description of item and estimated or actual acquisition date and price.
Emergency purchase order number(s) and dates issued.
The purchase order number later issued from the financial system.
Copy of original communication/letter, or e-mail, requesting an increase in a Purchasing Card
transaction limit.
Other documents relating to the emergency purchase; vendor name, address and phone number.
Itemized receipts and funding sources.

Please provide this policy to all supervisors and employees involved in the purchasing process, whether
ordering or receiving goods and/or services.
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SECTION 11
PAYMENT PROCESSING
SECTION 11.1 – BUYER REVIEW AND ENCUMBRANCES
On May 7, 2012, the City Manager issued Departmental Memo No. 12-9 – Purchasing Policies and Procedures
– Payment Processing. This policy has been updated to reflect current payment processing procedures and
should replace the information contained in the previous memo. All City purchases, regardless of type or
category, must route through a Procurement Services Buyer. All City purchases must be encumbered (monies
set aside for a specific purpose) and a purchase order (PO) issued. The Buyer ensures departmental requests
meet all legal and procedural requirements prior to being encumbered and a purchase order issued. The
encumbering officer for The City of Oklahoma City is the Finance Director. The Buyers act on behalf of the
encumbering officer and the Purchasing Agent regarding approval of City purchases.
SECTION 11.2 – PURCHASE ORDERS, INVOICES AND RECEIVERS
Departments and suppliers receive copies of POs issued. The supplier delivers the goods or services to the
department and issues an invoice to The City of Oklahoma City. Original supplier invoices are submitted to the
Accounts Payable Section of the Procurement Services Division. The department acknowledges receipt of
goods or services from the supplier by generating an electronic receiver. The electronic receiver acknowledges
the goods or services were received and authorizes payment to the supplier. Packing slip information or invoice
numbers should be entered in the appropriate field on the electronic receiver as required by Procurement
Services.
Supplier invoices are used to record the cost and terms of goods ordered and delivered. The invoice should
include the supplier name and address, ship to address (department name and location), PO number, itemization
of each item purchased, description, stock number, unit cost and quantity, unit of issue (each, box, case etc.) and
total amount of the invoice.
Accounts Payable matches the PO, original invoices, any required claim forms i.e. construction, and other
supporting documents, and notes the payment voucher number on the PO.
SECTION 11.3 – THREE–WAY MATCH AND PAYMENT
The Accounts Payable Section of the Procurement Services Division is responsible for processing claims for
payment. The final phase of the purchasing cycle is the three-way-match and the generation of a payment
voucher, which results in a check or electronic payment being issued to the supplier.
The financial system compares the PO, electronic receiver and supplier invoice. These documents must
"match" electronically before the claim can be processed. The three-way match considers the units ordered,
received and invoiced, as well as the unit cost, on the purchase order, receiving document and invoice.
The Accounts Payable Section ensures the three-way match has been accomplished. Accounts Payable relies on
system-maintained tables, as well as source documents, to verify the three-way match.
If the invoice is not part of a three-way match, it will be processed as follows:
1. If the receiver is missing, Accounts Payable will contact the originating department and document any
problems, and if necessary, refer to the appropriate Buyer.
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2. If the invoice does not reference a PO number, Accounts Payable may refer the invoice to the
appropriate Buyer or department if the PO number cannot be determined.
3. If the invoice exceeds the encumbrance, Accounts Payable may contact the department or the
appropriate Buyer to request a change order be processed.
There are system tables that provide query capability to the status of the order, receipt, and invoice information
captured in the financial system.
Once the three-way match is verified, the voucher is approved and budget checked and the Claims and Payroll
listing is created. The Claims and Payroll listing is a list of all payments made by the City and is approved by
the City Council at the next available Council meeting.
SECTION 11.4 – SUPPLIER DISCOUNTS
Many suppliers have discount policies that permit discounts to be taken in return for prompt payment. These
discounts are located on the invoice or a pricing agreement/contract. The Accounts Payable Section enters
prompt payment discount codes on the payment voucher when processing invoices. The system will then
calculate whether the discount can be taken at time of payment.
SECTION 11.5 – SUPPLIER PAYMENTS
It is imperative, goods or services are not released to employees of the City of Oklahoma City unless a PO
document is in the supplier’s possession, or unless a valid PO number is given at the time the order is requested.
City employees who attempt to receive any item on behalf of the City of Oklahoma City, but who do not
provide the supplier with a valid PO number, are themselves personally liable for the item(s) they receive. The
City of Oklahoma City is not responsible for the payment of these items. It will be the responsibility of the
supplier to collect from the employee directly. This is for the protection of the supplier, the employee, and The
City of Oklahoma City.
Suppliers should submit invoices to the Procurement Services Division, Accounts Payable Section for payment
processing. Invoices should not be submitted to the user department unless specifically instructed to do so by
the Procurement Services Division. Invoices should not include any costs related to outstanding back orders.
In cases of partial delivery, the department should make partial payment, after giving consideration to the dollar
value of the delivered goods and the relative importance of the back-ordered items. Departments shall endeavor
to authorize payment for goods or services received in a timely manner regardless of partial or final shipments.
It is the City’s goal to process payments to suppliers within 30 days of the invoice date.
Payments will be processed promptly after receipt of properly prepared invoice(s) and electronic receiver(s).
The original invoice must be in the Accounts Payable Section.
Invoices must contain the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Supplier’s name and address.
Ship to address (Department Name and Location).
PO number.
Itemization of each item purchased.
Description, stock number, unit cost and quantity.
Unit of issue (each, box, dozen, pound, etc.).
Total amount of invoice.
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The City of Oklahoma City notifies the supplier either on the PO, pricing agreement or Vendor Registration
Form that in lieu of a sworn affidavit, any supplier who accepts payment confirms the following:
1. The invoice is true and correct.
2. The work, service or materials, as shown by the invoice or claim, have been completed or supplied in
accordance with the plans, specifications, orders or requests furnished the supplier.
3. The supplier has made no offer of money, or anything of value, directly or indirectly, to any elected
official, officer or employee of the City.
SECTION 11.6 – PAYMENTS FROM GRANT FUNDS
All grant fund payments must be certified on the invoice or through an e-mail by the Grant Administrator and
attached to the payment when processed, including purchasing card transactions. Purchasing cardholders must
attach this documentation to each transaction being paid with grant funds prior to submitting to their
department’s purchasing card approver. The Grant Administrator is certifying the following “As Program
Manager for the grant, I do hereby certify that the costs for this purchase/payment represent an allowable,
reasonable, an allocable cost benefit to the objectives of the grant and that the vendor is not currently on The
Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) suspended and debarred list.”
SECTION 11.7 – SUPPLIER CREDIT MEMOS AND REFUNDS
Supplier credit memos are processed by the Accounts Payable Section of the Procurement Services Division.
When credit memos are processed, the amount is deducted from the supplier’s payment. The credit amount
cannot be more than the total amount of the invoice being processed. The City’s financial system will not
process a payment with a negative or zero dollar amount. When necessary, the Accounts Payable Supervisor
will request the supplier issue a check for a refund instead of a credit memo.
SECTION 11.8 – CHANGE REQUESTS
Change requests are used to adjust any number of discrepancies that occur during the processing of purchasing
and accounts payable documents. Change requests occur when the "three-way match" cannot be performed
successfully. The documents that make up the three-way match are the PO, the receipt and the supplier invoice.
The electronic three-way match considers unit of measure, as well as unit cost by line item. The value of the
total order is also considered. Change requests to a PO will result in a new purchase order being printed. The
PO will state it is a modified printout. The number of change requests, as well as the last print date, are
recorded in the change request history tables.
SECTION 11.9 – VENDOR FILE MAINTENANCE
It is the policy of the City of Oklahoma City to retain all vendor registration records, in accordance with the
City’s Records Retention Policy, to allow for accurate and complete historical reporting. To effectively manage
the size of the vendor file for daily access, the total electronic file will be sorted to identify suppliers by Active
or Inactive status.
The total vendor file will be reviewed at least annually to identify active vendors/suppliers which may need to
be inactivated. For this purpose “inactive” will mean no POs have been issued to the supplier, no purchasing
card transactions have been made and no payments have been made for the prior three years. Also, no inquiries
or updates have been entered in the individual supplier file for the same time period. The procedure will not
delete the inactive supplier records. Instead, it will only change the status from Active to Inactive. Inactive
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suppliers will be marked as I (Inactive). The inactive suppliers will be purged from the active file, but not
deleted from the historical record in the financial system. Temporary (one-time) vendors/suppliers will also be
marked as I (Inactive) at least annually. Procurement Services will monitor vendor registration records to keep
duplicate vendor/supplier identification codes to a minimum.
When necessary, a supplier may be reactivated by Procurement Services staff. If the paper record has been sent
to shredding/recycling, or is out-of-date, the supplier will need to submit a new Vendor Registration Form and
W-9 to reactivate the file. Supplier files will be held for at least one year after a supplier number becomes
inactive prior to following the City’s Records Retention Policy.
SECTION 11.10 – YEAR-END PAYMENT PROCESSING PROCEDURES
The City and its related Trusts are required to pay for all goods and services received in a timely manner. Each
employee, supervisor, and department is ultimately responsible for making certain these payments are
completed as soon as possible after receipt of merchandise or services. It is especially critical that electronic
receivers for goods or services received on or before June 30 are entered by June 30. Invoices for goods or
services received on or before June 30 should also be paid as soon as possible following that date. This
includes both fiscal year and multi-year operating units. Where partial goods and services are received, those
items received prior to June 30 must be processed for payment prior to the Accounts Payable deadline discussed
later in these procedures.
YEAR-END CLOSING MEMO
The Finance Director will issue a year-end memo prior to June 1st of each year. This memo will provide closing
instructions and deadlines to ensure City departments and Trusts meet the necessary requirements for the
Finance Department to close out the fiscal year.
ENCUMBRANCES
Particular attention should be given to invoices presented without prior encumbrances and the disciplinary
measures in place for violation of this procedure. In addition, it is crucial these procedures be followed
carefully in order to reduce errors as much as possible. All goods and services must be obtained using a valid
PO, except for those goods and services secured with a purchasing card. In case of an emergency, a PO number
must be issued by the Finance Department, Procurement Services Division. No goods or services can be
obtained unless a purchase order document is in the supplier’s possession or a PO number is given at the time
the order is placed. The PO will need to be in Dispatched status before the requester can give the PO number to
the supplier. This is for the protection of the supplier, the employee, and the City of Oklahoma City.
Employees who obtain any items or services on behalf of the City of Oklahoma City without a valid PO number
will be held personally liable for payment and will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination, as set forth in the Personnel Policies of the City.
Public Trusts that have adopted the City’s purchasing policies and procedures should comply with all provisions
of this policy. Public Trusts that have not adopted the City’s purchasing policies and procedures should adopt
policies and procedures that ensure the principles set forth in these procedures are followed and clearly outline
any differences in policy requirements.
Purchases for a fiscal year must be encumbered in the same fiscal year. All requisitions must be entered into
the system, pass all edits, be approved and budget checked, prior to the deadline set by the Finance Department.
This will ensure anticipated purchases are encumbered prior to the end of the fiscal year.
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ELECTRONIC RECEIVERS
Departments must apply electronic receivers and have all claims for fiscal and multi-year operating units to
Accounts Payable by the year-end deadline. Unpaid balances for goods and services received after June 30
against fiscal year operating units must be re-encumbered to provide budget authority to pay the claim in the
following fiscal year.
PETTY CASH REPLENISHMENTS
In accordance with State statutes, purchases cannot span fiscal years. Purchases should terminate on June 30 of
the current fiscal year and reconciliation should be performed. Any person responsible for a petty cash account
must encumber a PO and submit replenishment claims to the Accounts Payable Section no later than the yearend deadline. An estimated encumbrance for replenishments must be entered by the requisition entry deadline.
The PO can be change ordered, if necessary, prior to the Accounts Payable deadline. Petty cash accounts
remaining unreconciled when the books of a given fiscal year are closed, or upon termination of an officer or
employee making such draw or expenditures, become the personal responsibility of the person making such
draw or expenditure. Petty cash claims not submitted to the Accounts Payable Section by the deadline will
require a memo from the Department Head of the submitting department to the Finance Director through the
Purchasing Agent, explaining in detail why the replenishment was not submitted by the deadline. These may
become a personal responsibility of the petty cash custodian.
OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENTS
Out-of-pocket expense reimbursements should be filed within 10 working days of the purchase. These claims
must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section no later than the year-end deadline. An estimated
encumbrance for out-of-pocket expenses must be entered by the requisition entry deadline. The PO can be
change ordered, if necessary, prior to the Accounts Payable deadline.
Departments submitting an Out-of-Pocket Expense Reimbursement after the Accounts Payable deadline will be
required to submit a memo from the Department Head to the Finance Director, through the Purchasing Agent,
explaining in detail why the claim was not submitted by the deadline.
COMPUTER PURCHASES
Computer purchases must be encumbered, along with all licensing information, no later than the deadline set
forth in the year-end memo issued by the Finance Director. Any requests for exceptions must be approved by
the Information Technology Department prior to approval by the Procurement Services Division.
PO CHANGE REQUESTS
PO change requests on encumbrances in fiscal year operating units will follow the same closing schedule as the
original encumbrance.
INVOICES
Goods and services, including utility bills, received on or before June 30th must be processed for payment prior
to the Accounts Payable deadline.
Invoices dated before July 1st or for goods and services received prior to June 30th not referencing a valid PO
number from the prior fiscal year will not be processed for payment without proper documentation. The
involved department will be required to submit a Prior Fiscal Year (PFY) memo approved by the Department
Head to the Purchasing Agent by the deadline. PFY memos submitted after the deadline will be required to be
submitted from the Department Head to the Finance Director, through the Purchasing Agent, explaining in
detail the reason why the outstanding invoice does not show an encumbrance against it. This memo will be
routed through all appropriate levels for determination of final disposition.
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PO ROLLOVER
Purchase Orders for items encumbered prior to June 30th; which are encumbered using fiscal year operating
units, whether for goods and services received before or after June 30, and cannot be fully processed for
payment by the deadline are subject to PO rollover. Procurement Services will provide procedures and
guidelines for PO rollover at the end of each fiscal year.
After PO rollover is completed by the Procurement Services Division, departments can process receipts, change
requests, and payments. Procurement Services will deliver the list of POs that were rolled over to the Budget
Office and a budget amendment will be prepared. Following adoption of the budget amendment, funding will
be added to department budgets in an amount equal to the POs that were rolled over. Any POs, which are not
included in the budget amendment, will have to be paid from the department’s current year budget.
PURCHASING CARD PURCHASES
All purchasing card transactions must be made (supplier must swipe card) by the year-end deadline. This will
ensure purchases are processed in time to post to the correct fiscal year. Cardholders should work with their
suppliers to ensure all transactions are posted and available no later than the date set forth in the year-end
memo.
Purchasing card transactions will be suspended for approximately the final two weeks of June each fiscal year
to ensure transactions are posted in the correct fiscal year. Cardholders will be able to use purchasing cards
again on July 1st, for the following fiscal year, provided the proper encumbrances are in place. The Purchasing
Card Coordinator will notify departments of the amount of the necessary encumbrances derived from the
average monthly spend of each specified fund based on expenditures from the previous fiscal year.
Departments only spending general fund money are not required to enter an encumbrance. This encumbrance is
completed by the Finance Department to cover all general fund purchasing card purchases.
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SECTION 12
GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT SELECTION
(REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS)
All professional service contracts as defined in these Guidelines and Procedures for Professional Consultant
Selection shall be made and entered into pursuant to these procedures and approved or ratified by the City
Council or respective Trust, as applicable.
12.1 – DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of these Guidelines and Procedures for Professional Consultant Selection, the following terms
and phrases shall have the meaning set forth below.
A.

“City” shall mean The City of Oklahoma City and/or any Trust that has adopted these procedures. As
used in these procedures, an approval, ratification, waiver or rejection by the City or Trust shall mean an
action of the governing body of such entity.

B.

“City Clerk” shall mean the City Clerk of The City of Oklahoma City, or designee.

C.

“Guidelines and Procedures” or “Procedures” shall mean these Guidelines and Procedures for
Professional Consultant Selection.

D.

“City Manager” shall mean the City Manager of The City of Oklahoma City, or designee.

E.

“Consultant” shall mean a person or entity that provides or offers to provide professional consultant
services as defined in these Guidelines and Procedures for Professional Consultant Selection.

F.

“Electronic Bidding System” shall mean the electronic bidding application used by the City and/or Trust
to advertise and receive all bids, proposals, communications, and responses to solicitations.

G.

“General Manager” shall mean the General Manager of a Trust adopting these procedures, or designee.

H.

“Professional Consultant Services” or “Professional Services” or “Professional Services Contract” shall
mean a contract or service that requires the contractor to perform services, or perform services in
conjunction with providing associated supplies, parts, and/or equipment, that are technical or
professional in nature, that require professional or scientific judgment or other special skills training,
taste or discretion, or that are not subject to uniform specifications, either due to the nature of the
expertise or the extraordinary need of the contracting entity. Professional consultant services are
generally procured through a request for proposals. Requests for proposals for these types of services
are generally used to obtain the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

an opinion, advice or skill which is not readily available within the department or from any other
department;
use of specific professional disciplines in an advisory, planning or evaluative capacity;
expertise or objective opinion on critical or sensitive issues;
benefits of developments in industry, university or foundation research;
opinions and/or involvement of experts whose established knowledge and stature may contribute
to the success of important projects, goals and objectives;
expertise which provides knowledge and skill for projects involving the use of computer
technology or other types of technology;
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7.
8.
9.

10.

performance of tasks or activities of limited duration that do not warrant additional full-time
staff;
performance of tasks or activities of limited duration that require augmentation of permanent
staff;
advice or assistance resulting in a report or other deliverable service delineating the alternative
courses of action and recommendations based upon the expertise possessed by the consultant;
and/or
such other professional or technical services as determined by the City Council to be necessary
or beneficial to the City or its trusts and authorities.

I.

“Request for Proposals” or “RFP” shall mean an invitation requesting formal proposals for professional
services for which detailed specifications are impractical and price is not the primary evaluation factor.

J.

“Request for Qualifications” or “RFQ” shall mean an invitation requesting formal qualifications for
professional services wherein the respondents are evaluated based solely on skills and qualifications.
An RFQ may be used to short-list firms to those most qualified for a subsequent competitive RFP
solicitation or to select the most qualified firm for the work.

K.

“Requesting Department” shall mean the department, which initiates the request for professional
consultant services, develops the Request for Proposals, and is charged with the responsibility for
monitoring the performance of the consultant and reviews the payment of invoices under the resulting
professional services contract.

L.

“Secretary” shall mean the Secretary of a Trust adopting these procedures, or designee.

M.

“Trust” shall mean a public trust with The City of Oklahoma City as a beneficiary.

12.2 – ASSESSMENT OF NEED FOR CONSULTANTS
A.

The City Council and/or Trust shall assess and determine the need for consultants or other professional
services through approval or ratification of the RFP/RFQ and/or authorization to solicit proposals and/or
qualifications.

B.

Professional consultant services shall not be used to perform any duties determined to be non-delegable.

C.

These procedures shall not apply to:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

professional services that are obtained by award of a contract pursuant to competitive bidding;
architectural, engineering and planning services, including licensed architectural, landscape
architectural, registered engineering, registered land surveying services, appraisers, and certified
planners;
testing laboratory services;
any professional consultant service that is a sole source; i.e., the only known person or entity
with a particular skill, knowledge, license, trademark, copyright, or expertise;
City contracts in the amount of less than $25,000;
Trust contracts for dollar amounts as limited by the respective Trust Indentures or approved by
the Trust;
attorneys, except bond counsel; and
expert witnesses and consulting experts for litigation.
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D.

Except as limited in paragraph C above, these procedures shall apply, but not be limited, to the
following consultants or professional services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

accountants;
actuaries;
bond counsel;
bond underwriters;
financial advisors;
healthcare benefits, worker’s compensation services providers;
independent auditor;
information technology and software consultants;
insurance brokers and agents;
investment broker;
legislative consultants;
management consultants;
medical services providers;
psychological services providers; and
veterinarians.

12.3 – PROCEDURES FOR THE SELECTION OF PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS
The procedures are as follows:
A.

The Requesting Department shall develop the Request for Proposals. The RFP shall include, but is not
limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

General Instructions and Requirements for Proposers document (preloaded in the electronic
bidding system);
Oklahoma Open Records Act and Confidential Information document (preloaded in the
electronic bidding system);
sample Non-Discrimination Statement (preloaded in the electronic bidding system);
sample Anti/Non-Collusion Affidavit (preloaded in the electronic bidding system);
sample Vendor Registration/W-9 Form (preloaded in the electronic bidding system);
Notice to Proposer (part of the proposal packet);
information regarding any mandatory or non-mandatory pre-proposal conferences;
a statement or description of the specific tasks and/or services to be performed;
the goal or objective to be achieved by the services;
the scope of the services to be provided;
a.
the scope of the services should be specific enough to provide proposers with sufficient
information to prepare an appropriate response to the RFP (“proposal”);
b.
any deadlines or constraints to be addressed;
c.
the precise extent, if any, to which City/Trust staff shall participate in the performance of
any tasks;
d.
the function of the consultant and the need and proposed use of the services; and
e.
the format of any reporting or documentation of tasks or services.
the ability and capacity of the proposer; the management structure; and the procedures and
practices for management of the engagement;
a description of past performance and references on similar services;
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
B.

an estimate of the hours and timelines to perform each task or service and to complete all tasks
and services;
a statement of billable fees for the services for each member of the proposer’s team; an estimate
of reimbursable expenses; and a not to exceed total for all fees and expenses;
the requirements of the service schedule and the reporting requirements for each service or task
and the overall completion of the services;
whether any additional or further services may be subsequently determined by the City
Council/Trust or the Requesting Department to be requested or required;
the time for submission of proposals;
where a copy of these procedures may be obtained;
the critical issues or services to be addressed in the proposals;
a description of the proposal evaluation process, rating scale, and/or selection criteria; and
the contract negotiation process and criteria, if any.

The Request for Proposals may also include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

specifications with technical requirements;
an example of the proposed or sample contract, if available;
a requirement that an executed bond and/or insurance certificate be submitted prior to contract
approval by the City Council/Trust;
a provision directing proposers to provide the name, resume and background of the managing
professional and other key individuals, affiliates, and subcontractors to be associated with the
services and may also include the following requirements:
a.
all named professionals must be available to attend the interview, if granted;
b.
all professionals attending the interview, if granted, must be on the team providing the
proposed services;
c.
no member of the team may be changed or substituted without the prior written consent
of the City Manager/General Manager or designee; and
d.
should a member of the professional service team leave the employ of the consultant, any
substitution must be approved by the City Manager/General Manager or designee.
a description of the approach or methodology, if any, the consultant is expected to use;
the consultant’s internal quality control process which must include pre-submission review and
approval of each submittal and product by a qualified senior manager of the consultant who is
not assigned to the project team;
if travel expenses will be reimbursed to the consultant or service provider, the RFP must state
that such reimbursement will be limited to the City’s Travel Policy. The consultant may not
charge an hourly fee for travel time unless performing work under the professional service
contract and advancing the project while in transit. Consultant may be required to provide
verifiable documentation of such services and time.

Any document or requirement may be waived or amended as a part of contract negotiation subject to
approval or ratification of the contract by the City Council/Trust. However, should a requirement or
document be imposed by law (for example a grant or federal requirement) then such requirement or
document may only be waived as permitted by law.
C.

Proposals shall be electronically submitted through the electronic bidding system to the City Clerk’s
Office by 4:00:00 p.m. C.S.T. on the Tuesday specified in the Request for Proposals (unless another day
of the week is approved by the City Clerk/Secretary and expressly stated in the Notice to Proposers).
Proposals not timely received shall not be considered. This requirement shall be stated in the Notice to
Proposer included in the RFP.
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D.

The City Manager/General Manager shall submit the RFP and Notice to Proposers to the City
Council/Trust for approval or ratification. The approval or ratification of the RFP shall be routed using
the standard agenda item routing procedures.

E.

The City Manager/General Manager shall determine the best method for publishing or advertising the
Notice to Proposers.
1.

2.

Upon the direction of the City Council/Trust, the City Clerk/Secretary shall publish notice of the
Request for Proposals in a newspaper of general circulation. An example of a Notice of Request
for Proposals is attached.
Upon the direction of the City Manager/General Manager, the Requesting Department shall
develop a list of potential proposers/consultants and shall notify the persons or companies of how
to register and submit a proposal through the electronic bidding system. Upon the determination
and direction of the City Manager/General Manager, the Requesting Department shall publish
notice of the Request for Proposals in other applicable “trade” newspapers, publications, etc. An
example of a Notice of Request for Proposals is attached.

12.4 – REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
The City and/or its Trusts may adopt and use, when necessary or in its best interest, as part of a Professional
Consultant Selection Procedure or as an initial step preceding a Professional Consultant Selection Procedure, a
Request for Qualification (RFQ) procedure to prequalify or short list proposers.
12.5 – REVIEW OF PROPOSALS BY SELECTION COMMITTEE
A.

Proposals timely received through the electronic bidding system shall be downloaded by the Requesting
Department. The Selection Committee shall review the proposals and determine compliance with the
requirements of the RFP. The City Council/Trust, however, reserves the rights set forth in Section 12.10
(Reservation of rights) below.

B.

Unless otherwise directed by the City Council/Trust, the Selection Committee used by the City/Trust
shall be composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the City Manager (or designee);
the Finance Director (or designee);
the Department Head of the Requesting Department (or designee);
the Information Technology Director (or designee), if the RFP is related to software or
technology; and
the City Manager may authorize at least one other member, which may or may not be a City
employee or official.

Public Trusts may follow different procedures by having a separate policy approved by the Trust or by
having the Trust General Manager recommend a Selection Committee at the time the RFP/RFQ is
presented to the Trust for consideration. Trusts will include a representative of City departments that
may be impacted by projects for which professional services are being solicited.
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C.

The duties of the Selection Committee shall be as follows:
1.

2.

3.

The Selection Committee shall review and consider all timely submitted electronic proposals.
The Selection Committee may investigate and verify any or all the statements and/or
representations in any or all proposals as it may deem necessary or prudent.
The Selection Committee shall use the evaluation form and rating scale developed by the
Requesting Department, if any. If none, the Selection Committee shall develop its own
evaluation form and rating scale. (An example of an evaluation form and rating scale are
attached.)
The Selection Committee may make its selection based on the written proposals and any
additional or clarifying documents submitted by the proposer at the request of the City/Trust, or
it may, in its discretion, conduct oral interviews. The Selection Committee may, in its discretion,
select all or a portion of the proposers for oral interviews. The oral interviews may include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

a brief presentation by the proposer providing an overview of the proposal and the
proposer’s approach to the services and tasks;
a product demonstration for software and other technical services;
inquiries by the Selection Committee as to any part of the proposal and any information,
clarification or verification the Selection Committee may need for its evaluation;
discussion of any foreseeable or unusual problems, requirements, or concerns; and/or
discussion of any of proposer’s concerns regarding the execution of any document
requested or provided by example in the RFP.

As a part of the interview, the Selection Committee may request and/or the proposer may provide
any additional information considered necessary to the evaluation of the proposal. Interviews
shall be documented and any statements and/or representations made by the proposer during the
interview will be incorporated into the professional services contract. Consultant will be bound
to any statements and/or representations made during the interview.
4.
5.

6.
7.

D.

After review and consideration of the proposals and proposers, the Selection Committee shall
rank all proposals based on the criteria established pursuant to subsection 2 above.
The Requesting Department shall prepare a resolution to notify the City Council/Trust of the
recommendation of the Selection Committee and to receive authorization and direction for
negotiation with the selected proposer(s). The Council/Trust memo should include the number
of potential proposers viewing the RFP in the electronic bidding system, a list of publications
publishing notice of the RFP and the number of proposals timely received through the electronic
bidding system.
The City Manager/General Manager may direct appropriate representatives to negotiate with the
proposer(s) selected by the City Council/Trust.
If the representatives are unable to negotiate a contract within the direction and authorization of
the City Council/Trust, the City Manager/General Manager shall so inform the City
Council/Trust and request additional direction and/or authorization to negotiate with other or
additional proposers.

The Selection Committee shall use evaluation criteria to select the proposal best meeting the needs of the
City:
1.

The following criteria are examples that may be used:
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

2.

3.

4.
E.

Overall understanding of the services to be provided: Does the proposer appear to
have a firm comprehension of the requested services and the critical nature of the
services? Do they demonstrate a clear understanding of the unique skill or specialized
expertise the solicitation document defines? Consider if the detail of the Proposal
Content Requirement has been provided and if the overall proposal is specific to the
City's/Trust’s needs.
Scope of Services: Does the proposer appear to have accepted primary responsibility for
providing administrative, professional, and/or technical resources for the services?
Consider the anticipated degree of City/Trust involvement, staff requirements dedicated
to the service and ongoing staff support to the proposer and the service. Shall the
proposer provide reporting and payments as required or requested?
Experience providing similar services: Does the proposer's history reflect experience
providing similar services, consistent with the needs of the City/Trust? Consider the
number of contracts awarded performing comparable work; and the type of organizations
served (i.e. public, private, for-profit, non-profit).
Qualifications of Staff Assigned: Does the designated proposal staff possess sufficient
skills, knowledge, and abilities to meet the full requirements of the job? Consider
relevant education and study; licenses and certificates; and years of relevant experience.
Service Levels: Does the proposal respond to questions and requirements in sufficient
detail to address City/Trust concerns? Do responses indicate satisfactory levels of
service?
Projected Implementation Start & Completion: Does the proposer provide sufficient
information to determine the timing for completion of each phase of the implementation
and provide a projected start and completion date?
Other Information: Other factors or information determined by the Selection Committee
to be pertinent and given weight in the selection process.
Fee Schedule and Expenses: Do Fee Schedules reflect sufficient detail to determine total
project cost? Do Fee Schedules provide detail and account for other costs and expenses
such as travel, reports or special services? Is consultant charging hourly fee during travel
time? Is the pricing competitive for the quality of services being offered? Is the pricing
within the budget for this contract? Did the consultant provide a not to exceed cost?

The above criteria are provided only as examples. Each request for proposal for professional
consultant services may have unique criteria specific to the requested services. Criteria should
be weighted with the most important factors holding the most weight in the evaluation process.
Pricing may not be the most important factor when using these guidelines; however, price should
always be a consideration when making any City/Trust contract. When evaluating proposals, the
return on investment of a professional services contract should always be considered.
An example of an evaluation form is attached to these procedures.

Best and Final Offer
The City and/or its Trusts may, when necessary, or in its best interest as part of a professional consultant
selection process, request for some or all proposers to provide a best and final offer.
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12.6 – WRITTEN CONTRACT FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT SERVICES
A.

Each professional service contract shall be evidenced by a fully executed written contract. The written
contract may contain or incorporate the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

standard clauses;
non-collusion affidavit;
certificate of non-discrimination;
business relationship affidavit;
a performance bond or guarantee;
a requirement for insurance naming the City/Trust as additional insured and evidenced by a
certificate of insurance on a form acceptable to the City Manager/General Manager;
a requirement to keep records and a right to audit;
a description of claim payment procedures and a requirement to create and keep necessary
records to support such claims;
a description of the scope and nature of services;
a description of the responsibilities of all parties;
a statement making all working papers, reports, documentation, and products the property of the
City/Trust;
timelines and deadlines for completion of tasks and services;
type, content and frequency of reports and products to be submitted;
method, schedule and total amount of fees and payments, which may include progress payments
related to specific tasks or services;
procedures for resolving disputes (the resolution of such disputes shall be governed by
Oklahoma law and any action shall be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction, state or
federal, located in Oklahoma County, Oklahoma);
procedures for amending or terminating the contract or any task or services therein;
a requirement that all authorizations and approvals have been or shall be obtained from the
holders of patents, trademarks, copyrights, licenses or other rights;
a requirement for indemnification and legal representation of the City, its trusts, officers, agents,
and employees for acts and omissions of the consultant;
a clause for inclusion by reference of the RFP, the proposal, and the representations of the
proposer into contract and a statement of the order of precedence should the terms, provisions or
conditions thereof conflict; and
a right of the City/Trust to terminate the contract upon notice with or without cause.

B.

The Requesting Department shall keep the Municipal Counselor’s Office apprised of contract
negotiations. All contracts shall be submitted to the Municipal Counselor’s Office for review and
approval prior to submission to the City Council/Trust for approval or ratification. Upon completion of
negotiations, execution of the contract, and receipt of required documents by the proposer, the City
Manager/General Manager shall docket the proposed contract for consideration by the City
Council/Trust.

C.

Some projects may be developed or completed in phases (for example survey, study, and report). If a
consultant is selected for a project and the City/Trust decides to pursue additional tasks and/or services
related to the project with the same consultant, the selection process need not be repeated. The City
Council/Trust may authorize the same consultant to pursue additional related tasks and/or services, by
amending the contract to provide for the additional professional consultant tasks and/or services.
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12.7 – CONTRACT MONITORING
A.

The department head of the Requesting Department or General Manager of the Trust shall assign a staff
member(s) to oversee and monitor each contract to ensure the consultant performs all tasks and services
and to ensure that the City/Trust derives maximum benefit from the contract and contracted services.

B.

The department head of the Requesting Department or General Manager of the Trust, or designee, must
ensure all invoices are signed and/or electronically approved by two staff members who have reasonable
knowledge of the professional services contract and the project. The staff members must be involved in
verifying receipt of the purchase to ensure reasonably adequate controls over payment approvals.

C.

For auditing purposes, departments or Trusts approving the claim for payment must be able to provide
documentation that both staff members had sufficient knowledge of the professional services, the
professional services contract, and the project to perform the corroborating invoice review and that the
department was in agreement that the services were provided and the invoice(s) should be paid.

D.

Upon submitting the professional services contract to Procurement Services for entry into the financial
system, departments must provide documentation of the department’s compliance with this policy for
review of all invoices requiring two staff members who have reasonable knowledge of the purchase
transaction. In lieu of two staff members, the department head or General Manager of the Trust
may designate one of the reviewers to be a private party with unique expertise employed by the
City or Trust with responsibility to perform particular technical review and provide advice to the
City/Trust concerning compliance with requirements.

E.

Throughout the term of the contract, the Requesting Department shall evaluate the performance of the
consultant and report consultant’s: findings and recommendations; strengths and weaknesses of services
and approach; contract costs; time expenditures; task and service progress and completion; scheduling
and deadline compliance or non compliance; and the preliminary and final findings and
recommendations.

12.8 – DOCUMENTATION OF THE SELECTION PROCESS
A.

The City Clerk/Secretary shall maintain one electronic copy of the following documents in accordance
with the City’s Records Retention Policy and/or any applicable Oklahoma law:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

the Request for Proposals, as approved or ratified;
any publication notice of the Request for Proposals;
each timely received proposal;
each agenda item; and
a true and correct copy of the executed contract.

The Requesting Department designee shall maintain one copy of the following documents for the period
required by Oklahoma law:
1.
2.

the final evaluation form and rating scale completed by the Requesting Department designee;
and
consultant performance evaluations and progress reports.
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12.9 – APPEAL PROCEDURES
If a proposer in a request for proposal selection process believes these Guidelines and Procedures for
Professional Consultant Selection were not followed, it is recommended that the proposer first contact the
department or division supervisor or General Manager of the Trust responsible for supervision of the
professional services contract. This should be done as soon as the proposer perceives there is an issue. If the
proposer is not satisfied with the response received from one of the above, the proposer may make a formal
appeal using the steps set forth below. Scoring by the Selection Committee shall not be a basis for appeal.
Step 1. The proposer may submit any complaint in writing specifically identifying the area of complaint and
containing any supporting data or other pertinent information substantiating the complaint within five working
days of the occurrence. The complaint shall be e-mailed to cityclerk@okc.gov and the City Clerk/Secretary
shall then forward the complaint to the City Purchasing Agent. The Purchasing Agent will investigate the
complaint and review findings with the necessary staff representatives. The Purchasing Agent will then reply to
the proposer in writing within five (5) working days of the date the appeal is received.
Step 2. If the proposer is not satisfied with the Purchasing Agent’s written reply, an appeal may be made in
writing within five working days to the Finance Director. The Finance Director, or designee, will ascertain all
facts within 20 working days after receiving notice of the appeal to the Finance Director. The Finance Director
may hold a hearing and invite witnesses if deemed necessary. The Finance Director will provide findings and a
decision within 10 working days following the date of the hearing.
Step 3. If the proposer is not satisfied with the Finance Director’s findings, the proposer can appeal to the City
Manager within five (5) working days following receipt of the Finance Director’s response. There are no other
steps in the appeal process.
12.10 – RESERVATION OF RIGHTS
The City/Trust reserves the right to waive formalities, irregularities and defects in any and/or all proposals,
except as otherwise required by law. The City/Trust reserves the right to: reject any or all proposals; to reject a
portion of any or all proposals; to negotiate and execute a contract or to not negotiate or execute a contract with
any proposer; and to solicit new or different proposals. The City/Trust reserves the right to negotiate and/or
contract with one or more proposers for all or a portion of any proposal or proposed services.
Attachments
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EXAMPLE

Page 1 of 3

Each RFP for professional services may have unique criteria specific to the requested services. Criteria
should be weighted with the most important factors holding the most weight in the evaluation process.
This form is only provided as an example.
CITY OF OKLAHOMA CITY
Request for Proposal
EVALUATION CRITERIA
Proposer:

Committee Member:

Proposal Evaluation Factors
1.

Overall understanding of the services to be provided: Does the proposer appear to have a firm
comprehension of the requested services and the critical nature of the services? Do they demonstrate a
clear understanding of the unique skill or specialized expertise the solicitation document defines?
Consider if the detail of the Proposal Content Requirement has been provided and if the overall proposal
is specific to the City's needs.
Factor Rating
Comments:

2.

Scope of Services: Does the proposer appear to have accepted primary responsibility for providing
administrative, professional, and/or technical resources for the services? Consider the anticipated degree
of City/Trust involvement, staff requirements dedicated to the service and ongoing staff support to the
proposer and the service. Shall the proposer provide reporting and payments as required or requested?
Factor Rating
Comments:

3.

Experience providing similar services: Does the proposer's history reflect experience providing similar
services, consistent with the needs of the City/Trust? Consider the number of contracts awarded
performing comparable work; and the type of organizations served (i.e. public, private, for-profit, nonprofit).
Factor Rating
Comments:

4.

Qualifications of Staff Assigned: Does the designated proposal staff possess sufficient skills,
knowledge, and abilities to meet the full requirements of the job? Consider relevant education and
study; licenses and certificates; and years of relevant experience.
Factor Rating
Comments:
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EXAMPLE

Page 2 of 3
CITY OF OKLAHOMA CITY
Request for Proposal
EVALUATION CRITERIA

Proposer:
5.

Committee Member:

Service Levels: Does the proposal respond to questions and requirements in sufficient detail to address
City/Trust concerns? Do responses indicate satisfactory levels of service?
Factor Rating
Comments:

6.

Projected Implementation Start & Completion: Does the proposer provide sufficient information to
determine the timing for completion of each phase of the implementation and provide a projected start
and completion date?
Factor Rating
Comments:

7.

Other Information: Other factors or information determined by the Selection Committee to be pertinent
and given weight in the selection process.
Factor Rating
Comments:

8.

Fee Schedule and Expenses: Do Fee Schedules reflect sufficient detail to determine total project cost?
Do Fee Schedules provide detail and account for other costs and expenses such as travel, reports or
special services? Is consultant charging hourly fee during travel time? Is the pricing competitive for the
quality of services being offered? Is the pricing within the budget for this contract? Did the consultant
provide a not to exceed cost?
Factor Rating
Comments:
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EXAMPLE

Page 3 of 3
CITY OF OKLAHOMA CITY
Request for Proposal
EVALUATION FORM AND RATING SCALE

Proposer:

Committee Member:

OVERALL RATING

Factor 1

X

%=

Factor 2

X

%=

Factor 3

X

%=

Factor 4

X

%=

Factor 5

X

%=

Factor 6

X

%=

Factor 7

X

%=

Factor 8

X

%=

TOTAL:
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(Published in the Journal Record

)

NOTICE TO PROPOSERS
Notice is hereby given that
will receive electronic proposals at the OFFICE OF THE
CITY CLERK, 200 North Walker Avenue, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102 until 4:00:00 p.m., on the
day of
, 2017, for the following:
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP??????) – Description of Proposal
(CONTACT PURCHASING AGENT FOR RFP NUMBER PRIOR TO BIDSYNC PROCESS)
The City of Oklahoma City and its Trusts (“Contracting Entity”) have partnered with BidSync, Inc. to accept
proposals electronically. You are invited to submit a proposal electronically through the BidSync system to
supply the professional services, products, or systems specified in the electronic proposal packet. The
Contracting Entity does not provide access to a computer to prepare electronic proposals or electronic proposal
submission. Proposers must register with BidSync at https://www.bidsync.com in order to submit an electronic
proposal. The Contracting Entity recommends potential proposers register and become familiar with the
BidSync electronic proposal process in advance of submitting a proposal. There is no charge to the proposer for
registering or submitting an electronic proposal to the Contracting Entity through BidSync. Instructions on how
to get registered to propose through BidSync can be found on the The City of Oklahoma City’s website at
https://www.okc.gov/departments/bidding.
A copy of the City Guidelines and Procedures for Professional Consultant Selection may be obtained from the
Office of the City Clerk at the above referenced address. Proposals shall be made in accordance with the Notice
to Proposers, General Instructions and Requirements for Proposers, Oklahoma Open Records Act and
Confidential Information, and the RFP proposal packet, which are a part of the complete electronic proposal
packet. A sample Non-Discrimination, Anti/Non-Collusion Affidavit and Vendor Registration form is attached
for the Proposer’s reference and will be completed prior to contract approval. By submitting a proposal for
services, the Proposer certifies that they, and any proposed subcontractors, are in compliance with 25 O.S.
§1313 and participate in the status Verification System. The Status Verification System is defined in 25 O.S.
§1312 and includes but is not limited to the free Employment Verification Program (E-Verify) through the
Department of Homeland Security and available at www.dhs.gov/E-Verify.
The Contracting Entity reserves the right to waive formalities, irregularities and defects in any or all proposals,
except as otherwise required by law. The Contracting Entity reserves the right to: reject any or all proposals; to
reject a portion of any or all proposals; to negotiate and execute or to not negotiate or execute a Pricing
Agreement/Contract with any proposer; and to solicit new or different proposals. The Contracting Entity
reserves the right to negotiate and/or contract with one or more proposers for all or a portion of any proposal or
proposed services.
Proposals timely received electronically through BidSync in the City Clerk's Office shall be forwarded to the
Requesting Department for the Selection Committee to open and review. The BidSync system does not allow
proposals to be submitted after the 4:00:00 p.m. deadline, on the above mentioned date. There will be no
exceptions to this policy.
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SECTION 13
DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY
SECTION 13.1 – POLICY
It is the policy of The City of Oklahoma City to ensure maximum economic use of all equipment, supplies, and
property. Departments should consider carrying costs and the potential for diminished market values when
determining how quickly to dispose of surplus property. The final disposition of surplus, obsolete, or exhausted
materials, equipment, and property will be determined by the following procedures.
Surplus property may be sold, exchanged and/or traded in for new property. All money received from such
sales, exchanges, trade-ins, or disposals shall be placed back into the fund from which the property was first
purchased. If the original funding source is unknown, the funds will be deposited into the general fund. All
sales with an estimated value exceeding $25,000, should be sold by formal written contract or through a public
auction to the highest and best bidder after the approval of the City Council.
Donations to other government agencies of surplus property with a value exceeding $10,000 must be approved
by a resolution of the City Council. Donations to other government agencies of surplus property with a value of
$10,000 or less shall be submitted to the Purchasing Agent and then approved by the Finance Director.
SECTION 13.2 – PROCEDURE
A department desiring to dispose of surplus property must first send a letter of request or e-mail and approved
surplus form, approved by the Department Head, to the Purchasing Agent. The letter should contain a list and
description of the surplus property, as well as a recommendation on which of the methods of transfer or disposal
is desired. In the case of sealed bids, or public auctions, including sales on the Intranet or Internet, please
include the condition of the property and any minimum acceptable selling price, if applicable.
With the exception of vehicles and heavy equipment, property to be sold by competitive bid is usually offered
to other departments and then to the general public. Vehicles and heavy equipment may be transferred to
another department; however, in most cases these assets are being sold due to the age and the cost to maintain.
Separately list items with no identifiable value. This would include items such as broken furniture, broken
keyboards, and broken or obsolete electronic equipment/appliances, or used materials with no economical
recycle value.
Dogs, horses and personal police equipment may be retired without further liability to the City. A Police
Animal Retirement Request Form for dogs and horses must be completed. This form can be obtained from the
Uniform Support Division of the Police Department.
SECTION 13.3 – METHODS FOR TRANSFER OR DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY
1. Transfer to another department or using agency with or without charge as mutually agreed by both
parties.
2. Request for on-line auction or other competitive bids, and sale by the department, or the Procurement
Services Division.
3. Public Auction through auctioneers.
4. Transfer to a storage facility, if one is available, with no remuneration to the transferring department.
5. Sell as scrap, i.e., metal, paper, oil, tires, etc., on the open market, or to contracted vendors.
6. Trade-in against the purchase of new equipment.
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7. Disposal at designated landfill, or trash pick-up site.
8. Due to security and environmental requirements, the disposal of computers and related electronic
equipment, including central processing units, monitors, televisions, mouse/keyboards, printers, fax
machines, telephones, scanners and photocopiers require special handling through Information
Technology Department contractors, the City’s electronic recycling contract or sold through an on-line
auction. It is vital that hard drives are removed from computers, copiers and other equipment that may
contain personal or City information.
9. Dogs, and horses, may be retired to the care of their handlers providing there will be no further liability
or expense to the City. A Police Animal Retirement Request Form for dogs and horses must be
completed. This form can be obtained from the Uniform Support Division of the Police Department. A
release of liability shall be required before any such property shall be retired to a handler.
10. The Chief of Police may authorize the following methods of transfer/sale of police firearms or property.
a. When an officer retires in good standing, the badge, uniform and service firearm (handgun) may be
transferred to the officer. If the officer desires to purchase his/her issued shotgun, it may be sold to
the officer at fair market value.
b. When an officer resigns in good standing and is not the subject of an on-going investigation or
disciplinary process or hearing, the service firearm(s) (handgun and/or shotgun) assigned to the
officer may be sold at fair market value to the officer.
c. When an officer is killed in the line of duty or dies while still active, the service firearm (handgun)
assigned to the officer may be transferred to a surviving family member who is authorized by state
and federal law to possess the firearm if the transfer is approved by a resolution adopted by the City
Council.
d. A release of liability shall be required before any such property shall be transferred or sold.
SECTION 13.4 – RECORD KEEPING
Record keeping for all transfers, sales, auctions, trade-in, and disposal of surplus property are the responsibility
of the originating department. The following minimum information must be retained by the department for
audit purposes for five years:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description of item and estimated or actual acquisition date and price.
Method used for transfer, disposal, etc., (see above).
Copy of approved communication/letter requesting disposal.
Other documents relating to the sale, auction, trade-in, or transfer, including City Council
resolutions and memos, if applicable.
5. Itemized receipts and deposit record of proceeds. Funds from the sale of surplus properties are
returned to the original funding source. If the original source is unknown, the funds will be
deposited into the general fund.
6. Copy of completed and approved Police Animal Retirement Request Form, if applicable.
SECTION 13.5 – DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY FORMS
Use the current format for submission of surplus property equipment lists for sales, transfers, disposals, and
trades on forms currently available from the Procurement Services Division. Current forms are available on the
City’s internal website or upon request from the Procurement Services Division.
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SECTION 13.6 – SURPLUS PROPERTY PURCHASES BY EMPLOYEES
An employee shall not be eligible to purchase directly, indirectly, or through public auction, any item placed on
sale by the City unless the property is offered for sale to the public after notice of the sale has been published
and at least two bids are received from separate bidders. Violation of this section shall be grounds for
disciplinary action up to and including termination. (Refer to Article IV, Section 11 of the City Charter).
Employees must notify their Department Head of their intent to bid on any property declared surplus within
their own department to ensure there is not a conflict of interest. For example, if an employee is involved in the
surplus process or in determining what property is to be declared surplus by the department, this could be a
conflict of interest (Refer to Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of this policy). They must also inform their Department Head
if a family member (as defined in Personnel Policies-Section 210), or company in which the employee or family
member has any ownership, has an interest in bidding on surplus property within their own department. This
could create a conflict of interest or perceived conflict of interest.
SECTION 13.7 – REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Oklahoma City Municipal Code 2002 Article V. § 2-351 (58); § 2-358 (a) (b) (c); § 2-411; § 2-441.
Oklahoma City Charter, Article IV, Section 11; and Article IX, Section 4.
State Statute, 11 O.S. § 8-113.
Applicable Police Department written directives.
Section 1289.8 of Title 21 authorizes a retired police officer to carry a concealed firearm, pursuant to
certain requirements.
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SECTION 14
PURCHASING CARD PROGRAM
SECTION 14.1 – INTRODUCTION TO THE PURCHASING CARD PROGRAM
The City of Oklahoma City’s Purchasing Card Program is a program that is part of an ongoing effort to
continuously improve City or Trust processes, reduce cycle times and empower employees. The City or Trust
implemented this program for primarily small dollar/high volume purchases because research reveals
purchasing cards can assist employees to more quickly and easily obtain the goods and services needed to get
the job done. This way of conducting business has reduced paperwork associated with the City’s or Trust’s
current purchasing process, resulting in cost savings for the City or Trust and saving time for departments.
The City of Oklahoma City has an agreement with a bank that provides qualified full-time employees with a
commercial card to purchase selected materials and services. Using the bank’s commercial card benefits the
City or Trust and cardholder through:
•
•
•

Promptly paying our suppliers
Reducing overall processing costs
Decentralizing purchasing responsibility

The policies contained in this document must be followed by cardholders as guidelines for conducting City or
Trust business. Policy violations will result in revocation of cardholder privileges and possible disciplinary
action.
SECTION 14.2 – DEPARTMENT HEAD RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

•

•
•
•

Assuming the overall responsibility for any employee's use of the purchasing card.
Providing written authorization to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department for any
person designated to act on their behalf, where permitted in the policy. Each department will have one
department supervisor/designee of the purchasing card program appointed by the department head, and
ensure the employee is fully knowledgeable of the policies and procedures required of this program. In
addition, a department head may also designate additional transaction approvers. Designated approvers
must be listed on the City’s Authorized Signature List, and must complete any required training before
security is granted to access the purchasing card system.
Requires cardholders, department supervisors/designees and designated transaction approvers, if
different from supervisor/designee, to attend training sessions. Purchasing card training is required
every three years for cardholders and other staff members who review and/or approve purchasing card
transactions. The Procurement Services Division will provide an adequate number of training sessions
to ensure training requirements are met. Currently scheduled classes can be found on-line at this
location: https://interweb/applications/trainingsystems/Views/SearchTraining/Calendar.aspx
Administration of disciplinary action to a cardholder and/or department supervisor/designee or
designated transaction approver found to have intentionally misused their purchasing card and reporting
the misuse to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department.
Ensuring that all card holding employees are personally informed of all the terms and conditions
imposed with the privilege of using the purchasing card, including the dollar limitations, restrictions
placed on their card and has signed the Cardholder Agreement and Receipts and Limits Forms.
Authorization of the credit limit and any merchant category code (MCC) restrictions imposed on any
card authorized for issuance to an employee. Increases to monthly credit limits and single transaction
limits will automatically return to the original amount at the end of the month unless a written
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

authorization for a permanent change is received from the department head. Assigned monthly credit
limits over $25,000, permanent or temporary, must be approved by the department head (no designees).
If the department head is not available, an assistant city manager’s authorization must be obtained.
Ensuring that all charges made during the fiscal year are paid from the same year’s funds.
Informing departmental cardholders what constitutes an authorized department purchase.
Approving transactions each month in the financial system for the overall validity of transactions, and
the compliance of those transactions with applicable purchasing policies and procedures. The approval
process includes reviewing documentation, including, but not limited to, charge tickets, credit slips,
invoices, delivery tickets, packing slips (if provided by the supplier), required price quotes, sole source
letters and sales tax refunds.
The monthly transaction approval responsibility may be assigned to the department supervisor/designee
or another transaction approver.
Bi-annually, department heads are responsible to provide a statement that they have reviewed all
departmental purchasing card statements for compliance with purchasing policies and procedures and
the appropriateness of purchases, if the department head did not electronically approve all transactions
in the financial system. If a department head chooses to delegate review of the statements, this must be
indicated on the approval memo (Attachment D). The department head is still required to sign the
memo. The staff member must be in a job classification of a 516 or above and have completed
purchasing card training within the past three (3) years. The template included in this policy
(Attachment D) should be used to document this review. The designated staff member cannot review
their own purchasing card statements or any transactions they approved during the monthly cycles.
These statements are due on March 15th for July 1 through December 31 and September 15th for January
1 through June 30 each year. When necessary, department heads or designee, should request copies of
receipts and documentation to verify the validity of purchases prior to review completion. During this
bi-annual review, the department head, or delegated staff member (516 or above), will also be
responsible for confirming current department supervisor designees and transaction approvers to ensure
the Purchasing Card Coordinator has up-to-date information.
The Purchasing Card Coordinator will place a report showing all information on these transactions in a
share folder and e-mail a link to department heads and department designees. Departments may choose
to begin the review process prior to a report being available by running queries in the financial system.
The
following
two
queries
are
currently
available
for
this
review:
OKC_PCARD_TRANSACTIONS_AGENCY
or
OKC_PCARD_TRANSACTIONS_DEPARTMENTID.
Reviewing the annual summary of cardholder security limits provided by the Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department. The department head (no designees) will notify the Purchasing
Card Coordinator in the Finance Department of any revisions.
Surrendering any card promptly as requested or ordered by the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the
Finance Department.
Requiring cardholders and department designees to adhere to all program policies and procedures and
revisions thereto.
Ensuring that charges to grant funds have been authorized by the grant administrator (program manager)
and a statement is provided with the receipt that the purchase complies with the specific grant
requirements. The grant administrator is certifying the following “As Program Manager for the grant, I
do hereby certify that the costs for this purchase represent an allowable, reasonable, an allocable cost
benefit to the objectives of the grant and that the vendor is not currently on The Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) suspended and debarred list.”
Requiring cardholders and department designees to attach scanned receipts and documentation to
electronic purchasing card transactions in the financial system when required by policy. It is mandatory
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•

•

for receipts, including other related documentation, to be scanned and attached in the financial system
for the following types of purchasing card transactions:
o grant purchases, if the grant administrator did not electronically approve the transaction in
PeopleSoft, he/she must certify the transaction: (the grant administrator must is certifying the
following “As Program Manager for the grant, I do hereby certify that the costs for this purchase
represent an allowable, reasonable, an allocable cost benefit to the objectives of the grant and
that the vendor is not currently on The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) suspended and
debarred list.) The grant administrator’s electronic approval of a purchasing card transaction is
considered equal to the above statement;
o pricing agreements requiring quotes from more than one supplier;
o open market purchases requiring three quotes;
o sole source transactions not covered by a sole source Council resolution;
o credit receipts for double billing or sales tax refunds, including original documentation;
o PayPal transactions;
o Amazon transactions where purchases are processed by a third-party merchant;
o public benefit statements signed by the department head for the purchase of food; and
o use of other department’s funding (attach e-mail approval from department).
It is also mandatory for departments to request Buyers attach open market suppliers to the correct open
market resolution if a resolution is available. This resolution (contract number) should be selected when
updating transactions for approval in the financial system.
The Records Retention Policy requires documentation, including, but not limited to, charge tickets,
credit slips, invoices, delivery tickets, packing slips (if provided by the supplier), required price quotes,
sole source letters and sales tax refunds for all purchasing card purchases must be maintained on-site by
the department for five years, unless grant or bond requirements dictate a longer retention period.
Participate in random audits for the purchasing card program conducted by the Procurement Services
Division and the City Auditor’s Office.

SECTION 14.3 - DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR/DESIGNEE AND TRANSACTION APPROVER
RESPONSIBILITIES
•

•

•

•
•
•

Approving transactions in the financial system, if authorized by the department head, for the overall
validity of transactions, and the compliance of those transactions with applicable purchasing policies and
procedures. The approval process includes reviewing documentation, including, but not limited to,
charge tickets, credit slips, invoices, delivery tickets, packing slips (if provided by the supplier), required
price quotes, sole source letters and sales tax refunds.
Monitoring the use of any cards issued to employees in their respective department. Making sure
cardholders provide all required documentation, including, but not limited to, charge tickets, credit slips,
invoice, delivery tickets, packing slips (if provided by the supplier), required price quotes, sole source
letters and sales tax credit memos for review by the designated transaction approver to support each
transaction made by cardholder.
Monitoring to ensure a packing slip (if provided by the supplier) or receipt is signed and dated,
indicating the material items or goods were received by the department. An e-mail confirming receipt
from the person who received the material items or goods could also be attached for documentation
purposes.
Reviewing the required documentation timely for transactions to be processed for payment. Approvers
are encouraged to provide electronic approvals in the financial system on a weekly basis.
Checking for double billing.
Ensuring the proper accounting distribution is used for all transactions.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Maintaining records, such as names, addresses, authorized limits and restrictions of each cardholder.
Security can be granted to run reports in the bank’s credit card system containing cardholder
information, including the last four digits of account numbers. Credit card account information must be
kept in a secure location where information cannot be compromised.
Authorize temporary limit increases to a cardholder’s single transaction limit up to $10,000 and to a
cardholder’s monthly limit up to $25,000. Where cardholders limits are currently set at these amounts,
temporary increases must be authorized by the department head. Increases to monthly credit limits and
single transaction limits will automatically return to the original amount at the end of the month, unless a
written authorization for a permanent change is received from the department head. Department head
approval will be requested if temporary changes occur frequently.
Authorize temporary changes to merchant category code security for cardholders. Security will return to
the original security at the end of the month, unless a written authorization for a permanent change is
received from the department head. Department head approval will be requested if temporary changes
occur frequently.
Ensuring that charges to grant funds have been authorized by the grant administrator (program manager)
and a statement is provided with the receipt that the purchase complies with the specific grant
requirements. The grant administrator is certifying the following “As Program Manager for the grant, I
do hereby certify that the costs for this purchase represent an allowable, reasonable, an allocable cost
benefit to the objectives of the grant and that the vendor is not currently on The Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) suspended and debarred list.”
Requiring cardholders and department designees to attach scanned receipts and documentation to
electronic purchasing card transactions in the financial system when required by policy. It is mandatory
for receipts, including other related documentation, to be scanned and attached in the financial system
for the following types of purchasing card transactions:
o grant purchases; if the grant administrator did not electronically approve the transaction in
PeopleSoft, he/she must certify the transaction: (the grant administrator is certifying the
following “As Program Manager for the grant, I do hereby certify that the costs for this purchase
represent an allowable, reasonable, an allocable cost benefit to the objectives of the grant and
that the vendor is not currently on The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) suspended and
debarred list.) The grant administrator’s electronic approval of a purchasing card transaction is
considered equal to the above statement;
o pricing agreements requiring quotes from more than one supplier;
o open market purchases requiring three quotes;
o sole source transactions not covered by a sole source Council resolution;
o credit receipts for double billing or sales tax refunds, including original documentation;
o PayPal transactions;
o Amazon transactions where purchases are processed by a third-party merchant;
o public benefit statements signed by the department head for the purchase of food; and
o use of other department’s funding (attach e-mail approval from department).
It is also mandatory for departments to request Buyers attach open market suppliers to the correct open
market resolution if a resolution is available. This resolution (contract number) should be selected when
updating transactions for approval in the financial system.
Review of electronic transactions and supporting documentation for overall validity of listed
transactions and compliance with the City’s Purchasing Policies and Procedures and documenting with
an electronic approval and having cardholder explain any unusual transaction(s). If the explanation is
vague or seems suspect, promptly refer the matter to the respective department head’s attention.
Approvers are encouraged to provide electronic approvals in the financial system on a weekly basis.
Monitoring signed documentation to see if anyone else other than the designated cardholder has used the
purchasing card. No one other than the cardholder is permitted to use the cardholder’s assigned
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

purchasing card. If the cardholder does not personally pick up materials or goods, the cardholder may
process the purchase with the supplier by e-mail, phone or fax and an assigned staff member may pick
up the items on their behalf. The assigned staff member must sign the invoice or packing slip as proof
of receipt of items, if provided by the supplier, and return to the cardholder for record keeping. The
assigned staff member should not sign a credit card receipt on behalf of the cardholder. The cardholder
is still responsible for obtaining all receipts. An e-mail confirming receipt from the person who received
the material items or goods could also be attached for documentation purposes.
Monitoring departmental accounts to ensure that funds are not overspent.
Promptly resolving any budget errors during the voucher process to ensure timely payment to the bank.
Notifying cardholders of the fiscal year cut-off dates and other year-end procedures.
Responsible for picking up new purchasing cards from the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department and distributing new cards to cardholders. Expired cards are to be collected and returned to
the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department, along with the cardholder signature sheet
confirming receipt of new card(s).
Retrieving and returning the card to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department
whenever a cardholder retires, transfers, terminates or becomes deceased.
Assuring compliance with cardholder responsibilities.
Attending any required training for the purchasing card role. Training is required every three years for
cardholders and other staff members who review and/or approve purchasing card transactions. The
Procurement Services Division will provide an adequate number of training sessions to ensure training
requirements are met.
Currently scheduled classes can be found on-line at this location:
https://interweb/applications/trainingsystems/Views/SearchTraining/Calendar.aspx
Participates in random audits for the Purchasing Card Program conducted by the Procurement Services
Division and the City Auditor’s Office.

SECTION 14.4 – CARDHOLDER RESPONSIBILITIES
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that the cardholder is the sole user of the purchasing card. No one other than the cardholder is
permitted to use the cardholder’s assigned purchasing card. If the cardholder does not personally pick
up materials or goods, the cardholder may process the purchase with the supplier by e-mail, phone or fax
and an assigned staff member may pick up the items on their behalf. The assigned staff member must
sign the invoice or packing slip as proof of receipt of items, if provided by the supplier, and return to the
cardholder for record keeping. The assigned staff member should not sign a credit card receipt on behalf
of the cardholder. The cardholder is still responsible for obtaining all receipts. An e-mail confirming
receipt from the person who received the material items or goods could also be attached for
documentation purposes.
Using the purchasing card strictly according to the City’s Purchasing Policies and Procedures, including,
but not limited to, obtaining three quotes and sole source documentation and utilizing contracted
suppliers. Additionally, the purchasing card is not to be used for paying prior fiscal year purchases.
Safeguarding the purchasing card at all times while in the cardholder’s possession.
If the card is lost or stolen, notify the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department, or the
bank, and/or the department supervisor/designee, if the Purchasing Card Coordinator is not available.
Restricting purchases to only those authorized for City or Trust related purposes.
Surrendering the purchasing card upon the request or order of the respective department head,
department supervisor/designee or Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department.
Obtaining a vendor registration form or IRS W-9 from hotel/motel vendors not shown in the master
vendor file prior to the monthly approval deadline, and preferably before completing the order with the
supplier. This documentation is necessary for City purchasing requirements.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Keeping all transaction documents, including, but not limited to, charge tickets, credit slips, invoices,
packing slips (if provided by the supplier) and delivery tickets and submitting and reconciling them as
required to the department head, department supervisor/designee or designated transaction approver.
The Records Retention Policy requires documentation for all purchasing card purchases must be
maintained on-site at the cardholder’s department for five years, unless grant or bond requirements
dictate a longer retention period.
Keeping packing slips (if provided by the supplier) with the receipt and other documentation when
provided by the supplier. The packing slip or receipt should be signed and dated, indicating the material
items or goods were received by the department. An e-mail confirming receipt from the person who
received the items could also be attached for documentation purposes.
Notifying the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department and respective department
designee of any problems (i.e. card denial, sales tax exemption, etc.) experienced when using the
purchasing card.
Electronically review and update transactions in the financial system and submit receipts and other
required documentation to the designated transaction approver for review and approval at least once a
week.
Obtaining credit for sales tax inappropriately charged and tracking the receipt of credit.
Ensuring that the supplier provides a transaction document whenever a transaction is made by phone,
mail or fax.
Notifying the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department and department/supervisor
designee immediately of any purchasing mistake(s) made contrary to any policies and procedures.
Updating and reviewing transactions electronically in the financial system and giving all transaction
documentation, including any credit slips, to department supervisor/designee or designated transaction
approver prior to going on leave. The electronic review of transactions by the cardholder cannot be
completed by someone else, except when the cardholder is out on extended leave. When this occurs, the
cardholder will have to follow up with an e-mail to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department that they have reviewed all transactions. This e-mail will be kept on file to document the
cardholder’s review. Cardholders are encouraged to update transactions on a weekly basis.
Attach scanned receipts and documentation to electronic purchasing card transactions in the financial
system when required by policy. It is mandatory for receipts, including other related documentation, to
be scanned and attached in the financial system for the following types of purchasing card transactions:
o grant purchases; if the grant administrator did not electronically approve the transaction in
PeopleSoft, he/she must certify the transaction: (the grant administrator is certifying the
following “As Program Manager for the grant, I do hereby certify that the costs for this purchase
represent an allowable, reasonable, an allocable cost benefit to the objectives of the grant and
that the vendor is not currently on The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) suspended and
debarred list.) The grant administrator’s electronic approval of a purchasing card transaction is
considered equal to the above statement;
o pricing agreements requiring quotes from more than one supplier;
o open market purchases requiring three quotes;
o sole source transactions not covered by a sole source Council resolution;
o credit receipts for double billing or sales tax refunds, including original documentation;
o PayPal transactions;
o Amazon transactions where purchases are processed by a third-party merchant;
o public benefit statements signed by the department head for the purchase of food; and
o use of other department’s funding (attach e-mail approval from department).
It is also mandatory for departments to request Buyers attach open market suppliers to the correct open
market resolution if a resolution is available. This resolution (contract number) should be selected when
updating transactions for approval in the financial system.
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•
•
•

•

Accepting only a credit slip whenever an item has to be returned to a supplier. If the supplier cannot
issue a credit slip, then notify the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department before going
any further with the supplier.
Assuming financial responsibility for transactions not supported by the proper documentation or that are
not made according to the City’s Purchasing Policies and Procedures.
Attending any required training for the purchasing card role. Training is required every three years for
cardholders and other staff members who review and/or approve purchasing card transactions. The
Procurement Services Division will provide an adequate number of training sessions to ensure training
requirements are met.
Currently scheduled classes can be found on-line at this location:
https://interweb/applications/trainingsystems/Views/SearchTraining/Calendar.aspx
Participates in random audits for the Purchasing Card Program conducted by the Procurement Services
Division and the City Auditor’s Office.

SECTION 14.5 – REQUIREMENTS
Purchasing cards are issued at the discretion of the Finance Department of the City of Oklahoma City to
qualified and approved full-time employees.
These cards remain the property of the bank and the City of Oklahoma City. Purchasing cards are nontransferable and are not to be used by anyone other than the designated cardholder. The bank or the City
may suspend or cancel cardholder privileges at any time for any reason. The cardholder will surrender the
purchasing card upon request to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department or any authorized
agent of the bank or the City. Use of the purchasing card after notice of its cancellation may be fraudulent and
may cause the City or Trust to take legal action.
Spending Limits: Each card has a pre-set spending limit, which may not be exceeded under any circumstance.
Increases to monthly credit limits, single transaction limits and changes to merchant category code security will
automatically return to the original amount or code at the end of the month, unless a written authorization for a
permanent change is received from the department head.
Cardholders with authority to request temporary limit increases cannot make such requests to the Purchasing
Card Coordinator in the Finance Department for their own account.
NO PERSONAL EXPENSES ARE TO BE CHARGED TO THE PURCHASING CARD
Purchasing Card Abuse: Abuse of the purchasing card will result in revocation of the card and appropriate
disciplinary action, which may include termination. Policy violations include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Purchasing items for personal use.
Exceeding bank credit line limit.
Failure to return the purchasing card when reassigned, terminated or upon request.
Failure to review transactions and provide proper receipts and documentation to department head,
department supervisor/designee or transaction approver to meet monthly deadlines.
Failure to provide proper and timely documentation to Accounts Payable or the Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department.
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MANDATORY PURCHASING CARD USAGE
Purchases less than $5,000 should be paid with the purchasing card whenever possible, unless the purchasing
card policy prohibits the purchase of the good or service. Cardholders should contact the Procurement Services
Buyer for exceptions to this requirement. If the supplier does not accept purchasing cards, the cardholder may
contact the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department, who may request the bank establish
purchasing card acceptance with the supplier.
RECEIPTS
It is the cardholder’s responsibility to obtain transaction receipts from the merchant or supplier each time the
purchasing card is used. These receipts should reflect that NO SALES TAX is charged. If the receipt is lost
and the supplier was either unable or unwilling to provide a duplicate copy as requested, a Missing Receipt
Form (Attachment C) is to be completed and signed by the cardholder and department supervisor/designee.
This form will become part of the monthly reconciliation paperwork.
REPORTS
Procurement Services recommends a transaction log be utilized for record keeping purposes to ensure all
transactions are accounted for during reconciliation. All transaction documentation should be submitted to the
cardholder’s department designee/supervisor or transaction approver of the purchasing card program so that the
documentation can be reviewed and transactions approved electronically in the financial system. Following
approval, documentation is returned to the cardholder. After the vouchers have been processed and budget
checked, the cardholder will create a final Statement of Account report using a query
(OKC_PCARD_STATEMENT_REPORT) in the financial system. Each month, the cardholder will also
receive a bank statement in the mail from the bank. The bank statement will arrive five to seven business days
after the cycle period closes. The cardholder and approver will confirm the bank statement matches the
transactions purchased for the cycle, and file it along with the final statement of account report and other
documentation in a central location on site in the department, and made available for review upon request. The
cardholder/approver should immediately notify the Purchasing Card Coordinator of any discrepancies. Monthly
purchasing card documentation can be maintained electronically, as long as information can be easily located
and reviewed. Departments must ensure all scanned files are readable. The City’s Records Retention Policy
must be followed.
PROTECTING THE PURCHASING CARD
The purchasing card is valuable property, which requires proper treatment by the cardholder to protect it from
misuse by unauthorized parties.
Sign the purchasing card immediately upon receipt. When the expiration date has passed and/or after the
cardholder has received a new card, the department supervisor/designee of the purchasing card program should
cut the old purchasing card down the middle of the magnetic strip and return it to the Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department. The cardholder should make sure the purchasing card is returned by
the supplier after each charge and verify that the returned card has the cardholder’s name on it. Carbon sheets
should be obtained and destroyed.
SECTION 14.6 – LOST OR STOLEN CARDS
If a purchasing card is lost or stolen, the cardholder must immediately notify the Purchasing Card Coordinator
in the Finance Department, or the bank’s customer service department, and the cardholder’s supervisor. The
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Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department or the customer service representative of the bank will
block use of the card. If charges were applied to the account, an affidavit will need to be completed by the
cardholder, through the Purchasing Card Coordinator, and submitted to the bank. The Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department will send the form to the cardholder.
SECTION 14.7 – ISSUING THE PURCHASING CARD
An application will be made available through the City’s internal website or contact the Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department.
A department head must request that a City employee be issued a purchasing card.
•
•
•
•

Any City employee authorized and approved to use a purchasing card shall be required to sign and date
the Cardholder Agreement Form and the Receipts and Limits Form. These forms acknowledge
understanding by the employee of the responsibilities associated with the card.
The Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department will submit a request in the purchasing
card system or forward necessary paperwork to the bank to order the card.
When the card is received from the bank, the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department
will notify the cardholder.
Prior to releasing the card, the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department will be
responsible for training the cardholder with regard to appropriate use and administration of the card. No
cards will be released until appropriate training is received.

SECTION 14.8 – USING THE PURCHASING CARD
The purchasing card is for business-related purposes only. It may not be used for personal purchases. Although
the card is issued in an employee’s name, it is still the property of The City of Oklahoma City and must be used
only for qualified City or Trust purchases.
The following qualified and unqualified purchases are for example purposes only. If questions arise about a
specific purchase, ask the department Buyer, Procurement Buyer or Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department whether or not the purchase qualifies for the purchasing card program. Remember this list of
purchases only serves as a general guideline and is not intended to cover every conceivable purchase possible.
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QUALIFIED AND UNQUALIFIED PURCHASE EXAMPLES
QUALIFIED
Camera film or supplies
Lawn equipment/parts/supplies
Office supplies
Janitorial supplies
Horticulture supplies
Memberships
Subscriptions
Automotive parts
Office equipment
Office furniture (non-capital)
Animal feed/medicines/supplies
Hand-tools/accessories
Paint/lumber/hardware
Building/maintenance/repair supplies

UNQUALIFIED
Personal purchases
Car rental (prior approval required)
Entertainment of any kind
Liquor/beer/wine
Cigarettes
Cash advances
Gasoline/diesel fuels (exception:
Bulk Fuel)
Holiday decorations for offices
Doctor/Lawyer
services
(prior
approval required)
Specified computer-related purchases
Food when traveling
Purchases in conflict with the City’s
Purchasing Policies and Procedures

USING THE PURCHASING CARD FOR TRAVEL
The cardholder will determine the least expensive available flight. Information required by the travel policy
should be kept for documentation purposes. For auditing purposes, copies of this documentation must be
attached to purchasing card documentation in the department’s files.
Department heads may designate cardholders to have travel privileges on their purchasing cards. Prior approval
for all travel-related purchases must be approved by the department head or department supervisor/designee.
The purchasing card may be used to purchase airline tickets, conference/seminar registration and hotel/motel
stays. Other qualified prepayments (i.e. shuttle service, airfare baggage, parking etc.) necessary for travel may
also be paid on the purchasing card, if paid in advance of the trip. Cardholders are prohibited from paying their
own travel expenses on the purchasing card. These expenses should be paid in advance of a trip by another
approved cardholder in the department. Meals during travel are not an approved expense on the purchasing
card.
NOTE: Meals and other small incidentals arising during the trip are not available for use with the
purchasing card. Departments should use the traditional method, i.e. cash, reimbursement, etc.
USING THE PURCHASING CARD FOR COMPUTER RELATED PURCHASES
All computers, laptops, handhelds, printers, monitors, memory upgrades, or any related equipment and
Microsoft licensing cannot be purchased using the purchasing card and must be purchased through the City’s
requisitioning system or as stated in the Computer Equipment and License Purchasing and Disposal Procedures
located on the City’s internal website. This information may also be obtained by e-mailing the IT Service Desk
at servicedesk@okc.gov.
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SECTION 14.9 – PURCHASING CARD CONTROL AND LIMITS
Each card issued will have specific card controls and limits based on the functional area of responsibility and
the needs of the individual cardholder. Specific limits will be assigned when the application is complete. Once
the purchasing card has been issued, the cardholder will be advised of established credit limit, periodic limits
(transaction, monthly, etc.) and merchant category code exclusions.
Management, together with the card’s inherent controls, will ensure that the card can be used only for specific
purchases and within specific dollar limits. Cardholders will be familiar with the limits that are set for their
individual card. Department heads are responsible for credit limits and any merchant category code restrictions
imposed on any card authorized for issuance to an employee. Increases to monthly credit limits, single
transaction limits and merchant category code security changes will automatically return to the original status at
the end of the month, unless a written authorization for a permanent change is received from the department
head. Assigned monthly credit limits over $25,000, permanent or temporary, must be approved by the
department head, no designees. If the department head is not available, an assistant city manager’s
authorization must be obtained.
SECTION 14.10 – TAXES
The purchasing card is embossed with the City’s tax-exempt status. At the time of purchase, cardholders will
advise the merchant that the purchase is for official City or Trust use and therefore is not subject to state or local
tax. The City’s tax exempt certificate is available for departments on the City’s internal website. Cardholders
are responsible for requesting credits due from suppliers for sales tax inappropriately charged on purchases, as
well as tracking subsequent receipts or related credits. Department head supervisors/designees and transaction
approvers are responsible for ensuring cardholders follow through with obtaining these tax credits. The
Procurement Services Division recommends a spreadsheet or some other tracking method, such as use of the
transaction log for example; be maintained to ensure all credits are obtained.
SECTION 14.11 – CONTRACT SUPPLIERS
The City or Trust has existing contracts and pricing agreements with designated suppliers for specific goods and
services. The City or Trust has a contractual obligation to make all purchases from these suppliers whenever
pricing agreements or contracts exist. A list of current contracts and pricing agreements by supplier and by
commodity can be found on the City’s internal website. Purchasing card users must order from contracted
suppliers if a contract or pricing agreement is in place. Contract and pricing agreement exemptions must be
approved in advance by the Procurement Services Buyer responsible for the contract or pricing agreement.
SECTION 14.12 – NON-CONTRACT SUPPLIERS
The City’s open market purchasing policies and procedures must be followed regarding three (3) quotes for
non-contracted items purchased with a cost between $2,500 and $25,000. Sole Source documentation must also
be requested when applicable. Cardholders will obtain a vendor registration form or IRS W-9 from hotel/motel
vendors not shown in the master vendor file prior to the monthly approval deadline, and preferably before
placing the order with the supplier. This documentation is necessary for City purchasing requirements.
Acceptance of a W-9 from any other merchant besides a hotel/motel will require approval from the Purchasing
Specialist or Purchasing Agent.
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Compliance with price quotation, sole source documentation and vendor registration requirements will be
subject to a periodic audit by the Procurement Services Division of the Finance Department and/or the City
Auditor’s Office. Failure to comply with these polices could result in revocation of cardholder privileges and
possible disciplinary action.
SECTION 14.13 – PLACING AN ORDER WITH A SUPPLIER
Identify a supplier that sells the required goods or services and accepts the purchasing card. Procurement
Services will maintain a list of contracted suppliers to be used when making purchases. Use the card just like
other credit cards. For those suppliers who make deliveries or will mail items, contact the supplier by
telephone, e-mail or Internet and have the supplier deliver the order to the correct City of Oklahoma City
address to your attention. Always ask the supplier to provide an itemized receipt mailed or e-mailed directly to
the cardholder's address. If the supplier does not accept purchasing cards, the cardholder may contact the
Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department who may request the bank establish purchasing card
acceptance with the supplier.
SECTION 14.14 – RECEIVING MATERIAL ITEMS OR GOODS
All material items or goods purchased with the purchasing card should be sent directly to the cardholder’s
business location or picked up by the cardholder or assigned staff member from the supplier’s location. An
itemized statement must accompany all orders. If the statement does not contain sufficient detail to clearly
identify the item(s) purchased, supplemental documentation must be retained with the purchasing card receipts.
Keep this documentation with the original transaction receipt. City or Trust purchases should never be sent to a
home address. Packing slips should be kept with the receipt and other documentation when provided by
suppliers. The packing slip or receipt should be signed and dated, indicating the material items or goods were
received by the department. An e-mail confirming receipt from the person who received the items may also be
attached for documentation purposes.
No one other than the cardholder is permitted to use the cardholder’s assigned purchasing card. If the
cardholder does not personally pick up material items or goods, the cardholder may process the purchase with
the supplier by e-mail, phone or fax and an assigned staff member may pick up the items on their behalf. The
assigned staff member must sign the invoice or packing slip as proof of receipt of material items or goods, if
provided by the supplier, and return to the cardholder for record keeping. The assigned staff member should not
sign a credit card receipt on behalf of the cardholder. The cardholder is still responsible for obtaining all
receipts.
NOTE: A packing slip that does not include price(s) is not sufficient documentation to be considered a
receipt. However, when packing slips are provided during the regular course of business with suppliers, it
should be kept in addition to receipts and other purchasing card documentation.
SECTION 14.15 – RECONCILING THE PURCHASING CARD STATEMENT
A purchasing card bank statement will be mailed to cardholders after the billing cycle closes on the 25th day of
each month (sometimes dates carry-over due to weekend and holidays, these dates will be provided by the
Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department). The purchasing card bank statements will be similar
in appearance to a typical consumer credit card statement.
The employee is not responsible for paying the purchasing card bank statement. The City will submit payment
to the bank for monthly transactions. Procurement Services is recommending cardholders use a transaction log
for tracking purposes. Supervisors/Designees and transaction approvers should verify that purchases and
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returns are accurately listed on the purchasing card bank statement and in the financial system. After
reconciling transactions with purchasing documentation and receipts, the cardholder should update and
electronically review the transactions in the financial system, indicating that they did in fact make those
purchases.
The transaction must also be approved by the department supervisor/designee or transaction approver in the
financial system. Approvers must be on the Authorized Signature List for purchasing card approvals and have
the appropriate roles assigned in the financial system.
The electronic approval in the financial system represents approval to pay the bank, and that proper
documentation has been reviewed and serves as electronic receipt of goods or services. After review and
verification of charges, the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department will send a report to
Accounts Payable containing the purchasing card transaction payment details. Accounts Payable staff will then
balance transactions to vouchers and process for payment.
SECTION 14.16 – RECORDS RETENTION
Departments will be responsible for retaining itemized receipts, invoices, quotes, purchasing card statements
and any other transaction documentation. This documentation should be centrally located as it could be audited
and upon request must be presented and made readily available. The Records Retention Policy requires
documentation for all purchasing card purchases must be maintained on-site at the cardholder’s department for
five years, unless grant or bond requirements dictate a longer retention period. Records must contain sufficient
detail to clearly identify the item(s) or services purchased.
SECTION 14.17 – RETURNS, CREDITS AND DISPUTED TRANSACTIONS
NOTE: In most cases, disputes are misunderstandings that can be resolved directly between the cardholder
and the supplier.
If an item needs to be returned for any reason, employees can send the item back to the supplier in a manner
agreed upon. The supplier should issue a credit on the cardholder’s purchasing card account for the items that
are returned. If it is too late in the month to appear on the current statement, a credit will appear on a
subsequent monthly purchasing card statement. The department is required to pay for this transaction even
though it is being returned. The money will be returned to the department’s budget the following month by
reallocating the credit transaction to the same account.
Documentation of the return (i.e. credit receipt) should be issued by the supplier. Keep on file and log all
documentation pertaining to returns to ensure the return is reflected as a credit on the monthly purchasing card
statement. If the cardholder and the supplier cannot resolve the issue, contact the Purchasing Card Coordinator
in the Finance Department. Disputed items should be reported within sixty (60) days of the purchasing card
transaction date. Under no circumstances are departments to file their own disputes with the bank. The
Purchasing Card Coordinator is responsible for filing disputes.
The issuing bank will investigate the dispute on the City’s behalf and assist in resolution. The Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department will complete a Transaction Dispute Form and mail or fax to the bank
for complete processing or may handle through documented telephone communication.
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SECTION 14.18 – METHOD OF PAYMENT
All cardholder transactions are consolidated and billed on a monthly cycle. Because the supplier will be paid
through a purchasing card, the supplier should NOT submit an invoice to Accounts Payable. If the supplier
happens to submit an invoice, the documentation will be promptly returned by the Purchasing Card Coordinator
in the Finance Department or Accounts Payable Section with an explanation that the transaction was made with
a City or Trust purchasing card.
SECTION 14.19 – DOUBLE BILLING CAUTION
To safeguard against the possibility of double billing, ask suppliers NOT to send a bill. Review purchasing card
statements for duplicate billing and notify the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department if
charges appear more than once for a single purchase. The cardholder should also immediately request a credit
from the supplier.
SECTION 14.20 – CARDHOLDER AUDITS
On a monthly basis, the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department can retrieve various reports
directly from the issuing bank listing all transactions posted on a card. Procurement Buyers and the Purchasing
Card Coordinator in the Finance Department, Information Technology Contract Coordinator, and/or the City
Auditor’s Office will periodically request the cardholder to produce receipts and other supporting
documentation for review. These records should be centrally located in order to make them readily available.
Buyers in the Procurement Services Division will conduct random on-site audits of purchasing card purchases.
The objective of these audits is to determine compliance with purchasing card policies and procedures and other
City purchasing policies and procedures. The department will be responsible for validating transactions and
retention of purchasing card records in the department, as well as verifying the appropriateness of purchases and
compliance with any grant requirements.
SECTION 14.21 – MANAGEMENT INFORMATION REPORTS
The issuing bank will provide detailed management reports for the purpose of monitoring cardholder usage,
policy compliance and frequency of supplier usage. The Purchasing Card Coordinator and Buyers in the
Procurement Services Division will be responsible for reviewing City-wide transactions on a monthly basis.
Department supervisors, managers and approvers also have the ability to retrieve reports to monitor activity.
SECTION 14.22 – PURCHASING CARD SECURITY
Use of the purchasing card is limited to the employee in whose name the card is issued. The cardholder will
assure that the card is kept in an accessible, but secure location, and that the account number on the card is not
posted or left in a conspicuous place. Allowing other employees, including supervisors, to utilize a card not
belonging to them is considered misuse of the card.
SECTION 14.23 – CARD MISUSE
Cardholders are expected to utilize the purchasing card for business purposes only. All purchasing card
purchases should be made with good judgment and within the functional responsibilities of the cardholder.
Improper use of the purchasing card may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination, as
referenced in Oklahoma City’s Personnel Policy, Article 300, Section 308-Fraud.
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Receipts and Limits Form
Attachment B – Cardholder Agreement Form
Attachment C – Missing Receipt Form
Attachment D – Bi-Annual Statement Review Sample Memo
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PURCHASING CARD PROGRAM - ATTACHMENT A

PURCHASING CARD

RECEIPT AND LIMITS

Name of Cardholder:

Signature:

(Last, First, Middle Initial-Printed/Typed)

Home Address:
(Street Address, City, State, Zip Code)

SSN: (last 4 digits only)

Date:

Department:

Division/Section:

Work Location:

Work Phone:

(Street Address, where bank statement will be mailed, and Zip Code)

Immediate Supervisor:

Department Head:

Current Primary Transaction Approver:
I, as an authorized and approved department head, supervisor, transaction approver and
cardholder fully understand and agree to the following terms and conditions regarding the use
and safekeeping of the purchasing card(s) entrusted to me:
1. I accept full personal responsibility for the use and safekeeping of all purchasing card(s)
assigned to me;
2. I understand that I will be making financial commitments on behalf of The City of Oklahoma
City or Trust and will strive to obtain fair and reasonable prices;
3. I have received training and agree to follow all policies and procedures established for the
use of the purchasing card;
4. I will NOT use the purchasing card for any non-City-related business or non-authorized
purchases, nor personal purchases or cash advances;
5. I will immediately report the theft or loss of the purchasing card to the Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department, my supervisor or the bank;
6. I understand that all laws, rules and procedures relating to competitive bidding are still in
effect and that the use of the purchasing card does not exempt me from requirements to
obtain certain supplies from required sources as set forth in the City’s Purchasing Policies
and Procedures;
7. I will surrender the Purchasing Card upon (a) my transfer to another department/division of
the City of Oklahoma City, (b) termination of employment with the City, or (c) request of my
department head, supervisor, Purchasing Card Coordinator or Purchasing Agent in the
Finance Department, or Finance Director; further, I understand that my last paycheck can be
withheld until the purchasing card is surrendered as required;
8. I understand that any purchases made by me will be recorded and reviewed in management
reports, for payments to suppliers, and possible discrepancies and appropriateness of
purchase; further, I acknowledge that I will have personal liability for any inappropriate or
undocumented purchases made by me;
9. I agree to reimburse the City of Oklahoma City immediately for any purchases made by me
which are deemed inappropriate or which are undocumented;
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PURCHASING CARD PROGRAM - ATTACHMENT A

PURCHASING CARD

RECEIPT AND LIMITS

10. I understand that I cannot use the purchasing card as a financial reference to obtain other
personal credit cards or loans;
11. I understand that I am personally responsible for obtaining and keeping all purchase and
credit documents; and, submitting them in accordance with City’s Purchasing Policies and
Procedures; further, I understand that I am responsible for obtaining documentation when
purchases are picked up by or delivered to a non-cardholder to confirm the order was fully
received at a City facility;
12. I will use the purchasing card only within the limits and restrictions placed upon it unless the
department head or supervisor has requested the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department to temporarily change these limits or restrictions due to an emergency situation
or other unique circumstances;
13. I understand that absolutely no one, other than myself, is permitted to the use the purchasing
card assigned to me;
14. I understand that if I have the authority to request limit changes to accounts, that I cannot
make such requests directly to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department
for my own account;
15. I understand all purchases made under the purchasing card program are subject to being
audited; and
16. I understand that failure to follow any of the above listed terms and conditions or if found to
have misused the purchasing card in any manner may result in (a) revocation of the privilege
to use the card, (b) disciplinary action, (c) termination of employment, and/or (d) criminal
charges filed with the local District Attorney's Office. I hereby accept the above terms and
conditions and acknowledge receipt of the purchasing card identified below.
Employee’s Signature

Date Signed

Dollar and transaction limitations for this cardholder:

________________________

Dollars per transaction

________________________

Dollars per cycle: (month)

________________________

Transactions per cycle

________________________

Transactions per day

________________________

Merchant Category Code Group (see list below)

MCC
COC
OC2
OC3
OC4
OC5
OC6
OCFUEL

DESCRIPTION
Basic Office
Basic Office, Travel/Food
Automotive
Basic Office and Automotive (No Travel/Food)
High Level Buyer (No Travel/Food)
High Level Buyer, Plus Travel/Food
CNG Fuel only
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PURCHASING CARD

RECEIPT AND LIMITS

DEFAULT FUNDING:

GL Business Unit

Program

Dept ID

Fund

Grant Business Unit

Operating Unit

Grant Project

Account

Grant Activity

I have reviewed and understand the dollar limitations on my purchasing card and I acknowledge
receipt of the purchasing card.

Employee Signature/Date

Date Purchasing Card Received

Supervisor Signature/Date

Department Purchasing Card Designee/Date

*Current Primary Transaction Approver/Date
*This person or other designated approver is also responsible for verifying the validity of
all transactions and appropriateness of documentation.

As Department Head of the above named person, I authorize and approve the issuance of said
purchasing card to this employee and I accept overall responsibility for the use of the purchasing
card. The dollar limitations and restrictions are designated above. I agree to adhere to all the
guidelines established for the Purchasing Card Program.

Signature of Department Head

Date Signed

APPROVED BY:
Signature of Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department/Date Signed
Card Account Number:

Exp. Date:
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PURCHASING CARD PROGRAM - ATTACHMENT B

PURCHASING CARD CARDHOLDER AGREEMENT
INTRODUCTION
The City of Oklahoma City has an agreement with a bank that provides qualified full-time
employees with a commercial card to purchase selected materials and services. Using the bank’s
commercial card benefits the City or Trust and cardholder through:
•
•
•

Promptly paying our suppliers
Reducing overall processing costs
Decentralizing purchasing responsibility

The policies contained in this document must be followed by cardholders as guidelines for
conducting City or Trust business. Policy violations will result in revocation of cardholder
privileges and possible disciplinary action.
REQUIREMENTS
Purchasing cards are issued at the discretion of the Finance Department of the City of Oklahoma
City to qualified and approved full-time employees.
These cards remain the property of the bank and the City of Oklahoma City. Purchasing cards are
non-transferable and are not to be used by anyone other than the designated cardholder. The
bank or the City may suspend or cancel cardholder privileges at any time for any reason. The
cardholder will surrender the purchasing card upon request to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in
the Finance Department or any authorized agent of the bank or the City. Use of the purchasing card
after notice of its cancellation may be fraudulent and may cause the City or Trust to take legal
action.
Spending Limits: Each card has a pre-set spending limit, which may not be exceeded under any
circumstance. Increases to monthly credit limits, single transaction limits and changes to merchant
category code security will automatically return to the original amount or code at the end of the
month, unless a written authorization for a permanent change is received from the department head.
NO PERSONAL EXPENSES ARE TO BE CHARGED TO THE PURCHASING CARD
Purchasing Card Abuse: Abuse of the purchasing card will result in revocation of the card and
appropriate disciplinary action, which may include termination. Policy violations include, but are
not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Purchasing items for personal use.
Exceeding bank credit line limit.
Failure to return the purchasing card when reassigned, terminated or upon request.
Failure to review transactions and provide proper receipts and documentation to
department head, department supervisor/designee or transaction approver to meet
monthly deadlines.
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•

Failure to provide proper and timely documentation to Accounts Payable or the
Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department.

USAGE
The Purchasing Card is for business-related purposes only. It may not be used for personal
purchases. Although the card is issued in an employee’s name, it is still the property of The City of
Oklahoma City and must be used only for qualified City or Trust purchases.
SALES TAX
It is the cardholder’s responsibility to obtain transaction receipts from the merchant or supplier each
time the purchasing card is used. These receipts should reflect that NO SALES TAX is charged. If
the receipt is lost and the supplier was either unable or unwilling to provide a duplicate copy as
requested, a Missing Receipt Form (Attachment C) is to be completed and signed by the cardholder
and department supervisor/designee. This form will become part of the monthly reconciliation
paperwork.
REPORTS
Procurement Services recommends a transaction log be utilized for record keeping purposes to
ensure all transactions are accounted for during reconciliation. All transaction documentation should
be submitted to the cardholder’s department designee/supervisor or transaction approver of the
purchasing card program so that the documentation can be reviewed and transactions approved
electronically in the financial system. Following approval, documentation is returned to the
cardholder. After the vouchers have been processed and budget checked, the cardholder will create
a final Statement of Account report using a query (OKC_PCARD_STATEMENT_REPORT) in the
financial system. Each month, the cardholder will also receive a bank statement in the mail from the
bank. The bank statement will arrive five to seven business days after the cycle period closes. The
cardholder and approver will confirm the bank statement matches the transactions purchased for the
cycle, and file it along with the final statement of account report and other documentation in a
central location on site in the department, and made available for review upon request. The
cardholder/approver should immediately notify the Purchasing Card Coordinator of any
discrepancies. Monthly purchasing card documentation can be maintained electronically, as long as
information can be easily located and reviewed. Departments must ensure all scanned files are
readable. The City’s Records Retention Policy must be followed.
PROTECTING THE PURCHASING CARD
The purchasing card is valuable property, which requires proper treatment by the cardholder to
protect it from misuse by unauthorized parties.
Sign the purchasing card immediately upon receipt. When the expiration date has passed and/or
after the cardholder has received a new card, the department supervisor/designee of the purchasing
card program should cut the old purchasing card down the middle of the magnetic strip and return it
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to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department. The cardholder should make sure
the purchasing card is returned by the supplier after each charge and verify that the returned card has
the cardholder’s name on it. Carbon sheets should be obtained and destroyed.
LOST OR STOLEN CARDS
If a purchasing card is lost or stolen, the cardholder must immediately notify the Purchasing Card
Coordinator in the Finance Department, or the bank’s customer service department, and the
cardholder’s supervisor. The Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department or the
customer service representative of the bank will block use of the card. If charges were applied to the
account, an affidavit will need to be completed by the cardholder, through the Purchasing Card
Coordinator, and submitted to the bank. The Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department will send the form to the cardholder.
Sharmanlyne Vickers, Senior Buyer
Purchasing Card Coordinator
E-mail: sharmanlyne.vickers@okc.gov
Finance Department, Procurement Services Division
100 N. Walker, Suite 200
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
Phone: (405) 297-2184 Fax: (405) 297-2142

Cardholder Applicant (Print/Sign/Date)

Supervisor/Designee (Print/Sign/Date)

Purchasing Card Coordinator/Designee (Print/Sign/Date)

Department Head (Print/Sign/Date)

*Current Primary Transaction Approver
*The primary or designated approver applying the electronic signature approval is responsible
for verifying appropriateness of transactions and verifying appropriate documentation is
attached to monthly statement. Approver must be listed on the Authorized Signature List for
purchasing card approvals, completed purchasing card approver training; and is subject to
being audited.
Retain a copy and forward original to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance Department.
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PURCHASING CARD

MISSING RECEIPT FORM

Cardholder Name:
Cardholder Telephone:
Department/Division/Section:
Date of this Report:
Funding Information:
Merchant/Supplier Name:
Supplier Address:
Cost/Amount Paid: $

Date of Purchase:

Briefly describe circumstances of missing receipt:

I hereby certify that the goods and services, as described above, were purchased for Cityrelated business and were received. Every attempt was made to locate the lost receipt; in
addition, the merchant/supplier was either unable or unwilling to provide a duplicate copy as
requested. Provide this report to Supervisor or transaction Approver as part of your monthly
reconciliation paperwork.
I hereby certify that the goods and services, as described above, were purchased for Cityrelated business and were received. Every attempt was made to locate the lost receipt; in
addition, the merchant/supplier was either unable or unwilling to provide a duplicate copy as
requested. Provide this report to supervisor or transaction approver as part of your monthly
reconciliation paperwork.

CARDHOLDER:
(Print/Sign/Date)
SUPERVISOR OR DESIGNEE:
I have accepted the cardholder’s explanation of the loss and inability to obtain a duplicate
receipt; therefore, I am authorizing payment of the receipt or invoice due to the circumstances
involved.
SUPERVISOR OR DESIGNEE:
(Print/Sign/Date)
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BI-ANNUAL STATEMENT REVIEW SAMPLE MEMO

TO:

Purchasing Card Coordinator
Procurement Services Division
Finance Department

FROM:

Name, Department Head
Name of Department

DATE:
SUBJECT:

Name of Dept. Purchasing Card Statement
Review for Six Months ending
(date)

I have reviewed or delegated to
the Purchasing Card Statements for the following Cardholders:

, who is in the pay rage of a 516 or above,

(List names of Department Cardholders here)
I have confirmed the statements have been reviewed for the appropriateness of purchases and compliance with
grant requirements, if any.
I also confirm that appropriate documentation has been reviewed and is maintained in the Department.

Signature (Department Head) - required

Date

Bi-annual review delegated to the assigned:
I have reviewed the statements for the appropriateness of purchases and compliance with grant requirements, if
any.
I also verify that appropriate documentation for these purchases is maintained in the Department.

__________________________________________
Signature (job title must be 516 or above)

______________________________
Date

*Completed memo should be scanned and emailed to the Purchasing Card Coordinator in the Finance
Department.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 15
TRAVEL POLICY
15.1 - PURPOSE
This policy is designed to assist City employees or Council appointed officials, and members of City trusts,
boards, and commissions, when traveling for public business purposes. It is also designed to be an accountable
plan to meet Internal Revenue Service (IRS) travel expense guidelines. The IRS requires all travel advances or
expense reimbursements to be included in wages and are subject to the Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA), the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA), and income tax withholding unless certain requirements
are met. The following three conditions must be met for an accountable plan:
A.

Business connection. This requirement is satisfied if the expenses are incurred in connection with the
performance of services as an employee or appointed official.

B.

Substantiation. The employee or appointed official must submit information to the employer sufficient
to meet IRS guidelines of substantiation requirements for an accountable plan within a reasonable period
of time. This includes a log of expenses and appropriate documentation to substantiate the amount, time,
place and business purpose of the expenses paid or incurred in traveling away from home.

C.

Return of excess amounts if applicable. The employee or appointed official must return amounts
received in excess of those substantiated or deemed substantiated within a reasonable period of time.
This situation only applies to claims involving a Travel Advance issued to a City employee or appointed
official.

15.2 - APPLICATION
This policy governs reimbursements for conferences, seminars, training sessions, business meetings, and other
beneficial situations where common expenses are incurred for transportation, registration, lodging, and meals
during an overnight stay. Incidental travel expenses are subject to department head, or designee, approval.
Nothing contained herein shall prohibit the City Manager, or designee, from modifying or approving exceptions
to this policy to meet the needs of a unique situation; provided however, that no such modification will result in
a detriment to the City when traveling for a public business purpose.
Additionally, this policy pertains to the reimbursement of business related travel expenses incurred while
traveling away from home for a period substantially longer than an ordinary workday and is reasonable to need
sleep or rest. Mileage reimbursement claims for business related travel within the Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) are to be filed in accordance with established City policies for vehicle mileage reimbursement. The
MSA is defined to be the following seven counties surrounding the OKC metro area: Canadian, Cleveland,
Grady, Lincoln, Logan, McClain and Oklahoma.
A “mileage reimbursement only” claim within the MSA for a one-time event or a special circumstance may be
submitted by providing a memo from the department head explaining the public purpose of the reimbursement.
It is not necessary to complete a Travel Expense Voucher for “mileage only” claims.
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15.3 - POLICY
A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1.

Department heads are responsible for informing employees of travel policies and procedures and
ensuring adherence and compliance. The department submitting the travel claim is responsible
for determining the reasonableness and business purpose of the requested reimbursement for
travel expenses. Department heads may establish stricter internal policies and procedures in
order to meet budgetary requirements and other needs of the department.

2.

The City Manager's Office must be notified of the absence of a department head when he/she is
traveling out of town on City business. Department heads must provide their travel
destination(s), purpose and dates of the trip, person in charge of the department during the
department head’s absence, and a telephone number where he/she can be reached while
traveling.

3.

Any expenses related to a traveling companion of a claimant are not reimbursable by the City.

4.

The Travel Expense Voucher must be completed for reimbursement of any travel-related
expenses. Each traveling employee or appointed official must complete a separate Travel
Expense Voucher.

5.

The claimant may not authorize or otherwise approve their own Travel Expense Voucher,
justification for rental car, or other expenditures. Such authorizations must be made at the level
of the claimant’s supervisor or higher, and by the department head’s designee with signature
authority, if the claimant’s supervisor does not have this authority.
Department heads authorize individuals to sign and approve Travel Expense Vouchers by
completing an Authorized Signature List form maintained by the Information Technology
Department. Signatures on this form are verified by Accounts Payable staff when processing
travel claims. Department heads must have the City Manager, or their assigned Assistant City
Manager, approve their travel claim prior to submission to Accounts Payable for processing.
In the event of a reimbursement claim being filed by the City Manager, City Auditor, Municipal
Counselor, or a Municipal Judge, another individual having signature authority within the same
department must apply such authorization or approval.

6.

Failure to comply with the City's travel policy or falsification of expense reports may result in
denial of reimbursement, the loss of travel privileges and/or disciplinary action, including
possible termination and criminal prosecution.

7.

The standard mode for out-of-state travel is by commercial airline.

8.

Travel time is defined as 24 hours before and after the times in the official conference/training
registration information.
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B.

REGISTRATION
1.

The City may reimburse claimants for registration for City-related workshops, conferences and
seminars. Special events and tours that are not job-related and are leisure activity are not
reimbursable. Meal(s) included in the cost of registration will not be reimbursed to the claimant,
with the exception of continental breakfasts or special dietary needs. All exceptions must be
documented on the Expense Documentation Form.

2.

All pre-paid registration should be paid for with a purchasing card. If the vendor does not accept
purchasing cards, checks payable to the sponsoring organization may be issued prior to the
departure date. The sponsoring department is encouraged to pre-register if savings to the City can
be realized. Prepaid registration must be documented in the prepaid section of the Travel Expense
Voucher upon return.

3.

In the event the sponsoring department is unable to complete timely event registration, the
traveling employee or appointed official may elect to register by using a personal credit card or
check.
The traveling employee or appointed official may seek personal reimbursement prior to the
completion of the Travel Expense Voucher. A purchase order, including an electronic receipt,
copy of the official conference/training registration and confirmation of payment from the
sponsoring organization shall be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to seek personal
reimbursement before the travel has commenced. The personal payment of registration will be
noted in the prepaid section of the Travel Expense Voucher upon return.

C.

TRANSPORTATION
1.

Commercial Airline - The cost of airfare is very competitive and departments are required to
obtain at least three price quotes in order to purchase the lowest and best economy coach airfare.
When purchasing airfare, price should be the primary consideration; however, other factors to be
considered may include reasonable departure and arrival times, as well as the duration of the
flight. Price quotes should be kept in departmental purchasing files.
The airline itinerary, ticket stubs, or electronic ticket information must be submitted with the
Travel Expense Voucher. If the sponsoring organization has provided for discounted airfare, a
request should be made to obtain the lowest and best economy coach fare. Coach class or less, if
any special fares are available, is the maximum reimbursable fare. The City will not reimburse
claimants for added fees beyond coach fare. Examples of added fees may include early boarding,
better seating, or to obtain more leg room. Each department is responsible for ensuring the
claimant purchases the lowest and best economy coach fare available. The City Manager, or an
Assistant City Manager, may grant an exception to this policy upon advance written justification
from the department for air travel beyond coach class. Baggage fees will be reimbursed if the
claimant obtains receipts and documents the expense on the Travel Expense Voucher. The
Accounts Payable Section will request additional information and approvals if baggage fees
appear to be excessive. If the baggage fee receipt is lost, justification must be made on the
Expense Documentation Form.
Sometimes there are significant airfare cost savings if an employee is willing to travel outside of
conference or meeting dates, is eligible for a discount fare, or can take advantage of special travel
times. In the instance when there is significant savings from traveling outside of conference or
meeting dates, the Expense Documentation Form must clearly show the savings in airfare is
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greater than the additional cost of meals and lodging if these costs are to be reimbursed by the
City. An airfare quote for the most economical coach fare showing the cost of travel within
conference dates and receipts for additional expenses must be submitted with the claim as proof
of cost savings.
Traveling employees are encouraged to consider using special travel times, fare discounts, or
senior citizen rates if the savings in airfare is greater than the cost of any additional meals and
lodging that would be required or claimed for reimbursement.
In the event frequent flyer miles accumulated on City business are transferable or assignable to
the City, they shall be so transferred or assigned. When airline ticket promotions are used to
purchase airfare, any cost savings gained must be to the benefit of the City. If this occurs,
documentation should be provided on the Expense Documentation Form.
2.

Oklahoma City Ground Transportation and Parking - Transportation expenses, including
private vehicle mileage and/or limousine/shuttle service, to and from Will Rogers World Airport
are not reimbursable.
Off-airport parking is not reimbursable. A receipt is required for reimbursement of on-airport
parking for short or long term parking expenses, other than metered parking totaling $2 or less.

3.

City Vehicle - City employees are encouraged to use a City-owned vehicle when traveling on
City business within the State of Oklahoma. Fleet Services may provide a rental vehicle in lieu
of a City vehicle. For the purpose of this policy, the vehicle is still considered to be a City
vehicle and the cost is not considered to be an additional expense on a travel claim.
Reimbursements for use of a City-owned vehicle are limited to tolls, gasoline, parking, and other
related expenses en route to and from a destination. Reimbursement will be made only for
expenses justified with itemized receipts. When possible, a City fuel card should be used when
refueling a City vehicle. If a City fuel card cannot be used, an explanation as to why must be
provided on the Expense Documentation Form.

4.

Private Vehicle - In the event a City-owned vehicle is not available for travel within the State of
Oklahoma, or circumstances dictate otherwise, a private vehicle can be used. Mileage
reimbursement for use of a private vehicle will be paid at the current IRS rate. However,
mileage reimbursement claims pertaining to business related travel within the Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA) are to be filed in accordance with established City policies for vehicle
mileage reimbursement. The MSA is defined to be the following seven counties: Canadian,
Cleveland, Grady, Lincoln, Logan, McClain and Oklahoma.
The use of a private vehicle for traveling outside the State of Oklahoma requires an Expense
Documentation Form to be completed and must be approved by the department head, or
designee. Private vehicle mileage reimbursement will be paid at the current IRS rate, but only to
the extent of the most economical air coach fare or mileage, whichever is less.
Due to fluctuations in airfare, a comparison rate shall be established by obtaining an airfare quote
and department approval at the time reservations are made and documentation must be provided
with the travel claim. Airline baggage fees will also be considered if documentation is provided
with the travel claim. Taxi fare, rental cars and shuttle expenses will not be considered for the
purpose of establishing the reimbursement amount.
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When using a private vehicle, verification on how many miles actually driven is required by
using www.mapquest.com. When mileage reimbursement is provided for travel in a private
vehicle, gasoline will not be reimbursed. The IRS mileage rate includes the expense of fuel. A
link to the current standard mileage reimbursement rate can be located on the City’s internal
website.
If a private vehicle is used, no reimbursements will be allowed for fuel charges or additional
ground transportation at the destination site.
Prior to authorizing use of a private vehicle, the department is responsible for obtaining a copy
of the claimant’s valid driver's license and a vehicle insurance verification form demonstrating
adequate liability coverage for a private vehicle. This documentation will be maintained by the
department and provided upon request.

D.

5.

Rental Car - The expense of a rental car for a claimant, when out of town on behalf of the City,
may be reimbursed only if written justification is provided by the claimant on the Expense
Documentation Form and approved by the department head, or designee, prior to travel.
Claimants must submit the rental agreement, receipt and the written justification, approved by
the department head, or designee, with the Travel Expense Voucher.

6.

Commercial Rail Service - The claimant may choose the option of using rail service.
Reimbursement will be to the extent of the most economical mode of travel in comparison to air
travel. The justification must be documented by including a quote for the lowest and best
economy coach airfare submitted with the Expense Documentation Form and documented at the
time other reservations are made. The documentation must be provided with the Travel
Expense Voucher.

LODGING
1.

A purchasing card should be used by a cardholder in the traveling employee’s department to pay
for lodging expenses, including deposits when required. Lodging expenses paid on a department
purchasing card will be noted in the prepaid section of the Travel Expense Voucher upon return.
An itemized hotel receipt must be submitted with the travel claim. The hotel receipt must
indicate the payment method and show that the balance was paid. The purchasing cardholder is
responsible for documenting the hotel’s single occupancy rate, if the rate is not documented on
the receipt or another attachment.

2.

If it was not possible to use a department purchasing card, the claimant will be reimbursed for
the hotel bill upon submission of an itemized hotel receipt and a copy of the complete
registration form, including the applicable room rate, if published. The hotel receipt must
indicate the payment method and show that the balance was paid. In the event a registration
form is not available or does not include publication of hotel room rates; the claimant is
responsible for documenting the single occupancy room rate from the hotel. Failure to adhere to
this policy may result in a lodging reimbursement less than the amount claimed. Claimants are
required to inquire about discounted or government lodging rates.

3.

Meals, and other small incidentals are not available for use with the purchasing card at this time.
If a hotel requires a credit card number to be on file to cover incidental expenses such as
telephone calls, room service, Internet, mini bar etc., the credit card should belong to the traveler.
A City of Oklahoma City purchasing card should not be used for this purpose. If a hotel charges
any expenses other than daily room charges and applicable taxes to a department purchasing
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card, upon return the claimant must immediately pay the City Treasurer’s Office, even if they
will receive reimbursement for this expense after submitting their travel claim. A receipt from
the City Treasurer’s Office should be attached to the travel claim when submitted for
reimbursement.
4.

The City will reimburse for lodging costs actually incurred while conducting City business. The
City will not reimburse a claimant for lodging expenses beyond the documented single
occupancy rate and/or beyond the dates of travel as defined in Section 15.3.A.8.

5.

In the event that a lodging deposit is required, this expense should be paid with a department
purchasing card, when possible, or paid in accordance with the City's Purchasing Policies and
Procedures. In the event the sponsoring department is unable to complete the timely payment
processing of a lodging deposit, the employee or appointed official may elect to pay the lodging
deposit by using a personal credit card.
The employee or appointed official may seek personal reimbursement for the lodging deposit
prior to the completion of the Travel Expense Voucher. A purchase order, including an
electronic receipt, copy of the official conference registration and a confirmation of lodging
deposit shall be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to seek personal reimbursement
before the travel has commenced. The personal payment of the lodging deposit will be noted in
the prepaid section of the Travel Expense Voucher upon return.

6.

E.

In the event hotel reward points accumulated on City business are transferable or assignable to the
City, they shall be so transferred or assigned.

MEALS
1.

General Provisions:
a.
Meal expenses include reasonable tips.
b.
Alcoholic beverages are not reimbursable.
c.
Meal(s) included in the cost of registration will not be reimbursed to claimant, with the
exception of continental breakfasts or special dietary needs. Exceptions must be
documented on the Expense Documentation Form.
d.
Meal(s) will not be reimbursed unless overnight stay is required or long enough that an
employee needs to stop for sleep or rest to properly perform their job duties.

2.

Actual Expenses up to the Per Diem Rate are required for City employees or appointed
officials as follows:
a.
No meal receipts are required to be submitted with the Travel Expense Voucher.
However, sponsoring departments may retain actual receipts in their respective
department files.
b.
Reimbursement will be made for the actual amount claimed up to the federal per diem
rate as published by the General Services Administration (GSA) recommended by the
IRS. The maximum allowable will be the Meals and Incidental Expenses (M&IE) rate of
the GSA. The GSA per diem rates can be located by going to www.gsa.gov, then click
on Per Diem Rates.
c.
Reimbursement is prorated for partial days of travel. Travel departing Oklahoma City
after 1:00 p.m. or arriving in Oklahoma City before 5:00 p.m. is reimbursed as a half-day.
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F.

G.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE INFORMATION
1.

The City will not reimburse for personal items, services, or entertainment, including but not
limited to, toiletries, medicine, clothing, grooming, laundry, dry cleaning, movies, snacks or
alcoholic beverages.

2.

Receipts are not required for reasonable tips, shuttle/bus/taxicab fare, or business telephone calls;
however, they must be itemized on the Travel Expense Voucher.

3.

Other expenses noted on the Travel Expense Voucher must be justified by the claimant in
writing on the Expense Documentation Form, and also be accompanied with a receipt and
approved by the department.

4.

Names of additional City personnel traveling for the same purpose must be listed on the Travel
Expense Voucher.

FOREIGN TRAVEL
1.

In the event of foreign travel, the claimant is responsible for providing documentation from a
bank, financial institution, or Internet of the currency exchange rate in effect at the time of
exchange. The exchange rate information must be obtained during the dates of the travel.

2.

The City will not reimburse the Goods and Services Tax (GST) or any other foreign tax that may
be refunded to the claimant. The claimant is responsible for submitting a claim to the
appropriate country for any tax refund.

15.4 - TRAVEL AND PAYMENT REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES
A.

PROCESSING REIMBURSEMENT CLAIMS
1.

The claimant must complete and submit an Employee Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement
for Electronic Funds Payment Form to the Procurement Services Division to establish or update
an existing supplier number for the claimant.

2.

Claims for reimbursements of travel expenses must be completed and submitted to the Accounts
Payable Section within ten (10) working days following a claimant’s return from a trip.
Justification for late claims must be documented on the Expense Documentation Form.

3.

The following must be submitted for reimbursement of travel expenses to the Accounts Payable
Section to determine compliance with this policy:
a.
A purchase order, including an electronic receipt;
b.
Travel Expense Voucher;
c.
Airline itinerary, ticket stubs or electronic ticket information;
d.
Official conference/training brochure and registration;
e.
Itemized hotel receipt, indicating the payment method and showing the balance was paid;
f.
Receipts for rental car, parking, tolls, fuel, airline baggage fees, and other expenses as
required;
g.
Expense Documentation Form, if applicable;
h.
Other documentation, rental car agreement, as necessary;
i.
City Treasurer’s receipt from a Travel Advance, if applicable;
j.
Copy of Travel Advance Agreement, if applicable; and
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k.

It is recommended the Travel Claim Check List be followed and submitted with each
travel claim.

The Travel Expense Voucher shall reflect all expenditures of the trip, including prepaid airfare,
registration or lodging expenses and if these were paid by purchasing card or purchase order.
The purchase order number, electronic receipt number, and amount of all prepaid expenses must
be entered appropriately on the Travel Expense Voucher.

B.

4.

For conferences, include a copy of the official brochure and completed registration form, which
indicates the meeting location, dates and times of the conference, and costs.

5.

For non-conference claims, documentation indicating the meeting/training location, dates and
costs must be obtained and attached to the claim before submitting to Accounts Payable.

6.

Claimants should allow five (5) working days from date of submission to the Accounts Payable
Section for the processing and submission of complete, correct claims for payment in the earliest
possible pay cycle. Reimbursement checks will be mailed directly to the claimant’s home
address as provided on the Employee Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement for Electronic
Funds Payment Form or directly deposited into the claimant’s bank account if enrolled in the
EFT program. Accounts Payable staff may request additional documentation if not provided
with the reimbursement claim.

CITY TRAVEL ADVANCE
1.

In accordance with Article IX, Division 3, Section 2-841 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code,
2010, the City Manager may approve a petty cash draw also referred to as a Travel Advance, of
no more than $2,499. A department may submit a Travel Advance Agreement to the City
Manager for approval of a cash advance from the City Treasurer. Other department petty cash
funds may not be used for travel advances.

2.

The department will enter a requisition/purchase order using supplier number 0000006972. The
purchase order must include the claimant’s name in the item description field. Upon request, a
copy of the approved Travel Advance Agreement should be sent to the Procurement Services
Buyer assigned to approve travel purchase orders.

3.

To obtain a Travel Advance, the claimant requesting the advance must provide the original
approved Travel Advance Agreement, along with a copy of a signed purchase order to the City
Treasurer’s Office. A Travel Advance should not be picked up more than three days prior to
travel.

4.

Upon return, unspent cash must be returned to the City Treasurer’s Office within three working
days. The City Treasurer’s Office will issue a receipt for the cash that is returned from the
Travel Advance which must be submitted with the claimant’s travel reimbursement claim.

5.

Failure of any claimant to submit a complete Travel Expense Voucher to the Accounts Payable
Section within ten (10) working days could result in a of any Travel Advances for the
department, loss of travel privileges and/or disciplinary action up to and including termination.

6.

Only one Travel Advance is allowed to be outstanding per employee. Additional advances will
not be issued to the employee by the City Treasurer’s Office until the outstanding advance is
reimbursed in accordance with this policy.
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15.5 - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
A.

B.

C.

ATTENDANCE AND CONDUCT
1.

Traveling on behalf of the City and using public funds is a privilege. As a City employee or
appointed official, the claimant is expected to attend conference meetings and training sessions.

2.

An employee found to be absent from a substantial portion of the conference, seminar, sessions
or other activity without good and justifiable cause will be subject to disciplinary actions in
accordance with the applicable Personnel Policies and may be personally liable for all travel
expenses.

3.

Any City employee who performs any action that reflects discredit upon the City of Oklahoma
City; is involved in any conduct that is offensive; violates the common decency or morality of
the community; or whose conduct is unbecoming of a City employee will be subject to
disciplinary actions in accordance with the City’s Personnel Policies.

CANCELLATIONS
1.

If the registration, lodging and/or transportation has been prepaid by the City and the claimant is
unable to complete the intended travel, the claimant and sponsoring department are required to
follow-up on the cancellation policy of the sponsoring organization and lodging site. All
possible means are to be explored to obtain refunds, partial refunds, or options for substituting
another employee.

2.

The claimant must provide written justification, which is approved by the department head, to
explain and justify the reason for the inability to travel as previously arranged. This written
justification must be submitted on the Expense Documentation Form with the Travel Expense
Voucher.

REFUNDS
1.

The sponsoring department and the claimant have the responsibility for the oversight and
administration of seeking refunds to the City and depositing those refunds with the City
Treasurer’s Office.

2.

Any refunds due the City obtained due to cancellations or overpayments must be deposited with
the City Treasurer’s Office. Any such refund received can be credited back to the department’s
budget by providing the original funding information to the City Treasurer’s Office with the
refund.

3.

If the City refund is payable to the employee or appointed official, it must be endorsed to the
City, delivered to, and receipted by the City Treasurer’s Office.

4.

If payments were made by a City purchasing card, the refund should be credited back to the
purchasing card. Exceptions to this must be approved by the Purchasing Agent.

5.

If the refund is credited to the claimant’s personal credit card, the claimant is responsible for
reimbursing the City Treasurer’s Office for any amount due the City.
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Travel Expense Voucher
City Employee, Members of City Trusts, Boards and Commissions
Claimant’s Name:__________________________________________PO#____________________________Receipt#______________________
Home Address:_______________________________________________City:________________________State:_______Zip Code: ______________
Claimant’s Supplier ID#:___________________________________________Department &Division:__________________________________________________
Destination:City-________________________________________________________County-___________________________________State-________________
Purpose of Travel:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required: OKC Departure Date: _____________________ Time:_____________ OKC Arrival Date:________________________ Time:_______________
NOTE: Travel Outside of Conference Dates requires a completed Expense Documentation Form with departmental approval.
PREPAID SECTION

Circle Procard if paid by Procard

or

write PO# if paid by PO

Totals
$

(A)

Airfare:

(attach itinerary)

Procard

or

PO#

(B)

Registration:

(attach complete brochure)

Procard

or

PO#

(C)

Hotel/Lodging:(attach itemized receipt)

Procard

or

PO#

Procard

or

PO#

$
$
$
(D)

(attach receipts)

If a City vehicle was used, employee
should initial here
.

Day (write or type in)
Date (write or type in)
(E) TRANSPORTATION SECTION (to destination site)

$

•

Airfare – Requirement – Attach itinerary (if prepaid, enter above )

•

Rental Cars/Commercial Rail - Requirements – Attach Expense Documentation Form, rental agreement and
receipt. Department head approval for rental cars must be obtained prior to travel and attached to the claim.

$

•

Airline Baggage Fees

$

•

Parking & Tolls

$

•

Gas (City Vehicle only)

$

$
Total Item (E) - (per day)
(F) PRIVATE VEHICLE MILEAGE SECTION - Requirement: Attach Expense Documentation Form
Actual Miles x
Rate per Mile
Pay Total
Mileage Expense

$

$
OR Airfare, whichever is less Item (F)
(G) REGISTRATION SECTION - Requirements: Attach Complete Brochure with Registration Rates and Dates
$
• Total Item (G) (If prepaid, enter above)
(H) LODGING & TAXES SECTION- Requirements: Attach Itemized Hotel Receipt and Document Single Occupancy Rate
$
• Total Item (H)
(If prepaid, enter above)
(I) MEALS SECTION – Requirements – Itemize Actual Expenses up to the Per Diem Rate
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Actual Expenses
Total Per Day
$

Per Diem Rate

$

Total to Pay Item (I)
(Lesser of Two)
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Travel Expense Voucher, continued
Claimant’s Name:

PO#

Receipt#

List names of additional City personnel traveling for the same purpose (Required):

Day (write in)
Date (write in)
(J) MISCELLANEOUS SECTION (expenses at destination site)
$
Business Phone Calls
$
Tips (other than meals)
$
Taxis/Shuttles/Bus
$
Total Item (J) (per day)
(K) OTHER EXPENSES SECTION - Requirement: Attach Expense Documentation Form
• 1.

$

•

$

2.

$
Total Item (K)
$
Total Expenses, (A) – (K)

Claimant

Less Cash Advances (if applicable)

-

Less Prepaid Items

(A) – (D)

-

Total

(+ or -)

$

Date

$

Due Claimant
Claimant’s Supervisor

(+)

OR
$

Date

Due City Treasurer (-)
(Receipt of payment to City Treasurer Attached)

Authorized Signature (Verify Signature List)

Date

Receipts are required for: Airfare, Rental Cars, Commercial Rail Service, Short or Long Term Parking over
$2.00, Tolls, Airline Baggage Fees, Gasoline Receipts for Vehicles, Lodging and Other Expenses.
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EXPENSE DOCUMENTATION FORM

A
This form must be completed and filed with the Travel Expense Voucher to claim reimbursement for:
1) Travel Beginning and/or Ending Outside Recognized Conference Meeting Dates; 2) Private Vehicle
or Commercial Rail Service Travel Outside the State in Lieu of Air Travel; 3) Authorization for
continental breakfasts and special dietary meals; 4) Authorization for Rental Car; and 5) Justification of
Other Expenses.
I.

General Information:

Name:

Department:

II.

Travel Beginning and/or Ending Outside Recognized Conference Meeting Dates:

1)

Airfare quote for conference dates obtained prior to travel on
(date)
from (travel agency or internet)

$

2)

LESS: a)
Airfare Quote for Pre-Conference or Post Conference
From (travel agency or internet)
Extended Stay obtained on (date)
b)
Additional Lodging
c)
Additional Meals
d)
Additional Expenses (parking, tolls, etc.)

$

Net Savings to City
OR
(Non-Reimbursable Expense to Claimant)

$

3)

$
$
$

$

III.

Use of Private Vehicle, Commercial Rail Service vs. Air Travel (Outside State):

1)

$

2)

Airfare Quote obtained prior to travel on (date)
from
(travel agency or internet)
Baggage Fees (only if documentation of cost is provided with claim)

3)

LESS: a)

$

4)

LESS: b)
c)
d)
e)

5)

Net Savings to City
OR
(Non-Reimbursable Expense to Claimant)

Round trip vehicle mileage
miles X
mileage reimbursement rate
OR
Round trip Commercial Rail Service cost
Additional Lodging
Additional Meals
Additional Expenses (parking or tolls etc.)
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$

$
$
$
$
$
$

IV.
Special Dietary Meals; Continental Breakfasts; Rental Car; Other Expenses; Late Claim;
Cancellations and Other Comments:
Justification:

V.

Authorization:

Signature of Claimant

Date

Claimant’s Supervisor

Date

Authorized Signature (Verify Signature List)
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TRAVEL ADVANCE AGREEMENT

Amount:$
PO#:

Name (Print or type)

Title

Department Name

Department #

Telephone

Purpose of Travel Advance:
Dates of Conference:

Date leaving:

Destination:

Date returning:

Department Head Approval-Signature

Date

City Manager’s Approval (Required): Designation per 2-841 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code.

City Manager/Designee

(Signature/Print)

Date

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF FUNDS
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:
That I, ___________________________ (Print Name), in my capacity as ________________________________(Title), hereby
acknowledge receipt of $
to me in hand paid this
day of
, 20___, for the purpose(s) set out above, under
authority of Section 2-841 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code; in consideration of which I hereby agree to administer and account
for said monies as provided in said ordinance only, and authorize The City of Oklahoma City, or its agents or assigns, to collect any
monies unreconciled, including costs of collection and attorney’s fees.
I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that I have read said ordinance and agree to abide by the provisions thereof.
INWITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set by hand this

day of

, 20 _______.
________________________________________
Signature (Upon receipt of Travel Advance)

STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY OF_____________________
Before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State on this
day of
, 20
, personally appeared
(Print Name), to me known to be the identical person who executed the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that
they executed same as their free and voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth.
Given under my hand and seal the day and year last above written.
(Seal)

My Commission Expires:
NOTARY PUBLIC
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TRAVEL CLAIM CHECK LIST
(City Employees, Members of City Trusts, Board and Commissions)
GENERAL INFORMATION SECTION ON TRAVEL EXPENSE VOUCHER:
____

Travel Expense Voucher completed, including the PO# and Receipt# generated by the financial system. The supplier number set up for the
claimant, must include full name and home mailing address. A separate claim form must be used for each claimant. Travel Advances
should be for the employee that signed for the cash advance. The supplier number for travel advances from the City Treasurer
(0000006972) must be used on the requisition/purchase order, not the claimant’s supplier number.

____

Destination/Purpose and OKC Departure/Arrival date and time must be completed.

____

Travel outside of conference dates must have an Expense Documentation Form attached with written justification and department
approval supporting travel times outside the conference dates. (Section II and V must be completed). It must clearly show that the savings
in airfare is greater than the additional cost of meals, lodging and additional expenses, if these costs are to be reimbursed by the City.
Airfare quotes must be obtained no later than the date of the airfare purchase for the extended travel dates.

____

Verify that the claim will be submitted to Accounts Payable within 10 working days following claimant's return from trip. Late claims
require an Expense Documentation Form with written justification from the claimant and approval from the department. (Section IV
and V must be completed).

SECTION (A), (B), (C) & (D) PREPAIDS:
____

If airfare, registration, hotel/lodging or other deposit costs were prepaid by the City or the claimant submitted a claim for
reimbursement prior to the travel dates, the purchase order number and amount for each prepaid must be completed. If paid by purchasing
card, this should be indicated by circling procard on these sections. The receipts for airfare itinerary, hotel/lodging, registration, other
deposit verification and complete registration brochure must be attached.

SECTION (E) TRANSPORTATION:
____

Airline itinerary, ticket stubs or electronic ticket must be submitted with the claim and if prepaid, purchase order number and amount
must be completed on the Travel Expense Voucher. If there was a change of flight resulting in additional cost to the claimant, attach the
Expense Documentation Form with written justification of the additional expense approved by the department and the original receipt.
(Section IV and V must be completed). The department is responsible to ensure that claimants use the lowest and best economy coach
airfare available. Verify airfare to be a single ticket purchase.

____

Attach airline baggage fees and indicate the expense(s) on the Travel Expense Voucher. If the baggage fee receipt is lost, justification
and approval from the department must be indicated on the Expense Documentation Form (Section IV and V must be completed).

____

Determine if claimant is eligible for reimbursement for long term parking. Note that long term parking incurred at the Oklahoma City
Airport or other parking facilities at the destination site are not reimburseable expenses. (Receipt must be attached to Travel Expense
Voucher).

____

If reimbursing for use of City Vehicle outside of state, verify receipts for tolls, gas, parking other than metered over $2.00 or other related
expenses en route to and from destination are attached. If a City vehicle was used, employee needs to initial the box on Travel Expense
Voucher form under the Prepaid Section. If a fuel card is not used when purchasing fuel for a City vehicle (Section IV and V) of the
Expense Documentation Form must be completed.

____

If reimbursing for rental car, verify rental car agreement, receipt and Expense Documentation Form with written justification from the
claimant, approved by the department head is attached. Must be approved prior to travel (Section IV and V must be completed).

____

If reimbursing for commercial rail service, verify receipt and Expense Documentation Form with department approval is attached.
(Section III and V must be completed). Must be most economical method of travel. Airfare quotes must be obtained when travel
arrangements are made.

SECTION (F) PRIVATE VEHICLE MILEAGE:
____

If reimbursing mileage for private vehicle use outside of state, actual miles multiplied by the current IRS mileage rate must be entered,
attach an Expense Documentation Form with department approval and airfare quote (Section III and V must be completed). Mileage may
be reimbursed to the claimant at the current IRS rate, as long as it does not exceed the lowest and best economy coach airfare and baggage
fees, if documentation is included; if so, the lesser of the two must be used. Private Vehicle Mileage incurred to and from the
Oklahoma City air departure point is not reimbursable. No reimbursements will be allowed for fuel or additional ground
transportation at the destination site. Reimbursement is allowed for tolls and parking as long as expenses do not exceed the cost of
airfare.
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SECTION (G) REGISTRATION:
____

Registration amount entered and entire registration brochure attached, must include locations, dates covered, and cost. If prepaid, either
procard or PO must be circled on the prepaid section of the Travel Expense Voucher and the amount entered. If prepaid using a purchase
order, the purchase order number must be entered. Verify that special events and tours that are not job-related and are leisure activity
have not been included on the registration. The City will not reimburse for this type of activity or expenses relating to a traveling
companion of the claimant.

SECTION (H) LODGING & TAXES:
____

____

Itemized hotel receipt is attached. In the event a registration form is not available or does not include publication of hotel room rates, the
claimant is responsible for obtaining written documentation of the single occupancy room rate from the hotel. Verify name on
receipt, number of persons in room and single/double occupancy rate, if necessary.
Verify payee support is attached for Hotel deposit. If prepaid, purchase order number or procard must be circled and the amount entered on
the Travel Expense Voucher.

SECTION (I) MEALS:
____

Verify that expenses for each meal is itemized on the Travel Expense Voucher. Reimbursement will not be approved without this separate
detail. The City will not reimburse meals or expenses for traveling companions, snacks or for alcoholic beverages. All meal expenses will
be reviewed for reasonableness.

____

Verify that meal dates coincide with conference/travel dates and if meal(s) have been included as part of the registration. The City will not
reimburse for additional meals during that time, with the exception of continental breakfasts and special dietary needs. An
Expense Documentation Form with justification and department approval must be attached for these exceptions (Section IV and V must be
completed).

____

Verify current City/County/State per diem rate and 1/2 day or full day allowable. City employees, members of City Trust, boards and
commission are required to use the per diem rate. No meal receipts are required. Reimbursement will be made for the actual
expenditure amount claimed, up to the per diem maximum.

____

Verify overnight stay was required before reimbursing for meals or if the claimant was in travel status long enough that an employee needs
to stop to rest to properly perform his/her job duties. If overnight stay was not required and travel was long enough that an employee
needed to stop to rest, justification on the Expense Documentation Form will need to be approved by the Departmental Head or designee
(Section IV and V must be completed).

SECTION (J) MISCELLANEOUS:
____

Miscellaneous expenses consist of tips (excluding meal tips), taxicab/shuttles/bus fare, and business phone calls. Verify expenses are
itemized on the Travel Expense Voucher (receipts are not required for reasonable tips or business phone calls). The City will not reimburse
for personal items, services or entertainment, including but not limited to, toiletries, medicine, clothing, grooming, laundry, dry cleaning,
movies, snacks and alcoholic beverages.

SECTION (K) OTHER:
____

Other expenses must be justified by the claimant on the Expense Documentation Form, accompanied with a receipt and approved by the
department (Section IV and V must be completed).

SUMMARY:
____

In the event of foreign travel, claimant must supply documentation from bank, financial institution, or Internet of the currency exchange
rate in effect at the time of exchange. Also, verify that the Goods and Services Tax (GST) or any other foreign tax is not being claimed
by the claimant (this tax is usually found on the hotel bill). The City will not reimburse for this tax. The claimant is responsible for
submitting a claim to the appropriate country for any tax refund.

____

If claimant received advance money, receipt and copy of the completed Travel Advance Form from City Treasurer must be attached
(Travel Advance claims only).

____

Verify that all supporting documentation is accurately listed on the travel expense voucher; that all subtotals and totals are accurate; and the
correct account code was used.

____

Verify that voucher has claimant's signature and claimant’s supervisor or higher signature is on the Travel Expense Voucher. The
Authorized Signature List must be verified for authorized department approval (Claimant seeking reimbursement cannot authorize or
otherwise approve their own travel expense voucher or other related justifications). Department heads must have the City Manager, or their
assigned Assistant City Manager, approve their travel claim prior to submission to Accounts Payable for processing.

____

For cancellations, verify that an Expense Documentation Form is attached with justification and department approval (Section IV and V
must be completed.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 16
VEHICLE USE AND REIMBURSEMENT
16.1 - PURPOSE
To establish a Take-Home Vehicle, Vehicle Mileage Reimbursement, and Vehicle/Car Allowance Policy for
employees of the City of Oklahoma City and to ensure the City is in full compliance with applicable IRS
regulations.
16.2 - SCOPE
This policy provides guidelines for the assignment of take-home vehicles, use of City vehicles, and
reimbursement for the use of personal vehicles in conducting official City business. Excluding public safety
departments, this policy applies to employees in City departments and divisions, including executives. Public
Safety departments will establish internal policies governing the assignment and use of take-home vehicles.
The responsibility for the administration of this policy is assigned to the City Manager. The responsibility for
the enforcement of this policy is assigned to Department Heads.
When a City employee must travel on approved official business, the City will either provide the employee with
a vehicle or provide reimbursement for the use of a personal vehicle or for the use of public transportation.
For policies and procedures related to travel expense reimbursement for out-of-town business trips, please refer
to the travel policy in the previous section of this document.
16.3 - POLICY
A.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Safety. The City reserves the right to prohibit employees with unsatisfactory safety or traffic
violation records from operating City vehicles or using personal vehicles for City business.

2.

Licensing. A valid State of Oklahoma driver's license is required for an employee to drive a
City vehicle or a personal vehicle used in the conduct of City business for which mileage
reimbursement is received. The employee will be required to submit evidence of his/her driver’s
license to his/her department annually, or upon request.

3.

Accidents. All accidents occurring while on City-related business involving City-owned
vehicles or personal vehicles in use on City business must be immediately reported by the
employee operating the vehicle to the appropriate law enforcement agency and then through the
established department and Citywide accident reporting procedures.
The City requires all vehicle accidents that occur while on City related business, whether on
private or public property, be reported to Risk Management within five (5) working days
following the day of the accident. The report must be made using the City's “Vehicle Accident
Report” form accompanied by a “Supervisor’s Investigation Report”. These forms can be
located on the City’s intranet website or from the Risk Management Division.
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4.

B.

Time Sheet Accuracy. Each department, division, agency, and work location is responsible for
ensuring the accuracy of its own time sheets and payroll reconciliation, including all entries
relating to vehicle usage and mileage.

TAKE-HOME VEHICLES
1.

Purpose. Take-home Vehicles are provided to respond to emergency situations posing an
immediate threat to the safety of the public. Take-home Vehicles will be authorized when the
additional response time required for an employee to travel to the regular work location to pick
up a vehicle would significantly increase the threat to public safety.
Take-home Vehicles may also be provided to City Inspectors to gain service delivery efficiencies
and/or operational savings to the City. Vehicles used for this purpose must have automatic
vehicle location (AVL) devices installed for safety and accounting purposes.
No vehicle assignments are made for the personal use or convenience of the employee and
assignment of vehicles is considered a responsibility rather than a privilege. Any employee who
uses a City-owned vehicle for personal reasons such as commuting between his/her residence to
his/her primary work location will be subject to having the value of such personal use included
on his/her W-2 Form.

2.

C.

Initial Assignment. When an employee is first assigned a City-owned take-home vehicle (and
annually thereafter if the employee continues to use the same vehicle) the employee and his/her
supervisor will prepare a Take-Home Vehicle Form. At that time, the employee will be notified
as to whether Federal and State income taxes will be withheld on the value of any personal use of
the vehicle. A new Take-Home Vehicle Form will be prepared each time a vehicle is assigned to
a different employee. A Take-Home Vehicle Form is attached to this section of the policy.

VEHICLE REIMBURSEMENTS AND ALLOWANCES
1.

Logs. Employees receiving mileage reimbursements will be required to prepare and submit
complete and accurate trip logs to their payroll officers as documentation for mileage
reimbursement.
Information provided in the request for reimbursement should include date, starting mileage,
ending mileage and total miles driven, origin and destination.
The City will not reimburse employees for mileage accumulated commuting between their
homes and their normal work locations.

2.

Personal Vehicle Responsibilities. The owner/operator of a personal vehicle assumes
responsibility for all costs involved in the operation and maintenance of his or her vehicle while
conducting City business. The only compensation shall be the predetermined mileage payment
for use while conducting City business or vehicle allowance. Miles commuting between the
employee's home and normal work location are excluded from reimbursement.
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3.

Department Responsibilities. Individual departments are responsible for maintaining vehicle
insurance records on all employees applying for vehicle mileage reimbursement or vehicle
allowance for use of a personal vehicle for City business. Department Heads have the authority
to withhold payment from any employee who has not provided proof of required insurance
coverage. Departments are responsible for maintaining driver’s license records and for
authorizing the withholding of payment if an employee does not provide a valid driver’s license.

4.

Compensation. Reimbursement for the use of a personal vehicle will be paid at the rate
prescribed by IRS regulations. A qualified and properly insured employee upon the
recommendation of his/her Department Head will be considered for mileage reimbursement.
Reimbursements must be authorized in advance by the City Manager. Requests for authorization
should be routed through the Fleet Services Division and must include a statement describing the
City business to be conducted while on mileage reimbursement and the anticipated mileage.
A vehicle allowance of $250 per month will be considered for qualified and insured drivers
whose jobs require them to travel at least 11,000 miles per year. To obtain the vehicle allowance
authorization, the Department Head must submit a description of the intended City business use
through the Fleet Services Division. The request must include an estimate of the number of
miles of travel the job requires each year. Vehicle/Car allowance should be reviewed by Fleet
Services and authorized by the City Manager. Once the allowance has been approved, a
Personnel Action Form with the employee’s signature must be submitted to Personnel HRIS to
start the allowance. The paperwork should reflect an earnings code of CR1 if the allowance is to
be treated as non-taxable, or CR2 for taxable earnings.

5.

D.

Mileage Rate. The Payroll Section of the Accounting Services Division is responsible for
distributing the IRS mileage rate to departments. A memo will be forwarded to departments
annually when the new IRS mileage rate is announced and the rate will be posted on the City's
intranet website.

REPORTING UNAUTHORIZED PAYMENTS AND LOSS OF VALID DRIVER’S LICENSE
1.

Reporting. Employees who receive vehicle mileage reimbursements or allowances will be
responsible for reporting any unauthorized payments or overpayments. Should an overpayment
occur for any reason, the employee is required to reimburse the City for the overpayment.
Employees are required to sign a statement acknowledging they understand the policy regarding
reporting and repayment of unauthorized mileage reimbursement or car allowance payments, and
they agree to comply. The department shall maintain this statement.
All motor vehicle operators utilizing City vehicles or personal vehicles in the course of
employment are required to report to their immediate supervisor, by the close of business the
next business day, if their driver’s license is suspended, revoked, or cancelled.

2.

Disciplinary Action. An employee who fails to report an unauthorized payment or to report the
loss of a valid Oklahoma driver’s license or loss of liability insurance is subject to appropriate
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. Department Heads are responsible for
communicating this policy to employees approved for vehicle reimbursements, allowance, or use
of City-owned take-home vehicles.
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E.

EXECUTIVE CAR ALLOWANCES
Car allowances approved for executives and other specified management employees may be awarded by
the City Manager as part of a total compensation package. Other economic factors may be considered in
approving car allowances to these employees. In such cases, the approval and review procedures will
follow applicable guidelines described in Section 16.4 - C. and D.

16.4 - PROCEDURE
A.

TAKE-HOME VEHICLE REQUESTS
A Department Head must initiate take-home vehicle requests.
A written request justifying the need for an after-hours vehicle must be routed through the General
Services Department for review and endorsement. Final approval or denial will be granted by the City
Manager’s Office.
It is the responsibility of the Department Head or designee to assure such vehicles are used for the
purpose granted on the original authorization.
Department Head or designee will be notified of the approval or denial of each request.

B.

REQUESTS FOR REIMBURSEMENT OR VEHICLE ALLOWANCE
An employee may request authorization for mileage reimbursement or vehicle allowance through his/her
Department Head. The request must include the following information:
a. Oklahoma Driver's License number and expiration date
b. proof of liability insurance coverage; including name of insurance company, policy number, and
expiration date
c. a description of the intended City business use of the employee’s vehicle
d. anticipated annual mileage
Upon approval by the employee’s division and Department Head, the request is to be forwarded to the
Fleet Services Division for a cost assessment and recommendation.
Requests will be approved in writing and, to be valid, must bear the signature of the City Manager or the
City Manager’s designee.

C.

EXECUTIVE CAR ALLOWANCES
Car allowance authorizations for executives and other specified management employees may be
negotiated and approved by the City Manager’s Office.

D.

DISCONTINUANCE OF AUTHORIZATION
In the event a department determines authorization for the use of a take-home vehicle, vehicle allowance
or mileage reimbursement should be discontinued. The following process is to be followed:
1.

The Department Head will notify the employee authorization has been discontinued.
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2.

The Department Head will initiate a written notice of discontinuation of authorization to the
General Services Department and the department’s payroll officer will notify the Personnel
Department and submit paperwork. The HRIS Section is responsible for stopping the monthly
car allowance payment upon receipt of written notice including effective dates.

3.

The discontinuation will be recorded in the authorization database maintained by the Fleet
Services Division.
Discontinuance of car allowances for executives and other specified management employees will
follow modified procedures. The City Manager’s Office will notify employees and the Fleet
Services Division of the discontinued authorization. Subsequent procedures will follow
“Discontinuance of Authorization” procedures outlined in this section.

E.

VEHICLE USE REVIEW PROCESS
At the end of each month, the Fleet Services Division will review the status of take-home vehicle use,
vehicle allowances, and mileage reimbursement levels to ensure consistency with current authorizations.
Fleet Services will provide notice to Department Heads and the City Manager’s Office if annual mileage
reimbursement amounts exceed the cost of other available alternatives.
Each fiscal year, Fleet Services requires Department Heads to review and reauthorize take-home
vehicles and vehicle reimbursements and allowances.

16.5 - VEHICLE WASH
A.

PURPOSE
To establish a policy that City vehicles will present the cleanest and well cared for appearance that
conditions of weather and use allow.

B.

POLICY
Vehicles are to be washed as needed in order to present a clean appearance. Facilities for washing
vehicles exist both in-house and at commercial locations under existing vendor site fueling contracts.
Commercial car wash services will be at the most basic service available, unless otherwise specifically
authorized by departmental policy. In-house washing facility at the Central Maintenance Facility is
provided for both light and heavy duty vehicles and includes availability of a vacuum cleaner.
Employees who choose to use a car wash with a higher cost than the most basic available will be
required to provide justification for using the higher cost wash to their supervisor if it was not authorized
in advance. If that justification is determined by the supervisor to be unacceptable, the employee shall
reimburse the City for the cost differential, payable at the City Treasurer’s Office. Employees who
regularly use high cost car washes may be subject to disciplinary action.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 17
CHANGE FUNDS
17.1 - PURPOSE
The Oklahoma City Municipal Code allows for remote-location change funds (Article IX, Division 3, Section
2-842) authorized by the City Treasurer’s Office. The provisions of the Code and the procedures established in
this policy address the operational responsibilities for the requesting department and for the custodial employee
to establish, maintain, and relinquish change funds.
17.2 - DEFINITION
Change funds are cash assignments of public funds for the purpose of providing change for customer cash
transactions. Change funds cannot be used for any other purpose.
17.3 - SCOPE
This policy and the procedures established herein govern the assignment and remote location of change funds.
17.4 - ESTABLISHMENT
A Department Head may request establishment of a change fund by submitting a Change Fund Agreement.
One form must be completed for each department employee responsible for a change fund. The form must be
approved by signature of both the Department Head and City Manager/Designee.
A change fund is established in an amount relevant to its purpose as requested by the Department Head and
approved by the City Manager/Designee. The City reserves the right to prohibit individual employees from
obtaining change funds.
The department is responsible for providing safe locations for the custodial employee to secure funds in locked
areas. These funds must be accounted for at all times and available for inspection by approved designated
authorities (i.e. Auditors or Treasury). Department Heads shall be responsible for communicating this policy to
their employees who are approved to hold change funds.
Department Heads are responsible for assuring that employees with access to or responsibility for handling cash
have appropriate experience or training. The City Treasurer’s Office provides cash handling training.
17.5 - RECONCILIATION
Cash register change funds must be reconciled at least once each day. Reconciliation of other change funds
may occur as often as necessary but must occur no less than once monthly. The custodial employee is
personally responsible for the change fund in their possession. The custodial employee must immediately
report any shortage(s) or overage(s) and itemize the deduction from or addition to the deposit accordingly.
Shortages resulting from theft must be immediately reported to the Police Department and immediately
reimbursed from the department’s budget with a police report as support for the claim.
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17.6 - RELINQUISHMENT
Cash assignments are not transferable to other employees. In the event a department determines there is no
longer a valid purpose for a change fund, or when the custodial employee transfers to a different position or
terminates employment, the funds shall be returned to the City Treasurer or a new assignment must be in place.
Upon receipt of the funds or new assignment, the City Treasurer or designee will “void” the original assignment
form of the previous custodial employee and return it to the employee. Each employee who has acknowledged
the receipt of funds as evidenced by their signature on the Cash Assignment Form shall be held accountable for
said funds until the funds have been returned to the City Treasurer or a new assignment is in place and the
original “voided” cash assignment form is received.
17.7 - VIOLATIONS
No employees shall maintain or operate any change fund not authorized by the City Treasurer. An employee
charged with responsibility for a change fund shall maintain and operate the fund in accordance with City
policy. Change funds must never be used to cash or give back change on personal checks, to pay any type of
expenses, or make loans. Violations of this policy may adversely affect a department from obtaining the City
Treasurer’s authorization for establishment of a change fund or continued possession of such.
17.8 - DISCIPLINARY ACTION
Any employee found to be acting in violation of this policy is subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
The City Treasurer shall provide Department Heads with a list of change funds and the employee(s) responsible
for them annually.
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CHANGE FUND AGREEMENT
Amount: $

Name (Print or type)

Title

Department Name

Department ID#

Telephone

State purpose and location of change fund:
Purpose of change fund:

Physical Location:

Department Head Approval-Signature

Title

City Manager’s Approval (Required): Designation per 2-842 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code.
City Manager/Designee

Date

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF FUNDS
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:
That I,
(Print Name), in my capacity as
(Title) hereby
acknowledge receipt of $
to me in hand paid this
day of
, 20___, for the
purpose(s) set out above, under authority of Section 2-842 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code; in consideration of
which I hereby agree to administer and account for said monies as provided in said ordinance only, and authorize The City
of Oklahoma City, or its agents or assigns, to collect any monies unreconciled, including costs of collection and attorney’s
fees.
I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that I have read said ordinance and agree to abide by the provisions thereof.
INWITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set by hand this

day of

, 20

.

Signature (Upon receipt of Change Fund)
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY OF

Before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State on this
day of
, 20 ,
personally appeared
(Print Name), to me known to be the identical
person who executed the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed same as
their free and voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth.
Given under my hand and seal the day and year last above written.

(Seal)

My Commission Expires:
NOTARY PUBLIC
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 18
EMERGENCY/ONE-TIME PETTY CASH ADVANCES
18.1 - PURPOSE
The Oklahoma City Municipal Code 2-841 provides for those departments/divisions not having a petty cash
assignment to request an emergency/one-time petty cash advance. The advance is available to enable
employees to pay cash for services and fees that cannot be used by following traditional purchasing processes
and where use of a purchasing card is not feasible.
18.2 - DEFINITION
The advance is for specific purchases requiring a cash payment at the point of sale or when the service or fee is
transacted. Emergency/one-time petty cash purchases include, but are not limited to, various filing fees at
county and state agencies, postage needs, etc.
18.3 - SCOPE
This policy and the procedures established herein govern emergency/one-time petty cash advances.
18.4 - ESTABLISHMENT
A Department Head may request an advance by submitting an Emergency Petty Cash Advance Agreement to
the City Treasurer. A form must be completed for each request. The form must be approved by signature of
both the Department Head and City Manager/Designee.
Emergency/one-time petty cash advances may be requested in an amount not to exceed $500 during normal
office hours. The City reserves the right to prohibit individual employees from obtaining emergency/one-time
petty cash advances.
Department Heads are responsible for assuring that employees with access to or responsibility for obtaining
cash have appropriate experience or training.
The requesting employee is personally responsible for any emergency/one-time petty cash advance in his/her
possession. Theft must be immediately reported to the Police Department and reimbursed from the
department’s budget with a police report as support for the claim. The custodial employee must immediately
reimburse any shortage(s) not resulting from theft; otherwise, the Department Head is ultimately responsible for
collecting shortages of funds.
18.5 - EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS AND REIMBURSEMENT TO CITY TREASURER’S OFFICE
The emergency petty cash advance is to be used for the emergency/one-time purchase of allowable items, in
situations where employees are restricted from following traditional purchasing processes, where a purchasing
card is not feasible and when a cash payment is the only accepted form of payment to the service provider.
As a governmental entity, The City is not required to pay sales tax. Employees are expected to inform
vendors/suppliers that the City is exempt from sales tax (Oklahoma Statutes, Title 68, Section 1356(A)). A tax
exemption letter can be located on the City’s intranet website. Sales tax will not be reimbursed.
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The following procedures should be followed to receive the funds and to reimburse the City Treasurer’s Office:
a. The department shall submit the completed Emergency/One-time Petty Cash Advance form to the
City Treasurer’s Office in order to receive the cash.
b. Cash will only be released by the City Treasurer’s Office to the employee whose name is on the
form.
c. The City Treasurer expects signed and dated return of receipts and/or unspent cash from the
requesting employee on the same day or within 24 hours of issuance of the emergency/one-time
petty cash.
d. The department shall enter a purchase order utilizing vendor number 0000008486 in the amount of
the emergency/one-time petty cash advance within 24 hours of issuance of the emergency/one-time
petty cash.
e. The department shall enter an electronic receipt matching the amount of the receipt(s) submitted to
the City Treasurer’s Office.
f. The City Treasurer’s Office or department forwards all original documentation to Accounts Payable.
g. Claims are subject to review by the Accounts Payable Section and the City Treasurer’s Office.
18.6 - VIOLATIONS
Emergency/one-time petty cash advances shall not be used for personal items, to pay unauthorized expenses, or
make loans. Violations of this policy may adversely affect a department from obtaining the City Treasurer’s
authorization for requesting emergency/one-time petty cash advances or obtaining emergency/one-time cash
advances in the future.
18.7 - DISCIPLINARY ACTION
An employee found to be acting in violation of this policy is subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
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EMERGENCY/ONE-TIME PETTY CASH ADVANCE
Amount: $
PO#:
Name (Print or type)
Department Name

Title
Department ID#

Telephone

State purpose, date needed for emergency/one-time petty cash advance:
Purpose of advance:

Department Approval-Signature

Title

City Manager’s Approval (Required): Designation per 2-841 or 2-842 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code.

_______________________________________________________________________________
City Manager/Designee

Date

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF FUNDS
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:
That I,
(Print Name), in my capacity as
(Title), hereby acknowledge
receipt of $
to me in hand paid this
day of
, 20___, for the purpose(s) set out above,
under authority of Section 2-841 or 2-842 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code; in consideration of which I hereby agree
to administer and account for said monies as provided in said ordinance only, and authorize The City of Oklahoma City,
or its agents or assigns, to collect any monies unreconciled as provided in subsection 1 of said Section 2-841, including
costs of collection and attorney’s fees.
I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that I have read said ordinance and agree to abide by the provisions thereof.
INWITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set by hand this

day of

, 20

.

Signature (When cash received)
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY OF

Before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State on this
day of
, 20 ,
personally appeared
(Print Name), to me known to be the identical
person who executed the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed same as
their free and voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth.
Given under my hand and seal the day and year last above written.

(Seal)

My Commission Expires:
NOTARY PUBLIC
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 19
PETTY CASH
19.1 - PURPOSE
The Oklahoma City Municipal Code allows for remote location petty cash funds (Chapter 2, Article IX, Section
2-841 (b)) authorized by the City Treasurer’s Office. The provisions of the Code and the procedures established
in this policy are to address the operational responsibilities for the requesting department and for the custodial
employee to establish, spend, reconcile, replenish, and relinquish petty cash funds.
19.2 - DEFINITION
Petty cash is for purchasing inexpensive non-contract items of an urgent or critical need or in situations where it
is not cost effective or efficient to follow traditional purchasing processes and where use of a purchasing card is
not feasible.
19.3 - SCOPE
This policy and the procedures established by this policy govern the assignment and remote location of petty
cash funds.
19.4 - ESTABLISHMENT
Department Heads may make a request to establish a petty cash fund by submitting a Petty Cash Fund
Agreement. One form must be completed for each department employee responsible for a petty cash fund. The
form must be approved by signature of both the Department Head and City Manager/Designee.
Petty cash funds may be established in the amount of $500 or less. The department is responsible for providing
safe locations for the custodial employee to secure funds in locked areas. These funds must be accounted for at
all times and available for inspection by approved designated authorities (i.e. Auditors or Treasury).
Department Heads are responsible for communicating this policy to employees responsible for petty cash funds.
The City reserves the right to prohibit individual employees from obtaining petty cash funds.
Department Heads are responsible for assuring employees with access to or responsibility for handling cash
have appropriate experience or training.
Once the cash is released from the City Treasurer’s Office, the custodial employee is personally responsible for
petty cash fund accounts in his/her possession. Shortages resulting from theft must be immediately reported to
the Police Department and reimbursed from the department’s budget with a police report as support for the
claim. The custodial employee must immediately reimburse any shortage(s) not resulting from theft; otherwise,
the Department Head is responsible for collecting shortages of funds from the custodial employee.
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19.5 - EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS
Cash may be expended from a petty cash fund for the purchase of an allowable inexpensive non-contract item
of an urgent or critical need or in situations where it is not cost effective or efficient to follow traditional
purchasing processes and where use of a purchasing card is not feasible. When petty cash funds are expended
for contract items, they must be purchased from a contracted vendor.
The City is not required to pay sales tax. Employees are expected to inform vendors that the City is exempt
from sales tax (Oklahoma Statutes, Title 68, Section 1356(A)). A tax exemption letter is attached. Sales tax
will not be reimbursed.
19.6 - RECONCILIATION/REPLENISHMENT
Reconciliation of petty cash funds may occur as often as necessary, but no less than once monthly.
Replenishment may occur as often as necessary, but must occur at least once each quarter and within 30 days
following the end of each fiscal year. Amounts drawn, maintained or expended which remain unreconciled
when the books of a given fiscal year are closed, or upon termination of an officer or employee making such
draw or expenditures, become the personal responsibility of the person making such draw or expenditure. The
City Treasurer, its remote agents, and the Personnel Department shall keep appropriate records to ensure
identification of such persons at termination.
Prior to requesting replenishment, the custodial employee must contact Procurement Services to establish a
vendor number specifically for petty cash reimbursements. The following must then be submitted to the
Accounts Payable Section to replenish a petty cash fund:
a.
A purchase order, including an electronic receipt, for the amount of the replenishment.
b.
A Petty Cash Replenishment and Reconciliation Form.
c.
A copy of the Petty Cash Fund Agreement that is on file with The City Treasurer’s Office for the
custodial employee.
d.
Original itemized receipts or paid invoice for the items purchased, signed and dated by the
employee who made the purchase.
Claims are subject to review by the Accounts Payable Section and the City Treasurer’s Office.
19.7 - RELINQUISHMENT
If a department determines there is no longer a valid purpose for the petty cash fund, or when the custodial
employee transfers to a different position or terminates employment, the Department Head will notify the City
Treasurer. The City Treasurer will determine the appropriate actions to relinquish or transfer the funds and
provide final accounting.
19.8 - VIOLATIONS
No employee shall use a Petty Cash fund to cash personal checks or make loans. Violations of this policy may
adversely affect a department from obtaining the City Treasurer’s authorization for establishment of a petty
cash fund or continued possession of such.
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19.9 - DISCIPLINARY ACTION
An employee found to be acting in violation of this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination.
The City Treasurer shall provide Department Heads with a list of petty cash funds and the employee(s)
responsible for them annually.
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PETTY CASH FUND AGREEMENT
Amount: $
Name (Print or type)

Title

Department Name

Department ID#

Telephone

State purpose and location of petty cash fund:
Purpose of petty cash fund:
Physical Location:

Departmental Approval-Signature

Title

City Manager’s Approval (Required): Designation per 2-841 or 2-842 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code.
____________________________________________________________________________________
City Manager/Designee
Date

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF FUNDS
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:
That I,
(Print Name), in my capacity as
(Title), hereby acknowledge
receipt of $
to me in hand paid this
day of
, 20___, for the purpose(s) set out above,
under authority of Section 2-841 or 2-842 of the Oklahoma City Municipal Code; in consideration of which I hereby agree
to administer and account for said monies as provided in said ordinance only, and authorize The City of Oklahoma City,
or its agents or assigns, to collect any monies unreconciled as provided in subsection 1 of said Section 2-841, including
costs of collection and attorney’s fees.
I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that I have read said ordinance and agree to abide by the provisions thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set by hand this
________________________________

day of

, 20

.

Signature (Upon receipt of petty cash)
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
COUNTY OF_____________________
Before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State on this
day of
, 20___,
personally appeared
(Print Name), to me known to be the identical person who
executed the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed same as their free and voluntary
act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth.
Given under my hand and seal the day and year last above written.
(Seal)
My Commission Expires:

NOTARY PUBLIC:
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PETTY CASH REPLENISHMENT AND RECONCILIATION REQUEST

$
Date

Amount of Replenishment Request

PO Number

Receiver Number

Printed Name of Petty Cash Custodian

Title

Signature

Department/Telephone Number

Replenishment Reviewer/Approver
(Review/Approver must be different than custodian)

Title

Signature

Department/Telephone Number

To reimburse a remote petty cash account, forward this form, along with signed receipts,
to the Accounts Payable Section, Procurement Services Division. The reconciliation below
must be completed:
Petty Cash on Hand

$___________________________

Replenishment requested (receipts attached)

$____________________________

(Receipts must be signed and dated by employee who made the purchase)

Other receipts on hand (not attached)

$____________________________

Outstanding replenishment requests

$____________________________

PO#_______________________

$____________________________

TOTAL (must equal petty cash authorized) $____________________________
Reconciliation
Attached receipts must include: date, supplier, item(s) purchased, amount and must be signed by purchaser.
Please retain copies for your files. Sales tax will not be reimbursed.

Note: It is recommended that the Petty Cash Reimbursement Checklist on the following page be used and included with this
request.
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PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT CHECK LIST
Petty cash is for purchasing inexpensive non-contract items of an urgent or critical need or in situations where it
is not cost effective or efficient to follow traditional purchasing processes and where use of a purchasing card is
not feasible.
Purchase Order and Electronic Receiver Number using employee’s petty cash vendor code.
Verify a completed Petty Cash Replenishment and Reconciliation Request form is attached and
signed by the custodian of the petty cash account.
Verify a completed Petty Cash Replenishment and Reconciliation Request form is attached and
signed by a reviewer/approver of the petty cash custodian.
A copy of the Petty Cash Agreement on file with the City Treasurer’s Office should be attached
to the claim.
Verify the employee name on the Petty Cash Agreement matches the employee name on the
Purchase Order and Petty Cash Replenishment and Reconciliation Request.
Verify that all receipts, invoices, or other third-party documentation support the amount of the
claim.
Verify that all supporting documents indicate the date, supplier name, amount, and item(s)
purchased. Receipts, invoices or other third-party documentation must be signed by the
person making the purchase.
Verify that each receipt/invoice is for the proper fiscal year. Purchases cannot span fiscal years.
Verify that all totals are mathematically correct.
Verify that the correct account code is used for all items purchased.
Verify that sales tax has not been included in the reimbursement total.
If receipts/invoices include food or questionable items, justification of the public purpose for the
use of Municipal funds must be attached or noted on the claim. Accounts Payable staff may
request public purpose documentation approved by the Department Head.
Replenishment may occur as often as necessary, but must occur at least once each quarter and within 30 days
following the end of each fiscal year. Amounts drawn, maintained or expended which remain unreconciled
when the books of a given fiscal year are closed, or upon termination of an officer or employee making such
draw or expenditures, become the personal responsibility of the person making such draw or expenditure. The
City Treasurer, its remote agents, and the Personnel Department shall keep appropriate records to ensure
identification of such persons at termination. Reimbursements require an original receipt or paid invoice.
Claims are subject to review by the Accounts Payable Section and the City Treasurer’s Office.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 20
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION AND LICENSE
20.1 - PURPOSE
Professional development and certifications enhance employee job skills and contribute to professional work
culture and work product credibility. The City provides continuing professional education, employee training
programs, and other incentives to encourage employee development toward the achievement and maintenance
of professional certification and licenses. This policy addresses professional education and training,
examination and occupational license fees, and use of leave related to professional certification and licenses and
occupational licenses.
20.2 - SCOPE
This policy governs professional certification and licenses and occupational licenses:
1.
2.

required for job performance; and
not required for job performance, but enhance job performance

Additional City policies are in place that provide opportunities to encourage employees to improve job skills
through pursuit of professional certification and licenses. These policies include the Customer Service
Incentive Program (Management Bulletin 90-3) and the Tuition Reimbursement Program (Personnel Service
Bulletin 15-02). Refer to those policies for applicable procedures for qualifying employees.
20.3 - POLICY
Professional certification and license training and examinations involving time away from regular job duties
require prior supervisory notification and approval. Options as to date, time, and/or place for training and
examinations are at the discretion of the department.
A.

For employees whose job responsibilities require that they possess and maintain professional
certification and licenses:

Required training provided by, sponsored by, and/or associated with the City will be considered regular work
hours. Employees are required to give their full time and attention to the course work.
Administrative leave may be made available to the employee for required training provided through programs
or classes not associated with or sponsored by the City for certifications required to be maintained by the City
for job performance. Such required training may be paid or reimbursed by the City. Administrative leave
includes absences from the employee’s job station that are not sick, vacation, or some other defined leave type.
Administrative leave is leave for City-related business that does not fall into other specific leave categories.
The City will pay examination and renewal fees for certifications required by the City for job performance as
stated in the Personnel job description or applicable laws and regulations. Department Heads determine
whether examination fees are paid for employees who do not pass a required exam and whether fees will be
paid by the department if an exam is retaken. Exam result documentation should be maintained by the
employee’s department. Employees may be eligible for administrative leave to take a required examination.
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B.

For employees whose job responsibilities are enhanced by the pursuit and maintenance of
professional certification and licenses:
1.

Training provided by, sponsored by and/or associated with the City will be considered regular
work hours and should be undertaken by the employee with that perspective.

2.

With advance supervisory approval, administrative leave may be made available to the employee
for training provided through programs or classes not associated with or sponsored by the City,
but related to or enhancing job performance at the City. Such external training may or may not
be paid or reimbursed by the City. Other training, not related to City responsibilities, requiring
leave from the employee’s regular responsibilities requires use of pre-approved vacation leave or
accrued comp time.

3.

City work organizations may regularly provide continuing professional education or other
employee training programs designed to meet requirements of professional certification and
licenses. Employees are encouraged to participate in these programs to meet educational/training
requirements rather than enrolling in classes outside the sponsored program.
When employees achieve professional certification and licenses that contribute to the City’s
professional work culture and enhance the credibility of work products within the employees’
City job responsibilities, departments may elect to initiate a Customer Service Incentive award to
reward this achievement.
Professional certification and license examinations and maintenance of professional certification
and licenses that are not required to perform job responsibilities may or may not be reimbursable
by the City.

20.4 - PROCEDURES
A.

PERSONNEL PROCEDURES

Procedures to implement the Professional Certification and License Policy follow the established personnel
actions and existing personnel pay and leave procedures with applicable authorizations. No additional forms,
authorizations, or procedures are required.
B.

EMPLOYEE REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES

Professional certification and license fees should be paid by the department to professional organizations and
associations following the established Purchasing Policies and Procedures. An out-of-pocket reimbursement
may also be paid directly to an employee for qualified expenses following the procedures below:
The claimant must complete and submit an Employee Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement for Electronic
Funds Payment Form to the Procurement Services Division to establish or update an existing vendor number for
the claimant.
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The following must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to process claims for reimbursement of
qualified out-of-pocket expenses:
a. A purchase order, including an electronic receipt.
b. The original receipt signed by the claimant supporting the reimbursement. The claimant’s home
address must be written on the receipt and match the address listed in the financial system for their
vendor number.
c. If an original receipt supporting the reimbursement is not provided by the vendor, proof of payment
(i.e. cancelled check or credit card statement) or a copy of the renewed certificate or license, signed
by the claimant, may be submitted instead.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 21
PROFESSIONAL DUES AND MEMBERSHIPS
21.1 - PURPOSE
Memberships in certain professional organizations and associations can enhance and benefit the City in many
ways. City membership in a trade, industry or professional organization or association may make industry
reports, statistics or analyses available to City staff that can enhance management decisions and contribute to
operational efficiencies. Individual employee memberships in trade, industry or professional organizations or
associations can provide the same benefits as well as providing peer association opportunities and the benefits
that come from networking. This policy addresses the types of memberships and dues that are appropriate for
City or employee participation.
21.2 - POLICY
Professional dues and memberships are appropriate if membership helps carry out the City’s mission or in the
case of an individual, the duties of his/her job.
A.

Membership in an organization or association must provide a direct benefit to the City. Examples of
organizations that may be appropriate for City or employee membership include, but are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

professional organizations
trade associations
chambers of commerce
civic or public service organizations
boards of trade
business leagues

Generally, inappropriate organizations are those organized for non-City business, pleasure, recreation or
any other social purpose. Examples of organizations not appropriate for City or employee membership
include, but are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

country clubs
golf and athletic clubs
hotel clubs
sporting clubs
airline clubs
social clubs

C.

No professional dues or memberships shall be paid to any organization whose membership is limited in
any way due to race, creed, religion, color, sex, age, national origin, ancestry or disability as defined by
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12102.

D.

Department Heads shall be responsible for determining the appropriateness of membership in any
particular organization or association as set forth in these guidelines. Department Heads shall also be
responsible for determining the usefulness or direct benefit to the City for employees to attend meetings,
seminars or conferences of these organizations or associations.
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21.3 - EMPLOYEE REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES
Professional dues and membership fees should be paid by the department to professional organizations and
associations following the established Purchasing Policies and Procedures. An out-of-pocket reimbursement
may also be paid directly to an employee for qualified expenses following the procedures below:
1.

The claimant or administrative representative must complete and submit an Employee
Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement for Electronic Funds Payment Entry Form to the Procurement
Services Division to establish or update an existing vendor number for the claimant.

2.

The following must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to process claims for reimbursement
of qualified out-of-pocket expenses:
a. A purchase order, including an electronic receipt.
b. The original receipt signed by the claimant supporting the reimbursement. The claimant’s home
address must be written on the receipt and match the address listed in the financial system for their
vendor number.
c. If an original receipt supporting the reimbursement is not provided by the vendor, proof of payment
(i.e. cancelled check or credit card statement) may be submitted instead.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 22
RECRUITING EXPENSES
22.1 - PURPOSE
It is sometimes in the best interest of the City to pay the costs associated with recruiting employees to work for
the City. This policy addresses the criteria that must be met to enable payment of recruiting expenses.
22.2 - POLICY
A.

RECRUITING EXPENSES
There may be occasions when a qualified applicant for a vacant City position resides outside the
Oklahoma City metropolitan area. In cases where the applicant cannot be adequately tested, interviewed
or otherwise considered for the position by other means (i.e., use of fax, email or telephone), it may be
necessary to have the applicant travel to Oklahoma City to participate in the selection process. The City
also sometimes uses individuals living outside of the City to participate in the selection process
(Assessment Centers, Oral Review Boards, etc.). Qualified expenses may be paid directly by the City or
reimbursed to the applicant or individual participating in the selection process provided the Personnel
Director has given prior, written approval.
1.

Qualified Recruiting Expenses
Recruiting expenses must be a proper municipal expenditure for the public good to be considered
a qualified expense. Recruiting expenses, which may qualify for direct payment or
reimbursement by the City, include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.

air travel
overnight accommodations
car rental
mileage reimbursement (if personal vehicle used)
meals
other expenses that can be demonstrated to be for the public good

Payment of Qualified Recruiting Expenses
Payment of qualified recruiting expenses must be in compliance with established Purchasing
Policies and Procedures and lowest and best prices should be obtained. If the applicant is to be
reimbursed, a Vendor Registration Form must be prepared and submitted. The hiring department
must provide a justification memo. The justification memo must have an approval signature line
and be signed by the Personnel Director.
Departments are responsible for providing all necessary documentation to support payment of
recruiting expenses or direct reimbursements to the applicant or an individual participating in the
selection process.
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3.

Dollar Limitation for Reimbursement

The hiring department must have sufficient funds within its budget to pay the recruiting
expenses.
22.3 - RECRUITING EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES
Recruitment expenses should be paid by the department following the established Purchasing Policies and
Procedures. The following must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to process claims for
reimbursement of qualified out-of-pocket expenses:
a. A purchase order, including an electronic receipt.
b. The original receipt signed by the claimant supporting the reimbursement. The claimant’s home address
must be written on the receipt and match the address listed in the financial system for their vendor number.
c. Justification memo signed by the Personnel Director
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 23
MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSES
23.1 - PURPOSE
This policy establishes the criteria that must be met to enable reimbursement or direct payment of
moving/relocation expenses, and is designed to be an accountable plan under the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) guidelines.
23.2 - POLICY
A.

AUTHORITY FOR PAYMENT OF MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSES
The following two references provide the authority to pay moving/relocation expenses on behalf of
newly hired employees. The hiring department will need sufficient funds within their budget to pay the
moving/relocation expenses.
Section 208 of The City of Oklahoma City Personnel Policies states that the City Manager may
authorize reimbursement of relocation expenses prior to employment.
Article IV, Section 9 of the Oklahoma City Charter allows, …the payment or reimbursement of
authorized expenses incurred or to be incurred by City employees, the making to City employees of
authorized payments in lieu of such expenses, and/or the making of authorized incentive or merit
payments to City employees, to the extent not otherwise prohibited by the law of the State, and such
payments or reimbursements shall in no event be deemed to be compensation for the purposes of this
Section.

B.

CRITERIA FOR MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT
To qualify for reimbursement of moving/relocation expenses or for payments made directly to a vendor
for these expenses, the following requirements must be met:
1. The position taken with the City of Oklahoma City must be a permanent, full-time position.
2. The hiring department and employee must complete a Request for Authorization of Payment of
Moving/Relocation Expenses for New Employee form and obtain prior approval from the hiring
Department Head, Personnel Director and City Manager.
3. The new City job site must be at least 50 miles farther from the employee’s former home than their
previous job location.
4. The expenses must be incurred within the first 12 months of employment with the City.
5. Adequate accounting of moving expenses must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section within
60 days of incurred expense.

C.

QUALIFIED MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSES
Moving/relocation expenses must be a proper municipal expenditure for the public good be considered a
qualified expense. Payment of qualified moving/relocation expenses must be in compliance with
established Purchasing Policies and Procedures and lowest and best prices should be obtained.
Moving/relocation expenses, which may qualify for direct payment by the City to a vendor or
reimbursement to the employee, include:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

air travel (lowest economy coach fares available)
lodging while traveling to new destination
moving van or trailer rental
temporary storage of household goods and personal effects within a 30- consecutive-day period after
moving from the previous residence
professional moving/relocation company (shipping costs of household goods, including insurance)
mileage reimbursement per mile driven for moving purposes (IRS mileage rate for moving is
different from the IRS mileage reimbursement rate for business use of a personal vehicle)
pre-move house hunting expenses
other expenses that can be demonstrated to be for the public good and allowable
**(Items 7. and 8. may be reported as wages on employees W-2)**

D.

SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDED EXPENSES
Expenses specifically excluded from reimbursement are:
1. meal expenses
2. the cost of moving furniture, appliances or other household belongings that the employee purchased
on the way to his/her destination
3. temporary living expenses

E.

SPENDING LIMITATIONS FOR QUALIFIED MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSES
The City Manager may establish a maximum allowable expense for moving and relocation.

23.3 - PAYMENT OF QUALIFIED MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSES PROCEDURES
The claimant or administrative representative must complete and submit an Employee
Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement for Electronic Funds Payment Entry Form to the Procurement
Services Division to establish or update an existing vendor number for the claimant. Prior to moving, the hiring
department should provide the employee a copy of this policy and assist in the preparation, completion and
submittal of the moving/relocation expenses. Moving and relocation expenses should be paid by the department
following the established Purchasing Policies and Procedures, including informal quotes for expenses exceeding
$2,500 i.e. moving companies. The following must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to process
claims for out-of-pocket reimbursements or payments to vendors for qualified expenses:
1.
2.

3.
4.

A purchase order, including an electronic receipt, utilizing account code 51510005-EMPLOYEE
MOVING EXP.
Original receipts/invoices signed by the claimant supporting the out-of-pocket reimbursement or
direct payment to a vendor. For reimbursements, the claimant’s home address must be written
on the receipt and match the address listed in the financial system for their vendor number.
Informal quotes for expenses exceeding $2,500 as required by the City’s Purchasing Policies and
Procedures.
A signed Request for Authorization of Payment of Moving/Relocation Expenses for New
Employees form.
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23.4 - REPORTING MOVING AND RELOCATION EXPENSES
The hiring department is responsible to report to the Payroll Supervisor the total actual amount paid or
reimbursed by the City for moving/relocation expenses within 60 days of the moving event and prior to the end
of the fiscal year. The expenses must be reported using the Request for Authorization of Payment of
Moving/Relocation Expenses for New Employee form.
Refer to the IRS, Publication 521, Moving Expenses for additional information.
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REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION OF PAYMENT OF
MOVING/RELOCATION EXPENSES FOR NEW EMPLOYEE
EMPLOYEE'S NAME

POSITION TITLE

CURRENT ADDRESS

DATE OF HIRE

CITY, STATE, ZIP

(
)
TELEPHONE

DEPARTMENT/DIVISION/SECTION
P.O.#

Receipt#

FUNDING TO BE PAID FROM:
GL Unit

Fund

Oper Unit

Dept

Account 51510005

Program

Authorization is requested for the following moving/relocation expenses:
Estimated

Actual
Air travel for employee
Air travel for employee's spouse
Lodging while traveling to new destination
Moving van or trailer rental
Temporary storage of personal effects (30 consecutive days)
Professional moving relocation including insurance
IRS moving mileage rate reimbursement
# of miles______ x current IRS moving mileage rate
Pre-move house hunting expenses
Other (itemize)

$

$

YES

NO

(

)

(

)

( )

(

)

( )

(

)

(

(

)

)

Were moving/relocation expense incurred within 12 months from your full-time City employment
start date? Date of employment: ___/___/___.
Was move at least 50 miles farther from your former home than your old main job location was
from your former home?
Was reimbursement requested within 60 days of the moving event?
Date of moving event: ___/___/___.
Reimbursement requested is less than the lessor of $7,500 or one month wages of the beginning
pay rate?

Employee Signature

Date

APPROVED

Department Head

Date

Personnel Director

Date

City Manager

Date

Payroll Supervisor

Date
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 24
MEALS AND REFRESHMENTS, INCLUDING BOTTLED WATER
24.1 – PURPOSE
This policy provides general guidance for the use of City funds to purchase meals or refreshments for meetings,
employee training, employee recognition meetings and/or other gatherings that provide a public benefit.
24.2 - SCOPE
Meals or refreshments shall include bottled water and other non-alcoholic beverages, food products purchased
at a restaurant, catered at a City facility or at a remote location, or directly purchased and prepared by City
employees for a meeting or function. Departments are encouraged to recycle paper, plastic bottles and
aluminum cans when hosting City events.
24.3 - POLICY
The purchase of meals or refreshments is appropriate only if it can be demonstrated to provide a public benefit.
Meals and refreshments are not provided as a prerequisite to City board members, commission members or
employees. In general, the purchase of bottled water by the City should be viewed as an exception, not a
standard practice.
Several City departments purchase bottled water for various reasons. Because the City is also a provider of
drinking water to paying customers, the legitimacy of spending City funds on bottled water may be brought into
question. Therefore, the purpose of this policy is to provide some guidelines for the purchase of bottled water.
Alternatives for providing potable water should be pursued prior to purchasing bottled water for remote work
locations. For example, large water coolers, filled at the base facility, can be used to provide water for work
crews. Employees who do not like the taste of the water in their work area, even when it has been deemed
potable, may choose to purchase bottled water on their own, not at City expense.
24.4 - CONDITIONS
Meals and refreshments should only be provided with the use of City funds where a public benefit can be
demonstrated. The following is a list of examples where providing meals or refreshments would provide a
public benefit. This list is not exclusive and is intended only to provide examples.
1. Council, board, commission or other business meetings that extend through a normal meal period;
2. Meals or refreshments planned as part of a program relating directly to the performance of City
business;
3. Recognition ceremonies or other City sponsored events;
4. The purchase of food and related supplies for employee retirement celebrations (not to exceed $250).
This does not include the purchase of tokens such as plaques, certificates, watches, and longevity
pins which are authorized and available through the City’s contracts for employee recognition items.
The purchase of flowers, clothing (unless the City seal is imprinted on the clothing), gift certificates,
and personal items are not authorized for retirement celebrations using City funds. Departments
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must obtain preapproval from the Department Head and Purchasing Agent prior to purchasing
recognition items not listed above or to exceed the $250 limit for food and related supplies.
5. Bottled water may be necessary for employees working in extreme conditions where potable water is
not available. For example, workers responsible for maintaining streets and roads, providing
emergency services, or conducting other types of City business in the rural areas of Oklahoma City.
24.5 – MEALS AND REFRESHMENTS REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES
Meals and refreshments should be paid for by the department to vendors following the established Purchasing
Policies and Procedures. An out-of-pocket reimbursement may also be paid directly to an employee following
the procedures below:
1.

The claimant or administrative representative must complete and submit an Employee
Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement for Electronic Funds Payment Entry Form to the
Procurement Services Division to establish or update an existing vendor number for the claimant.

2.

The following must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to process claims for
reimbursement of qualified out-of-pocket expenses:
a. A purchase order, including an electronic receipt.
b. The original itemized receipt signed by the claimant supporting the reimbursement.
c. Public purpose documentation as described in the following section.

24.6 - DOCUMENTATION
A.

DEMONSTRATED PUBLIC BENEFIT
All claims submitted for purchases or reimbursements for meals or refreshments must describe the type,
purpose and date of the meeting or function. If the public benefit is not obvious or easily explained,
written documentation from the Department Head must be provided to the Procurement Services
Division demonstrating the public benefit. When a purchasing card is used for payment, cardholders are
required to keep documentation on-file with their purchasing card receipts.

B.

FUNDING
Any department purchasing meals or refreshments is responsible for providing the necessary funds from
the department’s budget.

C.

RESPONSIBILITY
Department Heads are responsible for determining the appropriateness of purchases or reimbursements
for meals or refreshments.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 25
OUT-OF-POCKET REIMBURSEMENTS
25.1 – PURPOSE
This policy establishes the criteria that must be met for the reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses. Out-ofpocket expenses are usually inexpensive non-contract items of an urgent or critical need or may be necessary in
situations when it is not cost effective or efficient to follow traditional purchasing processes and where use of a
purchasing card is not feasible. When out-of-pocket expenses are for contract items, they must be purchased
from a contracted vendor.
25.2 – PROCEDURES
The following procedures should be followed for reimbursing employees for qualified out-of-pocket expenses:
1.

The claimant or administrative representative must complete and submit an Employee
Reimbursement/Authorization Agreement for Electronic Funds Payment Entry Form to the
Procurement Services Division to establish or update an existing vendor number for the claimant.

2.

The following must be submitted to the Accounts Payable Section to process claims for
reimbursement of qualified out-of-pocket expenses:
a.
b.

c.
d.

A purchase order, including an electronic receipt.
The original receipt signed and dated by the claimant supporting the reimbursement. The
claimant’s home address must be written on the receipt and match the address listed in the
financial system for their vendor number.
If an original receipt supporting the reimbursement is not provided by the vendor, proof of
payment (i.e. cancelled check or credit card statement) may be submitted instead.
If the business reason for the reimbursement is not obvious, the Department Head will need
to submit a memo to the Purchasing Agent for approval prior to processing the
reimbursement claim.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 26
PERSONAL USE OF CITY RESOURCES
26.1 - PURPOSE
The Oklahoma State Statute 21O.S. Section 341 prohibits the personal use of public assets. This policy
establishes operational responsibilities of City departments and employees relating to City resources.
26.2 - SCOPE
This policy and the procedures established herein govern use, prohibited use, misuse, exceptions and penalties
for use of City resources, facilities and equipment, including but not limited to, the use of fax machines, copiers,
postage, computers, telephones, pagers, and the Internet. Department Heads may establish internal
departmental policies regarding the personal use of City resources as long as the departmental policy is not less
restrictive than the City policy.
26.3 - PROPER USE OF CITY RESOURCES, FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
City resources, facilities and equipment are intended for use in the performance of official City business. City
employees may not use City resources for the personal benefit of any other person unless it is as part of the
employee’s official duties. The term “City resources” refers to City funds, property, supplies, equipment, and
employee time. Use of City resources, facilities and equipment for other than official City job purposes is
permitted only under very limited circumstances and only if the use meets all of the following criteria:
a. there is no cost to the City or the accumulated cost to the City is de minimis (i.e., a use that results in no
actual cost to the City, or the cost to the City is so small as to be insignificant or negligible);
b. it does not interfere with the employee’s official duties;
c. it is brief in duration, including an accumulation of time used;
d. it does not compromise the security or integrity of City information or software;
e. advance written supervisory approval is obtained; and
f. the use does not violate any laws, ordinances or City regulations.
Regardless of whether these six criteria can be met, personal use of City vehicles and field equipment (power
tools, landscape maintenance equipment, etc.) is never allowed and is specifically prohibited. Public Safety
Departments will follow established internal policies governing the assignment and use of home storage and
take-home vehicles.
Examples of permitted limited personal use include the following:
a. use of a computer outside of work hours;
b. use of a fax machine when the call is local and the accumulated printing cost is either de minimis or
reimbursed to the City;
c. use of the Internet for personal e-mail or browsing during approved work breaks and outside of work hours
when the e-mail content and Internet sites visited do not violate City policy (Information Technology
Acceptable Use Policy);
d. use of a personal digital assistant (PDA) for personal appointments, addresses, etc.; and
e. use of a business or cellular telephone as long as there is no cost to the City or the accumulated cost to the
City is de minimis.
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Written approval for the usage must be granted through normal departmental and supervisory processes. If
approval has been granted but the cost to the City does not meet the de minimis criteria, the fair value, including
equipment/supply costs and City overhead as determined by the Department Head or supervisor, must be paid
by the employee. Reimbursement to the City must be made by making a personal check payable to the City of
Oklahoma City and deposited with the City Treasurer.
26.4 - PROHIBITED USE OF CITY RESOURCES
City resources may not be used for any of the following:
a. conducting an outside business;
b. supporting, promoting, or soliciting for an outside organization or group unless otherwise provided by law,
permit or agreement with the City (e.g., City co-sponsored events);
c. political campaigning; and
d. commercial purposes such as advertising or selling unless otherwise provided by law, permit or agreement
with the City (e.g., Civic Center events); or illegal activities.
Personal use of City vehicles and field equipment (e.g., power tools, landscape maintenance equipment, etc.) is
specifically prohibited.
Department Heads shall be responsible for maintaining appropriate documentation for employee reimbursement
of approved personal use of City resources, facilities or equipment.
26.5 - CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The following examples of City resources and identity may not be used by an employee to support or represent
the employee’s outside activities including businesses, hobbies, and political activities:
a.
b.
c.
d.

City telephone numbers, and office, e-mail or web addresses;
City affiliations and titles may not be used for advertising;
City stationery, office supplies, and/or equipment such as photocopiers; and
City computing resources and laboratory equipment.

26.6 - REPORTING MISUSE OF CITY RESOURCES
The Personnel Policies address Fraud in Article 300, Section 307, and encourages City employees to report
improper governmental action taken by City officers or employees. The term fraud refers to, but is not limited
to: any dishonest or fraudulent act; forgery or alteration of any official document; misappropriation of funds,
supplies or City materials; improper handling or reporting of money or financial transactions; profiting by self
or others as a result of inside knowledge; destruction or intentional disappearance of records, furniture, fixtures,
or equipment; accepting or seeking anything of material value from vendors or persons providing services or
materials to the City for personal benefit; or any similar or related irregularities.
Under Section 307.02, an employee who has reason to believe that there may have been an instance of fraud,
improper action, or other illegal act or misappropriation or misuse of City assets (i.e. equipment, including
improper personal use of City resources; supplies; cash) as a “financial irregularity” that action must be reported
to a supervisor or manager, the Department Head, the City Manager’s Office, or the City Auditor as soon as
possible. The City Auditor shall be notified by the City Manager or department contact of all such instances
reported. The City Auditor will then investigate as deemed necessary.
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Employees can anonymously (if desired) report fraudulent or inappropriate activity by any of the following
means:
Phone: (405) 297-2227
Email: 4ethics@okc.gov
Online: InsideOKC
An employee who reports a suspected incident of fraud or illegality, or assists in an investigation may be
protected from retaliation in accordance with the Whistleblower Policy, Section 308 of the Personnel Policies.
However, the Whistleblower Policy does not protect an employee from disciplinary action for his/her own
involvement if they are found to be in violation of the policy.
26.7 - PENALTIES AND ENFORCEMENT
Employees who violate published City policies regarding the personal use of City facilities and equipment, or
policies regarding outside work and conflict of interest are subject to appropriate disciplinary or corrective
action, up to and including termination.
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BUSINESS EXPENSE POLICIES
SECTION 27
DEPARTMENTAL APPLIANCES
27.1 - PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Household appliances of various kinds are found in many City departments. This policy provides guidance as
to what types of appliances are appropriate to purchase and/or maintain with City funds. Discretion regarding
appliances purchased and/or maintained with private funds outside of the City purchasing system and placed in
City facilities is left with Department Heads.
27.2 - POLICY
It is recognized that certain household appliances, including but not limited to refrigerators, microwaves, and
icemakers are useful in the work environment and contribute to employee well being. As such, it is appropriate
to purchase and/or maintain appliances with City funds. However, employees are not guaranteed that
appliances will be available at their work site. The availability of City purchased appliances will vary between
work-sites depending on a number of factors such as available space and the capability of departments to fund
purchases.
Departments should use discretion and good judgment as to the types, number and maintenance of appliances
purchased. Appliances purchased and/or maintained with City funds must be available to all employees at the
work site and should provide a benefit to the majority of employees. Safety should be a priority when installing
and operating appliances. Failure to comply with all applicable codes or unsafe operation of an appliance may
result in its removal.
27.3 - PROCEDURES
Purchases and/or maintenance of household appliances using City funds must comply with the established
Purchasing Policies and Procedures.
Building Management must be contacted prior to the purchase or installation of any appliance, regardless of
funding source, including personal space heaters, to ensure the current electrical outlets and other building
systems are capable of supporting the appliance, or if additional outlets or building system modifications are
required.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Agent or procurement purchasing agent means the person designated by the City Manager or designated
appropriate authority, as the procurement purchasing agent of the City.
Award means the presentation, after careful consideration, of a purchase agreement or contract to the selected
bidder or offeror.
Back order means that portion of an order for merchandise not available for delivery at the scheduled time and
promised for delivery at a later date.
Bid means an offer at a quoted price submitted electronically in response to a request for bid (RFB) which can
become a contract upon acceptance by the City.
Bidder means a vendor who submits a response to a request for bids.
Bid bond means a written agreement or check by which a third party guarantees that a bidder will accept a
contract as bid, if it is awarded.
Bid opening means the public opening of electronic bids which are publicly revealed on the date and at the time
and place provided in the bid specifications, and recorded and made available for public inspection.
Blanket purchase order means a purchase order used to place orders on a repetitive basis for goods or services.
Can means not always mandatory, a negotiable item.
Certificate of insurance means a form from an insurance company licensed to do business in Oklahoma which
shows that the vendor is insured for the term of the contract for the amount stated in the specifications and
listing the City as an additional insured.
Competitive bidding means a fair and equitable means of allowing several vendors to offer price quotations and
the City to award contracts to the vendor offering the lowest and best bid for the purchase of specified
equipment, materials or service by the departments/divisions of the City.
Confirming purchase order means a purchase order restating the same terms originally encumbered and placed
orally or in conjunction with a confirming purchase request.
Confirming purchase request means a purchase request submitted with all supporting documentation for an
item or service that has already been received by the ordering department or division as a result of an
emergency purchase. Supporting documentation should include an invoice, delivery ticket and any other
documentation that might be particular to the purchase.
Contract means a legally binding agreement between two or more parties for the doing or providing of certain
goods or services that is binding by law. Contracts of the City must be in writing and executed in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter.
Contractor means a vendor that has been awarded a contract. A contractor may be an individual or a firm.
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Contractual services means all City services governed by the provisions of the City Charter and more
specifically including all telephone, gas, water, electric light and power service, towel and cleaning service,
insurance, leases for all grounds, buildings, offices or other space required by the using agencies, and the rental,
repair or maintenance of equipment, machinery and other City-owned personal property. The term shall not
include professional and other contractual services which are unique and not subject to competition, nor shall it
include public improvement contracts for the construction, maintenance or repair of streets, alleys, sidewalks,
storm sewers, water and sanitary sewer lines and plant facilities where such public improvement contracts are
awarded pursuant to Charter provisions.
Departmental representative means a representative from the department in which the vendor is bidding on a
contract.
Disadvantaged owned business means a business enterprise owned by racial minorities, women and
handicapped. The City awards contracts on a strictly nondiscriminatory basis without regard to race, sex, age or
other nonrelevant criteria.
Emergency purchase means a purchase that is made without competitive bidding due to a situation that could
not have been reasonably foreseen and, whereby the immediate procurement of needed supplies and/or services
is essential to prevent delays in the work of the ordering department, which may vitally affect the life, health or
convenience of the citizens.
Equal ( . . . or equal) means an item which may be substituted for a required item if it is matched, with no
advantage on either side.
Evaluation of bids means the examination of bids after opening to determine the bidder's responsibility,
responsiveness to requirements, and other characteristics of the bids relating to the award.
Expedite means to speed up an action; to facilitate a delivery of goods or services; to rush.
Fiscal year contract means the period of time specified for the performance of a contract covering July 1,
____________ to the end of the then current fiscal year June 30, ____________.
Formal competitive bid means a bid which must be submitted in a manner to be established by the City Council
and in conformance with a prescribed format as stated in the bid specifications which is to be publicly revealed
on the date and at the time and place provided in the bid specifications.
Gratuity means something given voluntarily and beyond obligation usually in return for or in anticipation of
some service.
Informal bid means a request for price quotations for commodities or services that do not require a sealed bid,
public opening, or public reading of bids.
Invoice means a detailed list of goods sold or services provided, together with the charges and the payment
terms, which is furnished by the vendor to the City.
Lowest and best bid means the lowest dollar bid in response to a request for bid that conforms to the
specifications and best meets the City's needs.
May means not always mandatory, a negotiable item.
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Multiple award means contracts awarded to more than one vendor for comparable supplies and services.
Awards are made for the same generic types of items at various prices where the award to a single vendor
would be impractical or fail to satisfy the total requirements.
Must means mandatory requirement.
No bid means a response to an invitation for bids stating that respondent does not wish to submit an offer.
Nonconformance means the failure of materials or services to conform to specified requirements for any
quality characteristic.
Non-responsive bid means a bid that does not conform to the mandatory or essential requirements of the
invitation for bid.
Notarization and acknowledgement means verification of a signature made under oath, and verified with an
electronic signature of the person authorized to perform those acts, together with all other information required
to be included by other applicable law and is attached to or logically associated with the signature.
One-time contract means a single purchase of a specific item of equipment or specific quantity of material by
competitive bidding.
Open market purchase means any purchase of supplies and/or contractual services that is made without formal
competitive bidding.
Open market purchase authority means that supplies and/or contractual services that cost $25,000.00 or less in
City funds may be purchased on the open market by the procurement purchasing agent without a formal bid and
without Council action. Items that cost in excess of $25,000.00 in City funds can only be purchased on the open
market by City Council action. This action is in the form of a resolution that waives competitive bidding and
authorizes the open market purchase.
Open market resolution - A resolution approved by the City Council for open market authority, for supplies
and/or services not available on a pricing agreement. The estimated cost is based on immediate need or
historical usage that is made with or without formal competitive bidding.
Performance bond means conditions of guarantee by a third party in certain substantial bids, particularly,
building and construction, for the faithful performance of a contract by the vendor.
Performance specification means a specification setting forth performance requirements determined necessary
for the item involved to perform and last as required.
Pre-bid conference means a conference between the prospective bidders and representative(s) of the City held
following the advertisement of request for bids, but before bid opening, to review and discuss the specifications
without discussing prices.
Pre-specification conference means a meeting with buyer(s), departmental technical staff and prospective
bidders to review and clarify the draft or proposed specifications of a complex nature, prior to advertising for
request for bids.
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Price agreement or pricing agreement means a continuing formal offer, from a vendor or contractor to the
City, to provide products/services at a firm price for a set period of time and which agreement does not obligate
any City funds at the time the agreement is approved by the Council. Pricing agreements shall contain a
provision stating that the City is not obligated to make any purchases pursuant to the agreement.
Professional services contract or professional service means a contract or service that requires the contractor
to perform services that are technical or professional in nature, that require professional or scientific judgment
or other special skills, training, taste or discretion, or that are not subject to uniform specifications.
Public purchasing means the process of obtaining goods and services for public purpose, following procedures
implemented to protect public funds from being expended extravagantly or capriciously.
Purchase order means the City's written document to a vendor that formally states all terms and conditions of a
proposed purchase transaction.
Purchase order number means a number from a purchase order that is used to keep track of a purchase and that
is sometimes issued verbally to authorize City purchase of services or materials.
Qualified bidder means a bidder determined by a buying organization to meet minimum set standards of
business competence, reputation, financial ability, and product quality for placement on the bidder's list.
Quotation means a statement of price, terms of sale, and description of goods or services offered by a seller to a
prospective buyer (informal bid).
Receipt means the following when required for reimbursement: The Oklahoma City Municipal Code § 2-801
requires documentation with claims for payment of goods and services, including the vendor name and location,
a list of items purchased, the quantity of the items, the cost for each item, delivery date and the total amount. A
receipt should also indicate that a payment was made.
Request for bid (RFB) means an invitation to bidders requesting formal and informal bids that complies in all
respects to detailed specifications.
Request for proposal (RFP) means an invitation requesting formal proposals for professional services for
which detailed specifications are impractical and price is not the primary evaluation factor.
Requisition means a standard transaction that the user departments complete in order to initiate purchases and
encumbrances.
Service contract means a contract between a vendor and the department/division to perform certain work,
especially not connected with a manufacturing result (e.g., industrial or electrical maintenance services) over a
certain period of time, normally the fiscal year.
Shall means mandatory requirement.
Sole source means a vendor that is the only source for a service or item to be purchased. An example of a sole
source is the purchase of maintenance on a machine that only the manufacturer can supply.
Specifications means a detailed and concise description of the materials/services including terms and conditions
that tell the seller (vendor) what the buyer wants to purchase.
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Split purchase means a purchase which is divided into orders involving sums of $25,000.00 or less for the
purpose of avoiding the requirement of this article which mandates competitive bidding when the total amount
is in excess of $25,000.00.
State contract means any contract let by the State pursuant to 74 O.S. § 85.7, as currently existing or as
subsequently amended by the Oklahoma Legislature.
Supplies means and includes all supplies, materials, and equipment.
Surplus property means property which has become obsolete or has been determined to be in excess of the
City’s needs.
Tabulation of bids means the recording of bids and bidding data submitted in response to a specific invitation
for purposes of comparison, analysis, and recordkeeping.
Tax Exempt means the following: The City of Oklahoma City is not required to pay sales tax. Employees are
expected to inform vendors that the City is exempt from sales tax (Oklahoma Statutes, Title 68, Section
1356(A)). When vendors charge sales tax on invoices, the tax shall be deducted from invoices prior to
payment. If sales tax is charged on purchasing card transactions, the cardholder is required to obtain a credit
from the vendor.
Technical specifications means specific words, measurements, quantities or terms used to describe the
components in the make-up of a product or service, so that the prospective bidder has an exact understanding of
what the buyer is trying to purchase.
Using agency means any department, division, section, or other unit in the City government or other governing
body using supplies, procuring contractual services, or otherwise utilizing the City’s purchasing policies and
procedures as provided for in this article.
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COTPA Agenda
Item No. VII.A.
10/05/2018

TO:

Chairman and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Administrator

Ratification of Payroll and Vendor Claims for the Period from September 4 through September 25, 2018
Background

The attached payroll and vendor claims for the public transportation and parking
systems represent normal operating or capital expenditures.
Parking had a total outlay of $470,438 for the period with major expenditures of:
$ 130,215.84
225,389.79
43,012.00

A C Owen Construction LLC (Sheridan-Walker garage
renovations)
Republic Parking System (July 2018 operating and nonbudgeted expenses)
TAP/The Architecture Partnership, PC (Convention Center
parking garage)

Transit had a total outlay of $2,294,338 for the period with major expenditures of:
$ 1,299,067.47 Payroll for the period
105,041.67 Penley Oil Company (fuel)
Spokies had a total outlay of $4,894.78 for the period with major no major
expenditures.
Streetcar had a total outlay of $204,209 for the period with major expenditures of:
$

21,728.00
143,404.68

Global Security Corporation (unarmed CLEET security officer
for streetcar maintenance facility 7/28 – 9/7)
Herzog (operations and maintenance services July 2018 and
phase 2: finishing touch and pass thru cost)

Oklahoma River Cruises had a total outlay of $71,517 for the period with
expenditures of:
$

Review

66,633.33 HMS Ferries, Inc (August 2018 charter commission,
September 2018 contract fee)

Public Transportation and Parking Department and Municipal Counselor’s Office

Recommendation: Ratify payroll and vendor claims.

Jason Ferbrache
Administrator

TRANSIT SYSTEM REPORT

August 2018

Purpose

The Transit System Report provides a summary of both internal indicators and performance
measures that are used to evaluate the performance of the EMBARK transportation system.
The internal indicators are used primarily by staff to compare performance to previous
periods whereas, the performance measures having specific targets, are more outcome
based and are included in EMBARK’s strategic business plan to help demonstrate
accomplishments given the resources that are provided. The internal indicators and
performance measures included in this report address ridership, dependability, safety and
align with EMBARK’s mission statement to: “…provide dependable multimodal public
transportation services to the citizens and visitors of the greater Oklahoma City
metropolitan area so they can experience friendly, convenient, safe and affordable transit
services.”

Ridership

Fixed and Express Routes: The average daily ridership (M-F) for local and commuter
route service for the Oklahoma City transit system in August 2018 was 10,609 a decrease
of 2.26% from August 2017, which was 10,854. The ridership totals include (M-F) the Circ
of 95 passengers per day. The average daily Saturday ridership for local and commuter
route service was 4,586 an increase of 7.65% from August 2017, which was 4,260. The
Circ average Saturday ridership, included in Saturday totals, was 97. Monday through
Friday ridership, as measured by passengers per revenue hour, was 17 in August 2018
compared to 17.43 in August 2017. The total year-to-date ridership for local and commuter
routes Monday through Saturday was 512,545 passengers compared to 521,893 in August
2017, a decrease of 1.79%. The cumulative annual total for all types of services on all days
is 530,427 passengers compared to 537,494 in August 2017.
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Average Daily Ridership
Circ (Mon - Sat)
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Fixed-Route Night Service: Total evening ridership for Routes 5, 11, 13, 22, 23 and the
Circ in August 2018, was 10,244 compared to 9,951 the previous year. The result is an
average nightly passenger count of 445 passengers compared to 433 in August 2017,
2.77% increase in average passengers per night and a 2.94% increase in total passengers.
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Passengers Per Dayper

EMBARK Plus and Social Services: Ridership for the elderly and people with disabilities
(E&D services), which includes EMBARK Plus paratransit service, STEP (senior shopping
trips), Congregate Meal, Share-A-Fare, medical trips and other services was 354
passengers per day in August 2018, compared to 338 in August 2017. This E&D passenger
count is 4.73% higher than August 2017.

Dependability

Average Daily Ridership
EMBARK Plus & Social Services
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On-Time Performance: One of the key performance measures in the strategic business
plan is on-time performance. This measure is an indicator of the dependability of the
transit system. For August 2018, the percentage of bus arrivals that fell within acceptable
limits was 62.95% which is a 4.55% decrease from August 2017, which was 65.95%.
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Road Calls: The number of miles driven between mechanical road calls is another
indicator of dependable service. The distance between road calls during August 2018, was
39,504 miles compared to 38,822 miles in August 2017. The new twelve-month average
is 37,627 miles.

Miles Between Roadcalls
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Preventable Accidents: This standard is the number of revenue miles between
preventable accidents. In August 2018, there were seven preventable accidents. There
were three non-preventable accident. Our 12-month preventable accident rolling average
is 79,716 miles. In August 2017, the 12-month preventable accident rolling average was
131,079 miles. The number of miles between all accidents for EMBARK during the past 12
months is 51,562.
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Summary of Services Table: August 2018
The table below provides daily averages for the number of passengers carried by many of the services
provided by EMBARK. The FY18 year-to-date (YTD) figures are cumulative, based on the year beginning
on August 1, 2018.
Family of Services Details: August 2018
SERVICE
OKC Fixed-Routes (M-F)
Circ (M-F)

Night Service (M-F)
OKC Fixed-Routes (Sat)
Circ (Sat)

EMBARK Plus OKC (M-Sat)

ADP
Aug 18’
10,609

FY2019
YTD
456,811

95

4,781

445

19,593

18,284

4,586

36,141

40,538

97

838

170

8,967

Cumulative for All
Services

530,427

FY2018
YTD
463,071

8,189

SERVICE

ADP
Aug 18’
40

AAA: STEP

84

4,041

2,411

17

824

886

AAA: Senior
Companion

3

110

130

AAA: Medical

6

311

196

DLC

19

880

1,100

Share-a-Fare

15

908

1,345

* - Estimated numbers
ADP: (Average Number of Daily Passengers)
FY YTD: (Fiscal Year, Year-to-Date Cumulative Passenger Count Estimate)

Performance Measures Included in Leading for Results (LFR) Strategic Business Plan

# of passengers per service hour (M-F Fixed-Route)

FY 2019
YTD

FY 2019
Targets

16.71

17.33

10,370

10,984

65%

75%

16,238.5

16,000

# of vehicle accidents per 100,000 miles

2.86

3.04

# of passenger claims per 100,000 service miles

1.84

.49

# of passengers per operating day (M-F Fixed-Route)
% of on-time bus arrivals
# of miles driven between road calls for fixed-route

FY2018
YTD
1,344

AAA: Congregate
Meal
AAA: RSVP

537,494

MEASURE

FY2019
YTD
1,841

Modern Streetcar Update

October 5, 2018

Operations
• Rail Activation Committee (RAC), Fire/Life Safety and Security Committee (FLSSC) and the Safety and
Security Certification Committee (SSCC) meetings continue monthly.
• EMBARK, OCPD, OCFD, TSA have developed and performed the TSA table top exercise.
• EMBARK, OCPD, OCFD have begun developing the full-scale field exercise
• OKC Streetcar ordinances taken to City Council for public hearing and approval
• EMBARK and MAPS continue working jointly to provide information to SSO related to recent readiness
review
• Systems Integrated Test Committee (SITC) continue performing integrated testing on the Bricktown Loop.
• EMBARK, HTSI held a crane re-railing test procedure.
• EMBARK, HTSI, Public Works, Jacobs continue the Transit Signal Priority integration committee
• EMBARK is working with COX and Chesapeake Arena to coordinate the start of revenue service.
Mainline Track Design and Construction
• Construction of the Bricktown Loop continues with lane striping, traffic signal and signage installation.
Milestone C – Final completion of Bricktown Loop – October 2018
•

Construction of the Downtown Loop continues with Overhead Contact System (OCS), track installation, lane
striping, traffic signal and signage installation.
Milestone D – Substantial Completion of Downtown Loop - October 2018
Milestone E – Final Completion of all Work – November 2018

Vehicle Procurement
•

Vehicle No.1: Delivered / Conditional Acceptance - May / Burn-in testing – August

•

Vehicle No.2: Delivered / Conditional Acceptance - May / Burn-in testing – August

•

Vehicle No.3: Delivered / Conditional Acceptance - May / Burn-in testing – August

•

Vehicle No.4: Delivered / Conditional Acceptance - July / Burn-in testing – August

•

Vehicle No.5: Delivered / Conditional Acceptance - July / Burn-in testing – August

•

Vehicle No.6: Delivered / Conditional Acceptance – September / Burn-in testing – October

•

Vehicle No 7: Delivery October / Conditional Acceptance - November / Burn in testing – November

1

LONG RANGE PLAN UPDATE – SEPTEMBER 2018

Regional Fixed Guideway Plan (FGP)
•
•

Explored qualifying the Northwest BRT project for FTA Project Development status
Finalized the scope for National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) planning/design work
for the Northwest Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project

Regional Transit Dialogue (RTD) / ACOG
•
•

Gained approval of a transit T.I.P. amendment by ACOG committees
Attended the ACOG RTA planning meeting

Incremental Improvements to Existing Service
•
•

Conferred with various software firms about planning details related to having a
microtransit demand-response service
Continued construction and testing of OKC streetcar’s track, stop platforms, and power
supply.

Partnership Opportunities
•
•
•
•

Hosted the September 5 Quarterly Public Transit Coordination Meeting for the transit
providers in the region and other entities
Collaborated with SWATA and the Oklahoma Transit Association regarding the Arnall
Foundation transportation innovation grant
Observed Norman City work session regarding future of University of Oklahoma and
City of Norman’s public transportation.
Met with various contract partners and the Public Works Department to help bolster
COTPA’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program and to meet DBE goals

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TRANSPORTATION & PARKING AUTHORITY
OFF-STREET PARKING STATISTICS - August 2018
Aug-17

Aug-18

Spaces Available

4,445

4,445

Monthly Spaces Sold

4,174

3,588

Spaces Vacant

271

857

Vacancy Rate

6.10%

Total Operating Revenue

$

520,668

Difference
(586)
586

19.28%
$

550,797

13.18%
$

30,128

Prior Month
4,445
3,619
826
19%
621,574

MAY FACILITY STATISTICS

FACILITY
Santa Fe
Century Center
Cox Center
Sheridan-Walker
Arts District
TOTALS

GARAGE
ACTUAL
SPACES
1,568
779
994
1,041
801
5,183

MONTHLY
SPACES
AVAILABLE
1,350
445
600
1,300
750
4,445

Percentage of Occupancy
130%

120%
110%
100%

90%
80%
70%
60%

50%

MONTHLY
OCCUPANCY
SPACES
BY
SOLD
GARAGE
836
62%
627
141%
704
117%
1013
78%
408
54%
3,588
81%

MONTHLY PARKING
Monthly Revenue

Aug-17
$

TRANSIENT PARKING

$

$

97,769

$

47,973

Number of Events
Number of Estimated Attendees *

$

110,623

$

12,854
Difference

42,804

Prior Month
$

$

380,115

Prior Month

(1,060)

4,548
$

17,917
Difference

Aug-18

4,727
$

400,639

15,308

Aug-17

Tickets Issued (Pay at Entry)

Difference

Aug-18

16,368

EVENT PARKING

Event Revenue

382,721
Aug-17

Tickets Issued
Transient Revenue

Aug-18

14,657
$

84,113

Prior Month

(179)

4,352

(5,170) $

49,169

41

39

(2)

36

70,300

69,504

(796)

92,555

* As reported by Event Organizers

PARKING REVENUES

Aug-17
520,668

$

Aug-18
550,797

$

+/30,128

Total

$

TENANT LEASE
Santa Fe Garage

Leased Sq. Ft.
Aug-18
$
3,172
4,045

Arts District Garage

$

13,887

12,202

1,354

Santa Fe Station
Total

$
$

4,770
21,830

4,000
20,247

770
15,587

Credit (Issued)

$

-

Available Sq.
Ft.
13,463

Prior Month
$
510,074

Comments

Marketing, Customer Relations, and Technology Update

October 5, 2018

Marketing & Public Information Initiatives
Implemented and Managed Social Media & Websites

Administered Open Records Requests
Attended Just FOIA training – OKC’s new records

for Bus, Ferry, Bike Share, Streetcar and Parking
Implemented Streetcar Communication Plan

request system

Implemented Marketing for EMBARK’s

Developed and Implemented Recruitment Campaign

Family of Services

Developing Streetcar Launch Weekend Activities and

Developed Promotional Material for CIRC

Promotions

Developed Streetcar service materials

Managed Advertising and Sponsorship Program

Implemented changes to system and nights brochures

Conducted/Facilitated News Media Interviews with:

Developed promotional material for mobile fare app

> Oklahoman, Journal Record, KFOR,
News9, Telemundo

Community Relations Initiatives & Recent Events
Present at Bricktown Rotary Meeting

Road Scholar Trips:

Present at CVB Staff Meeting

Emerson North High School

Attended John Rex Elementary Fall Festival

21
participants

Coordinating EMBARK Health Fair – October 10

Bodine Elementary School

Conducted how to ride class for OCCHD group

20
participants

Capitol Hill High School

15
participants

Customer Relations Initiatives
Administered Rules of Conduct & Transit Exclusion

Administered Haul Pass Program

Program (CTEP)

Administered Guaranteed Ride Home Program

Review and Update Title VI Program & Public Notices

Administered Road Scholars Program

Technology Projects
Provide Helpdesk and Technology Support to

Coordinating Access Control Solution at

Bus, Ferry, Bike Share, Streetcar and Parking

Santa Fe Depot

Operations

Coordinating Real-Time Display Capabilities with

Update and Maintain Transit Management Systems

Streetcar Platform Equipment
1

Marketing, Customer Relations, and Technology Update

October 5, 2018

Provided support for call center system upgrade

235-RIDE Calls Handled Within 30 sec

In an effort to provide
\

exceptional customer
service, the division strives
to answer at least 85% of all

100%
80%

calls within 30 seconds. In
August 2018, the call center
answered 6,502 calls in 30
seconds or less, a 9.47%
service increase compared

60%
40%

FY2018
FY2019

20%

to August 2017.
0%

235-RIDE Calls Abandoned

The call center handled
7,249 total calls for August
2018 compared to 7,644
calls (5.17% decrease) in
August 2017.

600
500
400
300

August also saw 45.10%
less calls (269) abandoned

200

over the same time last

100

year.

FY2018
FY2019

-
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Marketing, Customer Relations, and Technology Update

Staff fielded 78.32% (39) more

Total Customer Inquiries* Received†

inquiries in August over the
160

same period last year.
August Inquiries by Topic
Driving Concern
EMBARK PLUS
Employee Conduct
Fares and Fees
Injury Claim
Late bus/No show
Lost and Found
Missed Connection
Other – Miscellaneous
Outstanding Service
Passenger Behavior
Routes & Service
Senior/Disability Services
Shelters/Bus Stops
Vehicle Maintenance
Website/Mobile App Issue

October 5, 2018

35
5
27
5
2
11
2
16
12
1
1
14
3
8
1
1

140
120
100
80
60

FY2018

40

FY2019

20
0

% Inquiries Closed Within 5 Business Days
In an effort to provide
exceptional customer service,

90%
75%

the division strives to respond

60%

to 75% of all inquiries within 5

45%

business days. Staff
responded to 112 inquiries
within the 5-business day
service level (SL) – and

FY2018

30%

FY2019

15%
0%

responded to 145 inquiries
overall.

†Inquiries are defined as a written statement submitted by a customer, or on behalf of a customer, and requires staff time to research and respond.
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Staff fielded 83 IT tickets in
August.

IT Service Requests Opened
160

August Tickets by Category
Accounts
Bus Hardware
Computer Hardware
General
Phone
Printer/Copier
Software
Special Projects
Video Request
ID Badges
CCTV/Access Control

October 5, 2018

17
9
11
9
2
7
25
0
0
0
3

140
120
100
80
60

FY 2018

40

FY 2019

20
0

In August, staff closed 84%
(70) of all opened IT tickets.

IT Service Requests Closed
160
140
120
100
80
60

FY 2018

40

FY 2019

20
0
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Oklahoma River Cruises and Spokies Bike Share Report

September 29, 2018

Scheduled Service

Ferry Service Riders by Month
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Ferry Ridership in August 2018 was down 54% from August 2017 and 73% from August 2016.
The decline in Ferry Service riders is being offset by increases in Specialty Cruise riders which
is up 595%. This shift in rider behavior is intended to increase overall revenue. Year-to-date
ridership on all service through August was 6,406 versus 10,258 through August 2017. Revenue
is up 7.2% for that period. Staff will evaluate the effect in November when planning for 2019.
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Non-Transit Services

Specialty Cruise Riders
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River Tours and Cocktail Cruises were well attended in August. These cruises replace evening
ferry service and are a contributing factor to the decline in ferry service. They contribute more to
revenue than ferry service and replace Sunset cruises which were operated at a higher cost.
Year-to-date charters are up 2% compared to 2017.
Cancelations
Cancelations in August 2018 were up 38% over August 2017 and 21% over year-to-date in
August 2017. High levels of debris in the river due to rain events were the leading cause of
cancelations.

Canceled Trips by Month
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Ridership
August 2018 saw a 26% increase in trips compared to August 2017 and a 243% increase over
August 2016. Service was suspended two weeks in August 2016 to transition to the new
equipment. YTD Ridership is up 11% over 2017 and 75% over 2016.

Trips by Month
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Walk-up users of the system continue to be the majority riders at 90% in August 2018. Staff
attributes this to visitors to Oklahoma City as well as residents coming into the downtown
business districts for various activities. Monthly pass sales increase as local residents find value
in cycling as a transit and recreational option.

Trips by Pass Type
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Marketing
EMBARK marketing staff continue to provide social media coverage, including posts promoting
public art as best viewed from a Spokies bike.
Take an adventure to find hidden pieces of public
art around OKC! This piece was painted by Eric
Tippeconnic in the alley right next Chickasaw
Country's Exhibit C on East Sheridan. Grab some
friends, check out Spokies bikes and go see it up
close.

August 16, 2018 was Spokies 2nd anniversary with the BCycle equipment. Bicycle Transit Systems
management and EMBARK marketing staff created a promotion to celebrate the event. The success
of the BCycle equipment is attributable to its durability and comfort for almost every rider.

